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Abstract 
This thesis consists of two parts. In the first part, we define stocha.stic integrals w.r.t. the com-
pensated Poisson random mea.sures in a martingale type p, 1 ::; P ::; 2 Banach space and establish a 
certain continuity, in substitution of the Ito isometry property, for the stocha.stic integrals. A version 
of Ito formula, a.s a generalization of the ca.se studies in Ikeda and Watanabe [401, is derived. This 
Ito formula enables us to treat certain Levy processes without Gaussion components. Moreover, 
using idea.s in [631 a version of stocha.stic Fubini theorem for stocha.stic integrals w.r.t. compensated 
Poisson random mea.sures in martingale type spaces is established. In addition, if we a.ssume that 
E is a martingale type p Banach space with the q-th, q 2:: p, power of the norm in C2-class, then 
we prove a maximal inequality for a cadlag modification it of the stocha.stic convolution w.r.t. the 
compensated Poisson random mea.sures of a contraction Co-semigroups. 
The second part of this thesis is concerned with the existence and uniqueness of global mild 
solutions for stocha.stic beam equations w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random mea.sures. In view 
of Kha.s'minskii's test for nonexplosions, the Lyapunov function technique is used via the Yosida 
approximation approach. Moreover, the a.symptotic stability of the zero solution is proved and the 
Markov property of the solution is verified. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The thesis is devoted to a systematic study of the construction of stochastic integrals with respect 
to compensated Poisson random measures in martingale type p, 1 ~ p ~ 2, Banach spaces and 
to their's applications by proving the existence and uniqueness of stochastic beam equations with 
respect to compensated Poisson random measures. The notions of point processes, Poisson random 
measures and stochastic integrals w.r.t. compensated Poisson random measures can be traced back 
to P. Levy [55J and K. Ito [41J as a fundamental of the constructing a process with independent, 
stationary increments and stochastic continuous paths, a Levy process. K. Ito in [41J first formulated 
and proved the Levy-Ito decomposition theorem, namely that every Levy process can be expressed 
as a sum of two independent parts, a Brownian motion and a jump process which is an integral 
w.r.t. a compensated Poisson random measure, a random measure counting the jumps of the Levy 
process. The Levy-It/) decomposition theorem tells us that Brownian motions and Poisson random 
measures are the fundamental prerequisites for construction of any Banach valued Levy processes. 
At this stage, it is worth pointing out here that the integral of a deterministic function x w.r.t. a 
compensated Poisson random measure in the Levy-Ito decomposition coincides with the stochastic 
integral of the function x w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure associated to the Levy 
process introduced in this thesis, see Remark 3.1.27 and Theorem 3.4.9. The Levy-Ito decomposition 
formula has been intensively studied by many authors, see [73], [52], [7] [43] and also [44], [77], [78J 
and the references therein. In [28] and [I] the Levy-Ito decomposition theorem was investigated for 
the case where the state space is a Banach space of type 2. Especially, for a detailed proof of the 
Levy-Ito decomposition theorem in a Banach space, [I] may be consulted. 
The extension of stochastic integration to the infinite dimensional spaces was exploited first by 
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Kunita in [51], where he investigated the stochastic integration w.r.t. the Hilbert-valued martingales 
and established the corresponding Ito formula. Later, Metivier and Pellaumail in [58] studied the 
stochastic integrals of operator-valued predictable processes w.r.t. a certain process, 1T'-process, 
including the Hilbert-valued cadlag square integrable martingales and Banach-valued processes with 
finite variation and by introducing the tensor quadratic variation, they derived a version of Ito 
formula for these stochastic integrals. See, in particular, [571 and [29]. The obstruction to extend the 
stochastic integrations to Banach spaces is that the Banach space-valued measurable functions may 
fail to be stochastically integrable. A classical counterexample for this defect was given by Yor in [82]. 
Neidhardt in his thesis [601 considered a certain class of Banach spaces, 2-uniformly-smooth Banach 
spaces, in which a stochastic integral with some certain continuity property, in substitution of the Ito 
isometry property, can be defined. Brzezniak in [12] investigated the stochastic integration theory 
in a martingale type 2 Banach space, which is in fact equal to the class of 2-smooth Banach spaces, 
see [651. With the help of martingale type p Banach spaces setting, we may define the stochastic 
integral for a certain class of measurable Banach space-valued functions w.r.t. the compensated 
Poisson random measures. 
In 140] the stochastic integrals of real-valued ~-predictable functions w.r.t. the compensated 
Poisson random measure associated to a Poisson point process, in a terminology of simple p-integral 
in [711, is defined as a limit in V(O,F,IP) of Lebesgue integrals w.r.t. the compensated Poisson 
random measure over the approximating sets of a O'-finite Poisson point process. Here we call it 
the Ikeda-Watanabe stochastic integrable w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure. Similar 
definitions of stochastic integrals w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measures using the Ikeda-
Watanabe scheme can also be found in [66], [47] and [701. Another common technical tool used 
to define the stochastic integral is approximation of general random functions by some random 
functions of simple structures, see [581, [561, [711, [41. and [631. Compared to the Ikeda-Watanabe 
stochastic integral, we will follow the approximation approach to define the stochastic integrals for 
a more general class of random functions, the ~-progressively measurable fUllctions or even the ~­
measurable and adapted functions, w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure in a martingale 
type p, 1:$ p:$ 2, Banach spaces. 
Our study of stochastic integrals of martingale type p, 1 :$ p $ 2, Banach space-valued random 
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functions w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure is related to the systematic study of 
stochastic integrals of real-valued random functions w.r.t. Poisson point process started by Ikeda 
and Watanabe in [40] in the sense that they are in fact equal when the integrand functions are ~­
predictable and take values in lR. Later in Theorem 3.3.4, we will show that all stochastic integrals of 
functions in the space Mk(E), the space of all measurable and 'adapted' functions satisfying a cer-
tain integrability condition, are actually indistinguishable from the stochastic integrals of functions 
in the space MP(P; E), the space of all ~-predictable functions satisfying a certain integrability. We 
do not create new stochastic integrals for measurable and 'adapted' functions. In other words, the 
class Mk,;(E) of all equivalence classes of functions from M~(E) is isometric to the space MP(P; E) 
of all equivalence classes of functions from MP(P; E). This fact demonstrates that there is no 
significant loss of generality in focusing on the class of ~-predictable functions rather than on the 
class of the ~-measurable and adapted functions. In [71], Riidiger studied the stochastic integral 
w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure associated with a Levy process, by means of the 
terminology of strong 2-integral, in a martingale type 2 Banach space. Moreover, it was shown 
in [71] that the strong 2- integrals coincide with the simple 2-integrals, or in our terminology the 
Ikeda-Watanabe stochastic integral, when the integrand function is left continuous. Analogically, 
we will show in this thesis that the Ikeda-Watanabe stochastic integrals are equal to our stochas-
tic integrals w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure, when the integrand functions are 
~-predictable. Especially, the Bochner integrals w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure 
agree with the stochastic integrals w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure on sets of finite 
intensity measure when the integrand function is ~-predictable. F\lfthermore, we give an example 
to illustrate that the two stochastic integrals may not be equal when the integrand function is only 
~-progressively measurable even on a set with bounded intensity measure. 
The It6 formula was first formulated and proved by K. It6 [41] for real-valued stochastic integrals 
w.r.t. the Brownian motion. Subsequently, many other versions of It6 formulas for different types 
of stochastic integrals have been studied, see [51], [52], [40], [58], [57], [4J, [29], etc. Especially, 
Riidiger in [72] established a versions of It6 formula in a martingale type 2 Banach spaces for 
stochastic integrals w.r.t. a compensated Poisson random measure associated with a Levy process. 
An It6 formula in a martingale type p, 1 < p :::; 2, Banach spaces for stochastic integrals w.r.t. a 
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compensated Poisson random measure associated with a Levy process was derived by Hausenbals 
[36] by generalization a version of Ito formula introduced by Applebaum in [4]. In this thesis, we 
will prove that for the martingale type p, 1 < p ~ 2, Banach space-valued processes of the form 
Xt = Xo + fat a(s)ds + fat fz I(s, z)N(ds, dz) + fat fz g(s, z)N(ds, dz), 
the following Ito formula holds JP-a.s. 
¢>(Xt) = ¢>(Xo) + fat ¢>'(Xs)(a(s))ds + fat fz [¢>(Xs- + g(s, z)) - ¢>(X.9 -)] N(ds, dz) 
+ fat fz [¢>(Xs- + I(s,z)) - ¢(Xs-)] N(ds, dz) 
+ fat fz [¢(Xs + I(s,z)) - ¢(Xs) - ¢'(Xs)(f(s,z))]v(dz)ds. 
(1.0.1) 
(1.0.2) 
Our contributions in this Ito formula include the following, firstly, in contrast to the Ito for-
mula developed in [72J where the space was in a martingale type 2 space and the function ¢> was 
assumed to be twice Frechet differentiable with uniformly bounded second Frechet derivative, we 
consider the Ito formula in a martingale type p Banach space, 1 < P ~ 2 and the function ¢ is 
assumed to be of class Cl such that the first Frechet derivative ¢' : E -t L(E; G) is (p - I)-Holder 
continuous. Secondly, in comparison to [36], we expand the stochastic process X to include the 
"big jumps" term f~ fz g(s, z)N(ds, dz), which hence can be applied to all Levy processes without 
Gaussion components, and the function 1 is assumed to be tv-predictable which is weaker than 
the caglag assumption in [36]. Thirdly, compared to both [72] and [36] the stochastic integral 
J; Jz I(s, z)N(ds, dz) is defined w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure associated with 
a Poisson point process which in general includes the case when the stochastic integrals is defined 
w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure associated with a Levy process, because the jump 
process of a Levy process in E \ {O} is actually a Poisson point process. 
Some different versions of stochastic Fubini theorems have already been studied by many authors, 
see Bichteler [8], Curtain and Pritchard [25], Jacob [46], Da Prato and Zabczyk [26] and Protter 
[66], van Neerven and Veraar [79], ect. In this thesis a stochastic Fubini theorem for stochastic 
integrations of an extremely broad class of functions w.r.t. a compensated Poisson random measure 
will be established. Our approach was motivated by the proof of a version of stochastic Fubini 
theorem for Hilbert valued square integrable martingales as integrators in [63J. 
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The maximal inequality for stochastic convolutions of a contraction Co-semigroup and right 
continuous martingales in Hilbert spaces was studied by Ichikawa [39], see also [76J and [63J, for 
more details. A submartingale type inequality for the stochastic convolutions of a contraction Co-
semigroup and square integrable martingales in Hilbert spaces were obtained by Kotelenez [50J. 
Kotelenez also proved the existence of a cadlag version of the stochastic convolution processes 
for square integrable cAdlag martingales. In the paper by Brzezniak and Peszat [17J, the authors 
established a maximal inequality in a certain class of Banach spaces for stochastic convolution 
processes driven by a Wiener process. It is of interest to know whether the maximal inequality holds 
also for pure jump processes. Here we extend the results from [17J to the case where the stochastic 
convolution is driven by a compensated Poisson random measure. We work in the framework of 
stochastic integrals and convolutions driven by a compensated Poisson random measures recently 
introduced by the first two named authors in [16J. In this thesis, roughly speaking, we will show 
that the stochastic convolution process u has an E-valued cadlag modification u which satisfies the 
following maximal inequality, see Theorems 3.7.9 and 3.7.11, 
i 
lE sup lu(s)l~ $ C lE ( rt r I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) " , t E [0, T]. O~8~t Jo Jz (1.0.3) 
It is worth pointing out here that it is possible to derive inequality (1.0.3) by the same method as 
it has been applied to get inequality (4) in [38J whose authors used Szekofalvi-Nagy's Theorem on 
unitary dilations. The latter result has recently been generalized to Banach space of finite cotype 
by Frohlich and Weis [32J. However, this method works only for analytic semigroups of contraction 
type. The results from the current paper are valid for all Co semigroups of contraction type. To 
be more precise, assuming the setting before and the additional assumption that A generates an 
analytic semigroup, by nearly the same lines as in [38J it would follow 
i 
lE sup lu(s)l~ $ C lE (rt r le(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) " O~s~t ~ ~ (1.0.4) 
Another main focus of this thesis is to establish the existence and uniqueness of solutions to 
stochastic beam equation w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure. The Euler-Bernoulli 
beam equation 
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as a simplification of linear beam theory was first introduced in 1750 to describe the relationship 
between the deflection and applied load. The transversal deflection u of a hinged extensible beam 
of length 1 under an axial force H which satisfies the following form 
82u + EI [)4u _ (H + EA rl (8u)2 dX) 82u 
8t2 P 8x4 - P 2pl Jo 8x 8x2' (1.0.5) 
was studied by S. Woinowsky-Krieger [81]. See also Eisley [31] and Burgreen [19] for more details. 
Chueshov [23] considered a problem of the following form 
which arises in the nonlinear theory of oscillations of a plate in a supersonic gas flow moving along 
an Xl-axis described by 
~:~ + "Y~; + !::,.2u + (0: -k/V7U/2dX) !::"u + p :~ = p(x, t), X E (XI,X2) cD, 
where u(x, t) measures the plate deflection at the point x and the moment t, "y > 0, p ~ 0 and 
function p(x, t) describes the transverse load on the plate. In [61J Patcheu considered a model 
of (1.0.5) with a nonlinear friction force. The existence and uniqueness of global solutions of a 
nonlinear version of the Euler-Bernoulli with white noise arising from vibration of an aeroelastic 
panels 
~; -(.+b l' (:)' a,.) ::~ +~:~ + f (t.x. :. :) +a (t.x. :. :) Wet) = 0 
(1.0.6) 
has been investigated by Chow and Menaldi in [21]. Z. Brzezniak, B, Maslowski, J. Seidler (2004) 
considered and show the existence of global mild solutions of the following stochastic beam equations 
including a white noise type and a nonlinear random damping term in a Hilbert space H 
(1.0.7) 
where the operators A and B are self-adjoint and V(A) C V(B). 
It is of interest to know whether the theory can be extended to the problems with jump noise 
which is in some sense more realistic. In our paper, we consider a stochastic beam equation in some 
Hilbert space H with stochastic jump noise perturbations of the form 
(1.0.8) 
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where m is a nonnegative function in Cl([O, 00», A, B are self-adjoint operators and N is a compen-
sated Poisson random measure. We will show that under some suitable locally Lipschitz continuity 
and linear growth assumptions of the coefficients f and m, the stochastic beam equation (1.0.8) has 
a unique maximal local mild solution u which satisfies 
(tllTn 
u(t /\ Tn) = etAU{) + Jo e{tllTn-s)A F(s, u(s»ds + ITn (G(U»(t /\ Tn) lP-a.s., for every t ~ 0, 
(1.0.9) 
where {Tn}nEN is a sequence of stopping times and ITn(G(u» is a process defined by 
ITn (G(u»(t) = fat fz 1rO,Tn]e(t-s)AG(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz). 
We also show the nonexplosion of the local maximal solution. The basic method that we shall 
use in showing the nonexplosion is the Khas'minskii's test. For this aim, the essence is to be able 
to construct an appropriate Lyapunov function. One can first derive some estimates when u is in 
V(A), where V(A) is the domain of the generator A. In fact, one can always approximating u 
by such functions in V(A) and pass the limit as in 1761 to get the desired estimate of Lyapunov 
function. Moreover, the asymptotic stability and uniform boundedness of the solution has also been 
established in the same manner by a suitable choice of another Lyapunov function. We also show 
that under some natural conditions all the results in this paper we've achieved for (1.0.8) can be 
applied to a wide class of models including the following problem 
a
2
u ( ( 2) 2 ( au) ( au -at2 -m JD1'Vu l dx .6.u + ')'.6. u+G t,x,u, at''Vu = JzIT(t,x,u, at ,'Vu,z)N(t,du) 
with either the clamped boundary conditions 
or the hinged boundary conditions 
au 
U= - =Oon aD, an 
u = .6.u = 0 on aD. 
In the above In denotes the outer normal derivative. 
(1.0.10) 
(1.0.11) 
(1.0.12) 
The rest of this thesis is arranged as follows. The second chapter is devoted to studying system-
atically various types of measurabilities of processes and examining the relationships among these 
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different types of measurabilities. The third chapter proceeds with the construction of the stochastic 
integral w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure. From the application point of view, both 
the ItO formula and the stochastic Fubini theorem for the stochastic integral w.r.t. the compen-
sated Poisson random measure are established. Moreover, some maximal inequalities for stochastic 
convolutions w.r.t. a compensated Poisson random measure of a contraction Co-semigroups are 
investigated. In the last chapter, we study a type of stochastic nonlinear beam equation w.r.t. the 
compensated Poisson random measure. By constructing a suitable Lyapunov function we can apply 
Khas'inskii's test to show the nonexplosion of the mild solutions. In addition, if we strengthen the 
linear growth hypothesis, the exponential stability of the solution can also be achieved. 
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Chapter 2 
Preliminaries 
2.1 Stochastic Processes 
Let (0, F, JP) be a probability space. A family of u-fields (Fth~o is called a filtration if 
Fs C Ft C F, for all 0 $ 8 $ t < 00. 
We shall denote the filtration (Ft)t~o by an abbreviated symbol~. We say a probability space 
(0, F, JP) is filtered if it comes equipped with a filtration~. For the future convenience, it is necessary 
to add the u-field Foo := V09 <ooFt to the probability space (O,F,JP). To a given filtration~, we 
always associate, for every t ;?: 0, au-field Ft- := V s<t Fs which is the u-field of events strictly 
prior to time t and au-field Ft+ := ns>t Fs which is the u-field of events after time t. For t = 0, 
we set Fo- = Fo as usual. Note that the intersection of a family of u-fields on the space ° is also 
a u-field. Hence the above definition of the u-filed Ft+ makes sense. However, a union of a family 
of u-fields is not necessarily a u-field. By the notation Vs<t Fs we mean the u-field generated by 
Us<tFs. The intersection ns>t F8 can also be characterized by sequences. Let tn be a sequence such 
that tn > t for all n E N and tn .l- t. Then we have Ft+ = nneN Ftn· A filtration ~ is called to 
be right-continuous if Ft = Ft+ for each t ;?: O. A filtration ~ is called to be left-continuous if 
Ft = Ft- for each t ;?: O. 
A probability space (0, F,~, JP) is said to be complete if the u-field Fo contains all the JP-null 
sets in F . A filtered probability space (0, F,~, JP) is said to satisfy the usual hypotheses if the 
right-continuity and the completeness conditions are fulfilled. 
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2.1.1 Stochastic Processes 
Let (0, F,~, P) be a filtered probability space satisfying the usual hypotheses. Let (E, II . II) be 
a separable Banach space with its a-field B(E) of all Borel subsets. Let us fix t ~ 0. Let 
.c°(O, Ft , P; E) be the set of all E-valued Ft-measurable random variables. We say two random 
variables in .c°(O, Ft, P; E) are equivalent if they are equal a.s. Let LO(O, Ft, P; E) be the set of 
all equivalence classes of elements of .c°(O,~, P; E). Let us take e, 1] E .cO (0, Ft.P; E). Define 
d(e, 1]) = inf{e ~ ° : p(lle -1]11 > e) ~ e}. 
Then one can show, see Dudley [30] Theorem 9.2.2, that the function d is nonnegative, symmetric 
and satisfies the triangle inequality. Furthermore, d(~, 1]) = ° if and only if e = 1] a.s. This implies 
that d can be lifted to the space LO(O, Ft , P; E) and this lifting, still denoted by the letter d, is a 
proper metric on the space LO(O, FttP; E). The metric d is called the Ky Fan metric. It is known 
that it metrizes the convergence in probability. That is a sequence ~n converges in probability to 
~ in .c°(O, Ft, P; E) if and only if d(~n,~) ~ 0, as n ~ 00. Moreover, the space LO(O, Ft, P; E) is 
complete with respect to the Ky Fan metric d, see Dudley [30] Theorem 9.2.3. It is worth pointing 
out that the almost sure convergence is not metrizable, in other words there is no topology on 
.co(O, F t , P; E) such that the almost sure convergence is equivalent to convergent with respect to 
this topology. 
We say that X := (Xth~o is an E-valued stochastic process if for each t ~ 0, Xt is an 
E-valued random variable on (0, F). One can also regard X as an E-valued mapping defined 
on ° x lR+ through the formula X(t,w) = Xt(w). We say that X is a process defined up to 
modification if X is a mapping from lR+ to LO(O, Ft , P; E). 
For a fixed point w EO, the function lR+ 3 t ~ Xt(w) E E is called a path (trajectory) of the 
process X associated with w. We shall introduce some regularity properties of the paths of processes. 
An E-valued process X is said to be continuous (resp. right-continuous) if for every sample point 
w E 0, the function lR+ :3 t ~ Xt(w) E E is continuous (resp. right-continuous). Analogously, an 
E-valued process X is said to be cAdlAg (right continuous with left limits) if for every w E 0, the 
path lR+ 3 t ~ Xt(w) E E is cadAg, namely for every t E lR+, Xt(w) = lims\,t Xs(w) and the left 
limit Xt-(w) = lims/'t Xs(w) exists. Here the limits are with respect to the norm on E. 
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Consider two stochastic processes X = (Xth>o and Y = (yt)t>o defined on the same filtered 
- -
probability space (n,F,~,lP) and taking values in the same space E. Since stochastic processes X 
and Yare functions on 1R+ x n, X and Yare equal if and only if Xt(w) = yt(w), for every t ~ 0 
and every wEn. One can see that the above requirements are quite strict, so we introduce the 
following two common definitions that weaken the above notion. Two E-valued processes X and Y 
are called indistinguishable (or lP-equivalent) if and only if 
lP{w En: Xt(w) = yt(W)j "It E [O,oo)} = 1. 
Since we will regard indistinguishable processes as equal, we say that an E-valued process X is 
continuous (resp. cadlag) if it is indistinguishable with a continuous (resp. cadlag) E-valued process. 
An E-valued process Y is said to be a modification of X if, for each t ~ 0, 
lP{W : Xt(w) = yt(w)} = 1. 
In the latter case, we say that the processes X and Y are stochastically equivalent. 
It's easy to prove that if two processes X and Y are indistinguishable, then Y is a modification 
of X. Indeed, we have 1 ~ lP{Xt = yt} ~ lP{Xt = yt, "It E 1R+} = 1, for each t ~ O. Conversely, we 
can easily find a stochastic process Y, see Example 2.1.1, that is a modification of X, but X and Y 
are not indistinguishable. 
Example 2.1.1. Let r be a positive random variable with a continuous distribution. Let X t == 0 
and let yt = 1 if t = r, and yt = 0 if t =i' r. Since lP{Xt =i' yt} = lP{r = t} = limh-+o+(lP{r $ 
t} -lP{ r $ t - h}) = 0, then lP{ Xt = yt} = 1, for each t ~ 0 which implies that Y is a modification of 
X. However, lP{Xt = yt, "It ~ O} = lP{r =i' t, Vt ~ o} = lP{r < O} = O. Each path of X t is identically 
zero, but every path of yt has a jump at the point r. This shows that these two stochastic processes 
have completely different sample paths. See [80]. 
Lemma 2.1.2. Suppose that X = (Xtk::o and Y = (yt>t;~o are two E-valued stochastic processes 
both with right-continuous paths and Y is a modification of X. Then X and Y are indistinguishable. 
Proof. First we claim that 
U{Xt =i' yt} = U {Xt =i' yt}. (2.1.1) 
t~O rEQ,r~O 
Indeed, it is clear that LHS :::> RHS. On the other hand, for any W belonging to the left side of 
(2.1.1), i.e. W E Ut>o{Xt =i' yt}, there exists some to E 1R+ such that Xto(w) =i' yto{w). Then we 
can find a sequence -of rational numbers {rn}nEN such that Tn > to, for any n E N. Since both X 
and Y have right-continuous sample paths, we infer that 
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(2.1.2) 
(2.1.3) 
However, since Xto(w) i= Yto(w), it follows from (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) that there exists a natural number 
n E N such that Xrn(w) i= Yrn(w). This implies that w E UnEN{Xrn i= Yrn } C UrEIQ,r~o{Xt i= Yt}. 
Therefore, the equality (2.1.1) holds. 
It follows that 
O~lP(U{Xti=Yt})=lP( U {Xti=Yt})~ L {Xr i=Yr} =0, 
t~O rEIQ,r~O rEIQ,r~O 
which implies that 
P(U{Xt i= Yt}) = O. 
t~O 
Therefore, we have 
lP{Xt = Yt, 'Vt ~ O} = p(n{Xt = Yt}) = 1. 
t~O 
o 
In view of the above proof, one can derive the same conclusion for an E-valued process with 
left-continuous paths. 
2.1.2 Measurability, Progressive Measurability and Predictability 
Let (0, F,~, P) be a filtered probability space satisfying the usual hypotheses. 
Definition 2.1.3. An E-valued process X is said to be adapted with respect to ~ if and only if 
for every t ~ 0, the random variable Xt(-) : ° :3 w ~ Xt(w) E E is Ft/B(E)-measurable, for each 
t ~ O. 
An E-valued process X = (Xth~o is said to be measurable if and only if the mapping 
is B(lR.+) ® F / B( E)-measurable. 
Remark 2.1.4. 1. Since E is a separable Banach space, we know, see [261, that the Borel a-fields 
B(E) is generated by all subsets of E of the form 
{x E E : </J( x) ~ a}, </J E E"', a E lR.. 
2. Since the filtered probability space (0, F,~, JP) is complete, if two E-valued processes X and Y 
are modifications with each other, then X and Y cannot differ in adaptedness. In such a case, 
we say that a process X defined up to a modification is adapted if and only if for every t ~ 0, 
the random variable Xt (·) belongs to LO(O, Ft, Pj E). In particular, two indistinguishable 
processes have the same adaptedness and measurability properties. 
Lemma 2.1.5. 1/ an E-valued process X is adapted to a complete filtration ~ and an E-valued 
process Y is a modification 0/ X, then Y is adapted to ~. 
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Proof. For any B E B(E), observe that 
{Yt E B} = {Yt E B} n ({Xt = Yt} U {Xt =1= Yt}) 
= ({Xt E B} n {Xt = Yt}) u ({Yt E B} n {Xt =1= Yt}). 
Since Y is a modification of X, we infer that {Xt =1= Yt} is a lP-null set. So the set {Xt =1= Yt} belongs 
to Fo which is a subset of Ft. Hence the complement set {Xt = Yt} of {Xt =1= Yt} belongs to Ft as 
well. By the adaptedness of X, we have {Xt E B} E Ft. Hence, {Yt E B} EFt. 0 
Definition 2.1.6. An E-valued process X is said to be progressively measurable with respect to 
the filtration ~ if and only if for every t, the restriction of X to [0, tj x 0 is B([O, t)) ® Ft-measurable, 
more precisely, if and only if for every t ;::: 0, the mapping 
[0, tj x 0 3 (s,w) ~ Xs(w) E E 
is B([O, tJ) ® Ft/B(E)-measurable. 
Lemma 2.1.7. Let BF be a family of sets which is defined by 
BF := {A c 1R+ x 0 : 'v' t ;::: 0, A n ([0, tj x 0) E B([O, tJ) ® Ft}. 
Then we have 
(1) BF is a (J -field; 
(2) If X = (Xtk:~o is an E-valued process, then X is progressively measurable if and only if 
X : 1R+ x 0 --+ E is BF -measurable. 
Proof. To show that BF is a (J-field, we need to verify the three conditions of a (J-field. 
(i) Since for every t ;::: 0, the set (1R+ x 0) n ([0, t] x 0) = [0, tj x 0 E B([O, tJ) ® Ft, then 
1R+ x 0 E BF. 
(ii) Take A E BF. Then we see that 
N n ([0, tj x 0) = ((IR+ x 0) \ A) n ([0, tj x 0) 
= ([0, t] x 0) \ A = ([0, t] x 0) \ (A n ([0, tj x 0)). 
Since A E BF, we have that A n ([0, t] x 0) E B([O, tJ) ® Ft and [0, t] x 0 E B([O, t)) ® Ft. 
Hence we infer that AC n ([0, t] x 0) E B([O, tJ) x Ft. 
(iii) If All A2, ... E BF, then we find out that 
( U Ai) n([O, t] x 0) = U {Ai n([O, t] x On E B([O, tJ) ® Ft. 
iEN iEN 
Since Ai is BF-measurable providing Ai n ([0, t] x 0) E B([O, tJ) ® Ft , we have 
( U Ai) nerO, t] x 0) E B([O, tJ) ® Ft 
iEN 
implying UiEN Ai E BF. 
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Therefore, BF is au-field. 
Note that the process X is progressively measurable if and only if for each t ~ ° and every 
B E B(E), the set 
{(s,w): 0:-:; s:-:; t,w E n,X8 (w) E B} E B([O,tJ) ®Ft. (2.1.4) 
Since we know that ((s,w) : ° :-:; s :-:; t,w E n,X8 (w) E B} = ((s,w) : s ~ O,W E n,X8 (w) E 
B} n ([0, t] x n), the condition (2.1.4) is equivalent to 
{(s, w) : X8(W) E B} n ([0, t] x n) E B([O, tJ) ® Ft· 
This is nothing else but ((t,w) : Xt(w) E B} E BF. D 
We usually call this u-field BF the progressive u-field on 1R+ x n. 
Theorem 2.1.8. Let X be an E-valued process adapted to the filtration~. If the process X is 
right-continuous {or left-continuous}, then X is progressively measurable. 
Proof. Suppose that the process X is right-continuous. We define a sequence of functions from 
[0, s] x n to E by, for every n E N, 
2"-1 
xn(t,w) = l{o} (t)Xo(w) + L l(~YtJl'l(t)X(ktJ).(w), (t,w) E to,s] x n. 
k=O 
By the adaptedness of the process X, we find out that xn is B([O, s]) ® Fs-measurable. 
Now we proceed to show that by the right-continuity of the process X, the sequence (xn)nEN(t,W) 
converges to X (t, w) as n --t 00, for all (t, w) E [0, s] x n. Let us fix wEn . 
• If t = 0, then xn(o,w) = Xo(w), for each n E N . 
• If 0< t :-:; s, we can find a natural number n1 EN such that 2~1 < t. By the right-continuity 
of the process X, there exists a positive number 8 such that for every t' E It, t + 8), we have 
IIXtl - Xtll < f. 
Choose next a natural number no ~ n1· Hence '#0 :-:; 8 and for each n ~ no, we have 
fn :-:; '#0 :-:; 8. Since the intervals {( ~!, (kt!)8]}Z:11 form a pairwise disjoint sequence of 
subsets of (0, s], the sequence of intervals covers (0, sJ and for every n ~ no, one can find k 
such that t E (~, (kt!)8] implying t < (kt!)6 = ~! +fn < t+8 . Hence, by the right-continuity 
of the process X, we have 
IIX(ktJ)' - Xtll < f. 
Since Xr = XU'tJ)" for t E (~, (kt!)8), we infer that 
Therefore, we can conclude that xn(t,w) --t X(t,w) as n --t 00 for all (t,w) E to,s] x n. It 
follows that X is B([O, 8]) ®F,,-measurable when it is restricted to [0, s] x n. Thus, the process 
X is progressively measurable. 
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If X is left-continuous, for fixed 0 ~ s < 00, one can define a sequence of functions in the 
following way 
In this case, it can be shown, by using a similar argument as before, that the left-continuous 
process X is progressively measurable. 
o 
Corollary 2.1.9. If X is an E-valued right-continuous stochastic process, then X is measurable. 
The same conclusion holds when X is a left-continuous process. 
Proof. We only need to show that every right-continuous process can be approximated by a sequence 
of measurable processes of the following form 
Similarly, one can show that every left-continuous process can be approximated by a sequence of 
measurable processes of the form 
xn(t,w) = "1[k. (Hl).)(t)X,M(w). L...J 211"' 2 2 
kEN 
o 
Lemma 2.1.10. Every E-valued progressively measurable process is measurable and adapted. 
Proof. Every progressively measurable process is clearly measurable. Indeed, for any A E B(E), we 
know that 
{(t,w) E IR+ x n: Xt(w) E A} = U {(s,w) C [O,r] x n: Xs(w) E A}. 
rEIQ,r~O 
Furthermore, by progressive measurability, we have for each r E Q and r ;::: 0 
((s,w) E [O,r] x n: Xs(w) E A} E B([O,rJ) ®Fr c B(lR+) ®:F. 
Thus, we infer 
which implies X is measurable. 
Since by the definition of progressive measurability, for every t ;::: 0, X : [0, tJ x n ~ E is B([O, t])®Ft-
measurable, it follows from the Fubini Theorem, see also Lemma 3.6.1, that for every 0 ~ s ~ t, 
the function w t-+ Xs(w) is Ft-measurable. Hence we infer that for every t ;::: 0, Xt is Ft-measurable 
which shows that X is adapted. The proof is thus complete. 0 
Typically, all the theorems above hold for lR-valued processes. Let V denote the u-filed generated 
by all measurable and adapted E-valued process on lR+ x n. One may ask whether every measurable 
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and adapted process is progressively measurable. The answer is in a negative way. In fact, we can 
always find a measurable and adapted process which is not progressively measurable, see Example 
2.1.22 in this section. But, the following theorem due to Meyer [59J says that the question raised 
above would be possible if we take a modification of this process. 
Theorem 2.1.11. If an lR-valued process X is measurable and adapted to the filtration (Ft)t>o, 
then there exists a modification of X which is progressively measurable. 
Cohn in [24J showed that the above theorem actually holds for all measurable and adapted 
processes taking values in a compact metric space. If E is a separable Banach space, we have the 
following theorem which is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 in [79J. 
Theorem 2.1.12. Every measurable and adapted E-valued process has a progressively measurable 
modification. 
Definition 2.1.13. The predictable O'-field 'P is the O'-field generated by all adapted and left-
continuous lR-valued processes. An E-valued process is called predictable if and only if it is 
measurable with respect to 'P. 
Definition 2.1.14. The optional O'-field 0 is the O'-field generated by all adapted and right-
continuous lR-valued processes. An E-valued process is called optional if and only if it is measurable 
with respect to ". 
Now we are going to present a number of characterizations of the predictable O'-fields. 
Theorem 2.1.15. The predictable O'-field 'P is equal to each of the following O'-fields. 
(i) the O'-field 'PI generated by all adapted and continuous lR-valued processes; 
(ii) the O'-field 'P2 generated by all adapted and cdgldd (left continuous with right limits) lR-valued 
processes; 
(iii) the O'-field generated by the following families of sets. 
'R := {(s, t] x F: 0:5 s :5 t < 00, FE Fa} U {{O} x F, FE Fa}, 
'Rl:= {(s,t] x F: 0:5 s:5 t < oo,F E Fs-} U {{O} x F,F E Fa}, 
'R2 := (Is, t) x F: 0:5 8 :5 t < 00, FE Fs-}. 
Proof. Since both continuous and caglad processes are left-continuous, it is clear that 'PI C 'P and 
'P2 C 'P. 
Now we will show that 'P C O'('R). In fact, we only need to show that every adapted left-
continuous process is O'('R)-measurable. For this, we define a sequence {xn}~=1 of simple functions 
by, for every n EN, 
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Let B be a Borel set in 8(JR). We observe that 
((t,w): Xn(t,w) E B} 
= ({O} x {w: X(O,w) E B}) U (U ({2:' k; 1] x {w: X{~,w) E B})). 
k=O 
Since X is adapted, we infer that, for every kEN, {X(fn,w) E B} E F f,r' Thus the above set is a 
countable union of sets from the family 'R, which implies that xn is u('R)-measurable. 
By using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.8, one can show that the sequence 
Xn(t,w) converges to X(t,w) as n -t 00, for all (t,w) E JR.+ x n. Therefore, the process X is 
u('R)-measurable. This proves 'P C u('R). 
Now we are in a position to show that u{'R) C 'P2. Consider a set, from the family 'R, of the 
form (8, t] x F, where F E Fs. Clearly, the indicator function l(s,tjxF of this set is an adapted 
caglad process. Thus l(s,tjxF is 'P2-measurable which proves the claim u('R) C 'P2. 
Next we will show that u('R) C 'Pl. To prove this inclusion, it is enough to show that the 
indicator functions I{O}xF, F E Fo and l(s,tjXF, F E Fs are pointwise limits of sequences of 
continuous adapted processes. 
First we deal with the function I{O}XF(t, w), F E Fo. To do this, we find a sequence of continuous 
functions {'Pn}~=I' 'P : [0,00) -t JR, of the form 
( ) _ { 1- nu, 'Pn U - 0, 
if 0 < U < 1 
- n 
if U ~ ~. 
It is easy to see that limn-.oo 'Pn{t) = l{o} pointwise on [0,00) and the processes 
are adapted and continuous. Since F E Fo and IF(W) . 'Pn(t) -t I{O}XF(t,W), as n -t 00, for all 
(t,w) E JR+ x n, we infer that I{O}XF is 'PI-measurable, i.e. {O} x F E 'Pl. 
Next we consider the function l(B,tjxF, F E FB. For this, we take another sequence {'Pn}~=I' 
'P : [0, 00) -t JR., of continuous functions 
0, 
n(u - 8), 
'Pn(U) = 1, 
1- n(u - t), 
0, 
if 0 ::; U ::; 8 
if 8 < U < 8 + 1 
- n 
if 8 - ~ < U < t 
if t < U ::; t + ~ 
if U > t +~. 
Note that for every n E N, the function 'Pn(u) is continuous on JR.+ and limn-.oo 'Pn = l(s,tj pointwise 
on [0,00). Hence IF(W)' 'Pn(u) -t l(B,tjxF(U,W), as n -t 00, for all (t,w) E JR.+ x n. Since F E FB, 
the processes IF(W) . 'Pn(u) are adapted. Thus the adaptedness together with the continuity shows 
that 
JR.+ x n 3 (u,w) ~ IF(W) . 'Pn(u) E JR. 
is 'PI-measurable. Therefore the limit I(B,tjxF of that sequence is also 'PI-measurable. This implies 
that (8, t] x FE 'Pt, which proves that u('R) C 'Pl. 
So far, we have shown that 'PI = u('R) = 'P2 = 'P. Now it remains to show that u('R) = U('RI) = 
U('R2). 
Since for each t ~ 0, Ft- eFt, we have 11('RI) C 11('R). For the inverse inclusion, let us take 
(8, t] x FE 'R, where F is FB-measurable. Note that F is also F(s+~)_ -measurable. We consider a 
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sequence of sets of the form (8 + k, t + kJ x F. Clearly, (8 + k, t + kJ x F E a(RI)' Also, observe 
that pointwise on IR+ x 0, 
1(8 tlxF = lim 1(8+.1 t+.11 x F· 
, n~oo n' n 
Hence we infer (8, tJ x FE a(RI)' This shows that a{R) C a(RI)' 
To prove a(Rd = a(R2), let us take (8, tJ x FE a(Rd, where F E F 8-. We consider a sequence 
of sets [8 + k, t + k) x F. It is clear that F E F(8+~)_' Then [8 + k, t + k) x F E a(R2), for all 
n E N. Since we have, pointwise on IR+ x 0, 
1(8 tlxF = lim 1[8+.1 t+.1)xF' 
, n-4OO n' n 
we infer (8, tJ x F E a(R2)' This proves a(RI) C a(R2). Similarly, the inverse inclusion follows 
immediately if we consider another sequence of sets of the form (8 - k, t - kl x F and observe that 
l[s,t)xF = limn~oo l(s-~,t-~lxF' 
o 
Remark 2.1.16. 1. The sets in R are usually called the predictable rectangles. 
2. Remark 2.1.4 tells us that an E-valued process X is predictable if and only if for every ¢ E E*, 
the IR-valued process ¢(X) is predictable. Indeed, clearly, if X is predictable, then for every 
¢ E IE·, which is a continuous mapping from E to IR, the composite mapping 
(t,w) t-+ X(t,w) t-+ ¢(X{t,w)) 
is predictable. On the other hand, let us set 11 := {B E 8(E) : X-I (B) E Pl. It is easy to 
show that the family 11 C 8(E) is a a-field. Moreover, since 8(E) is generated by all subsets 
of E of the form 
A:={XEE:¢{x)~a}, ¢EE*, aEIR, (2.1.5) 
we can see that for every set A E 8(E) given by (2.1.5) 
X-I(A) = ((t,w) : ¢(X(t,w) ~ a)} E P. 
Hence we conclude that 11 = 8(E) which implies that X is P/8(E)-measurable. 
3. If X is left-continuous and adapted, then for every ¢ E E*, ¢(X) is an IR-valued left-continuous 
and adapted process. It follows from the definition of predictability that the IR-valued process 
¢(X) is predictable. Therefore, every left-continuous and adapted E-valued process is pre-
dictable. However, predictable process need not to be left-continuous. For instance, suppose 
that X is a deterministic process given by X(t,w) = !(t), (t,w) E IR+ x O. Clearly, it is 
predictable, but it may not be left-continuous. 
Let us recall the definitions of semiring and ring. 
Definition 2.1.17. A semi-ring S on 0 is a collection of subsets of 0 such that 
(i) 0 E Sj 
(ii) if A, B E S, then An B E S; 
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(iii) if A, BE S, then there exists n E N, and Ai E S, i = 1,··· ,n, such that 
n 
A-B= UAi . 
i=1 
A ring A is a collection of subsets of n satifying 
(i) 0 E A; 
(ii) if A, B E A, then AU B E A; 
(iii) if A, B E A, then A - B E A. 
From the above definitions, one can easily conclude that a ring A is stable under operations of 
finite unions and finite differences. Note also that a ring is stable under operations of intersections 
of sets, because An B = A - (A - B). 
Proposition 2.1.18. Let A be the smallest ring generated by all predictable rectangles in 'R-. Then 
n is a semiring and A consists of all finite unions of disjoint rectangles in'R-, i.e. 
Proof. Denote 
A:= {A = Uf=1 Ai: {Ai }f=1 en are disjoint, n EN}. 
If A E A, then A = I±Jf=1Ai, Ai E 1(.. Here we use the notation I±J to denote the union of pairwise 
disjoint sets. Since the ring A is stable under unions of sets, then A E A. Thus A c A. 
On the other hand, we will show that A is a ring. To do this, we need to check the three 
conditions of a ring. Clearly, 0 E n, so 0 E 'R. Before proving the condition (ii), we will verify the 
condition (iii) first. A 
(iii): Take A, BE A. Then there exists two finite disjoint unions of sets {Ai}f=1 En, {Bj}J=1 E 
n such that A = I±Jf=l Ai and B = 1±JJ=1 Bj. We see that An B = (I±Jf=l Ad n (I±JJ=1 Bj ) = I±Jf::l 1±JJ=1 
(AinBj), since AinBj are pairwis~ disjoint for all i = 1, ... ,n, j = 1, ... ,m. Clearly, if AinBj E n, 
then A n BEn. Thus A n B E A. 
Next we will show that if Mb M2 E n, then Ml - M2 = 1±J~=1 Dk, for some Bk E 1(.. Let 
Ml = (Sl' tIl X F1 and M2 = (S2' t2l X F2, where F1 E F81 , F2 E F 82 • Ift1 $ S2, then M1-M2 = MI. 
If Sl < S2 < tt, then we have 
M1 - M2 = (Sl' tIl X F1 - (S2' t21 X F2 
= ((Sll s21 x F1) I±J ((S2' tIl x F2) I±J ((S2' tIl X (F1 - F2)) 
- ((82, ttl x F2) I±J ((tb t21 x F2) 
= ((81,821 x Ft) I±J ((82, ttl X (Fl - F2)), 
where F1 - F2 E F82 • Thus M1 - M2 = D1 I±J D2, for Db D2 E 'R-. For the other cases, we can 
consider in a similar way to conclude that Ml - M2 = 1±J~=1 Dk, for some Dk E 'R-. From this one 
can also deduce that 'R- is a semiring. 
Let A, BE A, A = I±Jf=lAi and B = I±Jj=lBj. Then 
A - B = Uf=l Ai - UJ=l Bj = Uf=l(Ai - Uj=lBj) = Uf:l nj=l (Ai - Aj) 
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Observe that finite union of disjoint sets of ..4 is still in.A. Since we have shown that Ai - Bj = 
~=l Dk, for some Dk E n, we can conclude that A - B E ..4. 
To prove condition (ii), let A, B E ..4. Then Au B = (A - B) ltJ (A n B) ltJ (B - A) E ..4. 
In conclusion, we showed that ..4 is a ring. Since we define A to be the smallest ring containing 
n, we infer A c ..4. 0 
Let us briefly summarize the relationships among the different types of measurability. 
Theorem 2.1.19. 'P ~ 0 ~ 8F ~ V ~ 8(R+) ® F. 
Proof. Recall from Theorem 2.1.15 that the CT-field 'P is generated by adapted and continuous R-
valued processes. Note that every adapted and continuous R-valued process is also right-continuous 
and adapted. Since, by definition, the optional O'-field 0 is generated by all adapted right-continuous 
R-valued processes, we infer that 'P c O. By Theorem 2.1.8, every right-continuous adapted JR-
valued process is progressively measurable. Thus, we have" c 8F. The inclusion 8F C V follows 
from Lemma 2.1.10, that is every E-valued progressively measurable process is measurable and 
adapted. We will give several examples to illustrate that all the inclusions are strict. 0 
Example 2.1.20 (Optional but not Predictiable). Let N = (Nt)f~O be a Poisson process and 
~ be its associated filtration. Then N is optional but it is not predictable. See [58J for a detailed 
proof or Example 3.4.11 for an alternative proof. In fact, a theorem due to [58J tells us that every 
predictable right-continuous martingale is continuous. 
Example 2.1.21 (Progressively Measurable but not Optional). This example is due to 
Dellacherie and Meyer. Let (Wtk:~o be the standard Brownian Motion with continuous paths and let 
Ft := O'(Wt : 0::; 8::; t), for 0::; t < 00. Set D:= {(t,w) : Wt(w) = O}. Then the set D is closed and 
predictable. In fact, D is a.s. a set without interior points. In other words D' := {s : (s,w) E DC} 
is the disjoint union of open intervals. Take L := {(8,W) ED: s is not isolated from the right}. 
The set L may also be characterized as all the points (8, w) of D such that 8 is the left-end point 
of an excursion intervals of D'. It was show in Dellacherie and Meyer that the indicator X := lL is 
progressively measurable but not optional. 
The following example from Chung and Willian [22J illustrates that there are processes that are 
measurable and adapted but not progressively measurable. 
Example 2.1.22 (Measurable but not Progressively Measurable). Let W = (Wt)t>o be 
a one-dimensional Brownian Motion and ~ = (Ft)t>o be a filtration generated by the Bro';nian 
Motion, i.e., Ft = O'(Ws; 0::; 8 ::; t) and augmented by lP'-null sets from F. Assume Fo contains all 
lP'-null sets in F. We define 
T(w) := sup{t E [0,1] : Wt{w) = O}, wE O. 
Take [T] = {(T(w),w): wE O} c [O,T] x 0, i.e. [T] is the graph of the random variable T, see 
Subsection 2.2.1. Let Xt(w) = l[T](t,w) = l{(T(w),w): weo}(t,w). Then X is measurable and adapted 
but it is not progressively measurable. 
Remark 2.1.23. By Lemma 2.1.10, every progressively measurable process is measurable and adapted. 
From the above Example 2.1.22 we can see the converse may not true. But Theorem 2.1.11 states 
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that any measurable and adapted process has a progressively measurable modification. In this ex-
ample, it is easily seen that process Y == 0 is a modification of X which is progressively measurable. 
To see this, we note that for every t ? 0, 
{w: Xt(w) = I} = {w: T(w) = t} 
= {Wt = O} n {Wt =I 0, "Is E (t, I]) C {Wt = O}. 
Thus, we obtain that 
JP'({w: Xt(w) = I}) ~ JP'({Wt = O}) = O. (2.1.6) 
Hence, JP'( {Xt = }t}) = 1, for all t ? O. This implies that Y == 0 is a modification of X. Clearly, 
the process Y == 0 is progressively measurable. 
Example 2.1.24 (An adapted process which is not measurable). Let 0 = [0,1] and let the 
F be the a-field generated by all finite subsets of [0,1]. Take the filtration lY to be that Ft = F for 
every ° ~ t < 00. Define a measure JP' by JP'(N) = 0 if N is a countable set on [0,1] and JP'(N) = 1, 
otherwise. Then JP' is a probability measure on (0, F). Set A = {(t, w) E [0,1] x 0 : t = w}. Define 
a process Xt(w) = lA(t,W), for (t,w) E [0,1] x O. Note that for a fixed time t E [0,1]' {w: Xt(w) = 
I} = {w: w = t} EFt by the definition of the filtration lY. Assume that A E 8([0,1]) ®F. In other 
words, assume that X is measurable. Since the product set B = [0, !] x 0 E 8([0,1]) ® F, we have 
An B E 8([0,1]) ® F. So the function lAnB is 8([0,1]) ® F-measurable. Since the measurability 
with respect to a product a-field implies measurability with respect to all sections, the function 
w......, lAnB(t,W) is F-measurable. Hence we have [O,!] E F which is impossible by the definition of 
the a-field F. Therefore, the process X is not measurable. 
2.2 Stopping Times 
A random variable T : 0 -+ [0,00] is called a stopping time w.r.t. the filtration lY if and only if 
for each 0 ~ t < 00, {w : T(W) ~ t} E Ft. Clearly, T is a stopping time if and only if the process 
I[O,r) is adapted. A random variable T : 0 -+ [0,00] is called an optional time of the filtration lY 
if and only if {T < t} EFt for every t? o. 
Proposition 2.2.1 ([48]). (i) Every stopping time is optional. 
(ii) A random variable T is optional w. r. t. the filtration (Ftk:~o if and only if T is a stopping time 
with respect to the filtration (Ft+k~o. 
(iii) In particular, if the filtration (Ft)t~o is right continuous, then T is an optional time if and 
only if it is a stopping time. 
Proposition 2.2.2 ([48]). Let T, 0' be two stopping times on a filtered probability space (0, F, (lY, JP'). 
(i) If T is a nonnegative constant, then T is a stopping time. 
(ii) Then random variables T + 0', T /\ 0' and TVa, aT, where a ;::: 1, are stopping times. 
(iii) If {Tn}~l is a sequence of stopping times, then the random variable sUPnENTn is a stopping 
time. 
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There are many ways to produce new stopping times. Given a set A E B(E) and an E-valued 
process X = (Xt)t>o on (O,F). We define the first hitting time HA by 
HA = inf{t ~ a : X t E A}, 
where we adopt the convention that inf{0} = 00. 
Proposition 2.2.3. Let X be an E-valued stochastic process with right-continuous paths which is 
adapted to the filtration {Ft}. If A is an open set, then H A is an optional time (or H A is an stopping 
time with respect to {Ft+}). 
Proof. First we claim that for every t ~ 0, 
{W EO: HA(W) < t} = U {w EO: X8(W) E A}. 
O:5s<t 
To proof this, let us suppose that W E UO<8<t{X8 E A}. Then there exists a number S E [0, t) 
such that X8(W) E A which implies that the first hitting time HA(W) of A should not be bigger 
than 8. That is HA(W) S 8 < t. Conversely, assuming that W E {HA < t}, we get HA(W) < t. 
Let u = HA(W), Since u = inf{t ~ 0, Xt(w) E A}, we can find a number So E (u, t) such that 
X80(W) E A, which shows that W E {HA < t}. 
Next we claim that U {X, E A} = U {Xq E A}. 
O$B<t qEQ+n[O,t) 
Indeed, it is easy to see that UO$B<t {XB E A} ::J UqEQ+n[o,t) {Xq E A}. For the other conclusion, let 
us suppose that wE LHS. Then there exists at least one s' E [0, t) such that XSI(W) E A. Obviously, 
we can find a non-increasing sequence {qn}nEN of rational numbers such that qn E [0, t) and qn ,j.. s'. 
Since the process X, by assumption, has right-continuous paths, we infer that limn-+oo Xqn (w) = 
XBI(W). Moreover, since the set A is open, we deduce that there exists at least one n E N satisfying 
Xqn(w) E A, where qn E [0, t). This shows that 
wE U{Xqn(w) E A} c U {Xq E A}, 
nEN qEQ+n[O,t) 
what proves the equality. In conclusion, we proved that 
{HA < t} = U {X, E A} = U {Xq E A} EFt. 
O:5s<t qEQ+n[O,t) 
o 
Remark 2.2.4. Note that even if we assume that all the paths of the stochastic process X are 
continuous, one still can not deduce that when the set A is open, HA is a stopping time with 
respect to 3' := (Ft}t~o without the right-continuity assumption on the filtration 3'. For instance, 
take an open interval A = (t, (0), for Borne t > 0 and take a stochastic process X with 0 = {WI, W2}, 
X8 (Wl) = s 
X 8 (W2) = { s, 2t - s, 
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if 0 $ s $ t 
if s ~ t. 
OFVORK 
Let (FtX)f?O be the filtration generated by the process X. Then we have HA(Wl) = inf{s : Xs(wI) E 
(t, oo)} = inf{s : s E (t, oo)} = t and HA(W2) = inf{s : X s(W2) E (t, oo)} = inf0 = 00. However, 
for our t ~ ° the set {H A ~ t} = {Wl} ¢ F f. Hence the usual hypotheses on the filtration iV are 
somehow reasonable. 
Lemma 2.2.5. Let p(x,A) = inf{llx-yll: YEA}, where x E E and A is a closed set of E. Denote 
by An = {x : p(x, A) < ~}, n E N the ~-neighborhood of A. Then {An}nEN is a sequence of open 
sets and we have n~=l An = A. 
Proposition 2.2.6 (180]). Let X be a stochastic process with continuous paths which is adapted to 
the filtration {Ft}. If A is a closed set, then H A is a stopping time. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.5, for every n E N, the ~-neighborhood An = {x : p(x, A) < ~} of the closed 
set A are open and n~l An = A. Define a sequence of the random variables by HAn = inf{t ~ 
OJ Xt E An}. From Proposition 2.2.3, it follows that HAn are optional. Since {An} is a decreasing 
sequence of open sets, the optional times {HAn}~=l is a non decreasing sequence. Hence the limit 
of {HAn} exists, and we denote it by HAoo E [0,00]. Let HA = inf{t ~ ° : X t E A}. We will show 
that HA = HAoo' 
lf HAoo = 00, then HA = 00. This is because HAn ~ HA implies that HAoo ~ HA· 
lf HAoo < 00, we will justify the result as follows. Suppose first that HA = 0, which means the 
stochastic process X is contained in A at the beginning. Then HAn = ° for every n E N. lf HA > 0, 
since the stochastic process X has continuous paths, we find out that XHAn E 8An, where 8An is 
the boundary of An. Clearly, 8An S;; An but 8An c Ak, for k < n. This gives that XHAn fj. An 
but XHAn E Ak for k < n. It follows that HAn < HAnH < HA, for any n E N. Moreover, since 
XHA E 8An c {x : p(x, A) ~ rk} for any m ~ n and the sets {x : p(x, A) ~ rk} are closed, the 
limitXHAoo of the sequence {XHAn}n?m is also contained in {x: p(x, A) ~ ~}, for every mEN, 
i.e. XHAoo E n:=l {x: p(x, A) ~ £}. Observe that 
00 1 n {x : p(x, A) ~ -} = A 
m=l m 
It follows that XHAoo E A. However HA = inf{t ~ O;Xt E A}. Hence we infer that HAoo ~ HA. 
This together with the observation HAoo ~ HA yields that limn -+oo HAn = HAoo = HA. 
Since we have shown above that HAn < HA, for every n E N and limn -+oo HAn = HA, we have 
for every t > 0, {HA ~ t} = n~l {HAn < t}. Since the sets An are open, by Proposition 2.2.3, we 
know that {HAn < t} E Ft. Thus {HA ~ t} EFt, for every t > 0. When t = 0, since X is adapted 
to {Ft}, {HA ~ O} = {Xo E A} E Fo = Ft. 
o 
Let X = (Xtk~o be a measurable E-valued process defined on (0, F, iV, lP), and let T be a 
random variable on 0 with values in [0,00]. We define a function Xr : 0 -t E by 
X-r(W) := Xr(w) (w), wE O. 
The function Xr we defined above is a random variable. In fact, the mapping 0 :3 W -t 
(T(W),W) E IR x 0 is F/B(IR+)®F-measurable. Moreover, the mapping (t,w) -t Xt(w) of the space 
(lR+ x 0, B(lR+) ® F) into (E, B(E)) is measurable. As the composition of the two measurable 
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mappings, the function Xr is thus F /B(E)-measurable, i.e. Xr is a random variable. The random 
time r is also allowed to take the value +00 when Xoo(w) is well defined for all wEn. In such a 
case, we set Xr(W) := Xoo(W) on {r = oo}. 
Definition 2.2.7. Let T be a stopping time with respect to the filtration (Ftk~o. The family FT 
containing all the events A E F such that An {T ::; t} E Ft for each t 2:: 0, is called to be the a-field 
of events prior to T. 
Proposition 2.2.8. Let T be a stopping time of the filtration (Ft}t~o. Then we have 
(i) FT is a a-field. 
(ii) T is FT-measurable. 
(iii) If the stopping time T is equal to a constant t, then FT = Ft. 
Proof (i) If A EFT, Le. An {T ::; t} E Ft for every t ~ 0, then we have 
AC n {T ~ t} = {T ~ t}\(A n {T ~ t}) EFt, t ~ 0, 
which implies that AC E FT. If AI. A2, ... EFT, hence 
(AI U A2 U ... ) n {T ::; t} = UnEN(A I n {T ::; t}) EFt, 
for each t ~ O. 
Therefore, FT is a a-field. 
(ii) Note that for each t ~ 0, the event {T E (-00, t]}n{T ::; s} = {T ::; t}n{T ::; s} E Fs , Vs ~ 0. 
This shows that T is FT-measurable. 
(iii) We have to show that Ft ::) FT and Ft C FT. For the first claim Ft ::) FT, we observe that if 
BE FT, then 
B = B n {T = t} = B n ({T ::; t} n {T 2:: t}C) 
= (B n {T::; t}) n {T < t} 
1 
= B n {T ::; t} n (UnEN{T ::; t - :;;:}) EFt. 
On the other hand, if BE Ft , then B n {T ::; t} = B E Ft. Hence B EFT· 
o 
Theorem 2.2.9. Let Sand T be two stopping times. For any element A E Fs, we have An {S ::; 
T} EFT. 
Proof One only need to show that for any A E Fs, we have An {S ::; T} n {T ::; t} EFt, for each 
t ~ O. Observe that 
An {S ::; T} n {T ::; t} = An {S ::; t} n {T ::; t} n {S ::; T} 
= (A n {S ::; t}) n {T ::; t} n {S At::; TAt}. 
Now we claim that for every stopping time T, TAt is Ft-measurable. Indeed, this claim follows 
immediately from the fact that for every B E B(IR), 
{T At::; s} = ({T::; s} U {t::; s} = { {T::; sn}EE ~tS, eFt, if t > s 
.n if t ::; s 
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Using the above claim, we obtain 
An {B ~ T} n {T ~ t} EFt. 
o 
Proposition 2.2.10 ([58]). Let X be an E-valued right-continuous and adapted process. Let T be 
a stopping time and a be a positive number. Define for every wE 0, 
a{T)(w) := inf{t ~ 0 : t > T(W), IIXt(w) - Xr(w)(w) II > a}, 
where inf 0 = 00 as usual. Then a is a stopping time with respect to the family (Ft+ h~o. 
2.2.1 Stochastic Intervals 
Definition 2.2.11. Let Band T be two stopping times. We define the stochastic intervals ((B, T]], 
[[B, Tll, [[B, T)), ((B, T)) and [[T]] by 
((B, T]] := ((s,w) E lR+ x 0: B(w) < s ~ T(w)}, 
[[B,T]]:= {(s,w) E lR+ x 0: S(w) ~ s ~ T(w)}, 
[IS, T)) := {(s, w) E lR+ x 0: B(w) ~ s < T(w)}, 
((B, T)) := ((s,w) E lR+ x 0: S(w) < s < T{w)}, 
[[T]] := ((t,w) E lR+ x 0: t = T(w) < oo}. 
In particular, [[Tll is called the graph of the stopping time T. 
Note that the stochastic intervals are subsets of lR+ x 0 and it is easy to see, by definition, that 
they belong to 8(lR+) ®:F. Let s, t E lR+ be two constant stopping times. Then, according to the 
Definition 2.2.11, the stochastic interval ((s, tll is equal to the set (s, t] x O. 
Proposition 2.2.12. The predictable a-field P is generated by the family of stochastic intervals of 
the form 
S := {((8, T]]: 8 and T stopping times} U {{O} X F, FE Fo}. 
Proof. Clearly, the processes 1«S,T]] and I{O}xF are left-continuous. Also, it is easy to see that 
the process 1«S,T]] is adapted, since 8 and T are stopping times. Therefore, by the definition of 
the predictable a-field p, we infer that the processes 1«S,TJ] and I{O}xF are predictable. Hence 
((8, Tll E P and {O} x FE P. This proves that S c P. 
On the other hand, by Theorem 2.1.15, the predictable a-field P is also generated by the set 'R 
of all predictable rectangles 
'R := {(s, t] x F, 0::; s ~ t < 00, FE Fs} U {{O} x F, FE Fo}. 
So it is enough to show that every set of the form {(s, t] x F: 0::; s ::; t < 00, F E F,} is a 
stochastic interval. To see this, we set 8 = s· IF + t . IFc and T = t. Since F E Fs , the random 
variable 8 is a stopping time. Hence {{8, tIl is a stochastic interval. This proves the Proposition. 0 
Corollary 2.2.13. The predictable a-field P defined in Definition 2.1.19 is generated by the family 
of stochastic intervals of the form 
r:= {[[O, T]]: T stopping time}. 
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Proof. Let T be a stopping time. Since the process I[[OoT]] is left-continuous and adapted, it is 
predictable, hence [[0, TlJ E 'P. On the other hand, note that ((8, T]] = [[0, T]] - [[0,8]] and 
{OJ x F = [[IFe,OI]. Thus ((8, T]] E 7 and {OJ x F E T. In other words, SeT. Therefore the 
proof follows immediately from the above proposition. 0 
2.2.2 Stopped Processes and Localization 
Let X be an E-valued process. Let r be a stopping time defined on (n, F). Define a process X T by 
XT( )._ X _ { Xt(w), if t < r(w) 
t w .- tl'lT - XT(W) (w), if t ~ r(w). (2.2.1) 
We call XT the process stopped at the random time r. It can be easily seen that the stopped 
process preserves all continuity and adaptedness properties of the process X. In other words, if X 
is a right-continuous and adapted process, XT is also right-continuous and adapted. 
However, the stopped process XT may have a jump exactly at time r. In such cases, it is often 
technically convenient to have the following definition by replacing r by r- when the process X is 
cadlAg. Let X be an E-valued adapted and cadlAg process. Define 
X T-( )._ X _ { Xt(w), if t < r(w) t W.- tllT- - (). ( ) XT(w)- w, tf t ~ r w , (2.2.2) 
which is called the process X stopped strictly before the stopping time r. Here (Xt-k::o is a 
cAglad process defined by for every wEn, Xt-(w) := lims,l't Xs(w) for every 0 < t < 00 and 
Xo-(w) = Xo(w). Note that the stopped process XT- inherits the adaptedness and cadlag property 
from the process X. The reason for introducing above definition of stopped process XT- is that 
there are always processes without boundedness assumption. In such cases, we can define a localizing 
sequence of stopping times {rn}nEN such that the associated processes XTn- is bounded. 
Remark 2.2.14. If the process X is left-continuous, then both definitions agree. 
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Chapter 3 
Stochastic Integrals w.r.t. compensated 
Poisson random measures 
3.1 Poisson Random Measures 
Let (0, p,;y, F) be a filtered probability space. Let (U, U) be a measurable space. Let N = 
{0,1,2, ... } and N = NU {oo}. Let MN(U) denote the space of all N-valued measures on (U,U). 
In other words, MN(U) is the collection of all counting measures. Let 8(MN(U)) be the smallest 
a-field on MN(U) with respect to which the mappings iB : MN(U) 3 J.L t-+ J.L(B) E N, B E U are 
measurable. 
Remark 3.1.1. If J.L E MN(U), then J.L is a measure and so it satisfies 
1. J.L(0) = 0; 
2. (a-additivity) for any sequence {An}nEN of disjoint sets in U, J.L( UnEN An) = EnEN J.L(An). 
Note that the a-field 8(MN(U)) is generated by sets of the form 
iBl(A), A E peN), BE U, 
where iBl(A) = {J.L E MN(U); J.L(B) E A}. 
Definition 3.1.2. A map N : ° xU -+ N is called an N-valued random measure if and only if for 
each W E 0, N(w,·) E MN(U) and for each A E u, N(·, A) is an N-valued random variable on the 
probability space (O,P,F). We will oftern write N(A) instead of N(·,A). 
Remark 3.1.3. An N-valued random measure N can also be viewed as an (MN(E), 8(MN(U)))-valued 
random variable on the probability space (0, P, F). In such a case, for each A E U, N(., A) := 
iA 0 N(·): n -+ N is an N-valued random variable. 
Definition 3.1.4. An N-valued random measure N, is called a Poisson random measure if and 
only if 
(1) for any B E U provided lE[N(B)] < 00, N(B) is a random variable with Poisson distribution, 
i.e. 
P(N(B) = n) = e-f/(B) 'fI(B,)n, n = 0,1,2"" , 
n. 
with 'fI(B) = lE(N(B)). 
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(2) (independently scattered property) for any pairwise disjoint sets Bl!" . ,Bn E U, the random 
variables 
are independent. 
Remark 3.1.5. Note that for every wE 0, N(w,·) is an N-valued measure on (U,U) and for every 
BE u, N(·, B) is a Poisson random variable. One can treat the Poisson random measure N as a 
collection of Poisson random variables, {N(·, B); B E U}. It can also be viewed as a collection of 
counting measures in MN(U), {N(w) : wE a}. 
The following theorem, due to [41J, shows that there exists a Poisson random measure, as defined 
above. See also Sato [73J p.122, Ikeda and Watanabe [40J and Kyprianow [53J for a detailed proof. 
Theorem 3.1.6. Given a a-finite measure TJ on (U,U), there exists a Poisson random measure N 
on (U, U) over (0, F, 1P) such that 
JE(N(B)) = TJ(B), for all B E S. 
Outline of the Proof If TJ(U) = 0, we can choose N(B) = 0, for all B E U. Now suppose that TJ is a 
finite measure, i.e. ° < TJ(U) < 00. We can always construct a probability space (0, F, 1P) on which 
we will construct some random variables as follows: 
1. a Poisson-distributed random variable M with parameter TJ(U), 
2. a sequence {XihEN of independent random variables which is independent of N and each of 
the random variable Xi have the distribution 
TJ(A) 
IP(Xi E A) = TJ(U) , A E U. 
For every B E U, define 
M 
N(B) := L 1{XIEB}' 
i=1 
Clearly, N(B) is a random variable with respect to F, since M, Xl! X2,'" are all F-random 
variable. Let AI.··· ,A2 be disjoint sets in U and nl,'" ,nk EN. Then we find that 
IP(N(AI) = nb ... ,N(Ak) = nk) 
= L IP(N(A1) = nI.· .. ,N(Ak) = nklM = n)IP(M = n) 
nEN 
n n 
= E1P(E 1{XjeAt} = n}, .. · ,E 1{A/ceB} = nk)IP(M = n) 
neN i=1 i=l 
= "" n! Ilk (TJ(Ai))n/c (TJ(u))n 
L- nl! ... nk! . TJ(U) n! 
neN 1=1 
= IT e-'1(AI) TJ(Ai)n" , 
i=1 nk l 
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which shows that the random variables N(A 1),'" ,N(Ak) are independent and Poisson distributed. 
Hence N is a Poisson random measure on U. 
Suppose now that 'T} is a-finite. Let {Un} be a partition of U such that 0 < 'T}(Un) < 00, 
UnUn = U and Un n Urn = 0, n i= m. Set 'T}n(-) = 'T}(' n Un), for every n E N. Clearly, 'T}n is a finite 
measure on U. It follows from the first part of the argument that for every n E N, there exists 
a probability space (On, Fn, IPn) and a Poisson random measure Nn defined on (Un, Un Un) over 
(On, Fn, IPn). Define 
00 
N(A) = L Nn(A nUn). 
n=1 
over the probability space (0, F, IP) := TIiEN(On, Fn, IPn). Then one can show, see Kyprianow [53] 
for a detailed proof, that N is a Poisson random measure with lEN(·) = 'T}(')' 0 
Remark 3.1. 7. Let us briefly review how we have constructed the Poisson random measure associated 
to a a-finite measure. Given a a-finite measure 'T} on (U,U), let {Un} be a partition of U such that 
0< 'T}(Un) < 00, UnUn = U and Un n Urn = 0, n i= m. We constructed in the proof of the Theorem 
3.1.6 a probability space (0, F, IP) and the following random variables on the probability space, 
1. {Mn}nEN is a sequence of N-valued random variables and each of the random variables Mn 
have a Poisson distribution with parameter 'T}(Un); 
2. for each n, {XfhEN is a sequence of Un-valued random variables and each of the random 
variables Xf have distribution 
IP(X?" E A) = 'T}(A) A ( ) 
t 'T}(U
n
) , E Un Un ; 
3. the random variables Mn , Xf, i = 1,"" n = 1"" are mutually independent. 
Then for each A E U, the random variable N(A) defined by 
00 Mn 
N(A):= LLIAnUn(Xf)lMn~l' 
n=l i=1 
is a Poisson random measure with 'T}(') = IEN(·) on (U,Un) over the probability space (O,F,IP). 
Take A E U. Let UA := {F n A: FEU}. In fact, UA is a a-field and we will call it the trace 
a-field of U on A. 
Proposition 3.1.8. Suppose that N is a Poisson random measure on (U,U) over the probability 
space (0, F, IP). Then for every A E U, the mapping 
o x UA 3 (w, B) t-t N(w, B n A) E N 
is a Poisson random measure on (A,UA)' 
Proof. To show that N(·nA) is a Poisson random measure, we have to verify that N(·nA) satisfies 
conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 3.1.4. Since A E U and N is a Poisson random measure, for 
any B E U, B n A E U and N(·, B n A) is a Poisson random variable. Let Bl, B2,'" ,Bn be 
pairwise disjoint sets from U. Then the sets Bl n A, B2 n A, . .. ,Bn n A are pairwise disjoint and 
they are all in U. Therefore, by the independently scattered property of Poisson random measure 
N, N(·, Bl n A),··· ,N(·, Bn n A) are pairwise independent. Hence N(· n A) is a Poisson random 
measure. 0 
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Let (Z, Z, v) be a measurable space, where v is a nonnegative a-finite measure. Let A be the 
Lebesgue measure on (1R+, 8(1R+). Then the product measure A®v is a-finite on (1R+ x Z, 8(1R+)®Z). 
Definition 3.1.9. 1. An N-valued random measure M defined on (1R+ x Z, 8(1R+) ® Z) is called 
adapted to the filtration \j if and only if for every t E 1R+, the random variable M(·, A) is 
Ft-measurable, for every A E 8([0, tJ) ® Z. 
2. An N-valued random measure M defined on (1R+ x Z, 8(1R+) ® Z) is said to be a-finite 
if and only if there exists an increasing sequence {Dn}nEN C Z such that UnDn = Z and 
EM«O, tJ x A) < 00, for all t> ° and n E N. 
3. An N-valued random measure M defined on (1R+ x Z, 8(1R+) ® Z) is called a martingale 
random measure if and only if for any A E Z satisfying E(M«O, tJ x A)) < 00, t > 0, the 
process M«O, t] x A), t ~ 0 is a martingale. 
Theorem 3.1.10. Let M be an N -valued adapted random measure defined on (1R+ x Z, 8(1R+) ® Z). 
Then there exists an increasing sequence of stopping times {Tn}nEN and a Z -valued optional process 
p such that 
M(w, A) = L 1D(S,w)lA(S,p(S,w)), for all A E 8(1R+) ® Z, 
8~O 
where D = Un[[Tnll and [[Tnll is the graph of the stopping time Tn, n E N. 
See Proposition 1.14 in 1451 or Theorem 3.4.3 in [47J for more details. 
(3.1.1) 
Remark 3.1.11. If M is a Poisson random measure associated to a Poisson point process 11', see 
Section 3.1.1, then equality (3.1.1) holds with p = 11' and 
D = UnEN UkEN [[T~Jl 
Here 
T~ = inf{t ~ 0 : M«O, tJ x Un) ~ k}, kEN, n E N. 
If M is a Poisson random measure associated to a Levy process L, see Section 3.1.2, then equality 
holds with 11' = I:::.L and 
D = {(s,w) : III:::.Ls(w)II > o}. 
In particular, D = UneN UkEN [[T~ll, where T~ = 0, "', T~ = inf{s > T~-l : III:::.L811 ~ 2~}' 
Remark 3.1.12. Notice that since the product measure v®A is a-finite on (Z x 1R+,Z®8(1R+)), by 
Theorem 3.1.6, there exists a Poisson random measure N with EN(B) = v®A(B), B E Z®8(1R+). 
In particular, there exists a Poisson random measure N associated with a stationary Poisson point 
process on (Z, Z) with an intensity measure v, see Theorem 3.1.21. For the future convenience, we 
also impose the condition N( {O} x B) = 0, for every B E Z, n EN. 
For simplicity, we shall use the notation 
N(t, B) := N«O, t] x B), t E 1R+, B E Z. 
Also, we employ the notation 
NO = NO - E(N(·)) = N(·) -1](') 
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to denote the compensated Poisson random measure of N. Similarly, we write N(t, B) instead of 
N((O, tJ x B) for simplicity of the notations. Since for every wEn, N(w,·) is a measure on (U,U), 
and the sets (0, sJ x Band (s, tJ x B are disjoint, we infer that 
N((O, tJ x B) = N( ((0, sJ x B) U ((s, tJ x B)) = N((O, sJ x B) + N((s, tJ x B). 
Thus we have 
N(t, B) - N(s, B)) = N((s, tJ x B). 
Let ;Y = (Ftk::~o be a filtration on (n, .1', P) satisfying the usual hypotheses such that N(t, B), 
BE Z is Ft-measurable, for each t 2:: ° and N((s, tJ x B), B E Z is independent of Fa, for all s ~ t. 
Lemma 3.1.13. For each A E Z, the process (N(t, A))t>o is a mean ° martingale. Furthermore, 
it has cddldg trajectories. In particular, for each A E Z ~ith v(A) < 00, the process N(t, A), t 2:: ° 
is a Poisson process with intensity v(A). 
Proof. Note that 
IEN(t, A) = IEN((O, tJ x A) - IEN((a, tJ x A) = a. 
Let a ~ s ~ t < T. Let us fix A E Z. Observe that 
IE(N(t, A)IFa) = IE(N((O, t] x A) - IE(N(a, t] x A)IFs) 
= IE(N((a, s] x A) + N((s, t] x A)IFs) -lE(N(a, t] x A) 
= N((a, s] x A) + lE(N((s, t] x A)) -lE(N(O, t] x A) 
= N((a,sJ x A) -lE(N(O,sJ x A) = N(s,A), 
where we used the a-additivity of the measure N in the second equality and measurability of 
N((O, sJ x A) and independence of N((s, tJ x A) with respect to Fa. Therefore, we showed that the 
process (N(t, A))t~o is a martingale with mean a. 
For the right-continuity, let us fix t E [a, TJ and take a sequence (tn)nEN of times such that tn '\t t. 
Then the decreasing sequence (0, tnJ x A, n E N of sets converges to the set (0, tJ x A. That is 
njEN(((>, tnJ x AL = (0, tJ x A. For each wEn, note that N(w) is a measure. So by the continuity 
of the measure N (. ), we have 
N(t, A) = N((a, tJ x A) = lim N((a, tnJ x A), for all wEn. 
n-+oo 
Note that for any sequence {tn} such that tn < t, n E N and tn /' t, nn((a, tnJ x A) = (a, t) x A, 
hence 
lim N((O, tnJ x A) = N((a, t) x A) :f: N((a, tJ x A). 
n-+oo 
This shows that N(t, A) has left limits but it may not be left-continuous, since N((a, t) x A) may 
not equal to N((a, tJ x A) in some cases. 
To show that N(t, A), t 2:: 0, is a Poisson process, we first observe that N(O, A) = N(0) = 0. 
Since N is a Poisson random measure, N(t, A) = N((O, t] x A) is a Poisson random variable with 
parameter IE(N((O, tj x A)) = '\((a, t])v(A) = tv(A). Now it remains to show that N(t, A), t 2:: ° has 
independent increments. Take to ~ tl ~ ... ~ tn-I ~ tn. Then the sets (to, tIl x A, ... , (tn-I. tnl X A 
are pairwise disjoint. Hence by the independent scattered property of Poisson random measure, we 
deduce that N((to, td x A), "', N((tn-l! tnl x A) are independent. This gives that the increments 
N(tl,A) - N(to, A), "', N(tn,A) - N(tn-I.A) are independent. Therefore, N(t,A),t 2:: a is a 
Poisson process. 0 
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Remark 3.1.14. From the above Lemma, we infer that for each A E Z, the process N(t, A), t ;::: 0 
is a nondecreasing submartingale with cadlag paths. Hence, by the Meyer-Doob decomposition, see 
[59J, there exists a unique predictable increasing process, denoted by 'Y, such that 
N(t, A) - 'Y(t, A), t;::: 0 
is a martingale. Moreover, the decomposition is unique if 'Y is predictable or natural. We call 
the process 'Y the Meyer process. By the uniqueness part of the Meyer-Doob decomposition, see 
Theorem VII.21 in [59J, we conclude that 
'Y = "'. 
Proposition 3.1.15. For each A E Z, N(t, A)2 - ",(t, A), t ;::: 0 is a martingale. 
Proof. Since N«s, tj x A) is a Poisson process, we have 
E(N«s, tj x A»)2 = E(N«s, tj x A) - ",«s, tj x A»)2 
= E(N«s, tj x A»)2 - 2",«s, tj x A)E(N«s, tj x A» + ",«s, tj x A)2 
= E(N(s, tj x A»)2 - ",«s, tj x A)2 
00 
= Ln2lP({N((s,tj x A) =n}) -",«s,tj x A)2 
n=O 
= f: n2"'((s, t~t A)n e-f]((8,tjxA) - 'T}((s, tj x A)2 
n=O 
= ~ 'T}«(s, t] x A)n e-f]((8,tjxA) + ~ ",«s, t] x A)n e-7J((s,tjxA) _ ",«s, tj x A)2 
L." (n - 2)! L." (n - 1)! n~ n~ 
= 'T}«s t] x A)2 ~ 'T}«s, tj x A)n-2 e-f]((8,tjxA) 
, L." (n - 2)! 
n=O 
+ 'T}«s, t] x A) ~ 'T}«s(~] ~ ~r-l e-f]((s,tjxA) - ",«s, tj x A)2 
= 'T}«s, tj x A)2 + 'T}«s, tj x A) - 'T}«s, tj x A)2 
= 'T}«(s, tj x A), 
It follows that for 0 $ s < t < 00, 
l&(N(t, A)2 - ",(t, A)IF8) = E ( (N(s, A) + N(t, A) - N(s, A) r -'T}(t, A)IFs) 
= E ( N(s, A)2 + 2N(s, A) ( N(t, A) - N(s, A») + (N(t, A) - N(s, A») 21Fs) 
- 'T}(t, A) 
= N(s, A)2 - 2N(s, A)E (N(t, A) - N(s, A») + E (N(t, A) - N(s, A») 2 - 'T}(t, A) 
= N(s, A)2 + E (N(t, A) - N(s, A) r -",(t, A) 
= N(s,A)2 + 'T}((s,t] x A) - 'T}(t,A) 
- 2 = N(s, A) - 'T}(s, A). 
which shows that N(t, A)2 - 'T}(t, A), t ;::: 0 is a martingale. o 
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Proposition 3.1.16. For each A E Z and each 0:5 s :5 t, 
lE ( (N(t, A) - N(s, A)) 21Fs) = 71(t, A) - 71(S, A). 
Proof. Observe that 
IE ((N(t, A) - N(s, A)) 21Fs) = lE (N(t, A)2IFs) - 2N(s, A)lE (N(t, A)IFs) + N(s, A)2 
= lE ( N(t, A)2 - 71(t, A)IFs) + 71(t, A) - 2N(s, A)2 + N(s, A)2 
= N(s, A)2 - 71(s, A) + 71(t, A) - N(s, A)2 
= 71(t, A) -71(s, A). 
Proposition 3.1.11. For every A E Z with II(A) < 00 and every t ~ 0, 
[N(., A), N(., A)lt = N(t, A). 
o 
Remark 3.1.18. Here [N(·, A), N(., A)lt, t ~ 0, is the quadratic variation of the process N(t, A), 
t ~ O. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1.11. We will use the definition of quadratic variation to show the assertion. 
Let rrm = {O = tW :5 tr :5 .. , :5 t~(m) = t}, mEN, be a sequence of partitions of [0, t]. 
Let IIrrmll = maxo~i~n(m)-lltnl - trl be the mesh of rrm. Suppose that {rrm} is a sequence of 
partitions satisfying limm-too Ilrrmll = O. We observe that 
m-l 
VJ!}(N)(t) = ~ (N(tnt,A) - N(tr,A))2 
i=O 
m-l 
= ~ (N((t7\ tnl] x A) - (tnt - tr)II(A))2 
i=O 
m-l m-t 
= ~ N((tr, tnl] x A)2 - 2 ~ N((tr, tnt] x A)(tnl - tr)v(A) 
i=O ~o 
m-t 
+ ~ (tnt - tr)2 11{A)2 
i=O 
m-t m-t 
:5 ~ N((tr, tnt] x A)2 + 211rrmll ~ N{(tr, tntl x A)II(A) + IIrrmlltll(A)2. 
i=O i=O 
Clearly, the last term in the above inequality converges to ° as m --t 00. NC?tice also that since the 
sample path t H N(t, A)(w) is piecewise constant and increases by jumps of size 1, when IIrrmll --t 0, 
as m --t 00, N({tr, tnt] x A) :5 1 as m --t 00. We note further that by the cAdlag property of the 
process N(s, A), s ~ 0, N(s, A) may only have finite jumps in the time interval [0, t]. Thus we infer 
that the second sum IIrrmll E~~;ot N((tr, tnt] x A)II(A) converges to 0, IP-a.s., as m --t 00. Since 
[0, t] :3 s H N(s, A) E N is a Poisson process what means every path of N is a piecewise constant 
function of time and the jump size is of 1, we find out that N(tnl' A) - N(tf,A) takes only two 
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values ° and 1 for sufficient small tftl - tr. Hence for m big enouth, N(tftl,A) - N(tf,A) = 
(N(tftl,A) - N(tf,A))2. Therefore, by above considerations, we infer that 
m-l 
lim VP)(N)(t) = lim ~ N((tr, tr+ll x A)2 
m-+oo m m-+oo L....t 
which competes the proof. 
i=O 
m-l 
= lim ~ N((tr, tftll x A) = N(t, A), lP'-a.s. 
m-+oo L....t 
i=O 
3.1.1 Poisson Point Processes 
o 
Let (Z, Z) be a measurable space. A point function a on (Z, Z) is a mapping a : D(a) -t Z, 
where the domain V(a) C (0, (0) of a is a countable subset. Let IIz be the set of all point functions 
on Z. For each point function, we define a counting measure N by 
Na(U) := #{s E (0, (0) n V(a): (s, a(s)) E U}, U E 8((0, (0)) ® Z, 0< t < 00. 
Let Q be the O'-fietd on IIz generated by all the subsets {a E IIz: Na(U) = k}, U E Z, 
k = 0,1,2,···. A function 11' : ° -t IIz is called a point process on Z if and only if it is 
F / Q-measurable. Let 11' be a point process in (IIz, Q). Analogously, We define for every w E 0, 
N7f (U, w) = #{s E V(1I'(w)) : (s, 1I'(s, w)) E U}, U E 8((0, (0)) ® Z. (3.1.2) 
In particular, we have 
N7f ((O, tj x A, w) = #{s E (0, tJ n V(1I'(w)) : 1I'(s,w) E A}, A E Z, 0< t < 00. (3.1.3) 
Note that a difficulty related to this approach is that for each w E 0, the domain with respect to the 
time t of the function 1I'(t, w) will be different. A point process 11' is called finite if lEN7f ((0, tJ x D) < 
00, for every ° < t < 00. The point process 11' is called O'-finite if there exists an increasing sequence 
{Dn}neN C Z such that UnDn = Z and IEN7f ((O, tJ x Dn) < 00 for all ° < t < 00 and n E N. A 
point process 11' is said to be stationary if and only if for every t > 0, 11' and ()t1l' have the same 
probability laws. Here 8t1l' is the shifted point process defined by 
(8t1l')(s) = 1I'(s + t), s> OJ 
V(8t1l') = {s E (0, (0) : s + t E V(1I')}. 
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Also, let us define the stopped point process O!t7r by 
(O!t7r)(S) = 7r(s), for S E V(O!t7r)j 
V(O!t7r) = (0, t] n V(7r). 
It is easy to see that 8t7r and O!t7r are still in IIz, for every t > 0. A point process 7r is said to be 
renewal if and only if it is stationary and for every ° < t < 00, the point processes O!t7r and 8t7r 
are independent. A point process 7r is said to be adapted to the filtration ~ if for every t > ° and 
A E Z, its counting measure N7r ((O, t] x A) is Ft-measurable. 
A point process 7r is called a Poisson point process if and only if N7rO defined by (3.1.2) is 
a Poisson random measure on ((0,00) x Z, 8((0, 00» ® Z), see Definition 3.1.4. 
Theorem 3.1.19 (Theorem 3.1, [42]). If a point process 7r is u-jinite and renewal, then for every 
U E 8(0,00) ® Z with IEN7r(U) < 00, the random variable N7r (U) is Poisson distributed and for 
any pairwise disjoint sets Ul>'" ,Un E 8(0,00) ® Z, the random variables N7r(Ul) , ... N7r (Un ) are 
independent. In other words, N7r is a Poisson random measure. 
It can be shown that a Poisson point process is stationary if and only if there exists a nonneg-
ative measure v on (Z, Z) such that 
IEN7r ((O, t] x A) = tv(A), t ~ 0, A E Z. (3.1.4) 
In such a case, we say that the Poisson random measure N7r is time homogenous. 
Remark 3.1.20. At this point, it should be mentioned that, in literature, some authors may use the 
above property (3.1.4) as the definition of stationary property of a Poisson point process. Actually, 
this is consistent with our earlier definition of a stationary point process. To see this, let us assume 
first that the Poisson point process is stationary, that is for every r > 0, 7r and 8r 7r have the same 
probability laws. It follows that, for each t ~ 0, the random variable 
N((O.t] x A) = Hs E (0, t] n V(7r) : 7r(8) E A}, 
has the same distribution as 
Hs E (0, t] n V(8r 7r) : 7r(8 + r) E A} = Hs E (r, t + r] n V(7r) : 7r(8) E A} 
= N((O, t + r] x A) - N((O, r] x A). 
Hence we infer that IEN((O, t] xA) = lEN((O, t+r] x A)-IEN((O, r] xA), t ~ 0. Set 4>(t) = IEN((O, t] x 
A), t ~ 0. It is easy to see that 4> is an additive function, i.e. it satisfies 4>(t + s) = 4>(t) + 4>(s) 
for t, s > 0. Note that, by the local boundedness of the point process 7r, 4> is bounded from above 
on a subset I of (0,00) with the positive Lebesgue measure. Hence the function 4> is of the form 
4>(t) = t4>(l), t ~ 0, for some constiant C, see Bingham 110] Theorem 1.1.7b. This gives that 
IEN((O, t] x A) = tIEN((O, 1] x A). 
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Let us put v(A) := IEN((O, 1] x A), A E Z. Since NTr is a Poisson random measure, v is a nonnegative 
measure on (Z, Z). To prove the other direction, suppose that IENTr((O, t] x A) = tv(A) for t ~ 0 and 
A E Z. Then we have IENTr((tI. t2J xA) = (t2-tr)v(A) and IENTr((tI. t2J x A) = IENTr((tl +r, t2+r] x A) 
for 0 < tl < t2 < 00 and 0 < r < 00. It follows that 
IE L: 1A(1I'(S)) = IE L: 1A(1I'(S)) = IE L: 1A(1I'(S + r)) 
tl <89~ tl +r<892+r tl <8~t2 
which shows that 11'(.) and 11"( r + .) have the same law for every r > O. This shows that the process 
p is stationary. 
Theorem 3.1.21. Let v be a cr-finite measure on (Z, Z). Then there exists a Poisson point process 
11" on (Z, Z) with the intensity measure v. 
Proof. Since v is a cr-finite measure on (Z, Z), there exists a disjoint partition {Dn}nEN C Z 
of Z such that v(Dn) < 00 for every n E N. Let Xr, i = 1,2,,," n = 1,2,,,, be pairwise 
independent Dn-valued random variables with distribution JP(Xr E A) = 171)1]), A E Z n Dn 
defined on a probability space (OI..rI.JP1). Note that A ® v is a cr-finite measure on the product 
space (lR+ x Z, 8(lR+) ® Z). By the Theorem 3.1.6, there exists a Poisson random measure M with 
IEM(·) = A ® v(·) defined on a probability space (02,.r2,JP2)' Then Lemma 3.1.13 tells us that for 
each n E N, M[" := M(t, Dn), t ~ 0 is a Poisson process with intensity v(Un). Moreover, since Dn, 
n E N are pairwise disjoint, the processes M(t, Dn ), t ~ 0, n E N are mutually independent. Set 
(O,.r, JP) = (01 X 02,.r1 x .r2, JPI x JP2). 
For every w = (WI. W2) E 0, set 
Xr(w) = Xr(Wl) i = 1"" , n = 1"" and M["(w) = M["(w2), n = 1"" . 
It follows that Xr, Mn , i = 1"", n = 1"" are mutually independent. Define for every n E N, 
Tf := inf{t > 0 : M(t, Dn) ~ i}, i = 1,2,'" . 
Then for each n E N, {TrhEN is a sequence of stopping times and they are jump times of the 
Poisson processes M(t, Dn), n E N. Let 
rf=1T,"', rF'+l =Ti~l-Tf,"·· 
Then the random times rF', i = 1,2"", are independent random variables with exponential distri-
bution, i.e. JP( rF' > t) = e-tM(t,Dn ), for all t > O. Now define 
'DTr := U~=l U~I {1f} 
and 
1I"(Tr) = Xr, i,n = 1,2,,,, . 
Then the counting measure Nrr associated to 11" defined by for U E 8(lR+) X Z, 
00 00 00 00 
Nrr(U) := L L c5(TI',X:')(U) = L L lu(Tr, 1I"(Tin)) 
n=li=l n=li=l 
00 00 
= LLLl[17'J1u(s,1I"(s)) 
8~On=1 i=l 
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is a Poisson random measure over the probability space (n, F, JP). Recall that for wEn, Vll'(w) = 
U~=l U~l {7T(w)}, hence we infer 
00 00 
Nll'(U)(w) = L L L l(Tt(w),w)(s,w)lu(s, 1I'(s,w)) 
8;::0 n=l i=l 
= 1u(s, 1I'(s, w)). 
8E(0,00)nv".(",) 
For the detialed proof, we refer readers to Theorem 54 [70j. In particular, for B E Z, we have 
00 00 
Nll'((s, tj x B) = L L 1 [TtJ 1B(1I'(r))1(8,tJ (r) 
n=li=l 
= Hr E (s,t] nVll': 1I'(r) E B}. 
o 
We shall use the notation Nll'(t, A) as an abbreviation for the counting measure Nll'((O, t] x 
A). In such a case we call v(·) = IENll'(l,·) the intensity measure (or characteristic measure) 
of the stationary Poisson point process 11' and the Poisson random measure Nll' is called time 
homogenous. If the Poisson point process 11' is a-finite, the intensity measure associated to 11' is 
a a-finite measure. From now on, we suppose that 11' is a a-finite stationary and adapted Poisson 
point process. For simplicity of notation, assuming that there will not be any confusion, a Poisson 
random measure associated with a Poisson point process will be often denoted by N instead of Nll" 
We use the notation N(t, A) = N(t, A) - tv(A), t ;;::: 0, A E Z to denote the compensated Poisson 
random measure associated with the Poisson point process 11'. 
3.1.2 Levy Processes 
Let (E; 8(E)) be a separable Banach space with norm II . II· 
Definition 3.1.22 (E-valued Lllvy process). A cadlag process L = (Lth;::o with values in E is 
called a Levy process if and only if 
(1) Lo = 0 a.s. 
(2) L has independent increments, that is for every increasing sequence of times to < tl < ... < tn, 
the random vairables 
are independent. 
(3) L has stationary increments, that is Lt+h - Lt has the same distribution as Lt, for every h ;;::: O. 
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(4) L is stochastically continuous, that is for all e > 0 and all s ~ 0, 
limP (liLt - Lsil > c) = O. 
t-H 
(3.1.5) 
Remark 3.1.23. (1) Even if we don't impose the cadlag property in the definition of a Levy process, 
one can always show that every E-valued process L satisfying the above four conditions (1)-(4) 
has a c8.dlag modification, see Theorem 16.1 in [291. Moreover, it can be seen that the cadlag 
modification of L is also a Levy process, i.e. satisfies the conditions (1)-(4). So without loss 
of generality, we can always assume the cad lag property in the definition of Levy process. 
(2) On the basis of conditions (1), (2) and (3), the condition (3.1.5) is equivalent to the following 
two conditions 
lim P(IILt+h - Ltll > c) = 0, h-+O 
limP (11Ltll > c) = O. 
t'\.o 
(3) Suppose that L is an E-valued c8.dlag Levy process. The stochastic continuity implies that 
for every given time t, P(Lt '" Lt-) = O. 
Lemma 3.1.24. Let f : [0,00) -+ E be a cadlag function. Then for every t > 0 and c > 0, the set 
Be = {s E [O,t]: IIf(s) - f(s-)II > c} 
is finite. Consequently, f has at most countable jumps on [0, t]. Moreover, f is bounded on [0, t]. 
Proof. Let c > O. We will show it by contradiction. Suppose that the set Be has infinite number 
of points. Since the interval [0, t] is compact, the set Be has a limit point in Be. Assume that p is 
this limit point in Be. By the cadlag property of f, f(p-) and f(p+) both exist. Thus for i > 0, 
there exists a number a so that s E (p - a,p) implies IIf(s) - f(p)1I < i, and s E (p,p + a) implies 
Ilf(s) - f(p)11 < !. Then for every r E (p - a,p), we can find two sequences {un}nEN, {Vn}nEN C 
(p - a,p) such that Un < r ~ Vn, Un -+ rand Vn -+ r as n -+ 00. We have for each n, 
2c 
Ilf(un ) - f(vn)1I ~ Ilf(un) - f(p)11 + IIf(vn) - f(p)1I < 3' 
Let n -+ 00. It follows that for every r E (p - a,p), 
2e 
IIf(r-) - f(r)11 ~ 3' 
Similarly, we can show that for every r E (p, p + a), 
2c 
IIf(r-) - f(r)11 ~ 3' 
Thus for every r E (p - a, p) U (p, p + 8), we find that r ¢ Be. This contradicts the fact that p is a 
limit point in Be. 
Now we will show that f has at most countable jumps on [0, t]. As the sets Blare increasing as 
n -+ 00, we find the set 
n 
00 1 00 
{s E [O,t]: f(s-) '" f(s)} = U{s E [O,t]: IIf(s) - f(8-)11 > -} = UBI. 
n n 
n=l n=l 
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Since each set Bl. is finite for every n E N, the set {s E [0, t] : f(s-) 1= f(s)} is countable. 
For the bounded~ess of f on [0, t], we first suppose that f is not bounded on [0, t]. Then we can 
find a sequence of numbers {Sn}nEN C [0, t] such that f(sn) converges to infinite as n ~ 00. Since 
the interval [0, t] is compact, the infinite set {sn} has a limit point s in [0, t]. This gives that 
limn-too Sn = s. Thus we can find a subsequence {sn,clk=l of {sn} such that snk ~ S for each kEN 
or 8n" < 8 for each kEN. Thus the sequence {f(snk)hEN converges to f(8) or f(8-) as k ~ 00, 
where f(8) and f(8-) both exist by the cadlag property, so that the subsequence {f(8nk )} does not 
converge to infinite. Hence f is bounded on [0, t]. 0 
Let L be an E-valued Levy process. Since every path of Lis cadlag, for every wE 0, by Lemma 
3.1.24, Ls(w) has at most a countable number of jumps on [0, t]. Futhermore, since for every wE 0, 
{S E (0,00) : Ls(w) 1= Ls-(w)} = Um~ds E (0, m] : Ls(w) 1= Ls-(w)}, 
we find that Ls(w) has at most countable jumps over (0,00). Thus in view of Section 3.1.1, it is easy 
to see that for every wE 0, 6.L.(w) is a point function in (E\ {0},8(E\ {O})). Here 8(E\ {O}) is 
the trace u-field on E \ {O} of the Borel u-field of 8(E), namely, 
8(E \ {O}) := {(E \ {O}) n A : A E 8(E)} 
which is a a-field on E \ {O}. Let us define 
N(U,w) = Hs E (0,00) : (8, 6.Ls(W)) E U}, U E 8((0,00)) ® 8(E \ {O}), wE O. (3.1.6) 
Note that since processes (Lt)t>o and (Lt-)t>o are both progressively measurable, the process 
(6.Lt)t>o is also progressively measurable, and hence it is measurable. From Lemma 3.6.1, it 
follows that for every 8 > 0, the mapping w t-+ 6.Ls(w) is F-measurable. For every U E E \ {O}, 
take a set {a E IIz : Na(U) = k} from Q. Then we have 
{w : 6.L.(w) E {a E IIz : Na(U) = k}} = {w : 6.L.(w) E IIz : NC:.L.(w)(U) = k} 
= u {w: (s, 6.Ls(w) E U}} 
sE {r:H (r,C:.L r (w) )EU}=k} 
which is a finite union of sets in F. Hence we infer that {w : 6.L.(w) E {a E IIz : Na(U) = k}} E F 
which shows that 6.L : 0 ~ IIz is F /Q-measurable. Therefore, 6.L is a point process. Let us take 
t > 0. Let {hn}nEN be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers such that 0 < hn < t, n E N and 
limn-too hn = O. Since the Levy process L has independent and stationary increments, for every 
s > 0 and hn, n E N, the random variables L8 - LS-hn and Lt+s - Lt+s-hn are stationary and 
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independent. Then the limits L8 - L 8- and L t+8 - L(t+8)- inherit the stationary and independence 
properties from the random variables L8 - L 8-hn and Lt+s - Lt+s-hn , n E N. Hence we infer that 
the point process !:::.L is stationary and renewal. Furthermore, by taking Dn = {x E E: Ilxll > ~}, 
we see from Lemma 3.1.24 that the point process !:::.L is a-finite. On the basis of Theorem 3.1.19, 
we know that N defined by (3.1.6) is a stationary Poisson random measure with a nonnegative 
measure v(·) such that 
JEN((O, tj x A) = tV(A), t > 0, A E 8(E \ {O}). 
We say that a set A E 8(E \ {O}) is bounded away from 0 if and only if 0 E (A)C, where as 
usual A is the closure of the set A. Set 
A := {A E 8(E \ {O}) : 0 ¢ A}. (3.1.7) 
Take A E A. Then there exists n E N such that A C {x E E : Ilxll > ~}. By the cAdlAg regularity, 
see Lemma 3.1.24, for every wEn, the function L.(w) has finite numbers of jumps in the set A on 
(0, t], t > O. Thus we have 
N((O, tj x A,w) = #{r E (0, tj : !:::.Lr E A} = L 1A(!:::.Lr ) < 00, wEn. (3.1.8) 
8<r:St 
This random measure counts the number of jump times of the process L between times sand t 
with their jump sizes belonging to A. For simplicity of notation, we use notation N(t, U) instead 
of N((O, tj xU). 
Remark 3.1.25. In fact the family A is a ring, see Definition 2.1.17 and 8(E \ {OJ) is a a-field 
generated by A. 
To show that A is a ring, take A, B E A. Then A = (E \ {O}) n A", for some A" E 8(E) and 
B = (E \ {O}) n B*, for some B* E 8(E) with 0 ¢. A and 0 ¢. fl. Observe that 
A u B = (( E \ {O} ) n A") u (( E \ {O}) n B") 
= (E \ {O}) n (A" U B*) E 8(E \ {O}), 
since A· n B" E 8(E). Meanwhile, since 0 ¢ A and 0 ¢ fl, 0 ¢ Au fJ = Au B. Hence AU BE A. 
Further we find 
A\B= ((E\ {O}) nA·) \ ((E\ {O}) nB*) 
= (( (E \ {O} ) n A·) \ (E \ {O})) U (( (E \ {O} ) n A·) \ B*) 
= ((E \ {O}) n A*) \ ((E \ {O}) n B*) E 8(E \ {O}). 
since (E \ {O}) n AI. (E \ {O}) n BI E 8(E \ {O}). Since 0 ¢ A, 0 ¢ A \ B C A. This shows that 
A \ B E A. In conclusion, the family A is a ring. To prove the other claim that 8(E \ {O}) is the 
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a-field generated by A, first we note that A c B(E \ {O}). So take F E B(E \ {O}) and F ¢. A. 
Then the set F is given by F = (E \ {O}) n G for some G E B(E) and 0 E P. Construct a sequence 
of sets {Fn}nEN in A by 
Fo = G n {x E E: IIxll > I}; 
Fn = G n {x E E : l/(n + 1) < IIxll ~ l/n}. 
It's easy to see that F = u;;o=oFn . This implies that A is the generator of the a-field B(E \ {O}). 
Let us now define the compensated Poisson random measure of the Levy process L by 
N(B) = N(B) - 100 fz 1B(8, z)lI(dz)d8, BE B(IR+) ® B(E \ {O}). 
Let F be a separable Banach space with the corresponding Borel a-field B(F). Let f : E --t F 
be a B(E)/B(F)-measurable function. Take A E A, where A is a ring defined by (3.1.7). Recall 
that N(t, A) < 00 a.s. Hence we may define the Poisson integral on A of this deterministic function 
f by 
( r f(x)N(t,dx))(w) = Lf(x)N(t,{x})(w), wE!l 
iA xEA 
Since by the definition of N, N(t, {x}) i- 0 if and only if there exists u E (0, t] such that 6.Lu = x, 
we infer that for every wEn, 
r f(x)N(t, dx)(w) = L f(x) L l{x}(6.Ls)(w) 
iA xEA 0<s9 
= L L f(x)l{x} [(6. Ls)(w)] (3.1.9) 
0<s9xEA 
= L f(6. Ls(w))lA(6.Ls(W)). 
0<s:9 
Let .c1(E, II; F) be the space of all B(E)/B(F)-measurable functions f : E --t F such that 
J Ilf(x)lllI{dx) < 00. 
It is natural to define the compensated Poisson integral for function f E .c1(E, II; F) by 
r f(x)N(t, dx):= r f(x)N(t, dx) - t r f(x)lI(dx). = L f(6.Ls)lA(6.Ls) - t r f(X)II(dx), 
iA iA iA 0<s:9 iA 
where the latter term is understood as a Bochner integral, see Section 3.2.3. For more detials, we 
refer the reader to [73] where E = IRd and see also [28], [1] where E is a separable Banach space. 
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Theorem 3.1.26 (Levy-ItO decomposition [28]). Let L := (Ltk::.o be a Levy process on a 
separable martingale type 2 Banach space E and v be its Levy measure of the Poisson random 
measure N defined by (3.1.8) satisfying 
l IIxll2 1 II 112 v(dx) < 00. E\{O} + x (3.1.10) 
Then there exist an E-valued Brownian Motion which is independent of Nand "f E E such that for 
all t ~ 0, 
Lt = "ft + Bt + rt r xN(ds, dx) + lim rt 1 xN(ds, dx). Jo Jllxll~l E.j..O Jo E::;lIxll<l 
Remark 3.1.27. (1) The integral J; JE::;lIxll<l xN(ds, dx) is given by 
rtl xN(ds,dx) = rtl xN(ds,dx) - rtl xv(dx)ds. Jo E::;lIxll<l Jo E::;lIxll<l Jo E::;lIxll<l 
The limit limE.j..o J; JE::;lIxll<l xN(ds, dx) is usually denoted by J; JO<lIxll<l xN(ds, dx). 
(2) The term J; JO<lIxll<l xN(ds, dx) in the above decomposition is usually called the compensated 
sum of small jumps and the last term J; ~lxll>l xN(ds, dz) is understood as the "big jumps" 
part. There are some other ways to get an equivalent version of the Levy-Ito decomposition 
by rewriting the "big jumps" term with jumps bigger than K. Let K > O. Then we can get 
a version of the Levy-Ito decomposition 
Lt = "fKt + Bt + t r xN(ds, dx) + t r xN(ds, dx). Jo JO<IIxll<K Jo Jllxll~K 
Here "fK = "f + Jl::;lIxll<K xv(dz)ds, if K > 1 and "fK = "f - JK::;IIxll<l xv(dz)ds, if 0 < K < 1. 
(3) If v satisfies the additional condition that ~Ixll>o Ilxllv(dx) < 00, then the compensated sum 
of small jumps can be written as 
rt r xN(ds, dx) = rt r xN(ds, dx) _ rt r xv(dz)ds, t ~ O. (3.1.11) 
Jo JO<lIxll<l Jo JO<lIxll<l Jo JO<IIxll<l 
This is because both two terms on the right side of above identity are finite as respectively 
the Lebesgue-Bochner integral and the Bochner integral. 
Hence one can write 
Lt = "f't + Bt + rt r xN(ds, dx). Jo JO<IIxll<oo 
where 
"f' = "y - r xv(dz)ds. 
JO<lIxll<l 
It has to be borne in mind that, if the condition JO<IIxll<l Ilxllv(dx) < 00 is not satisfied, the 
two terms 
rt r xN(ds, dx) and t r xv(dz)ds 
Jo JO<IIxll<l Jo JO<IIxll<l 
may diverge, but the compensated sum remains convergent. In such a case the identity (3.1.11) 
doesn't hold any more. 
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(4) Later in the Section 3.4, see Theorem 3.4.9, we will show that the integral J~ JO<lIxll<l xN(ds, dx) 
in the Levy-Ito decomposition, which is defined to be the limit lime.j.o J~ Je~lIxll<l xN(ds, dx), 
coincides with the stochastic integral J~ JO<lIxll<l xN(ds, dx) defined in this thesis. 
(5) Recall from (3.1.8) that for every t ~ 0, 
IEN((O,t] x {lIxll > 1}) < 00. 
In other words, we have v( {lIxll > 1}) < 00. Hence in view of Proposition 3.4.5, if we impose 
the additional assumption that ~lxll>l IlxI1 2v(dx) < 00, then the Levy process L can be written 
in the following form, t > 0, 
Lt = ,,('t + Bt + t r xN(ds, dx), 
Jo JE\{O} 
where "(' = "( + ~Ixll > 1 xv( dx) and J~ J E\ {O} xN (ds, dx) is the stochastic integral defined in the 
thesis. 
3.2 Stochastic Integrals w.r.t. Compensated Poisson Random Mea-
sures 
Let E be an martingale type p Banach space with its corresponding CT-field B{E). Let (O,.r, a, IP) 
be a complete filtered probability space. 
3.2.1 Predictability and Progressive Measurability 
Definition 3.2.1 (Predictability). Let i> denote the CT-field on IR+ x 0 x Z generated alllR-valued 
functions 9 : IR+ x 0 x Z -t IR satisfying the following properties 
(1) for every t ~ 0, the mapping 0 x Z 3 (w, z) t-+ g{t,w, z) E IR is Z ® .rtfB{IR)-measurablej 
(2) for every (w, z) E 0 x Z, the path IR+ 3 t t-+ g{t, w, z) E IR is left-continuous. 
We say that an E-valued function 9 : IR+ x 0 x Z -t E is a-predictable if it is i> /B{E)-measurable. 
Proposition 3.2.2. i> = P ® Z. Furthermore, they are both equal to the CT-field generated by a 
family R of the following form 
R = {{O} x F x B : FE .ro, B E Z} U {(s, t] x F x B : F E .ra, B E Z, 0 ~ s < t < oo}. 
In particular, R is a semi-ring. 
Proof. Recall that the predictable CT-field P, see Theorem 2.1.15, is generated by the following set 
n = {{O} x F,F E .ro} U {(s,t] x F,F E .rs,O ~ s < t < oo}. 
That is P = CT{n). Therefore, we infer that 
P ® Z = (CT(n) ® z. 
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Also, we know that 'R x Z = 'R. Thus a('R x Z) = a('R). In order to prove that P ® Z = a('R), it 
suffices to show that (a('R)) ® Z = a('R x Z). The inclusion a('R x Z) c (a('R)) ® Z is clear since 
'R C a('R). For the inclusion (a('R)) ® Z c a('R x Z), we consider the following family 
A = {A E a('R) : A x BE a('R x Z), BE Z}. 
We claim that A is a a-field. Indeed, we find out that 
(i) Since [O,n) x n E 'R, for all B E Z, [O,n) x n x BE 'R x Z, so IR.+ x n x B = UneN([a,n) X 
n x B) E a('R x Z). Thus IR.+ x n E A. 
(ii) Let A E A. Then A x B E a('R x Z), for every B E Z. Observe that AC x B = (IR.+ x n x 
B)\(A x B). Hence AC x BE a{'R x Z). It follows that AC E A. 
(iii) Take a sequence AI, A2,'" of sets in A. Then for every B E Z, Aj x B E a{'R x Z). It 
follows that 
Therefore UjENAj E A. 
This shows that A is a a-field. Take D E 'R. Then D E a{'R) and for all B E Z, D x B E 
'R x Z c a{'R x Z). So by the definition of family A, we infer that DE A. Hence 'R cAe a{'R). 
Since A is a a-field, we conclude that A = a{'R). Therefore, by the definition of the a-field A, 
A x B E a('R x Z), for all A E a{'R) and B E Z. Hence a('R) x Z C a{'R x Z). This concludes the 
proof of equality (a('R)) ® Z = a('R x Z). 
Note that a('R) = a(R), where 
R = {{a} x F', F' E Fa ® Z} U {(s, t] X F', F' E Fa ® Z, a:::; s < t < oo}. 
The inclusion a{'R) C a(R) is clear as 'R C R. The other inclusion a(R) C 'R follows from a similar 
argument as above by constructing a set F; = {F' E Fa ® Z : (s, t] X F' E a('R) , s :::; t}. We can 
show that F; is a a-field for each s ? 0. Moreover, we find that Fax Z c F~ c Fa ® Z. Since F; 
is a a-filed, Fs x Z c F~. This gives that for every F' E Fa ® Z and s :::; t, (8, t] X F' E a('R). So 
R c a('R). Hence we infer that a('R) = a{R). 
Clearly, the indicator function 1(s,t)(u)1F'(w, x), (u, w, x) E lR+ x n x Z is left-continuous for all 
(w,x) E n x Z and it is Fa ® Z-measurable. Thus it follows from the d~finiti?n of ~-predictabi1ity 
that the process 1(s,tJ(u)1p,(w, x) is ~-predictable. This implies that a{'R) C P. It remains to show 
that P C a(R). To prove this, it is enough to show that every lR-valued function X satisfying 
conditions (1) and (2) in the definition is a(R)-measurable. Let us construct the following sequence 
of functions, n E N, 
00 k 
xn(t,w,z) = 1{o}(t)X(O,w,z) + L1(~,WJ(t)X(2n'w,z), (t,w,x) E lR+ x n x Z. 
k=O 
By the left-continuity of X, we infer that xn(t,w,z) converges to X(t,w,z) for every (t,w,z) E 
lR+ x n x Z. Take B E 8(lR). We find out that 
((t,w,z) :xn(t,w,z) E B} 
(
00 k k+1 k ) 
= ({O} x ((w,z): X{O,w,z) E B})U U(2n ' -2n J x ((w,z): X(1i'w,z) E B} . 
k=O 2 
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Since for each t, (w, z) H X(t, w, z) is Ft ® Z-measurable, so X(2~' w, z) is F 4- ® Z-measurable for 
k 2 k = 0,1,2,···. Hence the sets {(w, z) : X(2n , w, z) E B} E F k ® Z for k = 0, 1,2,···. Therefore, 2'1' 
the set {( t, w, z) : xn (t, w, z) E B} as a countable union of sets from 'R is also in the a-field a('R) 
of'R. This implies that xn is a('R)-measurable for each n E N. Therefore, the limit X is also 
a('R)-measurable. This shows that P c a('R). Recall that a('R) = a(R.). In conclusion, we have 
P = a(R.) which completes our proof. The proof that R. is a semi-ring goes the same as in the proof 
of Proposition 2.1.18. 0 
Definition 3.2.3 (~-progressively measurability). An E-valued function 9 : lR+ x n x Z -t E 
is called ~-progressively measurable if the mapping 
(s,w,X) H g(s,w,z): [O,t] x n x Z -t E 
is B([O, t]) ® Ft ® Z/B(E)-measurable for each t ~ 0. 
Remark 3.2.4. Set Z = E and take S a singleton, e.g. Z = {zo}. Define two functions 
g: lR+ x n 3 (t,w) -t g(t,w) E E 
g: 1R+ x n x Z 3 (t,w, zo) -t g(t,w, zo) = g(t,w) E E. 
Then one can see that 9 is progressively measurable if and only if 9 is ~-progressively measurable. 
Now we state results analogous to Lemma 2.1.7. 
Proposition 3.2.5. Define two families of sets 
BFZ = {A c 1R+ x n x Z: An ([0, t] x n x Z) E B([O, t]) ® Ft ® Z} 
BF = {A c 1R+ x n: An ([O,t] x n) E B([O,t]) ®Ft}. 
Then BFZ and BF are a-fields. A process X : lR+ x n -t E is progressively measurable if and only 
if X is BF-measurable. A function X : 1R+ x n x Z -t E is ~-progressively measurable if and only 
if X is BFZ-measurable. Furthermore, BF ® Z c BFZ. 
Proof. The proof follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 2.1.7. So we omit the first part of the 
proof here. To show the inclusion BF ® Z c BFZ, let us take A E BF and B E Z. We will show 
that A x B E BFZ. Indeed, since A E BF, A c 1R+ x n and An ([0, t] x n) E B([O, t]) ® Ft, for 
every t ~ 0. Thus A x B c 1R+ x n x Z and 
(A x B) n ([0, t] x n x Z) = (A n ([0, t] x n» x (B n Z) 
= (A n ([0, t] x n» x BE B([O, t]) ® Ft ® Z, t ~ 0. 
Therefore, A x B E BFZ. 0 
Remark 3.2.6. In view of Theorem 2.1.19, Proposition 3.2.2 and Propostion 3.2.5, we have P = 
P®Z c BF®Z c BFZ. 
Definition 3.2.7. Let JC denote the class of all the functions 9 : lR+ x n x Z -t E satisfying the 
following properties 
(1) (measurability) the mapping lR+ x n x Z 3 (t,w, z) H g(t,w, z) E E is B(lR+) ®F x Z/B(E)-
measurable; 
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(2) (adaptedness) for every t ~ 0, the mapping n x Z :3 (w, z) t-+ g(t, w, z) E E is Ft ® Z/B(E)-
measurable. 
Proposition 3.2.8. Every ~-progressively measurable function f : 1R+ x n x Z ~ E belongs to JC 
Proof The proof follows immediately from the ToneH theorem (or Lemma 3.6.1). 
o 
3.2.2 Martingale Type p Banach Spaces 
An E-valued process M := (Mdt>o is an E-valued ~-martingale if and only if M is an adapted 
process such that lE(lIMtlD < 00 or all t ~ 0 and for every 0 $ s < t < 00 and every F E F8 , 
(3.2.1) 
Equivalently, (3.2.1) can also be expressed in the following 
For more details of conditional expectation of a Banach valued process, please see [58J. 
Definition 3.2.9 (Martingale type p Banach space). A Banach space E with norm 11·11 is of 
martingale type p, for p E (0,00) if and only if there exists a constant Cp(E) > 0 such that for any 
E-valued discrete martingale {Mk}k=l the following inequality holds 
n 
IEII Mnll P $ Cp(E) ~IEIIMk - Mk-lIIP, (3.2.2) 
k=O 
with M-l = 0 as usual. 
Remark 3.2.10. Every Banach space has of martingale type 1. By using parallelogram law and prop-
erties of conditional expectation, it's easy to show that any separable Hilbert space is of martingale 
type 2 with 
n 
lEIIMnl12 = ~IEIIMk - Mk_111 2. 
k=O 
If E and F are isomorphic Banach spaces, then E is of martingale type p if and only if F is of 
martingale type p. 
Neidhardt in [60J studied a theory of stochastic integration on a certain class of Banach spaces 
which satisfies for all x, y E E, 
(3.2.3) 
with some constant K2 ~ 2. We call Banach spaces satisfying (3.2.3) 2-uniformly-smooth (2-smooth) 
Banach spaces. Set K(E) = sUPx,II€E,II;tO {.L:.:......;...::..:"--~r='--':.....::.-
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the smoothness of the norm of E. Then we see that if E is 2-uniformly-smooth, K(E) < 00. The 
following equivalent definition of 2-smooth Banach spaces in term of asymptoticity of the modulus 
of smoothness of the norm can be found in [64], [651. 
Definition 3.2.11 (p-smooth Banach space). A Banach space E is p-smooth if there exists an 
equivalent norm defined by the modulus of smoothness of (E, II· II) 
1 
PE(t) = sUP{'2(lIx + tyll + IIx - tyll) - 1: IIxll = lIyll = I} 
satisfying PE(t) ::; KtP for all t > 0 and some K > O. 
Remark 3.2.12. A Banach space is of martingale type p if and only if it is p-smooth, see [651. Hence 
all spaces Lq (J.L), for q E [p, 00) and q > 1 with an arbitrary positive measure J.L are of martingale 
type p. Note that any closed subspaces of martingale type p spaces are of martingale type p. The 
Sobolev spaces wk,q, for q E [p, 00) and k > 0 are of martingale type p. 
3.2.3 Bochner Integrals 
Throughout this section, let (F, F, J.L) be a measure space, where J.L a nonnegative a-finite measure. 
Let E be a separable Banach space. Let B(E) be the Borel a-field, i.e. the smallest a-field containing 
all open subsets of E. Note that the Borel a-field B(E) is also generated by all sets of the form 
{x E E : ¢(x) ::; a}, ¢ E E* and a E R 
Definition 3.2.13. We say a function I : F --? E a simple function if I is F /B(E)-measurable 
and I is finite valued. In other words, there exist a finite number of disjoint sets FI. ... ,Fn in F 
with J.L(Fi) < 00, i = 1, ... ,n and a finite number of elements Xl! ... ,Xn in F such that 
n 
I(x) = L:xi1F;(X), X E F. (3.2.4) 
i=l 
Then we can define the Bochner integral of a function I of the form 3.2.4 with respect to J.L over a 
measurable subset A of F by 
Let f be a simple function of the form (3.2.4) and A be a measurable set in F. Then we have 
II i f(x)J.L(dx) II ::; i IlfCx)IIJ.LCdx) 
Indeed, we know that 
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Definition 3.2.14. An :F /B{E)-measurable function f is said to be Bochner integrable if there 
exists a sequence of simple functions {In} such that 
lim r IIfn{x) - f{x)IIJ.L{dx) = O. 
n-+oo iF 
Let f be a Bochner integrable function. Suppose that {In} be a sequence of simple functions 
such that 
lim r Ilfn{x) - f{x)IIJ.L{dx) = O. 
n-+ooiF 
It follows that 
III fm(x)J.L(dx) -l fn(x)J.L(dx) II =:; l IIfm(x) - fn{x)IIJ.L(dx) 
=:; t IIf{x) - fm(x)IIJ.L{dx) + t IIf{x) - fn{x)IIJ.L(dx) 
~ 0, as n, m ~ 00. 
This shows that {iFfn(x)J.L(dx)} is a Cauchy sequence in E. So it is convergent in E. Hence we 
may define the Bochner integral of f by 
r f(x)J.L{dx):= lim r fn{x)J.L(dx). 
iF n-+ooiF 
In this case, we have limn -+oo II iF f(x),.,,{dx) - IF fn{x)J.L(dx) II = O. 
If A E :F and f is Bochner integrable, it is easy to find that the function lAf is again Bochner 
integrable, and hence we define the Bochner integral of f on the set A by 
L f(x),.,,(dx):= t lA{X)f{x)J.L(dx). 
Proposition 3.2.15. Let f : F ~ E be an :F /B(E)-measurable function. Then there exists a 
sequence of simple functions {In} of the form (3.2.4) such that 
IIfn(x) - f{x) II 
monotonically decreases to O. 
Proof. Since E is a separable Banach space, suppose that Eo = {al' a2, ... } be a countable dense 
subset of E. We will construct a sequence of simple functions. Define, for each n, a function Kn(x) 
by 
Kn(x) = min {I =:; k =:; n: III{x) - akll = min{lIl(x) - aill,i = 1"" ,n}}. 
which is the least integer in {I,··· ,n} such that aKn(x) is the closest one to f among all'" ,an' 
Set 
Ani = {X E F: Kn(x) = i}, i = 1"" ,n. 
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Then Ain are pairewise disjoint, Uf=l Ani = F and 
i-I m 
Ani = (n{llf - aill < Ilf - ajll}) n ( n {lif - aill ~ Ilf - ajll}). 
j=1 j=i+1 
Observe that the set {a E E: Iia-aill > lIa-ajll} belongs to B(E), since the pre-image of any open 
B(lR)-set under a continuous mapping is an B(E)-open set and the mapping x H Ila-aill-lla-ajll 
is continuous. Using this fact and the F / B( E)-measurability of f, we infer the set {x E F : 
II f (x) - ai II ~ II f (x) - aj II} belongs to F, for each j. Thus Ani E F, for i = 1,· .. , n. For each x, 
we want to find an element from {aI, ... , an} which is closest to f(x) and the subscript of which is 
the smallest. For this, let us define a sequence of functions from F to E by the following 
n 
9n(X) = Lai1Ani(X), x E F 
i=1 
We find by the definition of the sets Ani that 
n 
119n(x) - f(x)11 = LXi1Ani(X) - f(x) 
i=1 
= min{lIf(x) - akll : k = 1, .. · ,n}. 
Note that since Eo is the dense in E, for every x E F, f(x) can be approximated by an Eo-valued 
sequence. Hence we infer that min{llf(x)-akll : k = 1"" ,n} is pointwise monotonically decreasing 
to 0, as n -t 00. 
Since /.l is a-finite, there exists an increasing sequence of set UI C U2 C ... such that UnUn = F 
and /.l(Un) < 00 for all n E N. Now define 
fn(x) = 9n(x)lun(x). 
Clearly, for every n E N, fn is a simple function. Moreover, IIfn(x) - f(x)1I is also pointwise 
monotonically decreasing to 0, as n goes to 00 . 0 
Proposition 3.2.16. An F /B(E)-measurable function f : F -t E is Bochner integrable if and only 
if IF IIf(x)II/.l(dx) < 00, in which case, we have 
II t f(x)/.l(dx) II ~ t IIf(x)II/.l(dx). (3.2.5) 
Proof. Suppose that f is Bochner integrable. Let Un} be a sequence of simple functions such that 
limn~oo IF IIfn(x) - f(x)II/.l(dx) = O. Hence we may choose n E N big enough such that 
t IIfn(x) - f(x)II/.l(dx) < 00. 
It follows that 
t IIf(x)II/.l(dx) ~ t IIf(x) - fn(x)II/.l(dx) + t IIfn(x)II/.l(dx) < 00. 
For the converse part, Let f be an F/B(E)-measurable function such that IF IIf(x)II/.l(dx) < 00. 
By Proposition 3.2.15, there exists a sequence Un} of simple functions such that for every x E F, 
IIfn(x) - f(x)1I \., 0, as n -t 00. 
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Then the monotone convergence theorem tells us that 
lim r IIfn(x) - f(x)IIJL(dx) = O. 
n-+oo iF 
To show the inequality (3.2.5), we know that the inequality (3.2.5) holds for simple functions Un}. 
Therefore, 
II t f(x)JL(dx) II ::; II t f(x)JL(dx) - t fn(x)JL(dx) II + II t fn(x)JL(dx) II 
::; II t f(x)JL(dx) - t fn(x)JL(dx) II + t IIfn(x)IIJL(dx) 
::; "l f(x)JL(dx) - l fn(x)JL(dx) II + l"fn(x) - f(x)IIJL(dx) 
+ l"f(X)IJL(dX) 
Letting n ~ 00 in above inequality yields that the inequality (3.2.5). 
Let us state without proof some properties of the Bochner integrals. 
o 
Theorem 3.2.17. 1. Let T be a bounded linear operator from E to another separable Banach 
space G. Let f : F ~ E be a Bochner integrable function. Then Tf : F ~ G is Bochner 
integrable and 
f. Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem Let (F, F, JL) be a a-finite measure space and 
let fn : F ~ E, n E N be a sequence of Bochner integrable functions which converges JL-
a.e. to a function f. Suppose that there exists an F-measurable function g : F ~ lR with 
I /g(x)/JL(dx) < 00 such that IIfnll ::; Igl for all n E N JL-a.e. Then f is Bochner integrable and 
we have 
(a) liIDn-+oo IF IIfn(x) - f(x)IIJL(dx) = OJ 
(b) limn-+oo IF IIfn(x)IIJL(dx) = IF IIf(x)IIJL(dx). 
3.2.4 Stochastic Integrals 
Assume now that E is a martingale type p, 1 ::; p ::; 2 Banach space with the norm II . II. 
• Let Mk(lR+ x n x Z, A ® 11 ® lPj E) denote the linear space of all functions f : lR+ x Z x n ~ E 
from Je, such that 
Let us recall here that Je is the class of all 8(lR+) ®Fx Z-measurable and (Ft®Zk:~o-adapted 
functions. Sometimes the notation is simplified by dropping the the set lR+ x n and the measure 
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A ®P, if they have been specified, to Mk(E) in the sequel. We shall alternative freely between 
these two different notations and use the one which seems more clear or convenient . 
• Let MP(IR+ x Ox Z, BFZ, A®V®P; E) denote the linear space of all ~-progressively measurable 
functions f : IR+ x Z x 0 -t E such that 
foOO h Ellf(t,·, z)IIPv(dz)dt < 00. 
Likewise, for simplicity, we adopt the notation MP(BFZ; E) instead of MP(IR+ x 0 x Z, BF® 
Z, A ® v ® P; E) . 
• Let MP(IR+ x 0 x Z, P, A®V®P; E) (or MP(P; E)) denote the linear space of all ~-predictable 
functions f : IR+ x Z x 0 -t E such that 
foOO fz IEllf(t,·, z)IIPv(dz)dt < 00. 
Remark 3.2.18. So far, we have considered three classes Mk(E), MP(BFZ; E) and MP(P; E) of 
functions on 1R+ x 0 x P. A quick observation about the relationships between these three classes 
is that MP(P; E) c MP(BFZ; E) c Mk(E) 
Definition 3.2.19. We call f a step function if there is a finite sequence of numbers 0 = to < 
tl < ... < tn < 00 and a sequence of disjoint sets Aj_l' j = 1,··· , n, k = 1,··· , m in Z with 
V(Aj_l) < 00 such that 
n m 
f(t,w, z) = L Lej-l(W)I(ti-1,tij(t)IAj_l (z), 
j=lk=l 
(3.2.6) 
where ej-l' j = 1, ... , nand k = 1,· .. , mare E-valued p-integrable and Ftj_l-measurable random 
vairables. The set of all such step functions will be denoted by M!tep(Z; E). 
Definition 3.2.20. The stochastic integral of a step function f in M~tep(Z; E) of the form (3.2.6) 
is defined by 
Proposition 3.2.21. Let f E M~tep(Z; E). Then the stochastic integral1(f) of f is well defined. 
That is the value of h(f) does not depend on the representation chosen for f· FUrthermore, 1(f) 
is in V(O) and 
(1) IE(I(f)) = 0 
(2) IEIII(f)IIP ~ C IE fooo fz IIf(t, z)IIPv(dz)dt. 
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Before starting the proof of the proposition 3.2.21, we establish an auxiliary lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.22 ([16] Lemma C.3). Let ~ be a Poisson random variable with parameter"\. Then for 
all 1 :::; p :::; 2, we have 
1E1~ - "\IP :::; 22- p,,\. 
Proof. We state with the simple case p = 1,2. For p = 1, by the triangle property, we have 
If p = 2, 
1E1~ - ,,\21 = var(~) = "\. 
For the general case 1 < p < 2, it follows from the Hader's inequality that 
1E1~ - "\IP = IE (I~ - "\12(P-I)I~ - ,,\1 2-p) 
[ 
l/(P-I)] p-l [ ) 1/(2-P)] 2-p 
:::; IE(I~ - ,,\1 2(P-I)) IE(I~ - ,,\1 2- P) 
= (1E1{ - ,,\12)P-I (1E1{ - ,,\1)2-p 
:::; ,,\P-I(2,,\)2-P = 22- p,,\, 
which completes the proof. o 
Proof of Proposition 3.2.21. Let f be of the form (3.2.6). Then the stochastic integral J(f) of f is 
given by 
n m 
J(f):= LL{j-I(W)N((tj-l,tj] x Aj_d. 
j=lk=l 
Taking expectation of J(f), we have 
n m 
IE(J(f)) = LLIE ({j_1N((tj-1. tj] x Aj-l)) 
j=lk=l 
n m 
= L LIE (~J-l) IE (N((tj-l. tj] x Ai-I)) 
j=lk=l 
=0, 
where we used the independence of ~J-I and N((tj_l. tj] x AJ-l) in the second equality and the 
fact that IE (N((tj_lI tj] x Aj_l)) = 0 for each j and k in the last eqUality. 
Note that the sequence E;=l E~=l {j-l N((tj_lI tj] x Aj_l)' i = 1,'" ,m is a martingale with 
respect to the filtration {Ftj}~l on (O,F,IP). Therefore, by using the martingale type p property 
of the space E, we find out that 
(3.2.7) 
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For the case p = 1, we have 
since 
n m 
lEI/I(f) II ::; Gl(E) L lE L'J-l N((tj-l. tj] x Aj_l) 
j=l k=l 
n m 
::; Gl(E) LLlEI/'1-lIIIN((tj-I,tj] x Aj_l)1 
j=lk=l 
n m 
::; 2Gl (E) LLlEI/'1-lll ll (Aj-l)(tj - tj-l) 
j=l k=l 
= lE faoo is Ilf(t, z)lllI(dz)dt, 
For the general case p, 1 ::; p ::; 2, one way of doing this, due to [16], is that since for fixed 
j, the random variables '1-1' k = 1,,,' ,m are Fj_I-measurable and the compensated poisson 
random variables N((tj-l, tj] x Aj_l' k = 1"" , m are independent of Fj-l. hence we may suppose 
that the random variables ~j-l' k = 1,'" , m are defined on a probability space (Ob .1'1, !PI) and 
N((tj_l.tj] x Aj_l), k = 1, .. ·,m are defined on another probability space (02,F2,!P2) such that 
o = 0 1 X 02, .1' = .1'1 ® .1'2 and !P = 'PI ® !P2' Let El (resp. E2) be the expectation on (01. .1'1) (resp. (01, .1'2) with respect to IPI (resp. lP2). On the space (02, .1'2, lP2) construct a filtration Qi of 
a-fields by 
Qi:= a{N((tj-b tj] x Aj-l): 1 ::; k::; i}, i = 1,··· ,m. 
Therefore, by the measurability and independence of the random variables, it's easy to verify that 
the class E~=l'J_lN((tj-l.tj] x Aj_l)' i = 1,,,, ,m of random variables is a martingale with 
respect to the filtration {Qi}f;.l on (02,.1'2). Indeed, 
IE, (~~j_1N((t;-1,t;1 x Aj-l*') = ~ (~j_1E'(N((t;-"t;1 X Aj-l*')) 
i 
= L 'J-lN((tj-l, tj] x Aj_l) 
k=l 
+~;!~lE2(N((tj_lttj] x A;!.D) 
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By applying the martingale type p property of the space E to this martingale to (3.2.7), we have 
p 
n m p 
~ ~ k - k ) = Cp(E) L...,.E1E2 L...,.~j_1N((tj_l,tjl x Aj _l 
j=l k=l 
S; Cp(E)' t E, [~E, IleJ-1 N( (t;-l, t; J X Aj_1) liP 1 
= Cp(E)2 tEl f: II~j-111P E2/ N ((tj-1o tjl x Aj-l)/P 
j=l k=l 
n m 
~ 22-PCp(E)2 L L EII~j_l II Pv(Aj_1)(tj - tj-l), 
j=l k=l 
where we used the property E( N((tj_l, tjl x Aj_l)P ~ 22- Pv(Aj_l)(tj -tj-d by Lemma 3.2.22. 0 
Theorem 3.2.23. M~tep(Z; E) is dense in MP(P; E). 
Prool. We split the proof into two steps. In fact, the proof shows that E can be taken to be any 
separable Banach space. 
We define a new class M of functions I E MP(P; E) such that 
m 
I(t,w,z) = ~:::.>ilM.(t,w,z), (t,w,z) E lR+ x n x Z, (3.2.8) 
i=l 
where ei E E, i = 1"" ,m and Mi C lR+ x n x Z, i = 1"" m are pairwise disjoint ~-predictable 
sets. Our proof will be proceeded as follows. We first show that M~tep(Z; E) is dense in M and 
then we show that M is dense in MP(P; E). 
Step 1: M~tep(Z; E) is dense in M. 
Note that the family n of ~-predictable rectangles 
n = {{O} x F x B: FE Fo, BE Z} U {(s, tl x F x B : 0 ~ s ~ t < 00, FE F 8 • BE Z} 
is a semi-ring, see Proposition 3.2.2 and Definition 2.1.17. 
Let A be the smallest ring generated by n. Then the elements of A are finite unions of disjoint 
rectangles from n, see [l1J. Define J.L := A®P®V. Take ME P. According to Section 13 Theorem D 
in [34J, for every e > 0, there exists A E A such that J.L(M .6A) < e, where .6 denotes the symmetric 
difference i.e. M.6A = (M\A) U (A\M). Since A E A, there exists a finite sequence of pairwise 
disjoint 'R-sets Rl, ... ,Rn such that A = Ur=l ~ and 
J.L(M.6(Ur=lRn)) <e. 
Since 11M - E~=llR.1 = I MA(Uf=/ln)' we infer that 
E (XI r 11M(t,w, z) - t In (t,w, z)IPv(dz)dt = E (Xl r IMA(U~ )n (t,w, z)v(dz)dt Jo Jz . i Jo Jz .=1' 
,=1 
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Take J E M which is given by the form (3.2.8). Let us fix c > O. Put c' = Em I' 'II P > O. Then 
_ ,=1 ~ H 
for each Mi E P, i = 1,··· , m, we can find finitely many disjoint sets .Hi, ... , ~i in n which 
depend on c such that 
Define a function r by 
m ni 
r(t,w,z) = I>iLIR~(t,w,z), (t,w,z) E lR+ x n. 
i=l k=l 
Since R~ E n, for all k, i, it is of the form (8, uJ x F x B, F is Fs-measurable and B E Z. Note 
that l(s,ujxFxB(t, w, z) = l(s,uj(t)IF(W)IB(Z). Moreover, 
IE roo r Ilr(t,·, z)IIPv(dz)dt = IE rT r f>i t IR, (t,·, z) P v(dz)dt Jo Jz Jo Jz i=l k=l k 
,,; DE 1,00 J. ~(~ IJlI (t", z)),lle,IIPv(dz)dt 
~ c'f lIeiliPIE 100 1 f IRi (t,., z)v(dz)dt < 00. 
i=l 0 Z k=l k 
Therefore, we infer that r E M~tep(Zj E). Also, observe that 
So we have 
IE 100 fz IIJ(t,·, z) - r(t", z)IIPv(dz)dt < c. 
Step 2: M is dense in MP(P; E). 
Since the Banach space E is separable, there exists a countable dense subset Eo = {Xl, X2, .•. } 
in E. Take J E MP(P; E). This means that f is an lV-predictable function. By using the Propositon 
3.2.15, we can construct a sequence of approximating functions in M of the following form 
n 
gn(t,w,z) = LXiIMni(t,w,z), (t,w,z) E lR+ x n x Z, 
i=l 
where Mni are pairwise disjoint sets in P, i = 1,," ,n, n E N, such that 
IIgn(t, w, z) - J(t, w, z)1I 
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is pointwise monotonically decreasing to 0, as n goes to infinity for every (t, w, z) E 1R+ x n x z. 
Therefore, we can apply the monotone convergence theorem to get 
lim lE roo ( Ilgn(t,., z) - f(t,·, z)IIPv(dz)dt = O. 
n-+oo Jo Jz 
Step 2: M~tep(Z; E) is dense in MP('P; E). 
Take e > 0 and f E MP('P; E). Hence for n large enough, by the step 2 we can find gn EM such 
that 
lE roo ( If(t,., z) - gn(t,., z)IPv(dz)dt < ~. Jo Jz , 
It then follows from the assertion 1 that for each gn E M and e > ° there is a corresponding 
function r E M~tep(Zj E) such that 
lE 100 fz IIgn(t,·, z) - r(t", z)IIPv(dz)dt < ~. 
Consequently, 
lE 100 fz IIf(t,·, z) - r(t,·, z)IIPv(dz)dt 
~ 2P- 1lE 100 fz IIf(t,·, z) - gn(t,., z)IIPv(dz)dt + 2P- 1lE 100 fz IIgn(t", z) - r(t,·, z)IIPv(dz)dt 
< 2P- 1:: + 2P- 1:: < e 
- 4 4' 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
o 
Theorem 3.2.24. M~tep(Z; E) is dense in Mk(E). 
Remark 3.2.25. In the proof of this theorem, we need the completion requirement of the family 
(Ft ® Zk~o of u-fields. That is for every t ~ 0, Ft ® Z contains all the lP ® v-null sets in F ® z. 
Proof. Let f E Mk(E). Without loss of generality, we may assume that f is almost everywhere 
bounded on E. Indeed, for every f E Mk(E), we can define a sequence {gj}jEN of functions 
gj(t,w,z) = f(t,w,z)l{lI/lI:5j}(t,w,z), (t,w,z) E 1R+ x n x Z. 
Set IJ = A ® lP ® v and N = {lIfll = oo}. Then 
IJ(N) = .lim 1J({Ilfll > j}) ~ .lim (~ J IIfllPdlJ) = 0. 
3-+00 3-+00 J 
Observe that limj-+oo gj(t, w, z) = limj-+oo f(t, w, z)l{llIlI:5j}(t, w, z) = f(t, w, z )lNc(t, w, z) for (t, w, z) E 
1R+ x n x Z. It follows that limj-+oo gj(t, w, z) = f(t, w, z) IJ-a.s. Moreover we find that IIgj(t, w, z)-
f(t,w, z)1I ~ 2I1f(t, w, z)1I for all j E Nand (t,w, z) E 1R+ x n x Z. Hence by the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem, we have 
.lim lE roo ( 1Iu3(t,w,z) - f(t,w,z)IIPv(dz)dt = 0, 
3-+00 Jo Jz 
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where Ilgill ::; j for every j E No Hence 'Ye can assume that II/(t, w, z)11 ::; C, for every (t, w, z) E fl, 
where n c lR+ x n x Z and>' ® IP' ® v(nC ) = a. 
We can also assume tha.t 1 vanishes outside some finite interval [a, T] and some set U of finite 
v-measure. For this, define another sequence {In}nEN of functions by 
In(t,w,z) = l(t,w,z)I[O,nj(t)IUn (z), (t,w,z) E 1R+ x n x Z, 
where {Un} is an increasing sequence in Z such that UnUn = Z and v(Un) < 00, since the measure 
v is a-finite. Note that II/n(t,w,z) - l(t,w,z)11 monotonically decreasing to a as n -t 00, J1.-a.s .. 
Hence the monotone convergence theorem tells us that 
lim lE ('X) f Il/n(s,., z) - I(s,', z)IIPv(dz)ds = a. 
n-+oo Jo J z 
Case 1: Assume that 1 is left-continuous and for every t > 0, I(t,·) is Ft ® Z-measurable. 
Step 1 Let us fix to E (0, T]. Then the function I(to,') is Fto ® Z-measurable. Since the Banach 
space E is separable, by Proposition 3.2.15, there exists a sequence gn of approximating functions 
of the form 
n 
gn(to, w, z) = "Xi1Ai (w, z), (w, z) E 1R+ x Z, L.J to 
i=l 
where A~o EFta ® Z and IP' ® v(A~o) < 00, i = 1", n, such that 
is (w, z)-pointwise monotonically decreasing to 0, as n -t 00. Applying the monotone convergence 
theorem yields that 
lim lE f IIgn(to," z) - I(to,w, z)IIPv(dz) = a. 
n-+oo Jz 
Take c > 0. Then for some sufficient big ne , we have 
Note that Fto x Z is a semi-ring. By the Theorem D in Section 13 [34J, for every set A~o there exists 
a finite sequence {Fki,to x Bki }~~l of pairwise disjoint sets in Fto x Z such that 
That is 
IE f IlAi (', z) - lum (F,i XBi )(" z)lv(dz)ds < c. J Z to k=l k,to k,to 
Define 
n. mi 
r'(to,w,z) = ""xilF,i (W)IBi (z), (w,z) E n x Z. L.J L.J k.to k,to (3.2.9) 
i=l k=l 
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Then it is straightforward to see that 
lE h Ilre(to,', z) - f(to,', z)IIPv(dz) 
~ 2P- 1lE h lire (to, " z) - gne (to, " z)IIPv(dz) + 2P- 1lE h IIgne (to, " z) - f(to, " z)IIPv(dz) 
ne 1 mj ~ Cp L IIXiliPlE I L IFi (')18i (z) - lAi (', z)lv(dz) + 2P- 1e z k.to k,to to 
i=l k=l 
~ Cpe 
Step 2. Since f is left-continuous in the time variable t, we construct the following sequence of 
functions 
2n-l 'T 
r(t,w,z) = L J(;n'W,Z)I(~,(j~A)Tl(t), (t,w,z) E 1R+ x n x z. 
j=O 
(3.2.10) 
We can show that liIDn-+oor(t,w,z) = f(t,w,z) for all (t,w,z) E 1R+ x n x Z. Indeed, let e > 0. 
For every t E 1R+, By the left-continuity of f, there exists some 8 such that for every t' E (t - 8, tl, 
we have 
IIf(t',w,z) - f(t,w,z)" < c. 
Choose N E N so that f,v ~ 8, then for each n ~ N, we have 2~ ~ -b ~ 8. Since the sequence 
of intervals {(~, (j;~)T]}J:ol cover (0, T] and they are pairwise disjoint, for every n ~ N, one can 
find k such that t E (~r, (k~!)Tl implying ° < t - .fn < fn < 8. By the left-continuity, we have 
kT IIf(t, w, z) - f( 2n ,w, z)II < f. 
This gives that 
IIr(t,w,z) - f(t,w,z)II < f, 
since r(t,w,z) = f(.fn,w,z), for t E (~r, (k~!)Tl. From this we obtain 
lim IIr(t,w,z) - f(t,w,z)IIP = 0, 
n-+oo 
for every (t,w, z) E 1R+ x n x Z. By the bounded ness assumption of f, we have for almost all (t,w), 
IIr(t,w,z) - f(t,w,z)"P ~ 4CP. 
Since by assumption f vanishes outside the set U of finite v-measure, we may apply the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem to get 
lim lE r "f(t,·, z) - r(t", z)IIPv(dz) = 0, 
n-+oo }z 
where the set U were assumed above. Note that for every j, by the Step 1, the function f(¥n,w, z) 
can be approximated by a sequence of functions of the form (3.2.9). This means that for every n, 
the function r can be approximated by a sequence {jn,m }mEN of functions of the following form 
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Clearly, for every n, mEN, In,m is a step function and we have 
lim 1E r Ilr,m(t, w, z) - I(t, w, z)IIPlI(dz) = O. 
n,m-+oo Jz 
Since by the assumption f is bounded and vanishes outside some bounded interval [0, T], again the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem tells us that 
lim 1E rT r II/(t,·, z) - r,m(t,·, z)IIPlI(dz)dt = O. 
n,m-+oo Jo Jz 
Case 2; Assume now that 1 is ~-progressively measurable. Then we define a function F by 
F(t,w,z) = lot I(s,w,z)ds, (t,w,z) E lR+ x n x Z. 
Note that the process F is well defined for lP'®lI-a.s., since by the assumption the process 1 is bounded 
outside a >'®IP'®lI-null set. Also, we can see that F is continuous with respect to t, lP'®lI-a.s. Since 1 
is ~-progressively measurable, for every t > 0, the function I: [0, t] x n x Z -t E is B([O, t])®Ft®Z-
measurable. Hence by the Tonelli theorem, we find that for every t > 0, F{t,·, z) = J~ I{s,·, z)ds is 
Ft ® Z-measurable. Note that the ~-progressively measurability assumption here is the main point 
of achieving the (Ft ® Z)-adaptedness of the process F. Define next a sequence of functions by 
im(t,w,z) = m [F(t,w,Z) - F ((t -!) Vo,w,z)] , (t,w) E lR+ x n. (3.2.11) 
Then one can see that im is continuous in the variable t for almost all (w, z) E n x Z. Moreover, 
since for every t, F is Ft ® Z-measurable, the same conclusion holds for the function im, mEN. 
Observe that for almost all t ~ 0, the following holds for almost all (w, z) E n x Z 
I(t,w, z) = rJ~oo m [F{t,w, z) - F ((t - !) V o,w, z)] 
= lim im(t,w,z). 
m-+oo 
By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we have 
lim 1E roo r Ilim(t,., z) - I(t,·, z)IIPlI{dz)dt = O. 
m-+oo Jo Jz (3.2.12) 
Let e > O. For every 1 E MP(BFZ; E), the above convergence (3.2.12) allows us to find mEN big 
enough such that 
1E 1000 fz Ilim(t,·, z) - I(t,·, z)IIPv(dz)dt < ~. 
Since im is continuous in the time w:riable t and for every t, im is Ft ® Z-measurable, by case 1 
we can associate im with a function 1 E M~tep(Z; E) such that 
1E 1000 Ilim(t,., z) - nt,., z)IIPlI(dz)dt < ~. 
It follows that 
1E 1000 fz 11/(t,·, z) - nt,., z)IIPlI(dz)dt < e, 
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which completes the proof of this part. 
Case 9: Let I E K. That is the function I is 8(lR+) ® F ® Z-measurable and for every 
t > 0, I(t,') is Ft ® Z-measurable. Hence by Proposition 2.1 in [79], for every t ~ 0, there 
exists an 8([0, t]) ® Ft ® Z-measurable modification g of I. That is for every t ~ 0, the function 
g : [0, t]x n x Z -t E is 8([0, t]) ® Ft ® Z-measurable and for all s E [0, t], we have I(s, w, z) = 
g(s,w, z) for almost all (w, z) E n x Z. Define two continuous functions G(t, w, z) = I~ g(s, w, z)ds 
and F(t, w, z) = I~ I(s, w, z)ds. By the Toneli Theorem, for every t > 0, the function G is Ft ® Z-
measurable. We will show that for every t ~ 0, the process F(t,') is Ft ® Z-measurable as well. 
Indeed, consider a function Tlt(w, z) = 1{(w,z):/(t,w,z)#g(t,w,z)} (w). Note that lP®v{(w, z) : I(t, w, z) i= 
g(t,w, z)} = 0. Then we infer that for every t ~ 0, Tlte-.·) is Ft®Z-measurable. By using the Fubini 
theorem, we have 
IE 1000 fz Tlt(-, z)v(dz)dt = 1000 IE( fz (l{(w,z):/(t,w,z)#g(t,w,z)}(w, z)v(dz))dt 
= 1000 lP ® v«w, z) : I(t, w, z) i= get, w, z))dt = 0. 
Hence we infer that 1000 Tlt(W, z)dt = ° lP ® v-a.e. We see that for every t ~ 0, the set {(w, z) : 
1000 Tlt(W, z)dt > o} is alP ® v-null set. We shall show that for every t ~ 0, 
((w,z): F(t,w,z) i= G(t,w,z)} c {(w,z): 1000 Tlt(w),zdt > o}. 
To see this, we take (w,z) E ((w,z): F(t,w,z) i= G(t,w,z)}. Then the Lebesgue measure of the 
set A(w,z) = {s: 0::; s::; t,/(s,w,z) i= g(s,w,z)} is positive. This gives that IoooTlt(w,z)dt ~ 
I; lA(w,!) (s)ds > 0. Thus (w, z) E {(w, z) : 1000 Tlt(W, z)dt > o}. 
It follows that for every t > ° the set {(w,z): F(t,w,z) i= G(t,w,z)} is a lP® v-null set. Since 
we know that G(t,.,·) is Ft ® Z-measurable, by the completion assumptions of the a-fields Ft ® Z 
we can conclude that F(t,·,·) is also F t ® Z-measurable. This together with continuity of Fallows 
us to define an approximating sequence im of (Ft ® Z)-adapted and left-continuous functions as in 
3.2.11, and hence the results achieved in the case 2 can be applied. 0 
The following corollary is an immediate consequences of the above Theorem. 
Corollary 3.2.26. M~tep(Z; E) is dense in MP(8FZ; E). 
Theorem 3.2.27. Let I be in Mk(E) (or MP(8FZj E), or MP(Pj E)). Let {r} c M~tep(Z; E) 
be any sequence 01 step lunctions satisfying 
IE 1000 fz 11/(t,·, z) - r(t,·, z)IIPv(dz)dt -t 0, as n -t 00. 
Then there exists a random variable, say J(f), in .cP(nj E) such that 
Moreover, such random variable is uniquely defined lP-a.s., that is, it does not depend on the choice 
0/ approximating step function. We usually call J(f) the stochastic integral 01 I with respect to the 
compensated Poisson random measure N. 
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Proof. Let us first introduce the following notations 
IlfliMp = (IE (100 fz IIf(t,·, Z)II PlI(dZ)dt) ) lip and IIYIILp(E) = (IEIIYIIP)l /P . 
Since the class M~tep(Z; E) is dense in Mk;(E), we can find a sequence of step functions {r}nEN C 
M~tep(Z; E) such that 
lim IIr - fliMp = 0. 
n-4oo 
Then for every c > 0, there exists some N > 0, N E N such that for every n, m > N, n, mEN we 
have 
IIr - fll~p <~, and IIfm - fll~p < ~. 
By Proposition 3.2.21, we observe that {I(rnnEN is a sequence of random variables in £P(O) 
. We shall show that this sequence {I(rn is a Cauchy sequence in £P(O). Using linearity and 
boundedness of mapping 1 we get 
lElII(ln) - l(1m) liP =lEllIt(ln - fm)II P 
~ Cllr-fm,,~p 
=11(1 - r) + (I - fm),,~p 
$111 - rll~Jl + III - Imll~Jl 
c c 
<2+2=c, 
which shows that {1(rn is Cauchy sequence in £P(O). Since the space £P(O) is complete, the 
Cauchy sequence converges to some limit which we denote by 1(1) in £P(O), i.e. 1(1) := £P-
liml(r)· 
Now we proceed to show the uniqueness of the random variable 1(1). Assume that there are 
two sequence of random step functions {r}nEN E M~tep(Z; E) and {grl}nEN E M~tep(Z; E) that 
both converge to I in Mk; (E). Consider the interlaced sequence f1, gl , f2, g2, ... , then we can see 
the sequence is also a Cauchy sequence in Mk:(E) and it converges to f· 
Form above we have shown that I(f1),I(gl),I(j2),I(g2), ... is a Cauchy sequence in £2(0) 
and by completeness of £2(0), it has a limit in £2(0). Since {I(rnnEN and {I(gnnnEN are two 
subsequences of this interlaced sequence 1(f1), l(gl), 1(12), l(g2), ... , then their limits must be the 
same. 
o 
3.3 Properties of the Stochastic integrals 
For 0 ~ a ~ b ~ T, BE Z and I E Mk;(E), since 1(a.bl 1Bf is also in Mk;(E), so we can define the 
stochastic integral from a to b of the function I E Mk;(E) by 
I!,b(l) = lb fzl(t,Z)N(dX,dt) = 1(1(a.bl 1Bf). (3.3.1) 
For simplicity, we denote 
It(f) = lot fz f(t, z)N(dz, dt) = 1(1(o.tlf)· 
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Remark 3.3.1. Notice that a function of the form I{a}(t)e(t,w) with f E Mk(E) is equivalent to 
the identically zero process with respect to the measure ~ ® lP x v, so it has zero stochastic integral. 
Therefore, the inclusion or exclusion of the the point a in above definition will not influence the 
integral. In other words, the integral i(a,bj Jz f(t, z)JV(ds, dz) is indistinguishable to the integral 
ita,bj Jz f(t, z)JV(ds, dz). 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let f,g be in Mk(E). Then 
(1) For every t ~ 0, ft(af + (3g) = aft(f) + (3ft(g), where a, (3 E lR. 
(2) For every t ~ 0, lE(It(f)) = o. 
(3) For every t ~ 0, 
(3.3.2) 
(4) ft(f), t ~ 0 is a cddldg p-integrable martingale. More precisely, ft(f) has a modification which 
has cadlag trajectories. 
Remark 3.3.3. When E is a Hilbert space, the inequality in (3.3.2) becomes an equality with C = 1, 
namely 
(3.3.3) 
From now on, while considering the stochastic process ft(f) , t ~ 0, it will be assumed that the 
process ft(f), t ~ 0 has cadlag trajectories. 
Proof. (1) If f, 9 E Mk(E), then I(o,tjf, I(o,tjg E Mk(E). So we can find two sequences of 
simple function {r} and {gn} in M~tep(Zj E) such that 
IIr - I(o,tjfIIMP -+ 0 and Ilgn - gI(o,tjIIMP -+ O. 
Hence 
liar + (3gn - (6:f + (3g)I(o,tJiIMP -+ o. 
By Proposition 3.2.21, we know that 
for each n. Taking the .cP-limit on both side as n -+ 00, it follows that 
It(af + (3g) = aft(f) + (3Jt(g). 
(2) See (4) 
(3) By Theorem 3.2.24 there exists a sequence of step functions r in M~tep(Zj E) such that 
lim Ilr - fliMp = o. 
n~oo 
It follows that for each t E lR+, 
I(o,tjf E Mk(E), I[o,tjr E M~tep(Zj E) 
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and 
lim 111[ot11 -1(Ot1rIlMP = O. 
n-+oo' , 
By Propositon 3.2.21 we have 
11 1t(fn)lIcp ~ CI11(0,t1rIIMP. (3.3.4) 
By taking the limit of (3.3.4) as n -t 00 we get 
11 1t(f)llcp ~ CI11(0,t1/1IMP = IE (fat h 11/(s,., z)IIPdS) . 
Since 1 E M~tep(Z; E), it gives that 
IElllt (f)IIP ~ CIE (lot fz I/(s,', Z)IIPlI(dZ)dS) ~ CIE (1000 fz II/(s,., Z)IIPlI(dZ)dS) < 00, 
which implies It(f) E .cP(O). Moreover, we observe that 
suplElllt (f)IIP ~ C roo r 11/(s,., z)IIPlI(dz)ds < 00. QO h }z 
This shows that 1t(f) is p-integrable. 
(4) Now we are going to show that the stochastic integral process 1t (f), t ~ 0 is a martingale. 
Since by Theorem 3.2.27 there is a sequence of step function {r} such that It(fn) converges 
to It(f) in .cP(O), we can find a subsequence of {It(rn such that it converges to It(f) lP-a.s. 
for every t ~ O. If Fo contains alllP-negligible sets in F, then by the adaptedness of It(fn), 
t ~ 0, the process It(f), t ~ 0 is also adapted to 3'. 
Let 0 ~ s < t < 00. First, we verify martingale property for step functions in M~tep(Z; E). 
Let 9 be a step function of the form (3.2.6). Then the stochastic integral It (g) of 1 is given 
by 
It(g) = 1(1[0,t1g) = l(l(o,slg + 1(s,t1g) = l(l(o,slg) + 1(1(s,t1g) = Is(g) + Is,t(g). 
It is easy to see that Is,t(g) is independent from Fs by the independence of N((s, t) x A) with 
respect to Fs. But Is(g) is Fs-measurable. It follows that 
lE(It(g)IFs) = 1E(ls(g) + Is,t(g)IFs) = lE(Is(g)IFs) + lE(Is,t(g)IFs) 
= Is(g) + lE(Is,t(g)) = Is(g), 
which shows martingale property for step function. For each n, from above discussion we 
know that 
Therefore, it from the Jensen's inequality for conditional expectations that 
1E11 1s(f) -1E(lt (f)IFs )IIP = IE II Is (f) - Is(r) + 1E(lt(fn)IFs) -1E(It(f)IFs)IIP 
~ 2PIEI11s (f) - Is(fn)IIP + 2PlElllE(lt(r)IFs ) -1E(It(f)IFs)IIP 
= 2PIEI11s(f) - Is (r)IIP + 2PlElllE(It(fn) - 1t(f)IFs) liP 
~ 2PlEllls (f) - Is(fn)II P + 2PlE (1E(1I 1t(fn) - 1t(f)IIPIFs)) 
= 2PlEIIIs(f) - Is(fn)IIP + 2PlElllt(fn) - It(f)IIP. 
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Since for every t ~ 0, limn-+oo IEIIIt(r) - It(J) liP = 0, we infer 
Therefore, 
IE(It(J)IFs) = Is(J) a.s. 
It remains to show the cadlag continuity of the paths of process It(J), t ~ O. For this, we 
have to show that there is a sequence of step functions {r}nEN in M~tep(Z; E) such that the 
stochastic integrals It(r) converges uniformly to a modification of It(J) on IR+. 
If f E M~(E), then by Theorem 3.2.26 we can find a sequence of step functions {r}nEN in 
M~tep(Z; E) such that 
lim IE roo r IIr(s,., z) - f(s,., z)IIPv(dz)ds = O. 
n-+oo Jo Jz 
Thus there exists a sequence of natural number {nk}~l such that 
lE 1000h"rk(S'',Z)-f(s,.,z)IPv(dZ)dS< l~k' kEN. 
We write k instead of nk for brevity, 
It follows that 
IE 1000 h IIfk+1(s,., z) - fk(s,., z)IIPv(dz)ds 
::; 2PIE 100 is IIfk+1(s,., z) - f(s,·, z)IIPv(dz)ds 
+ 2PIE 100 h IIfk(s,·, z) - f(s,·, z)IIPv(dz)ds 
8 
< 10k ' kEN. 
By the Chebyshev inequality, we have that 
JP{ wEn : ~~~II lot h [fk+1(s, z) - fk(s, z)] N(ds, dz)ll(w) ~ 21k} 
::; (l/~k)P ~~~lE lilot h[fk+1(S, z) - res, z)]N(ds, dZ)II P 
::; (l/~k)P ~~~lE lot h Ifk+l(s, z) - fk(s, z)IIPv(dz)ds 
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Since the series L:~1 2£3 is convergent, we infer that 
I:1P{suP II rt r [fk+1(s, z) - fk(s, z)]N(ds, dz)11 ~ lk } < 00. k=1 t~O Jo Jz 2 
Hence, in the view of the first Borel-Cantelli lemma (see Theorem 4.3 in 19]), it follows that 
IP (lim:up {w EO: ~~~ II (lot hlfk+1(s,z) - fk(s, Z)]N(dS,dZ)) (W)II ~ ;k}) = 0. 
This implies that there exists a set nCo such that lP(n) = 1 and for every t ~ 0, there exists 
some j E N such that for all k ~ j we have II (J~ JZlfk+!(s, z) - fk(s, z)]N(ds, dz)) (w)11 < -J;; 
wEn. Hence 
Consider the series 
where fO(s) == 0. Since for k = 0"" ,j - 1, 
lE II lot h lfk+1(s, z) - fk(s, z)]N(ds, dZ)I( 
~ C lE lot h IIfk+1(s, z) - fk(s, z)IIPv(dz)ds 
< 00, 
we have II J~ Jz[f(k+1)(s, z) - [k(s, z)]N(ds, dz))11 < 00 on a set of probability measure 1, 
which we shall also denote bD 0 for simplicity of notation, for every n = 0, ... ,j - 1. Then 
we can conclude that E~o II J~ JZ[fk+!(s, z) - fk(s, z)]N(ds, dz)11 < 00 on n. This shows 
that the series E~o J~ J z (fk+! (s, z) - fk (s, z)) N (ds, dz) is uniformly convergent on lR+ for 
each wEn. Now we define ~t = E~o J~ Jz(fk+1(s, z) - fk(s, z))N(ds, dz) when the sum 
converges, i.e. 
~t = lim rt r fk(s, z)N(ds, dz), k-+ooJo Jz 
and if this limit diverges, we replaced it by zero. Thus It(fk) converges uniformly on (0,00) 
to ~t. On the other hand, since by Theorem 3.2.26 we know that for each 0 :5 t < 00, 
IE III 1. [/.( s, z )N(ds, dz) - l 1. J(s, z )N(ds, dz) liP -+ 0, as n -+ 00, 
by taking a subsequence Ukj beN we have for every ° :5 t < 00, 
,lim rt r fkj(s,z)N(ds,dz) = rt r f(s,z)N(ds,dz) onOtwithlP(Ot)=1. 
J-+OO Jo Jz Jo Jz 
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By the uniqueness of the limits, we infer that It(J) is a modification of ~t. 
Note that for each n, the process It(Jn) , t ~ 0 is cadlag. Since the limit of a uniformly 
convergent sequence of cadlag-continuous functions preserve the cadlag-continuity, we can 
conclude that ~t, t ~ 0 is a modification of It(J) with all paths cadlag paths. 
o 
So far we have three classes of functions, Mk;(E), MP(BFZ; E) and MP(P; E), for which we 
can define stochastic integrals. One may ask what is the relationship between these three classes. 
Clearly, we have MP(P; E) c MP(BF'Z; E) c Mk;(E). The precise relationship is the following 
which shows that both classes are in fact the same. 
Theorem 3.3.4. Assume that I E Mk;(E). Then there exists a process j E MP(P; E) such that 
lE 1000 fz 11/(t, z) - j(t, z)IIPv(dz)dt = O. 
Furthermore, the stochastic integrals fooo fz I(s, z)N(ds, dz) and fooo fz j(s, z)N(ds, dz) are lP-a.s. 
equal and the processes f~ fzl(s,z)N(ds,dz), t ~ 0 and f~ fzj(s,z)N(ds,dz), t ~ 0 are modifica-
tion 01 each other. Especially, if we take the cddldg modifications of the processes .r~ fz I(s, z)N(ds, dz), 
t ~ 0 and f~ fz j(s, z)N(ds, dz), t ~ 0, then they are indistinguishable. 
Proof. Let I E Mk;(E). As we have shown in the proof of Theorem 3.2.24, one can find a sequence 
of step functions {r}~l' which are iV-predictable by the special forms (3.2.6), such that 
lim lE roo ( I/(t, z) - r(t, z)IPv(dz)dt = O. 
n-+oo Jo Jz 
Hence by taking a subsequence un" hEN, we infer ric --t I, oX ® IP x v-a.e as k --t 00. 
Define 
j(t,w,z) = limsupr"(t,w,z), (t,w,z) = 1R+ x n x Z. 
n-+oo 
Note that limsuPn-+oo ric inherits the measurability of the functions {r}· Therefore, j is also 
iV-predictable and I = j, oX ® IP x v-a.e .. In other words 1- j = 0, oX ® IP x v-a.e .. On the basis of 
Theorem (3.3.2), we have 
lEllfooo fzl(t,.,z)N(dt,dZ) - 1000 fzj(t,.,z)N(dt,dZ)lr 
::; OlE 1000 fz 11/(t,·, z) - j(t,·, z)IIPv(dz)dt 
= a ( II - jlPd(oX ® IP x v) = 0. 
JR+xnxz 
It follows that fooo fz I(t,·, z)N(dt, dz) = fooo fz j(t,., z)N(dt, dz), lP-a.e. In particular, we have 
that for every t ~ 0, l(o,t)1 = l(o,t)j, oX ® IP ® v-a.e .. Hence in view of inequality 3.3.2, we infer that 
lElllot fz I(s,·, z)N(ds, dz) -lot fz j(s,., z)N(ds, dz)1I 
::; OlE 1000 fz l(O,tll(s)II/(s", z) - j(s,., z)IIPv(dz)ds = 0. 
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This implies that the processes J~ Jz f(s,·, z)N(ds, dz), t ~ 0 and J~ Jz i(s,., z)N(ds, dz), t ~ 0 are 
modifications with each other. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1.2, the cadlag modifications of the processes 
J~ Jz f(s,·, z)N(ds, dz), t ~ ° and J~ Jz i(s,., z)N(ds, dz), t ~ 0 are indistinguishable. 
o 
Remark 3.3.5. Let Mk(E) be the set of equivalence classes offunctions from M~(E), let MP(BFZ; E) 
be the set of equivalence classes of proces~es from MP(BFZ; E) and let MP(P; E) be the set of 
equivalence classes of processes from MP('P; E). 
The above Theorem 3.3.4 indicates that all stochastic integrals of processes in Mk(E) are indis-
tinguishable from the stochastic integrals of processes in MP(P; E). We do not create new stochastic 
integrals for adapted measurable processes. The class of all stochastic integrals of adapted measur-
able processes coincides with the set of all stochastic integrals of predictable processes. 
Corollary 3.3.6. The spaces Mk(E) and MP(P; E) are isometric. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately once we observe that [fl = [il, where [fl (resp. [iD is the 
equivalence class induced by the function f E M~(E) (resp. MP(P; E». 0 
3.4 Relationship between different types of stochastic integrals 
Throughout this section let us fix 1 ~ p ~ 2 and E be a martingale type p Banach space. Let N 
be a Poisson random measure associated to a Poisson point process 71' with intensity v. Now we 
will introduce three classes of functions for which we can define stochastic integrals and Bochner 
integrals. 
* Let Mfoc(P, v; E), 1 < p ~ 2, be the space of all ~-predictable E-valued functions such that 
for each T > 0, 
IE loT fz Ilf(s,', z)IIPv(dz)ds < 00. (3.4.1) 
Remark 3.4.1. This assumption (3.4.1) is somehow weaker than the assumption that 
IE 1000 fz Ilf(s," z)IIPv(dz)ds < 00. 
But this assumption (3.4.1) provides that for every T > 0, the functions f1(O,TJ' T > 0 are all 
in M(P;E), hence for every T, the stochastic integrals JJ Jzf(s,.,z)N(ds,dz), T > 0 are well 
defined, on the basis of Theorems 3.2.27 and 3.3.2, and possess the properties in Theorem 3.3.2. 
* Let M;oc(P, v; E) be the space of all ~-predictable E-valued functions such that for each 
T>O, 
IE loT fz Ilf(s,·, z)llv(dz)ds < 00. 
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Remark 3.4.2. In view of Section 3.2.3, the function 1 is Bochner integrable w.r.t. the measure 
/.I ® A. Furthermore, in Proposition 3.4.7 we will show that the function 1 is Bochner integrable 
w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure N, JP-a.s. 
* Let Mloc('P, N; E) be the space of all ~-predictable E-valued functions such that for each 
T>O, 
lE loT fz 1I1(s,·, z)//N(ds, dz) < 00. (3.4.2) 
Here J[ Jz 1I1(s,·, z)/lN(ds, dz)(w) is defined as Lebesgue integral with respect to the measure 
N(w, .) for every wEn and is equal to the convergent sum, see [40], 
loT 1 /ll(s," z)/lN(ds, dz) = L /ll(s,', 1I'(s))/I. 
° Z 8E(O,Tjn'D(1I') 
Remark 3.4.3. Theorem 4.6 in [42J tells us that the condition 
L /If(s,·, 1I'(s))/I < 00, a.s. 
8E(O,Tjn'D(1I') 
is equivalent to the following two conditions 
faT fz /ll(s,·, z)/I 1\ 1 /.I(dz)ds < 00, a.s. 
and 
faT fz (1 - exp{ -1I1(s,·, z)II}) /.I(dz)ds < 00, a.s. 
In such a case, we may define the integral J; Jz l(s,w,z)N(ds,dz) by the formula 
[lot 1 l(s,z)N(ds,dz)](w):= L l(s,w,1I'(s)) 
° Z 8E(O,tjn'D(1I') 
since the series is absolutely convergent. 
= L l(s,w,1I'(s,w)), 
8E(O,tjn'D(1I'(w» 
(3.4.3) 
Remark 3.4.4. Since for every wEn, N(·)(w) is a measure on (1R+ x Z,B(IR+) ® Z), one can also 
define, for every WEn, the integral Jt Jz f(s,w, z)N(ds,dz)(w) in terms of the Bochner integral 
introduced in the Section 3.2.3. More precisely, if f is a simple function of the form 
n mj 
f(t,w,z) = L L ajlFL (w)1(~_1,t1j(t)lBl_l (z) (3.4.4) 
j::::li::::l 
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where FLI E Fttl' i = 1"" , mj, j = 1",' ,n, and {BLlhj C Z are pairwise disjoint and 
v(BLl) < 00, i = 1,'" ,mj, j = 1,··· ,n. We may define 
T n mj 
r r f(t,w, z)N(ds,dz) := L L ajlF/_ 1 (w)N((~_l A T, ~ A T] x BLl) Jo Jz j=l i=l 
n mj 
= ~ ~ ajlF/_ 1 (w) L I B {_l (1I'(s)) 
.1=1 l=l BE(tt_lI\T,ttI\TjnV(1r) 
= f(s,w,1I'(s)) 
BE (O,TjnV(1r) 
It is easy to see that for simple function of the form (3.4.4), we have 
II rT r f(t, w, z)N(ds, dz)1I ~ rT r Ilf(t, w, z)IIN(ds, dz). Jo Jz Jo Jz 
From Theorem 3.2.23, recall that for every E-valued and P function f, there exists a sequence Un} 
of simple functions of the form (3.4.4) such that the sequence 
Ilfn(t, w, z) - f(t, w, z)11 
converges to 0, for all (t, w, z) E M, where M C IR+ x n x Z and ,\ ® IP ® v(MC) = O. A similar 
argument as in the proof of the Proposition 3.4.5 we have 
Ilfn(t,w,1I'(t,w)) - f(t,w,1I'(t,w))11 
converges to 0 lP-a.s. as n -t 00, for all t ~ O. Then the series 
L Ilr(s,', 1I'(s)) - f(s,', 1I'(s)) II 
SE(O,TjnV(1r) 
converges to 0 lP'-a.s. provided the series L:sE(O,TjnV(1r) IIf(s,·, 1I'(s)) is convergent lP'-a.s. We know 
by assumption that J[ Jz Ilf(s,z)IIN(ds,dz) < 00, lP-a.s. Put it in other words, we have 
L IIf(s,·, 1I'(s)) II < 00 lP-a.s. 
SE(O,TjnV(1r) 
Hence we infer that the series L:sE(O,TjnV(1r) r(s,·, 1I'(s)) converges to L:sE(O,TjnV(1r) f(s,., 1I'(s)) 
lP'-a.s. and 
lim rT r Ilr(t, w, z) - f(t,w, z)IIN(ds, dz) n~ooJo Jz 
= lim L Ilr(s,·, 1I'(s)) - f(s,·, 11'(8))11 -t 00, lP'-a.s. as 
n~oo 
sE(O,TjnV(1r) 
Now we may define the Bochner integral of f by 
rT r f(s," z)N(d8, dz) := lim r
T 
r r(s,·, z)N(ds, dz) lP'-a.s. Jo Jz n~ Jo Jz 
In this case, 
rT h f(s,·, z)N(ds, dz) = L f(s,·, 11'(8)), lP'-a.s. 
Jo z BE (O,TjnV(1r) 
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If f E Mfoc('P' /I; E)nMloc('p, Nj E), we may define the integral w.r.t. the compensated Poisson 
random measure N by 
(B) lot fz f(s,', z)N(ds, dz):= lot fz f(s,', z)N(d8, dz) - lot Iv f(8,', z)/I(dz)ds, IP-a.s. (3.4.5) 
Here the second integral is understood as Bochner integral w.r.t. the measure .A ® /I. We call 
J~ Jz ~(s'" z)N(ds, dz) the Bochner integral w.r.t. the Compensated Poisson random measure N. 
Let us now investigate some relationships between the above three classes of ~-predictable func-
tions. We first consider an important result connecting the stochastic integrals and the Bochner 
integrals on finite /I-measure sets. 
Proposition 3.4.5. Assume that 1 ~ p ~ 2. Let D E Z with E(N(t, D» < 00. Suppose that 
p • ~ E M1oc(P, /I; E). Then for every t ~ 0, 
lot Iv e(s, z)N(ds, dz) = (B) lot Iv e(s,·, z)N(ds, dz) 
= L e(s, 1I'(S»ID(1I'(S» -lot 1 e(s, z)/I(dz)ds, IP-a.s. (3.4.6) 
8E(O,tjnt>(1I') 0 D 
Before proceeding the proof of Proposition 3.4.5, let us give an auxiliary Lemma. 
Lemma 3.4.6. Let M C (0,00) x n x Z with M E P and .A ® IP ® /I(MC) = 0. Then 
IP{w En: (s,W,1I'(s,w» E MC} = 0. 
Proof of Lemma 8.4.6. In particular, if MC is of the form (tI, t2J x F x B, F E Ftll BE Z, then we 
infer 
IP{W: (s,W,1I'(s,w» E (tl.t2J x F x B} = E(I(tl,t2j(s)IB(1I'(8»IF(W» 
= IP{w : 8 E (tr. t2J, 11'(8) E B}IP(F) 
~ IP(N((tll t2J x B) ~ I)IP(F) 
= E(I{N«tI.t2lxB)~l})IP(F) 
~ E(N((tr. t2) x B)IP(F) 
= .A ® IP ® /I( (tI' t2J x F x B) = 0, 
which shows our assertion for MC = (t1, t2J x F x B. Since MC E P, by Theorem D in 1341 p.56, 
there exists a decreasing sequence {Mn}nEN C 'k such that n~=lMn = Me and 
Moreover, each set Mn is a finite union of disjoint sets Dr, i = 1, ... , kn of the form 
Dr = (tf, tt+IJ x Fr x Br· 
This gives that 
Mc - n°o ukn Dn 
- n=1 i=1 i' 
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It follows that 
lP{w: (8,W,11'(S,W)) E M C } = lim lP{w: (8,W,11'(S,W)) E Mn} 
n-too 
This completes the proof. 
= lim lP{w: (S,W,11'(S,W)) E U~~lDr} 
n-too 1- • 
kn 
= nl~~LIP{w: (S,W,11'(S,W)) E (tf,tH.l] x Fr x Bf} 
i=l 
kn 
= J~~ L lP{w : 8 E (tf, tf+d, 11'(8) E BrllP(Fr) 
i=l 
kn 
$ lim ~1P{N((tf, tH.l] x Bf) ~ 1}IP(Fr) 
n-too L...J 
i=l 
kn 
$ lim ~lE(N((tf,tH.l] x Bf)IP(Fr) 
n-too L...J 
i=l 
kn 
= lim ~ A ® IP ® v((tf, tf+l] x Bf x Fr) 
n-too L...J 
i=l 
= A ®1P® v(MC ) = O. 
o 
Proof of Proposition 3.4.5. We first show that Equality (3.4.6) holds for step function of the form 
(3.2.6) 
n m 
e(t, w, z) = L L ej-l (w)l(tj_l,tjl(t)lAj_l (z). 
j=l k=l 
Then the stochastic integral of e is given by 
rt r e(s,z)N(ds,dz) = ttej-1N((tj-I.tj] x (DnAj_l))' 
Jo JD j=lk=l 
By the definition of compensated Poisson random measure, we obtain 
rt r e(8,z)N(d8,dz) = tf:ej-1N((tj-l,tj] x (DnAj_l)) 
Jo JD j=lk=l 
n m n m 
= L L ej_1N((tj-1I tj] x (D n Aj_l)) - L Lej-lV(D n Aj_l)(tj - tj-l) 
j=lk=l j=lk=l 
n m n m 
= ~~ ~ ej-11DnAj_l(11'(8)) - L~{j_lv(DnAj_l)(tj -tj-l)' 
j=l k=l 8E(tj_ lotjln'D(1I') j=l k=l 
On the other side, we have 
L {(s,11'(8))1D(11'(8)) -lot fv {(8, z)v(dz)d8 
8E(o,tln'D(1I') 
n m n m 
= L 1D(11'(8)) L L {j- 11(tj_l,tjl(8)lAj_l (11'(8)) - L L {j_lv(D n Aj_l)(tj - tj-d 
8E(o,tln'D(1I') j=l k=l j=l k=l 
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n m n m 
= L L L ID(1l"(S))eJ-1 1(tj_l,tjl(S)lAj_l (1l"(S)) - L L eJ-1v(D n A1-d(tj - tj-1) 
j=1 k=1 BE(o,tlnv(71') j=1 k=1 
n m n m 
=LL L eJ-11DnAj_l(1l"(S))-LLeJ-1V(DnA1-1)(tj-tj-1). 
j=1 k=1BE(tj-l,tjlnV(71') j=1 k=1 
Therefore, we infer 
lot 1 e(s, z)N(ds, dz) = L e(s, 1l"(S))lD(1l"(S)) -lot 1 e(s, z)v(dz)ds 
° D BE (O,tlnV(71') ° D 
which verifies (3.4.6) for step functions in M~tep(Z; E). 
Note that for every e E Mfoc('P' v; E), since by assumption tv(D) = EN(t, D) < 00, we infer 
that 
lot Iv lIe(s, z)lIv(dz)ds ~ (lot fz Ile(s, z)IIPv(dz)ds) i (tv(D))1-i < 00, IP - a.s. 
This implies that the integral J~ JD e(s, z)v(dz)ds is well defined as Bochner integral. Moreover, 
since N(t, D) < 00, lP-a.s., we infer that the series EBE(o,tlnv(71') {(s, 1l"(S))lD(1l"(S)) is convergent 
lP-a.s. Hence all the terms in the equality (3.4.6) are well defined. 
Now we consider any function { E MP(P;E) for which there exists a sequence {{n}nEN of step 
functions in M~tep(Z; E) such that 
E lot fz ID(z)l{n(s, z) - {(s, z)l~v(dz)ds -+ 0, as n -+ 00. (3.4.7) 
As we have shown before, for each n E N, the Equality (3.4.6) holds, i.e. 
lot 1 en(S, z)N(ds, dz) = L en(S, 1l"(S))lD(1l"(S)) -lot 1 en(S, z)v(dz)ds. 
° D BE(O,tlnv(71') ° D 
So in order to establish Equality (3.4.6), we first observe the following 
E 
P 
+ 4PE L {n(S, 1l"(S))lD(1l"(S)) - L {(S,1l"(S))lD(1l"(S)) 
BE (O,tlnV(71') BE (O,tlnV(71') E 
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~ 4PCp lE lot fo I~(s, z) - ~n(S, z)l~v(dz)ds 
t t P 
+ 4PlE r r ~n(s, z)N(ds, dz) - L ~n(s, 7I"(s))lD(7I"(S)) + r r ~n(s, z)v(dz)ds 
Jo J D 8E(O,tjnV(7r) Jo J D E 
+ 4P(v(D)T)~lE lot fo l~n(S, z) - ~(s, z)l~v(dz)ds 
P 
+ 4PlE L ~n(s, 7I"(s))lD(7I"(S)) - L ~(s, 7I"(S))lD(7I"(S)) 
8E(O,tjnV(7r) 8E(O,tjnV(7r) E 
From above discussion, we see that the first three terms on the right side of above inequality are all 
converges to 0, so we only need to estimate the last term. For this, by (3.4.7) we can always find a 
subsequence, for simplicity of notation also denoted by {~n}nEN' such that 
ID(Z)~n(s,w,z) -t ID(Z)~(S,w,z), as n -t 00, for every (s,w,z) EM, 
where Me (0, t] x n x Z with M E P and >.®JP®v(MC) = 0. In view of Lemma 3.4.6, we find that 
for every s E (O,t], the sequence ID(7I"(S,W))~n(S,W,7I"(s,w)) converges to ID(7I"(S,W))~(s,w,7I"(s,w)) 
as n -t 00 JP-a.s. 
Moreover, we may always assume that II~nll ~ 211~1I· Indeed, define ¢n := l{lI~nll$2I1~II}~n. Then 
¢n is also a step function in M~tep(Zj E) and we have limn-+oo ¢n = ~ in M and lI¢nll ~ 211~II·Since, 
by the assumption, lEN(t, D) < 00, we know that the two serieses L:sE(O,tjnv(7r) ~(s, 7I"(S))lD(7I"(S)) 
and L:BE(O,tjnv(7r) ~n(s, 7I"(S))lD(7I"(S)) are convergent, hence in the view of the above discussions and 
the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence theorem we infer that 
lEI L ~n(s, 7I"(S))lD(7I"(S)) - L ~(s, 7I"(S))lD(7I"(S))I: -t 0. 
BE(O,tjnv(7r) BE (O,tjnV(7r) 
In conclusion, we obtain 
lEI rt r ((s, z)N(ds, dz) - L ~(s, 7I"(s))lD(7I"(s)) + rt r ~(s, z)v(dz)dsIP = 0, 
Jo J D BE(O,tjnV(7r) Jo J D E 
which completes the proof. 0 
Proposition 3.4.7. If 1 E Mloc(p,vjE), then we have 1 E Mloc(P,N;E) and10r each t ~ 0, 
lE lot fz 1(s, " z )N( ds, dz) = lE lot fz 1(s, " z )v(dz )ds. 
In particular, if 1 E M[oc(P, Vi E) n Mfoc(p, Vi E), then we have for each t ~ 0, JP-a.s. 
lot fz 1(s,., z)N(ds, dz) = (B) lot fz 1(s,', z)N(ds, dz) 
= 2: 1(s,', 7I"(s)) -lot 1 1(s,·, z)v(dz)ds. 
BE (o,tjnV(7r) 0 z 
Here the integral J~ Jz 1(s,', z)N(ds, dz) on the left side is understood as stochastic integral. 
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(3.4.8) 
(3.4.9) 
Proof. The proof could be done exactly the same manner as earlier in the proof of Proposition 
3.4.5. First the Equality (3.4.8) can be verified for a class of step functions with particularly simple 
structure. Next, an approximating step allows us to extend the equality to a general ~-predictable 
process in Mloc('p, V; E). To do this, suppose that 1 E Mstep(Zj E) of the form (3.2.6) 
n m 
I(t, w, z) = L L Ijk_l (w)l(tj_l,tjj(t)l Aj_l (z)lD(z), 
j=lk=1 
where D E Z with IEN(t, D) < 00, for every t E lR+. It follows that 
IE !at 1 I(t, z)N(ds, dz) = IE L l(s,7I"(s)) 
° Z BE (o,tjn1'(1I') 
A similar argument shows that 
n m 
= IE L L L 1}-1 1(tj_l,tjj(s)l Aj_ 1nDn (7I"(s)) 
BE(O,tjn1'(1I') j=1 k=1 
n m 
= L L IE L 1}-1 1(tj_l,tjj(s)l Aj_l (7I"(s)) 
j=1 k=1 BE (O,tjn1'(1I') 
n m 
= L LIEI}_lN((tj-l/\ t, tj /\ tj X (Aj_l n Dn)) 
j=lk=l 
n m 
= L L 1E1}_lIEN((tj-l/\ t, tj /\ tj x (Aj_l n Dn)) 
j=lk=l 
n m 
= L L 1E1}_lV(Aj_l n Dn)(tj /\ t - tj-l /\ t) 
j=1 k=l 
= IE lot fz f(s, z)v(dz)ds. 
IE !at fz III(t, z)IIN(ds, dz) = IE !at fz III(s, z)lIv(dz)ds. 
By Theorem 3.2.23 there exists a sequence of functions {gn} c M~tep(Z; E) such that 
IE !at fz III(s,., z) - gn(s,·, z)lIv(dz)ds ~ 0, as n ~ 00. 
Since 71" is a-finite, there exists a sequence {Dn}nEN C Z of sets such that IEN(t, Dn) < 00, for all 
t E lR+ and n E Nand Dn /" Z. Define 
(3.4.10) 
Clearly, we have 
E lot fz III(s,·, z) - r(s,·, z)lIv(dz)ds ~ 0, as n ~ 00. 
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Since EN(t, Dn) < 00, for all t E JR+ and n E N, it follows from Proposition 3.4.5 that 
EI lot fz IIr(s, z)IIN(ds, dz) - lot fz IIfm(s, z)IIN(ds, dz)1 
~ E lot fz IIr(s, z) - fm(s, z)IIN(ds, dz) 
= E lot fz IIr(s, z) - fm(s, z)lllI(dz)ds, 
(3.4.11) 
which shows that J~ Jz Ilr(s,z)IIN(ds,dz) is a Cauchy sequence in L1(0, F,lPj JR). Hence the 
Cauchy sequence J~ Jz IIr(s, z)IIN(ds, dz) has a limit in L1(0, F, lPj JR). From (3.4.10) and (3.4.11), 
it allows us to find a subsequence, still denoted by {r}, such that J~ Jz IIr(s, z)IIN(ds, dz) is 
convergent lP-a.s. and r(t,w,z) converges to f(t,w,z) , for all (t,w,z) E M, as n ~ 00, where 
M c JR+ x ° x Z with M E P and>' ® IP ® II(MC) = O. Therefore, by Lemma 3.4.6, we have 
fn(s,w,7r(s,w)) ~ f(s,w,7r(s,w)), for all s ~ 0, as n ~ 00, lP-a.s. 
As we have noted before, the sequence L:BE(O,tjnv Ilr(s,w,7r(s,w))11 is convergent lP-a.s. Hence we 
conclude that 
L Ilf(s,w,7r(s,w))1I < 00, lP-a.s. 
BE(O,tjnv 
and 
L fn(s,w,7r(s,w)) ~ L f(s,w,7r(s,w)), as n ~ 00, lP-a.s. 
sE(O,tjnv BE(O,tjnv 
which shows L:sE(O,tjnv(11') Ilf(s, 7r(s))11 < 00, lP-a.s. Hence applying the Lebesgue Dominated Con-
vergence Theorem yields that 
;~ Ell lot fz r(s, z)N(ds, dz) - lot fz /(s, z)N(ds, dz)11 = o. 
It follows that 
E[ L f(s, 7r(s)) - lot fz f(s, z)lI(dz)ds] 
SE(O,tjnv(11') 
= E[ L f(s, 7r(s)) - L r(s,7r(s))] + E[fot h r(s, z)lI(dz)ds - lot h f(s, z)lI(dz)ds] 
BE (o,tjnv(11') sE(O,tjnv(11') ° Z ° Z 
~ E[ L Ilf(s,7r(S)) - r(s,7r(s))II] + E[lot h Ilr(s,z) - f(s,z)lllI(dz)dS]. 
8E(O,tjnv(11') 
Letting n ~ 00 gives that 
E[ L f(s, 7r(s)) -lot 1 f(s, z)lI(dz)ds] = 0, 
8E(O,tjnv(11') ° z 
which proves the equality (3.4.8). The equalty (3.4.9) can be done the same as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.4.5. Since we have already done the tedious work in the previous proofs, we shall not 
repeat it here. 0 
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Remark 3.4.8. The integral J~ Jz I(s, z)N(ds, dz) on the left side of (3.4.9) is defined as the stochas-
tic integral, since by assumption I E MfocCP, Vj E). However, in general, the stochastic integral 
could not be divided as the difference of two integrals J~ Jz I(s, z)N(ds, dz) and J~ Jz ~(s, z)v(dz)ds 
as in (3.4.9) without the assumption IE MtocCP, Vj E). Because both integrals J~ Jz I(s, z)N(ds, dz) 
and J~ Jz~(s,z)v(dz)ds may have no meaning at all. 
Theorem 3.4.9. Let I E MP(Pj E). Let {Dn} be a sequence 01 sets in Z such that Dn /" Z and 
JEN(t,Dn) < 00, lor all n E Nand t ~ O. Let In(t,w,z) = Illfll:s;n(t,w,z)lDn (z)/(t,w,z). Then 
J~ JEll fat fz f(s, z)N(ds, dz) - (B) fat fz In(s, z)N(ds, dz)lr = O. 
Proof. It is easy to see that 
IIln(t,w, z) - I(t,w, z)IIP 
is monotonically decreasing to 0, as n -+ 00, for all (t, w, z) E IR+ x n x Z. Applying the monotone 
convergence theorem yields that 
lim rt r Illn(t,', z) - I(t,., z)IIPv(dz)ds = O. 
n-too Jo Jz 
Furthermore, on the basis of Proposition 3.4.5, for every n E N, we have 
JEll fat fz In(s,', z)N(ds, dz) - (B) lot fz In(s,', z)N(ds, dz)IIP = O. 
It follows from inequality (3.3.2) that 
J~~ JEll fat fz I(s,', z)N(ds, dz) - (B) fat fz In(s, z)N(ds, dz)II P 
~ 2P J~~ JEll fat fz I(s,·, z)N(ds, dz) - fat fz In(s,', z)N(ds, dz)IIP 
+ 2P J~~ JEll lot fz In(s,', z)N(ds, dz) - (B) fat fz In(s, z)N(ds, dz)II P 
~ Cp lim JE rt r II/(s,·, z) - In(s,', z)IIPv(dz)ds 
n-too Jo Jz 
+ 2P J~~ JEll fat fz In(s,', z)N(ds, dz) - (B) fat fz In(s, z)N(ds, dz)IIP 
=0. 
This completes the proof. o 
Remark 3.4.10. Let M~ be the space of all real-valued square integrable martingales on [0, T] x n. 
Let X E M~. Set IIXIIT = (lEliXTII2)1/2. Then (M~, II . liT) is a Banach space. See [70] for a 
proof of this statement. Recall that in 140J and 170J the stochastic integral, which we shall call the 
Ikeda-Watanabe stochastic integral w.r.t. the c.P.r.m., is defined as a limit of a sequence of Bochner 
integrals 
lot fz In(s,', z)N(ds, dz) = lot fz In(s,', z)N(ds, dz) - lot fz In(s,', z)v(dz)ds 
of functions In defined by In = Illfll:s;n1Dn (z)1 in the space (M~, II· liT ). 
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The above Theorem 3.4.9 tells us that the stochastic integrals we defined in this thesis, which 
is approximating by a sequence of step functions with simple structures, is actually equal to the 
Ikeda-Watanabe stochastic integrals defined in [401. The following Example 3.4.11 illustrates that 
the stochastic integrals agrees with the Bochner integrals if and only if the function f is predictable. 
3.4.1 An Example 
Example 3.4.11. Let N be a time homogenous Poisson random measure with intensity v defined 
on (lR+ x Z, B(lR+) ® Z). Let us take A E Z with v(A) < 00. We know from Lemma 3.1.13 that 
N(t, A), t ? 0 is a Poisson pr<l-cess with parameter v(A). Set N(t) := N(t, A), t ? O. Define the 
compensated Poisson process N(t) by 
N(t) = N(t) - v(A)t. 
We are going to define two stochastic integrals 
fot fz N(s)IA(Z)N(ds, dz) 
and 
lot fz N(s- )IA(Z)N(ds, dz). 
Remark 3.4.12. Recall that the Poisson process N(s), s ? 0 is a cadh\g process which is optional, 
hence progressively measurable, but not predictable. However, the process N(s-) is caglad, so it is 
predictable. 
Note that 
IE(Nt) = v(A)t; 
IE(NtIFs) = Ns + v(A)(t - s); 
IE(Nr) = v(A)2t2 + v(A)t; 
IE(N?) = (v(A)t)3 + 3(v(A)t)2 + v(A)t; 
IE(Nt)4 = (v(A)t)4 + 6(v(A)t)3 + 7(v(A)t)2 + v(A)t. 
Let a = t~ < tf < ... < t~ = t be a partition of a finite interval [0, tl, where t~ = *. Let us take 
the following simple functions 
n-l 
ret) = L N(t~)I(tr,tr+1j(t)IA' t E [0,00). 
i=O 
Observe that 
t 2 fot i n-l 2 
IEfo i IN(s-)IA(X) - r(s,z)1 dv(dz)ds = IE IN(s-) - LN(ti)l(tn,t~ j(s)IIA(Z)v(dz)ds 
O Z 0 Z . i .+1 ,=0 
l tn- 1 = v(A)1E L IN(s-) - N(tf)121(t~ t~ j(s)ds o i=O .' Hi 
n-l tn 
= v(A) L lnHlIEIN(s-) - N(tf)12ds 
i=O ti 
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n-l tn 
= v(A) t; l
r
H1 (V(A)2(S - tf)2 + v(A)(s - tf))ds 
= v(A) ~ (V(A)2 ~ + v(A) f) 
L..,., 3 n3 2 n2 
i=O 
(v(A)t)3 (v(A)t)2 0 
= 3n2 + 2n -t, as n -t 00. 
Thus by the definition 3.2.20 we can compute the stochastic integral of r as follows 
n-l 
ItUn ) = L N(tf) (N(tf+l' A) - N(tf, A)) 
i=O 
n-l 
= L N(tf) (N(tf+l' A) - N(tf, A) - v(A)(tf+l - tf)) (3.4.12) 
;=0 
n-l n-l n-l 
= ~ L(N(tf+l? - N(tf?) - ~ L(N(tH-l) - N(tf))2 - L v(A)N(tf)(tH-l - tf) 
i=O i=O i=O 
n-l n-l 
= ~N(t)2 - ~ L(N(tf+l) - N(tf))2 - L v(A)N(tf)(tf+l - tf). 
~o ~o 
For the second summand on the right side of (3.4.12) , we will show that Ef:ol(N(tH-l) - N(tf))2 
converges to N(t) in .c2(0). Indeed, we see that 
n-l 2 n-l 2 
lE( L (N(tf+l) - N(tf)) 2 - N(t)) = lE( L ((N(tf+l) - N(tf))2 - (N(tf+l) - N(tf)))) . 
;=0 ;=0 
(3.4.13) 
Set 
Thus (3.4.13) becomes 
n-l n-l 
lE(L yt)2 = L lEJ'i2 +2 L lEytlj 
i=O ;=0 i<i 
n-l n-l 
= LlE(N(tH-l) - N(tf))4 - 2 LlE(N(tf-rd - N(tf))3 
;=0 i=O 
n-l 
+ L lE(N(tf+l) - N(tf))2 + 2 L lE(lE(ytljIYtj)) 
i=O i<i 
= (V(A)t)4 + 6(v(A)t)3 + 7 (v(A)t)2 + v(A)t _ 2(v(A)t)3 _ 6(v(A)t)2 _ 2v(A)t 
n4 n3 n2 n n3 n2 n 
(v(A)t)2 v(A)t 2" lEV lEv 
+ 2 +--+ L..,., ·Ii ~i 
n n i<i 
_ (v(A)t)4 4 (v(A)t)3 2 (v(A)t)2 2 (v(A)t)4 0 
- 4 + 3 + 2 + 4 -t as n -t 00. 
n n n n 
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This shows that E~:Ol(N(tf+l) - N(tf))2 converges to N(t) in £2(0). 
For the last summand of (3.4.12), by using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we have the following 
(
n-l t) 2 (n-l tn ) 2 
IE ~ N(tf)(tf+l - tf) -10 N(s)ds = IE ~ lrHl (N(tf) - N(s))ds 
Consequently, 
in £2(0) as n -+ 00. 
Therefore, we have 
~ n r: IE (1.~:+1 (N(tf) _ N(S))dS) 2 
\=0 t, 
n-l ( tn ) HI 2 ~ n ~(tH-l - tf)IE iFf (N(tf) - N(s)) ds 
t=O t, 
~(n n) (V(A)2( n n)3 v(A)( n n)2) 
= n ~ tHl - ti -3- tHl - ti - -2- tHl - ti 
t=O 
v(A)2t4 v(A)t3 
= - -- -+ 0 as n -+ 00. 3n2 2n 
It fz N(s- )N(ds, dz) = ~N(t)2 - ~N(t) -It fz N(s)1A(Z)v(dz)ds. 
Also, we observe that 
IE 100 fz IN(s)1A(Z) - N(s- )lA(Z)12v(dz)ds = v(A) 100 IEIN(s) - N(s- )1 2ds = O. 
In view of Lemma 3.3.4, we have 
lt fz N(s)1A(Z)N(ds, dz) = lt fz N(s- )lA(Z)N(ds, dz) 
= ~N(t)2 - ~N(t) -It fz N(s)1A(Z)v(dz)ds. 
(3.4.14) 
(3.4.15) 
Meanwhile, the Lebesgue integral of functions N(s)lA and N(s- )1A(Z) w.r.t. the Poisson random 
measure can be derived as follows, 
rt h N(s)1AN(ds, dz) = L N(s)lA(1I'(S)) = L N(s)(b.N(s, A)) = 
Jo Z BE(O,tjnv(?I') B:5t 
1 1 
= 1 + 2 + ... + N(t) = '2N(t)2 + '2N(t); 
rt h N(s- )lA(Z)N(ds, dz) = L N(s- )lA(1I'(S)) = L N(s- )(b.N(s, A)) 
Jo Z BE(O,tjnv(?I') B:5t 
1 1 
= 1 + 2 + ... + (N(t) - 1) = '2 N (t)2 - '2N(t). 
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Therefore, we get the Lebesgue integral w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random measure 
(L) lot h N(s)1AN(ds,dz) = lot h N(s)1AN(ds,dz) -lot h N(s)1AV(dz)ds 
1 1 loti = -Nt + -Nt - N(s)1AV(dz)ds; 
2 2 0 z 
(3.4.16) 
(L) lot h N(s-)1AN(ds,dz) = lot h N(s-)1AN(ds,dz) -lot h N(s-)1AV(dz)ds 
1 1 loti = -Nt - -Nt - N(s)1AV(dz)ds. 
2 2 0 Z 
(3.4.17) 
Here we notice that since for each fixed wEn, the function t H N(t,w) is right continuous with 
left limits, the set ({t: N(t,w) f:. N(t-,w)}) = 0 is of Lebesgue measure zero, for each wEn. It 
follows that J~ Jz N(s- )1AV(dz)ds = J~ Jz N(s)1A(Z)v(dz)ds. It can be seen that 
lot h N(s-)1AN(ds,dz) = (L) lot L N(s-)1AN(ds,dz), 
but 
lot fz N(s)1AN(ds, dz) f:. (L) lot L N(s)1AN(ds, dz), 
which, simultaneously, verifies the Proposition 3.4.5 and shows that the ~-predictable assumption 
is somehow essential. 
Remark 3.4.13. 1. This example, on the other hand side, illustrates that the Poisson process 
is not predictable. Indeed, if the Poisson process is predictable, by Proposition 3.4.5, the 
stochastic integral J~ Jz N(s)1AN(ds, dz) should equal to the the Bochner-Lebesgue integral 
J~ Jz N(s)1AN(ds, dz). However, this is in fact not true. 
2. As we have pointed out before, not every measurable function, or even ~-progressively mea-
surable function, is predictable. If a function JO has right continuous with left limits paths 
and it is progressively measurable, e.g. the function N(t)1A(Z) defined in above Example, we 
usually take the function J(t-,·) to be the ~-predictable version of the function J(t, .). It is 
seen that the function J(t-,.) is caglad and adapted, and hence ~-predictable. Furthermore, 
the stochastic integral of the function J(t,·) is indistinguishable with the stochastic integrable 
of the function J(t-, .), due to Theorem 3.3.4. 
3.5 The ItO Formula 
Let E be a martingale of type p, 1 < p 5 2, Banach space. In this section, we will study a version 
of the Ittl formula for processes of the type 
Xt = Xo + lot a(s)ds + lot L J(s, z)N(ds, dz) + lot L g(s, z)N(ds, dz), t ~ O. (3.5.1) 
Here a is an E-valued progressively measurable process on the space (1R+ x n, 8(1R+) ® F) such that 
for all t ~ 0, f~ lIa(s,w)lIds < 00, lP-a.s., N is a Poisson random measure associated with a Poisson 
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point process 11", f E Mfoc('P' v; E) and 9 E Mloc('P, N; E). Assume that IIf(t, w, z)llIlg(t,w, z)11 = 0 
for all (t,w, z) E IR+ x 0 x Z. Without, loss of generality, by Theorem 3.3.2, we may assume that 
the process X is right-continuous with left-limits. 
Remark 3.5.1. The assumption that Ilfllllgll = 0 on 1R+ xOx Z is somehow reasonable. For instance, 
if we set f to be the deterministic function zll1zll<l and 9 = zll1zll~l' Then we see that IIfllllgll = 0 
and the process X becomes 
X t = Xo + rt a(s)ds + rt r zN(ds, dz) + rt r zN(ds, dz), io io i ll z ll <l io illzll~l 
which is a pure jump Levy process. Hence the It~ formula for the process of the form 3.5.1 can be 
applied to Levy processes without Gaussian components. 
Before formulating the It~ formula, we will establish an auxiliary lemma whose proof is based 
on the ideas from [3] and [36]. 
Lemma 3.5.2. Let E and G be separable Banach spaces and ¢ : E -t G be a Frechet differentiable 
function such that the first Jilrechet derivative ¢/ : E -t L(E; G) is (p - I)-Holder continuous. In 
other words, for all r > 0, there exists H = H(r) < 00 such that 
1I¢'(x) - ¢'(y)IIL(E;G) < H( ) 
IIxll,II!~lrlxi=Y Ilx - yllp-1 - r. (3.5.2) 
Define, for every x, y E E, 
R(x, y) = 101(1 - a)(¢'(x + a(y - x»(y - x) - ¢'(x)(y - x»da. (3.5.3) 
Then we have that 
¢(y) - ¢(x) - ¢'(x)(y - x) = R(x, y), (3.5.4) 
and for every r > 0, there exsits C = C(r) > 0 such that IIR(x,y)1I $ Clly-xIlP, for allllxll, Ilyll $ r. 
Proof. Let us take wEE such that Ilwll $ 1. Let ¢* E G*, where G* is the dual space of G. Define 
a function 
F : IR 3 9 ~ (¢(x + 9w), ¢*} E R 
Notice that the real-valued function F' is (p - I)-HOlder continuous. To see this, we find out that 
for 19d, 1921 $ rand Ilxll $ r, Ilx + 81wli, Ilx + 92w ll $ 2r, so by assumption, there exists H(r) > 0 
such that 
1F'(8d - F'(92)1 = I (¢'(x + (hw)w, ¢*) - (¢'(x + 82w)w, ¢*}I 
$ 11¢'(x + 81W ) - ¢'(x + fhw)lIl1wllll¢*1I 
$ H(r)181 - 82Ip - 1IlwIIP II¢*II· 
Hence it follows that 
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which shows the (p-1)-HOlder continuity of P'. Now applying the Taylor formula and the Theorem 
3 in [3] to the function P yields that for It I ::; 2r 
P(t) - P(O) = P'(O)t + RF(O, t), 
where RF(O, t) = J;(1- a)(P'(at) - P'(O))t da and 
IRF(O, t)1 ::; H(2r)II¢*IIIW, It I ::; 2r. 
p 
Let x, y E E with IIxll, lIyll ~ r. Set t = lIy - xII and w = IIr:::~II' Then It I ~ 2r and Iwl ~ 1. It 
follows that 
and 
P(t) - P(O) - P'(O)t = (¢(x + tu), ¢*) - (¢(x), ¢*) - (¢('x)u, ¢*)t 
= (¢(y), ¢*) - (¢(x), ¢*) - (¢'(x)(y - x), ¢*) 
IRF(O, t)1 = /101 (1 - a)(¢'(x + a(y - x))(y - x) - ¢'(x)(y - x), ¢*)da/ ::; H(2r~II¢*IIIIY - xliP• 
Hence, we infer 
(¢(y), ¢*) - (¢(x), ¢*) - (¢'(x)(y - x), ¢*) = 101(1- a){¢'(x + a(y - x))(y - x) - ¢'(x)(y - x), ¢*)da. 
which holds for all ¢* E G*. 
In conclusion, we have that if R(x, y) is defined by 
101 (1 - a)(¢'(x + a(y - x))(y - x) - ¢'(x)(y - x))da, 
for x, y E E, then 
¢(y) - ¢(x) - ¢'(x)(y - x) = R(x,y) 
and IIR(x,y)1I1 ::; H(2rJ"P*llIy - xllP, for allllxll, IIyll ::; r. 
(3.5.5) 
o 
Theorem 3.5.3. Assume that E is a martingale type p Banach space, p E (1,2]. Let X be a process 
given by (3.5.1). Assume that IIfllllgll = 0 on 1R+ x n x Z. Let G be a separable Banach space. Let 
¢ : E -+ G be a function of class C1 such that the first derivative ¢' : E -+ L( Ej G) is (p - 1) -Holder 
continuous. Then for every t > 0, we have lP-a.s. 
¢(Xt ) = ¢(Xo) + lot ¢'(Xs)(a(s))ds + lot fz [¢(Xs- + 9(S, z)) - ¢(Xs-)] N(ds, dz) 
+ lot fz [¢(Xs- + f(s,z)) - ¢(Xs_)]N(ds,dz) (3.5.6) 
+ lot fz [¢(Xs- + f(s,z)) - ¢(Xs-) - ¢'(Xs_)(f(s,Z))]II(dz)ds, 
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Remark 3.5.4. (1) We may rewrite the Ito formula (3.5.6) in the following equivalent form. For 
every t > 0, JP-a.s. 
¢(Xt) = ¢(Xo) + lot ¢'(Xs)(a(s»ds + lot fz [¢(xs- + g(s, z» - ¢(xs-)] N(ds, dz) 
+ lot fz ¢'(Xs-)(f(s, z»N(ds, dz) (3.5.7) 
+ lot fz [¢(Xs- + f(s, z» - ¢(Xs-) - ¢'(Xs-)(f(s, z»] N(ds, dz). 
This is because the integral 
lot fz [¢(Xs- + f(s, z» - ¢(Xs-) - ¢'(Xs-)(f(s, z»] v(dz)ds 
is well defined as the Bochner integral, see the proof of Theorem 3.5.3. Let us put this in other 
words, the function ¢(X_ + f(·, .» - ¢(X_) - ¢'(X-)(f(-, .» is in Mtoc('P, Vj E). Hence, on 
the basis of Proposition 3.4.7, we infer that ¢(X_ + f(', .» - ¢(X_) - ¢'(X-)(f(·, .» is in 
Mloc('P, Nj E) and 
lot h [¢(Xs- + f(s, z» - ¢(Xs-) - ¢'(Xs-)(f(s, z»] v(dz)ds 
= lot fz [¢(Xs- + f(s, z» - ¢(Xs-) - ¢'(Xs-)(f(s, z»] N(ds, dz) 
- (B) lot fz [¢(Xs- + f(s, z» - ¢(Xs-) - ¢'(Xs-)(f(s, z»] N(ds, dz) 
= lot fz [¢(Xs- + f(s,z» - ¢(Xs-) - ¢'(Xs-)(f(s,z»] N(ds, dz) 
- lot fz [¢(Xs- + f(s,z» - ¢(Xs-) - ¢'(Xs-)(f(s,z»]N(ds,dz). 
(2) In view of the continuity of functions ¢(x) and ¢/(x) and the continuity property of the 
integration w.r.t. the measure ds, the Ito formula (3.5.6) can also be written as follows. For 
all t > 0, JP-a.s. 
¢(Xt ) = ¢(Xo) + lot ¢/(Xs)(a(s»ds + lot fz [¢(Xs- + g(s, z» - ¢(Xs-)] N(ds, dz) 
+ lot fz [¢(Xs- + f(s, z» - ¢(Xs-)] N(ds, dz) (3.5.8) 
+ lot fz [¢(Xs + f(s, z» - ¢(Xs) - ¢' (Xs)(f(s, z»] v(dz)ds. 
(3) It is to be emphasized that the function ¢ in the Ito formula (3.5.6) can also be time dependent, 
even be random. In our current working paper, we are trying to extend the Ito formula (3.5.6) 
to the generalized Ito formula, or ItO-Wentzell formula, for a process F(t, X t ), where F(t, x, w), 
t ~ 0, x E E is a random variable with double parameters x and t, in other words F(·, t), 
t ~ ° is a stochastic process with values in C2(E) and X t is an Ito process given by (3.5.1). 
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Proof of Theorem 3.5.3. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the process X is bounded, 
namely, there exists r > 0 such that 
sup IIXsll ::; r. 
09~t 
(3.5.9) 
Then we can relax the boundedness assumption (3.5.9) by the usual localization argument. Indeed, 
we can define a sequence of stopping times by 
Un = inf{t ~ 0: IIXt il > n}, 
where inf 0 = 00 as usual. Since the process X is cadlag, by Proposition 2.2.3 and right-continuity 
assumption of the filtration ti, the random time Un is indeed a stopping time. Then the stopped 
process Xfn- := XtMn - defined by the formula (2.2.2) is bounded by n, that is IIXtMn-1i ::; n, for 
all t ~ O. Since cadlag functions are locally bounded, it follows that Un ,/' 00. Further, the process 
X agrees with XCTn- on [0, un). If we can establish an ItO formula (3.5.6) for a bounded process 
XCTn-, the formula (3.5.6) would hold by letting n ~ 00. 
Since the Poisson point process 11' is u-finite, see Subsection 3.1.1, there exists a sequence of sets 
{Dn}nEN such that UnENDn = Z and lEN(t, Dn) < 00 for every 0 < t < 00 and n E N. Define a 
sequence un }nEN of functions by 
r(s,w,z):= f(s,w,z)lDn(z), (s,w,z) E lR.+ x fl x Z, n E N. 
Since IIrll ::; Ilfll and by the assumption, f E MP('Pj E), we infer that r E MP('Pj E). By the 
definition of stochastic integrals, see Section 3.3, we have 
rt r r(s,z)N(ds,dz) = rt r IDnf(s,z)N(ds,dz) = rt r f(s,z)N(ds,dz) Jo Jz Jo Jz Jo JDn 
Now applying Proposition 3.4.5 yields that 
rt r res, z)N(ds, dz) = (B) rt r f(8, z)N(ds, dz) (3.5.10) Jo Jz Jo JDn 
= L f(s, 1I'(S))IDn (1I'(s)) -lot 1 f(s, z)v(dz)ds. 
sE(O,tjn'P(71') 0 Dn 
Similarly, we define a sequence {gn }nEN of functions by 
gn(s, w, z) = g(s, w, Z)lDn (z), (8, W, z) E lR.+ x n x Z, n E No 
Since Ilgn" ::; "g" and g E MP('P, Nj E), gn E MP('P, Nj E). Hence it follows from the definition of 
Bochner integral that 
!at l gn(s, z)N(ds, dz) = L g(s, 1I'(S))lDn (1I'(s)). 
o z sE(O,tjn'P(71') 
(3.5.11) 
Let us fix t > O. Since lEN(t, Dn) < 00, t ~ 0, we see that for almost every w E fl, the set 
{s ::; t : 1I'(s,w) E Dn n V(1I')} contains only finitely many points in each time interval (0, tj, for 
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t > O. Hence we may denote these points according to their magnitude by ° = TO(W) < Tl(W) < 
T2(W) < ... < Tm(W) < .. '. In other words, we put 
TO = 0; 
Tm = inf{s E (0, t] n V(rr) : rr(s) E Dn; s > Tm-d, m ~ 1. 
The random times Tl, T2,'" form a random configuration of points in (0, t] with rr(Ti) E Dn and for 
each m, the random time Tm is a stopping time. Indeed, for every u > 0, we find out that 
{Tm :$ u} = {N(u, Dn) ~ m} E Fu. 
Let us define a sequence {xn}nEN of process xn := (Xfk2:.0 by 
Xf = X~ + lot a(s)ds + lot fz r(s, z)N(ds, dz) + lot fz gn(s, z)N(ds, dz), t ~ 0, n E N. 
It follows from (3.5.10) and (3.5.11) that for every n E N and all t ~ 0, IP-a.s. 
Xf = Xo + rt a(s)ds + L: f(s, rr(s))lDn (rr(s)) - lot 1 f(8, z)v(dz)ds 
Jo BE (O,tjn'D(1I') a Dn 
+ L: g(s,rr(s))lDn(rr(s)) 
BE (O,t]n'D(1I') 
= Xo + rt a(s)ds - rt r f(s, z)v(dz)ds + L: r(Tm , rr(Tm), .)l{-Tm:St} h hkn m 
+ L:gn(Tm, rr(Tm), .)l{'Tm:St}. 
m 
Note that 
¢(Xf) - ¢(Xo) = L: [¢(XfMm) - ¢(X~'Tm_l)] 
m 
= L: [¢(XfMm) - ¢(X~'Tm-)] + L: [¢(X~'Tm-) - ¢(X~'Tm_l)] 
m m 
Here XfA'Tm = (xn);m, t ~ ° is the process xn stopped at time Tm , see formula (2.2.1), and 
XfMm- = (xn)[m, t ~ ° is the process xn stopped strictly before time Tm , see formula (2.2.2). 
Namely, 
and 
n () (x-n)'Tm() { Xf(w),if t < Tm{W) 
Xtl\'Tm - W = t w = xn (w)'f t > () 
'Tm(w)- ,1, _ Tm W • 
Step 1. We claim that for every t ~ 0, IP-a.s. 
L: [¢(XfMm-) - ¢(XfMm_l)] = t ¢'{Xs)(a(s))ds + lot ¢'(Xs)(r(s, z))v(dz)ds. 
m Jo 0 
(3.5.12) 
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To prove equality (3.5.12), it suffices to show that each term of the sum in the equality (3.5.12) 
satisfies the following 
Define a sequence of partitions {v(k, i)}f=o, kEN of the random time interval [t 1\ Tm-l, t 1\ Tm) by 
v(k,O) = t 1\ Tm -l 
(k .) _ i(t 1\ Tm - t 1\ Tm-d V ,Z - k ' i = 1,'" ,k -1, 
v(k, k) = t 1\ Tm - . 
In other words we divide the random time interval [t 1\ Tm-t. t 1\ Tm) into k equal parts. Hence, on 
the basis of the Lemma 3.5.2, we have 
k 
¢(Xf,\,rm-) - ¢(XfATm_l) = L [¢(X~(k'Hl» - ¢(X~(k,i»] 
i=O 
k k 
= L ¢'(X~(k,i»(X~(k,Hl) - X~(k,i» + L R(X:(k,i) , X:(k,Hl»' 
i=O i=O 
where R was defined by (3.5.5) i.e. R(x, y) = J01(1- a:)(¢'(x + a:(y - x»(y - x» - ¢'(x)(y - x»da:, 
for x, y E E. Recall that IIR(x, y)1I :::; O(t)lly - xliv for IIxll, IIyll :::; r. 
Claim 1.1 
k 
lim sup LR(X:(k,i),X:(k,Hl»(W) = 0, lP-a.s. 
k-.oo i=O 
(3.5.13) 
By assumption (3.5.9), we know that X is bounded on the interval [0, tj, that is SUPsE[O,tj IIXsll :::; r. 
Since by assumption, the function ¢' is (p - I)-Holder continuous on bounded subsets of E, by 
Lemma 3.5.2 we infer that there exits a constant 0 depending on r such that 
IR(X~(k'i)' X~(k'Hl»)(w)1 :::; OllX~(k,Hl)(w) - X~(k,i)(w)IIV 
Notice that there is no jumps of X in the random time interval [t 1\ Tm-l! t 1\ Tm), in other words X 
contains only the continuous components. Hence we infer that 
l
V(k,Hl)(W) lV(k,Hl)(W) 1 
X:(k Hl)(W) - X~(k i)(W) = a(s,w)ds + r(s, w, z)v(dz)ds. 
, 'v(k,i)(w) v(k,i)(w) Z 
By using the inequality IIa + bllv :::; 2vllaliP + 2PllbilP :::; 411all P + 411bllv, we have 
l
V(k,Hl)(W) v l V(k,Hl)(W) 1 v IR(X~(ki),X~(kHl»(w)l:::; 40 a(s,w)ds +40 r(s,w,z)v(dz)ds 
" v(k,i)(w) v(k,i)(w) Z 
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Since p E (1,2], we infer that 
k 
L II R(X:(k,i) , X:(k,Hl»)(W) II 
i=O 
~ 4Csup 
i l V (k,Hl)(W) p-l k l V (k'i+l)(W) a(s,w)ds xL a(s,w)ds v(k,i)(w) i=O v(k,i)(w) 
+4Csup 
i l V(k,Hl)(W) 1 p-l k l V(k,Hl)(W) 1 In(s,w,z)v(dz)ds XL In(s,w,z)v(dz)ds v(k,i)(w) Z i=O v(k,i)(w) Z 
~ 4Csup 
i l V(k,Hl)(W) p-l l V(k,k)(W) a(s,w)ds x Ila(s,w)llds v(k,i)(w) v(k,O)(w) 
+ 4Csup 
i l
V(k,Hl)(W) 1 p-l l V(k,k)(W) 1 
r(s,w, z)v(dz)ds x IIr(s, w, z)IIv(dz)ds. 
v(k,i)(w) z v(k,O)(w) Z 
Here we used the fact that by the definition of the function r and the property IEN(t, Dn) < 00, 
the function r is lP-a.e. Bochner integrable with respect v. Clearly, the two integrals f~a(s,w)ds 
and f~ fz rv(dz)ds are continuous w.r.t. the time variable. Hence by letting k -t 00, we have 
maxi{v(k, i + 1) - v(k, i)} -t 0. Therefore, we obtain 
k 
lim sup L IR(X:(k,i),X:(k,Hl»)(w)1 = 0, lP-a.s. 
k--"ooo i=O 
This shows the claim (3.5.13). 
Claim 1.2 
For this, we only need to show that the following two indentities 
(3.5.14) 
lP-a.e. 
k lV(k,Hl)(W) lttVrm(W) 
lim L: ¢'(X:(k i)(w)) ( a(s,w)ds) - ¢'(X:(w))(a(s,w))ds = 0, lP-a.s. 
k--"ooo i=O 'v(k,i)(w) ttVrm-I(W) 
(3.5.15) 
and 
k lV(k.Hl)(W) 
lim 1IL:¢'(X:(k,i)(w))( . r(s,w,z)v(dz)ds) 
k--"ooo i=O v(k,~)(w) 
l
ttVrm (W) 1 
- ¢'(x:(w))(r(s, w, z))v(dz)dsll = ° lP-a.s. 
ttVrm-I(W) Z 
(3.5.16) 
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By using the (p - I)-Holder continuity of ¢', one can see that 
k l V (k'i+I)(W) l tArm (W) 
lim L ¢'(X:(k i) (W)) ( a(s, w)ds) - ¢'(X:(w))(a(s, w))ds 
k-too i=O 'v(k,i)(w) tl\Tm-l(W) 
k l V(k'i+I)(W) 
::::; lim L (¢'(X:(ki)(W)) - ¢'(X:(w))) (a(s,w))ds 
k-too i=O v(k,i)(w) , 
k l V (k'i+1)(W) II IIP- I 
::::; C lim L X:(ki)(W) - X:(w) II(a(s,w))llds 
k-too i=O v(k,i)(w) , 
< 2C lim sup (lV(k'i+I)(W) 1118 a(r, w)drIIP-I ds 
- k-too O$i:5k-1 v(k,i)(w) v(k,i)(w) 
l V(k'i+l)(W) 18 p-I k r(k,i+l)(W) + O$~~tl v(k,i)(w) /I v(k,i)(w) r(r, w, Z)II(dZ)dr il dS) x (t; iv(k,i)(W) lI(a(s, w)) lids) 
=0, 
This shows the assertion (3.5.15). The assertion (3.5.16) can be proved by a similar argument. 
So far we have shown that 
lP'-a.e. 
Hence adding these up, we obtain 
m 
Note that the jumps of xn occur only at times {Tm}. So Xl'ATm =1= Xl'ATm- if and only if 
r(Tm, 7r(Tm) , ·)I{Tm$t} + gn(Tm, 7r(Tm), ')I{Tm$t} =1= D. 
Since by assumption IIfllllgll = 0, we infer that Xl'ATm =1= Xl'ATm- if and only if 
r(Tm, 7r(Tm) , .)I{Tm$t} =1= ° and gn(Tm, 7r(Tm) , .)I{Tm$t} = ° 
or 
Hence 
Xr,.,Tm = Xr,.,Tm- + r(Tm, 7r(Tm))I{Tm$t} + gn(Tm, 7r(Tm))I{Tm$t} 
= { XPATm- + r(Tm, 7r(Tm))I{Tm$t}' if r(Tm, 7r(Tm)) =1= 0, gn(Tm,7r(Tm)) = ° 
Xl'ATm- + gn(Tm, 7r(Tm))I{Tm$t}, if r(Tm, 7r(Tm)) = 0, gn(Tm,7r(Tm)) =1= 0, 
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It follows that 
II = L [¢(X~rm) - ¢(X~Tm-)] 
m 
= L [¢(XrMm) - ¢(XrMm -)] l{lIf(rm,71"(rm»II~o}n{lIg(rm,71"(rm»II=O}l{Tm~t} 
m 
+ L [¢(X~rm) - ¢(X~rm-)] l{lIf(rm,71"(rm»II=o}n{lIg(rm,71"(rm»II~O}l{rm~t} 
m 
= L [¢(X~rm- + r(Tm, 1r(Tm))) - ¢(X~Tm-)] 1{lIf(rm,71"(rm))!l~o}n{lIg(rm,71"(Tm))!l=O}1{rm9} 
m 
+ L [¢(Xt'~rm - + gn( Tm, 1r( Tm))) - ¢(X~Tm-)] l{lIf(rm,71"(rm»II=o}n{lIg(Tm,71"(Tm»II~O} l{Tm~t} 
m 
= lot fz [¢(X~_ + r(s,z,w)) - ¢(X~_)]N(ds,dz) 
+ lot fz [¢(X~_ + gn(s, z, w)) - ¢(x:-)] N(ds, dz) 
= lot fz [¢(X~_ + r(s,z,w)) - ¢(X~_)]N(ds,dZ) 
+ lot fz [¢(X~_ + gn(s,z,w)) - ¢(X:_)] N(ds, dz) 
+ lot fz [¢(X~_ + r(s, z,w)) - ¢(X~_)] v(dz)ds 
Combining It and 12 together yields that 
¢(Xr) - ¢(Xo) = lot ¢'(X~)(a(s))ds - lot ¢'(X~)(r(s, z))v(dz)ds 
+ lot fz [¢(X~_ + r(s,z,w)) - ¢(X~_)]N(ds,dz) 
+ lot fz [¢(X~_ + gn(s,z,w)) - ¢(X:-)]N(ds,dz) 
+ lot fz [¢(X~_ + r(s,z,w)) - ¢(X~_)]v(dz)ds 
= lot ¢'(Xs)(a(s))ds + lot fz [¢(X~_ + r(s,z,w)) - ¢(X~_)]N(ds,dz) 
+ lot fz [¢(X~_ + gn(s, Z, w)) - ¢(X~_)] N(ds, dz) 
+ lot fz [¢(X:_ + r(s, z, w)) - ¢(X~_) - ¢'(X:_)(r(s, z))] v(dz)ds 
This shows that Ito formula (3.5.6) holds for the process xn. Now let us consider the general 
case. Note that r(s,w,z) converges to f(s,w,z), as n -t 00 and IIr(s,w,z)1I ~ IIf(s,w,z)ll, for 
all (s,w,z) E IR+ x n x Z. On the basis of the inequality (3.3.2) and the Lebesgue Dominated 
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Convergence Theorem, we infer 
By using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.2, this allows us to find a subsequence 
such that J~ Jz res, z)N(ds, dz) uniformly converges to J~ Jz I(s, z)N(ds, dz) on any finite interval 
[0, TJ lP-a.s. 0 < T < 00. Similarly, we can prove that J~ Jz gn(s, w, z )N(ds, dz) uniformly converges 
to J~ Jz g(s, w, z)N(ds, dz) on [0, TJ lP-a.s. as well. Hence we infer that X: converges uniformly 
to Xs as n ~ 00, lP-a.s. Also, X;-_ converges uniformly to X s-, as n ~ 00, lP-a.s. Hence by the 
continuity of ¢ and ¢', we infer 
converges uniformly for almost all wEn on [0, tJ to 
¢(Xs-(w) + I(s,z,w)) - ¢(Xs_(w)) - ¢'(Xs_(w))(f(s,w,z)), as n ~ 00. 
Since by assumption SUPBE[O,tjIlX;-11 $ R, on the basis of Lemma 3.5.2, we observe that 
II¢(X:-(w) + r(s, z,w)) - ¢(X:_(w)) - ¢'(X:_(w))(r(s,w, z))11 $ Cllr(s, w, z)IIP 
$ CIII(s, w, z)IIP 
and 
11¢(Xs-(w) + I(s, z,w)) - ¢(Xs-(w)) - ¢'(Xs-(w))(f(s,w, z))11 $ CIII(s,w, z)IIP. 
Since the function IE MP(P; E), it follows that IIII1 P E M 1(P; JR), so J~ Jz III(s, z)IIPv(dz)ds < 00, 
lP-a.s. . 
N ow applying the Lebesgue Dominate Convergence Theorem yields that 
lot fz [¢(X:_(w) + r(s, z,w)) - ¢(X;-_(w)) - ¢'(X;-_(w))(r(s,w, z))] v(dz)ds 
converges to 
lot fz ¢(Xs-(w) + I(s, z,w)) - ¢(Xs_(w)) - ¢'(Xs_(w))(f(s,w, z))v(dz)ds 
as n ~ 00, lP-a.s. 
Similarly, in view of the (p - 1) Holder continuity of ¢' and the uniformly boundedness of xn on 
[0, tj, we have 
L II¢(X:- + gn(s,W,1r(s)) - ¢(X:_) II 
sEV(11')n(o,tj 
$ L II¢'(X:- +8gn(s,W,1r(s)))II.C(E)lIgn(s,w,1r(s))1I 
sEV(11')n(o,tj 
$ C L IIgn(s,w, 1r(s)) II 
sEV(11')n(o,tj 
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Meanwhile, we also have 
::; a L Ilg(s,w,n(s))11 
SEV(1T)n(O,t] 
= a lot j~ g(s, w, z)N(ds, dz)(w) < 00. 
L /I¢(xs- + g(s,w, n(s)) - ¢(Xs-)/I 
SEV(1T)n(O,t] 
::; a lot izg(s,w,z)N(ds,dZ)(W) < 00. 
Again, by the Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we infer that 
lot fz ¢(X:_ + gn(s, z)) - ¢(X:_)N(ds, dz) 
-t lot iz ¢(Xs- + g(s,z)) - ¢(Xs_)N(ds,dz), as n -t 00, IF-a.s. 
For the convergence of the stochastic integrals, we shall apply the Theorem 3.3.2 to get 
IEllfat fz [¢(X:_ + res, z)) - ¢(Xn(s-))] N(ds, dz) 
-lot h [¢(Xs- + f(s,z)) - ¢(Xs-)] Nds, dzllP 
::; OlE rt r 1I¢(x:- + res, z)) - ¢(X:_) - ¢(Xs- + f(s, z)) + ¢(Xs-)IIP lI(dz)ds ~ Jz . 
(3.5.17) 
Note that ¢(X~_ + res, z)) -¢(X:-) converges uniformly path by path to ¢(Xs- + f(s, z))+¢(Xs-) 
as n -t 00, IF-a.s. and 
/I¢(X:- + r(s,z)) - ¢(X:_) - ¢(Xs- + f(s,z)) + ¢(Xs-)Ir ::; Clllf(s,w,z)lIp • 
Therefore, by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, we find out that the right side of 
(3.5.17) converges to 0 as n -t 00. This means that 
lim IEIl rt r [¢(X:_ + res, z)) - ¢(X:_)] N(ds, dz) 
n-too Jo Jz 
-fat h [¢(Xs-+f(s,z))-¢(Xs-)]Nds,dzIlP=O 
This £P convergence allows us to have convergence a.s. by taking a subsequence. 
3.6 The Stochastic Fubini Theorem 
o 
Lemma 3.6.1. Let (AI. At) and (A2, A2) be two measurable space. Suppose that 9 : Al x A2 -t t{. 
is an Al ® A2 \B(t{.) -measurable junction. Then 9 is measurable in each variable separately, that is 
for each Xl E Al, the function X2 H g(Xl, X2) is A2-measurable and for each X2 E A2. the junction 
Xl H g(XI, X2) is AI-measurable. 
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Proof. First, we show that for each Xl E Al> the function X2 H g(Xl. X2) is A2-measurable. A 
similar argument will yield that for each X2 E A2, the function Xl H g(Xl. X2) is Al-measurable. 
Let Xl E Al be fixed. Take B E 8(1/.). We need to show that the set 
{X2 E A2 : g(Xl, X2) E B} E A2. 
Define a set Q(Xl) CAl ® A2 by 
Q(xt} := {C E Al ® A2 : C(Xl) E A2}, 
where C(Xl) = {X2 E A : (Xl. X2) E C}. We will show that Q(x) is a a-field. To see this, we have 
to verify the three conditions in the definition of a a-field. 
(i) Observe that (Al x A2)(Xl) = {X2 E A2 : (Xl,X2) E Al x A2} = A2. Since A2 E A2, 
(Al x A2)(Xl) E A2, so Al X A2 E Q(Xl). 
(ii) Take C E Q(xt). Then we have C(Xl) E A2. We need to show that CC E Q(xt). Observe 
that 
C(Xl)C = {X2 E A2 : (Xl. X2) E C}C = {X2 E A2 : (Xl> X2) E CC} = CC(Xl) 
Hence CC(xt) = C(Xi)C E A2. By the definition of Q(xt), we infer that CC E Q(xd. 
(iii) Let Cll C2,'" E Q(Xl). Then Cl(Xt), C2(Xl),'" E A2 and 
00 00 00 00 
U(Cn(Xl» = U{X2 E A2,(Xl,X2) E Cn} = {X2 E A2: (Xl,X2) E U Cn} = (U Cn)(xI). 
n=l n=l n=l n=l 
Since A2 is a a-filed, U~l (Cn(xt}) E A2. It follows that (U~=l Cn)(xt) E A2. Hence 
U~=l Cn E Q(Xl)' 
Therefore, Q(xt) is a a-field. On the other hand, if C E Ai and D E A2, then 
if Xl E Al 
ifxl¢Al. 
It follows that Ex F E Q(Xl)' Since Al ®A2 is the smallest a-field containing all Cartesian products 
Ex F ofsets E E Al and F E A2, Al ®A2 c Q(Xl)' Therefore, we have Q(Xl) = Al ®A2. Recall 
that Q(xt) = {C E Al ® A2 : C(Xl) E A2}. Therefore, we infer that C(xt} E A2, for any set 
C E Al ® A2. Finally, we have 
{X2 E A2 : g(Xl,X2) E B} = {X2 E A2 : (Xl,X2) E g-l(B)} = (g-l(B»(Xl) E A2, 
which shows that the function X2 H 9(Xl,X2) is A2-measurable. o 
Theorem 3.6.2. Let E be a martingale type p Banach space, 1 ~ p ~ 2. Let (0,0, J.I.) be a a-finite 
measure space. Suppose that f : ° x [0, T] x n x Z ~ E be a 0 ® 8F ® Z-measurable process and 
f E Ll(O, 0, J.l.i M~(8F ® Zi E» n LP(O, 0, J.l.i M~(8F ® Zi E» 
That is 
fo IIf(y,·,·, ·)IIMtJ.l.(dy) < 00 and fo IIf(y,·,·, ·)II~TJ.I.(dy) < 00, 
where IIfIlM~ = ("2. (J[ Jz Ilf(t,·, z)IIPIJ(dz)dt)) lip. Then 
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(1) for J.L-almost all YEO, f(y,·,·,·) is stochastic integrable with respect to Poisson random 
measure N. 
(2) for all Z E Z, the process [0, T] x n :3 (t, w) t-t IE f(y, t, w.z)J.L(dy) is progressively measurable. 
(3) lP-a.s. 
L (loT hf(y,t,w,Z)N(dt,dZ)) J.L(dy) = loT h (Lf(y,t,w,Z)J.L(dY)) N(dt,dz). (3.6.1) 
Proof. (1) Let us fix yEO. Since f(""',') is O®BF®Z-measurable, by the basic Fubini theorem, 
the function f(y,·,·,·) is BF ® Z-measurable. Also, we can show that IIf(y,·,·, ')IIMP < 00 
T 
J.L-a.e .. To see this, set N:= {y: IIf(y,',', ')IIM~ = oo}. Then 
00 
N = n {lIf(y,·,·, ')IIM~ ~ k}. 
j=k 
It follows from the Chebyshev inequality that 
J.L(N) = lim p({lIf(y,·,·, ')IIM~ ~ k}) ~ lim IE IIf(y," ·,~)IIM~J.L(dY) = 0, 
k-+oo k-+oo 
as JE IIf(y,·,·, ')IIM~P(dy) < 00. This gives that IIf(y,·,·, ')IIM~ < 00 J1.-a.e.. Hence the 
stochastic integral J[ Jzf(y,t,w,z)N(dt,dz) is well defined for J1.-almost all y E E. 
(2) Note that the spaces (0,0, J.L) and ([0, T] x n x Z, SF®Z, >'®lP®v) are both a-finite measure 
spaces. Since f E L1(0, 0, p; M~(BF ® Z; E), applying Minkowski's inequality for integrals 
(see Theorem 202 in [351) yields that 
(IE { L (fo IIf(y, t, " Z )1I1'(dy) r v(dz)dt / 
~ fa (lE loT h IIf(y, t,', Z)IIPV(dZ)dt) ~ J.L(dy) < 00. 
Hence lE J[ Jz (fo IIf(y, t,·, z)IIJ.L(dy))P v(dz)dt < 00. Using a similar argument as (1) gives 
that Jo IIf(y, t,w, z)lIp(dy) < 00, for >.®lP®v-almost all (t,w, z) E [0, T] x n x Z. This means 
that I
o
f(y,t,w,z)J1.(dy) is well defined for >. ®lP® v-almost all (t,w,z) E [O,T] x n x Z. 
Since function f is 0 ® SF ® Z-measurable, again by Fubini theorem that the function 
(t,w,z) t-t Io(y,t,w,z)J.L(dy) is BF®Z-measurable. Furthermore, we have 
lifo !(y, " " . )I'(dyt~ = (IE { L lifo !(y, t, " Z )1'(dY)1I' v(dz )dt) l 
~ (lE !aT l (10 IIf(y,t",Z)IIJ1.(dY))P V(dZ)dt) ~ < 00. 
This together with SF ® Z-measurability shows that the integral 
!aT l (10 f(y,t,w,Z)P(dY)) N(dt,dz) 
is well defined. 
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(3) In order to show equality (3.6.1), first we need to verify that the integral on the left side of 
(3.6.1) i.e. fa (loT hf(y,t,w,Z)N(dt,dZ)) f.J,(dy) 
is well defined. For this, we have to show that n x Z 3 (w,z) t-t JoT Jzf(y,t,w,z)N(dt,dz) is 
FT ® O-measurable. Since by assumption 
IE fa loT h IIr(y, t,', z) - fey, t·, z)lI pv(dz)dtf.J,(dy) < 00, 
a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.24 shows that there exists a sequence 
un }~1 of step functions of the form 
such that 
n m mt 
r(y, t,w, z) = '" '" '" xi1F' (w)l(t'_l tjj(t)I A j. (z)IEj (y) (3.6.2) L.J L.J L.J k.j-l J, k,J-l k.j-l 
j=l i=l k=l 
lim r rT r IEllr(y, t,', z) - fey, t,', z)IIPv(dz)dtf.J,(dy) = 0 
n-+oo io io i z 
By passing to a subsequence, still denoted by {r} for simplicity of notation, we may assume 
that {r(y,·,·,·)} converges to f(y,·,·,·) in M~(BF ® Zj E) for JL-almost all YEO. In the 
proof of (1), we showed that the function (t,w, z) t-t fey, t, w, z) belongs to M~(BF ® Zj E) 
for f.J,-almost all yEO. Let 6 be the set such that for all y E 6, f(y,', " .) E M~(BF ® Zj E) 
and {r(y,·,·,·)} converges to f(y,·,·,·) in M~(BF ® Zj E). Then f.J,(O\6) = o. 
On the other hand, for each y E 6 we can find a sequence of natural number {nk}~l such 
that 
IIrk(y,.,',') - f(y,',', ')II~~ = IE loT h IIr lc (y, t,', z) - fey, t,', z)IIPv(dz)dt < l~k' 
We write k instead of nk for brevity, so we have 
IE loT h IIfk(y, t,', z) - fey, t,', z)IIPv(dz)dt < l~k' 
It follows that for y E 6, 
IE foT h Ilfk+1(y, t,', z) - fk(y, t,', z)IIPv(dz)dt < l~k' 
By the Chebyshev inequality, we have 
IP{W E n :1I(foT h [fk+l(y,t,z) -'fk(y,t,z)] N(dt,dz)) (w)// ? 2~} 
:5 (1/~k)PIE foT h Ilfk+l(y, t,', z) - fk(y, t,', z)IIPv(dz)dt 
< 2C/l0k C 
- (1/2k )P < 2k - 3 ' 
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Since the series 'Ef:l 2£3 is convergent, we infer that 
00 rT r - 1 LP{W En: II(Jo Jz [fk+l(y,t,z) - fk(y,t,z)] N(dt, dz)) (w)11 ~ 2
n
} < 00. 
k=l 
Hence, by the first Borel-Cantelli lemma, see Theorem 4.3 of 19], it follows that 
P (lim:up {w En: /I (loT izUk+1(y, t, z) - fk(y, t, z)]N(dt, dZ)) (W)II ~ 2~ }) = O. 
This implies that for each y E 6 there exists a set n c n such that pen) = 1 and there exists 
some j E N such that for all k ~ j we have II JoT JZ[fk+l(y, t, z) - fk(y, t, z)]N(dt, dz)11 < ir 
wEn. Hence 
~ liLT 1. II'+! (y, t, z) - I'(y, t, z )N(dt, dz) II (w) < 00, w E ii, yEO. 
Consider the series 
where JO(y, s, z) == O. Since for k = 0"" ,j - 1 
IE IlloT izUk+1(y, t, z) - fk(y, t, z)]N(dt, dZ)II P 
~ CIE loT iz IIfk+1(y, t, z) - fk(y, t, z)lIp v(dz)dt 
< 00, 
we infer that II J[ Jz[f(k+l)(y, t, z)- fk(y, t, z)N(dt,dz))1I < 00 on n for y E 6, n = 0,· .. ,j-
1. Therefore we conclude that 'Ef:o II JoT JzUk+l(t, z) - fk(t, z)]N(dt, dz)11 < 00 on n. This 
gives that 'Ef:o JoT Jz(fk+l(y, t, z) - fk(y, t, z))N(dt, dz) is convergent for each wEn, y E 
6. Now we define ~T(Y'W) = 'Ef:oJoT Jz(fk+l(y,t,z) - fk(y,t,z))N(dt,dz) when the sum 
converges, i.e. 
~T(Y'W) = lim rT r fk(y, t, z)N(dt,dz), k~oo Jo Jz 
and if this limit diverges, we put ~T(-) = O. Note that for each k, the integral JOT Jz fk(y, t, z)N(dt, dz) 
is of the form 
which is 0 ® FT-measurable. Therefore, the limit eT is also 0 ® FT-measurable. Since for 
each y E 6, {fk(y)heN is dense in M~(BF ® Z; E), we have 
IE II loT izlfk(y,t,Z)N(dt,dz)-IoT fzf(y,t,Z)N(dt,dZ)lr ~O, asn~oo, 
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Then for each y E 6 we can find a subsequence Ukj hEN such that 
.lim rT r fkj(y,s, z)N(dt, dz) = rT r f(y,s,z)N(dt,dz) on n, J-+ooJo Jz Jo Jz 
with IP(O) = 1. Hence in view of the definition of ~T and the uniqueness of the limit, we 
see that for each y E 6, ~T(Y'W) = (JoT Jz f(y, s,Z)N(dt,dz)) (w) for wE nnn. Hence we 
constructed a ,,® FT-measurable version of JOT Jz f(y, s, z)N(dt, dz). So the integral 
fo (faT hf(y,t,w,Z)N(dt,dZ)) J.l(dy) 
is well defined. Now we are going to show equality (3.6.1). First we verify (3.6.1) for step 
function of the form 
n m mj 
r(y, t, w, z) = L L L xi1Ftj_1 (w)1(tj_1,tjj(t)l At,j_1 (z)l EL_1 (y). 
j=l i=l k=l 
In this case the left side of (3.6.1) becomes 
fa (loT lr(y,t,w,z)N(dt,dZ))J.l(dY) 
= r (~~ ~ Xi 1Fj. (w)N«tj_lt tj] x Ai)lEi. (y)) J.l(dy) JeD L.J L.J L.J /0.]-1 10.]-1 j=l ';=1 k=1 
n m mj 
= L L L Xi 1Fl,j_1 (w)N«tj-1, tj] x Ai,j-1)J.l(EL.i-1)· 
j=1 i=1 k=1 
Consider next the right side of (3.6.1) with r. We have 
faT h (for(y,t,W,Z)J.l(dY)) N(dt,dz) 
fa
T i n m mj 
= """ X,;l Fj (w)l(t'_l tjj(t)lA j (X)J.l(EL,j_dN(dt, dz) o z L.J L.J L.J k,j-l ], k,j-1 j=l i=1 k=1 
n m mj 
= L L LXi1F~,j_1 (w)N«tj-1' tj] X Ai,j-1)J.l(EL-1)' 
j=l i=l k=l 
Hence we infer that 
fa (loT lr(y,t,w,Z)N(dt,dZ)) J.l(dy) = loT l (far(y,t,W,Z)J.l(dY)) N(dt,dz), 
(3.6.3) 
which means that equality (3.6.1) holds for every step function of the form (3.6.2). Now define 
jn(y,t,w,z) = r(y,t,w,z)l{Y:llfnIlM~~lIfIlMr;.}' (y,t,w,z) E 0 x [O,T] x n x Z. 
Since r(y,·,',·) converges to f(y,·,·,·) in M? for all y E 6, it is clear that 
J1~ IIjn(y,.,.,.) - f(y,·,·, ')IIM~ = ° and IIjn(y,.", ')IIM~ $ IIf(y,·,·, ')IIM~ 
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for all y E 6. Since f E L1(0, 0, J.t; M~(B.F ® Z; E)), the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem tells us that 
lim r Iljn(y,.,.,.) - f(y,·,·, ')IIMI' J.t(dy) = o. n~ooJo T (3.6.4) 
Clearly, by (3.6.3) we have 
Ia (faT lzr(y,t,w,Z)N(dt,dZ)) J.t(dy) = faT lz (la jn(y,t,w,Z)J.t(dY)) N(dt,dz). 
Observe that for every f E L1(0, 0, J.t; M~(B.F ® Z; E)), 
E lila (loT fz f(y, t,', z)N(dt, dZ)) J.t(dy) -loT fz (Ia f(y, t,', Z)J.t(dY)) N(dt, dz)1I 
~ E lila (loT fz f(y, t,', z)N(dt, dZ)) J.t(dy) - fo (loT fz jn(y, t,·, z)N(dt, dZ)) J.t(dy) II 
+ EllioT fz (Ia r(y, t,', Z)J.t(dY)) N(dt, dz) - loT fz (Ia f(y, t,', Z)J.t(dY)) N(dt, dZ)11 
= E Ilia (loT iz[f(Y, t,', z) - r(y, t,', z)]N(dt, dZ)) J.t(dy)1I 
+ EllioT fz (fo[]n(y, t,·, z) - f(y, t,', Z)]J.t(dY)) N(dt, dz)1I 
~ fo EllioT fz[J(Y, t,', z) - r(y, t,·, z)]N(dt, dZ)11 J.t(dy) 
1 
+ (IE Ilf 1. (10 Ir(y, t, " z) - fey, t, " z »)~( dY») N(dt, dz) rr 
1 
,;; 10 (E Ilf I. lf(Y, t, " z) - r(y, t" z»)N(dt, dz) II} ~(dy) 
+ C (E loT fz lifo [jn(y, t,', z) - f(y, t,', z)]J.t(dy) liP V(dZ)dt) * 
1 ~ c Ia (E faT fz IIf(y, t,', z) - jn(y, t,', Z)IIPV(dZ)dt) P J.t(dy) 
+ C Illalf(Y,""') - r(y,·,·, ')lJ.t(dY)IIM~ 
~ C Ia IIf(y,·,·,·) - r(y,·,·, ·)IIM~J.t(dy) + C fo IIf(y,·,·,·) - jn(y,.,., ·)IIM~J.t(dy) 
= 2C Ia IIf(y,·,·,·) - jn(y,.,., ·)IIM~J.t(dy), 
where we used Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the inequality (3.3.2). By letting n -t 00, it 
follows from (3.6.4) that 
E Ilia (loT fz f(y, t,', z)N(dt, dZ)) J.t(dy) - loT fz (10 f(y, t,', Z)J.t(dY)) N(dt, dz)11 = o. 
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Therefore, we infer that 
(loT hl(y,t,w,Z)N(dt,dZ)) J.l(dy) = loT h (!aI(y,t,W,Z)J.l(dY)) N(dt,dz) JP-a.s. 
which completes our proof. 
o 
3.7 Maximal Inequlities 
Let T > 0 be fixed. Let M~('P, v; E) be the space of alllJ-predictable E-valued functions such that 
E loT fz IIf(s,·, z)IIPv(dz)ds < 00. (3.7.1) 
From now on, while considering the stochastic process f~ fz I(s, z)N(ds, dz), 0 :5 t :5 T, 1 E 
~ t -M~('P, v; E), it will be assumed that the process fo fz I(s, z)N(ds, dz), 0 :5 t :5 T, has cadlag 
trajectories. 
3.7.1 The Stochastic Convolution 
Let (S(t)k~o be a contraction Co-semigroup on E. Suppose that A is the infinitesimal generator 
of the Co-semigroup (S(t)h~o. If {A~ : A > O} is the Yosida approximation of A, then for each A, 
AA is a bounded operator in E and IA~x - AxlE converges to 0 as A -+ 00 for all x E D(A). Let 
R(A,A) = (AI - A)-t. By the use of Hille-Yosida Theorem (see [621), it is easy to establish that 
limA-+OO AR{A, A)x = x and AR{A, A)x E D{A), for all x E X. 
Let { E M~('P, v; E). We are going to consider the following stochastic convolution process 
u{t) = lot fz S{t - s){{s, z)N(ds, dz), 0:5 t :5 T, (3.7.2) 
where N is a compensated Poisson random measure associated with the Poisson point process 7r. 
We will first investigate the measurability of the process u. 
Lemma 3.7.1. The process u{t), 0:5 t :5 T given by (3.7.2) has a predictable version. 
Proof. Let t E [O,T] be fixed. We first show that a process X defined by X{s) = l(o,t] (s)S(t -
s){(s, z), 0:5 s :5 T is predictable. Define a function F: [0, t] x E 3 (s, x) ~ S{t - s)x E E. Since 
S{t), t ~ 0 is a Co-semigroup, so for every x E E, F{·, x) is continuous on [0, tJ. Also, for every 
s ~ 0, F{s,.) is continuous. Indeed, let us fix Xo E E. Then for every x E E, and ° :5 t :5 T, 
IF{t, x) - F(t, XO)IE = IS{t - s)(x - XO)IE :5 Ix - XOIE, 
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as IIS(t)II.c(E) :::; 1. This part shows that the function F is separably continuous. Since by assumption 
the process' is ~-predictable, one can see that the mapping 
(s,w,z) f-t (s,,(s,w,z)) 
of [0, T] x n x Z into [0, T] x E is ~-predictable. Moreover, since the process l(o,t] is ~-predictable 
and we showed that the function F is separably continuous, so the composition mapping 
(s,w,z) f-t (s,,(s,w,z)) f-t F(s,,(s,w,z)) f-t l(o,t](s)F(s,,(s,w,z)) 
is ~-predictable as well. Therefore, process Xes) = l(o,t](s)F(s,,(s,z)), s E [O,T] is ~-predictable. 
On the other hand, since Set), t ~ ° is a Co-semigroup of contractions and , is in MP([O, T] x n x 
Z, p, A ® lP x II; E), we have 
IE foT 11(o,t](s)S(t - s)'(s, z)lkll(dz) ds :::; IE foT I'(s, z)lkll(dz) ds < 00. 
Therefore, the process l(o,t](s)S(t - s)'(s, z) is of class MP([O, T] x n x Z, p, A ® IP x II; E). Hence, 
when the number t is fixed, the integrals 
for fz l(o,t](s)S(t - S)e(8, z)N(ds, dz), r E [0, T] 
are well defined and by Theorem 3.3.2, th~s process is a martingale. In particular, for each r E [0, T], 
the integral J; Jz l(o,t](s)S(t - s)'(s, z)N(ds, dz) is Fr-measurable. Take r = t. This gives that 
J~ Jz l(o,t](s)S(t - s)e(s, z)N(ds, dz} is Ft~measu.rable. 
Now we show that the process U is contmuous m p-mean. On the basis of the inequality la+blP :::; 
2PlaiP + 2Plb1P, inequality (3.3.2) and the contraction property of the semigroup Set), t ~ 0, we have, 
for ° :::; r < t ~ T, 
IElu(t) - u(r)lk = IE lfo
t fz Set - s),(s, z)N(ds, dz) -for fz S(r - s),(s, z)N(ds, dZ)1: 
:::; 2PIE lit fz Set - S)'(8, z)N(ds, dz)1: 
+ 2PIE I for fz (S(t - s) - S(r - s) ),(s, z)N(ds, dZ)I: 
:::; 2PCp IE it fz IS(t - s)'(s, z)lkll(dz) ds 
+ 2PCpIE for fz I (S(t -:- s) - S(r - s) )e(s, z)lkll(dz) ds 
:::; 2PCp IE it fz le(s, z)lkll(dz) ds 
+ 2PCp IE for fz I (S(t - s) - S(r - s) ),(s, z)lkll(dz) ds 
= 2PCpIE foT fz l(r,t](s)I'(s, z)lkll(dz) ds 
+ 2PCpIE foT fz 11(O,r](s) (S(t - s) - S(r - s) ),(s, Z)lkll(dz) ds. 
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Here we note that l(r,tj(s)I{(s, z)l~ converges to 0 for all (s,w, z) E [0, T] x n x Z, as t.!.. r or r t t. 
So by the Lebesgue Dominated Converges Theorem, the first term on the right side of the above 
inequality converges to 0 as t.!.. r or r t t. For the second term, by the continuity of Co-semigroup 
S(t), t ~ 0, the integrand l(O,rj (S(t-s) - S(r- s) ){(s, z) converges to 0 pointwise on [0, T] x n x Z. 
Moreover we see that 
I l(O,rj (s)S(t - s) - S(r - s) ){(s, Z)IE ~ 12{(s, Z)IE 
SO, again by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, the second term also converges to 0 
as t .!.. r or r t t. Therefore, the process u is continuous in the p-mean. Since by Proposition 3.6 
in [26], every adapted and stochastically continuous process on an interval [0, T] has a predictable 
version, we conclude that the process u(t), 0 ~ t ~ T has a predictable version. 
o 
Assume that A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup S(t), t ~ 0 of contractions on the 
martingale type p, 1 < p ~ 2 Banach space E and that { is a function belonging to M~('P, Vi E). 
We will consider the problem 
du(t) = Au(t)dt + fz {(t, z)N(dt, dz), t ~ 0, 
u(O) = 0. 
(3.7.3) 
Definition 3.7.2. Suppose that IE JoT Jz I{(s, z)l~v(dz)dt < 00. A strong solution to Problem 
(3.7.3) is a V(A)-valued predictable stochastic process (u(t))O$t$T such that 
(1) u(O) = 0 a.s. 
(2) For any t E [0, T] the equality 
u(t) = lot Au(s) ds + lot fz {(s, z)N(ds, dz) 
holds lP-a.s. 
P A Lemma 3.7.3. Let { E MT(,P, Vi V(A)). Then the process u defined by 
u(t) = lot fz S(t - s){(s, z)N(ds, dz), t E [0, T], 
is a unique strong solution of equation (3.7.3). 
(3.7.4) 
(3.7.5) 
Proof. Let us us fix t E [0, TJ. First we need to show that u(t) E V(A). For this, Let R(>', A) = 
(>./ - A)-l, >. > 0, be the resolvent of A. Since AR(>', A) = >'R(>', A) - IE, AR(>', A) is bounded. 
Hence, since { E M~('P, Vi V(A)), we obtain 
R(>', A) lot fz AS(t - s){(s, z)N(ds, dz) = lot fz R(>', A)AS(t - s){(s, z)N(ds, dz) 
= >'R(>', A) lot fz S(t - s){(s, z)N(ds, dz) 
- lot fz S(t - s){(s, z)N(ds, dz). 
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Thus, it follows that 
fat fz Set - s)~(s, z)N(ds, dz) 
= R('x, A) [,X fat fz set - s)~(s,z)N(ds,dz) -lot fz AS(t - S)~(S'Z)N(ds,dZ)] . 
Since Rng(R('x, A)) = 'D(A) , we infer that J~ Jz Set - s)~(s, z)N(ds, dz) E 'D(A). On the other 
hand, let us take h E (0, t) and observe that since S(hJ-1 is bounded, we get the following equality 
S(h) - I rt r Set _ s)~(s, z)N(ds, dz) 
h Jo Jz 
rt r S(h) - I -
= Jo Jz h S(t-s){(s,z)N(ds,dz). 
So by applying the triangle inequality and inequality (3.3.2), we find out that 
E IA fat fz Set - s)~(s, z)N(ds, dz) -fat fz AS(t - s)~(s, Z)N(dS,dz)I P 
~ 2PE IA lot fz Set - s){(s, z)N(ds, dz) :... S(h~ - I lot fz Set - s){(s, z)N(ds, dZ)r 
+ 2PE I lot fz AS(t -s){(s, z)N(ds, dz) - lot fz S(h~ - I Set - s){(s, z)N(ds, dZ)( 
~ 2PE I (A - S(h~ - I) fat fz Set - s){(s, z)N(ds, dZ)I P 
+ CpE lot fz IAS(t - s){(s, z) - ~ (S(h) - I)S(t - s){(s, z)l: lI(dz) ds 
:= I(h) + II(h). (3.7.6) 
For the integrand of lI(h), since ~(s, z) E 'D(A), we observe that 
S(h) - I 1 rh h Set - s)~(s, z) = h Jo S(r)AS(t - s)~(s, z)dr, 
so we have IS(~?-l Set - s)~(s,z)l: ~ IA{(s,z)I~· Hence we infer that the integrand 
IAS(t - s)~(s, z) - ~ (S(h) - I) set - s){(s, z)l: 
of I(h) is bounded by a function CIIA{(s, z)l~ which is in M~('P, II; E) by assumption. Since A is 
the infinitesimal generator of the Co-semigroup Set), t ~ 0, the integrand 
IAS(t - s){(s, z) - X (S(h) - I)S(t - s){(s, z)l: 
converges to 0 pointwisely on [0, tj x n x Z. Therefore, by the Lebesgue Dominated convergence 
theorem the term lI(h) of above inequality (3.7.6) converges to 0 as h J. O. 
Since w~ have already shown that J~ Jz Set - s){(s, z)N(ds, dz) E 'D(A), it is easy to see that the 
term I(h) of (3.7.6) converges to 0 as h J. 0 as well. Hence by inequality (3.7.6) we conclude that 
A lot fz Set - s){(s, z)N(ds, dz) = lot fz AS(t - s){(s, z)N(ds, dz), lP-a.s. (3.7.7) 
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In order to verify equality (3.7.4), by the Fubini's theorem 3.6.2 and equality (3.7.7) we find out 
that 
lot Au(s) ds = lot 108 fz AS(s - r)~(r, z)N(dr, dz) ds 
= lot fz it AS(s - r)~(r, z) dsN(dr, dz) 
= lot fz it dS(s -:}~(r, z) dsN(dr, dz) 
= lot fz (S(t - r)~(r, z) - ~(r, z» N(dr, dz) 
= lot fz Set - r)~(r, z)N(dr, dz) -lot fz ~(r, z)N(dr, dz) 
= u(t) -lot fz ~(r, z)N(dr, dz), JP-a.s. 
which shows equality (4.1.1). 
For the uniqueness, suppose that u 1 and u2 are two strong solutions of Problem (3.7.3). Let 
w = u1 - u2• Then we infer that 
wet) = u1(t) - u2(t) = lot A(u1(s) - u2(s» ds = A lot w(s) ds. 
Put vet) = J~ w(s) ds. Then vet) is continuously differentiable on [0, TJ and vet) E D(A). Now 
applying the integration by parts formula to the function f(s) = Set - s)v(s) yields 
df(s) = -AS(t _ s)v(s) + Set _ s) dv(s) 
ds ds 
= -AS(t - s)v(s) + Set - s)w(s) = -AS(t - s)v(s) + Set - s)Av(s) = O. 
So we infer vet) = f(t) = f(O) = S(t)v(O) = 0 a.s. Therefore, w(s) = 0 a.s. That is u1(t) = u2(t) 
a.s. t E [0, TJ. 0 
3.7.2 Maximal Inequalities for Stochastic Convolutions 
Assumption 3.7.4. Suppose that E is a real separable Banach space of martingale type p, 1 < P ~ 
2. In addition we assume that the Banach space E satisfies the following condition: 
(Cond. 1) There exists an equivalent norm I . IE on E and q E [P,oo) such that the function 
¢ : E :3 x I-t IXlf E JR, is of class C2 and there exists constant kt. k2 such that for every x E E, 
1¢'(x)1 ~ ktlxlr and I¢"(x) I ~ k2I x lk-2. 
Remark 3.7.5. It can be proved that if E satisfies condition (Cond. 1) for some q and q2 > q, then 
E satisfies condition (Cond. 1) for Q2. 
Remark 3.7.6. Notice that the Sobolev space Ha,r with r E [q, 00) and s E JR satisfies above condition 
Condo 1 and Lr -spaces with r ~ Q also satisfies condition Condo 1. 
Now we proceed with the study of the stochastic convolution 
u(t) = lot fz set - s)~(s, z)N(ds, dz), t E [0, TJ. (3.7.8) 
Before proving the main theorem, we first need the following Lemmas. 
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Lemma 3.7.7. For all x E D(A), ¢'(x)(Ax) ::; 0. 
Proof. Take ° ::; r < t < 00. We have 
IS(t)xlk -IS(r)xlk = IS(t - r)S(r)xlk -IS(r)xlk 
::; IS(t - r)I~(E)IS(r)xlk -IS(r)xlk 
::; IS(r)xlk -IS(r)xlk = 0, for all x E E. 
Thus the function t H ¢(x)(S(t)x) is decreasing. Also, observe that for x E D(A), 
d¢(S(t)x) I = ¢'(S(O)x)(Ax) = ¢'(x)(Ax). 
dt t=o 
Hence ¢'(x)(Ax) = d.p(~~t):v) I ::; ° which shows the Lemma. 
t=O 
o 
Lemma 3.7.B. There exists a version ii. ofu such that the function sUPO~t~T lii.(t) I is measurable. 
Proof. Suppose that ~ E M~('P, v; V(A». It then follows from Lemma 3.7.3 that u can also be 
written in the following form 
u(t) = lot Au(s) ds + lot fz ~(s, z)N(ds, dz), t E [0, TJ. (3.7.9) 
Set w(t) := J~ Jz ~(s, z)N(ds, dz), ° ::; t ::; 1'.' Recall that we showed the stochastically continuity 
of process u when ~ E MP([O, TJ x n x Z, 'P ® Z, >. ® IP x v; V(A» in the proof of Lemma 3.7.1. 
Applying Theorem 5.3 in [801, we can find a version u of u which is separable. That is there exists a 
countable subset To which is everywhere dense in [0, TI such that u(t) belongs to the set of partial 
limits limsETo,s-tt u(s) with probability 1 for all t E [0, T]\To. Hence 
sup lu(t)1 = sup lim lu(sn)1 = sup lu(sn)l, 
tE[O,Tj tE[o,TjSn-+t,SnETo 8nETo 
where sUPSnETo lu(sn)1 is measurable. Therefore, the function SUPtE[O,Tjlu(t)1 is measurable, i.e. it 
is a random variable. 
o 
Henceforth, when we study the stochastic convolution process u, we refer to the version of u 
such that it is predictable and its supremum over [0, TJ is measurable. 
Theorem 3.7.9. Suppose that E is an martingale type p, 1 < p ::; 2 Banach space satisfying 
Assumption 3.7.4. Suppose q' 2: q, where q is the number from Assumption 3.7·4· If ~ E M~('P; E) 
such that 
i 
IE (lot fz I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ») P < 00, (3.7.10) 
then there exists a separable and cddldg modification u of u and a constant C such that for every 
0< t ::; T, 
i 
IE sup lu(s)I~::; C IE (rt r 1~(s,Z)I~N(ds,dZ») P • O~sSt ~ }z 
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(3.7.11) 
Proof. Case I. First suppose that ~ E M~('P; V(A)). We will prove 
IE sup lu(s)lk:S; 0 IE (r t r I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) ~ , 
0::589 Jo Jz 
(3.7.12) 
We have shown in Lemma 3.7.3 that the process u is a unique strong solution to the following 
problem 
du(t) = Au(t)dt + fz ~(t, z)N(dt, dz), t E [0, Tj, 
u(O) = o. 
Moreover, it can be written as 
u(t) = lot Au(s) ds + lot fz ~(s, z)N(ds, dz), t E [0, Tj. 
(3.7.13) 
(3.7.14) 
We shall note here that in view of the cAdlAg property of the right side of (3.7.14), see Theorem 
3.3.2, the cAdlAg property of the function u(t), ° :s; t :s; T follows immediately. Notice that the 
function c/> : E 3 x t-+ Ixlk is of 0 2 class by assumption. Thus, one may apply the It6 formula, see 
Theorem 3.5.3, to the process u and get for t E [0, Tj, 
c/>(u(t)) = lot c/>'(u(s))(Au(s)) ds + lot l c/>'(u(s- ))(~(s, z))N(ds, dz) 
+ lot fz [c/>(u(s-) + ~(s, z)) - c/>(u(s-) - c/>'(u(s- ))(~(s, z))] N(ds, dz) lP-a.s. 
(3.7.15) 
Since by Lemma 3.7.7, c/>'(x)(Ax) :::; 0, for all x E D(A), we infer that for t E [0, TJ, 
c/>(u{t)) :s; fat fz c/>'{u{s- ))(~(s, z))N{ds, dz) 
+ lot fz [c/>(u(s-) + ~(s, z)) - c/>(u(s-)) - c/>'(u(s- ))(~(s, z))] N(ds, dz) lP-a.s. 
(3.7.16) 
Taking the supremum over the set [0, tl and then the expectation to both sides of above inequality 
yields 
IE sup c/>(u(s)) :s; IE sup r r c/>'(u(r))(~(r, z))N(dr, dz) 
O::5"::5t o::s,,::St Jo J z 
+IE sup r r [c/>(u(r-)+~(r,z))-c/>(u(r-))-c/>'(u(r-))(~(r,z))]N(dr,dz) 
O::5B::5tJO Jz 
=: It(t) + 12(t). 
Applying the Davis inequality, see Corollary C.2 in [161, to It we obtain for some constant 0 that 
It (t) S CIE (1.' D</>' (u(s- ))({(s, '))1' N(ds, dZ)) l 
:::; k10lE sup lu(s)lq-l ( rt r I~(s, z)IP N(ds, dZ)) ~ . 
O::5B::St ~ ~ 
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First we will estimate the integral 12(t). Note that for every s E [0, tj, 
foB fz I¢(u(r) + ~(r, z)) - ¢(u(r)) - ¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, z))IEN(dr, dz) 
= 2: I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, 7l'(r))) - ¢(u(r-)) - ¢'(u(r-))(~(r, 7l'(r)))/E' JP-a.s. 
rE(O,sjn'D(11') 
Let us recall that by the assumption the function ¢ is of C2 class. Applying the mean value Theorem, 
see [491, to the function ¢, for each r E [0, sj we can find 0 < e < 1 such that 
I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, 7l'(r))) - ¢(u(r- ))1 = I~(r, 7l'(r))IEI¢'(u(r-) + e~(r, 7l'(r)))1 . E .c(E) 
By the assumptions 1¢'(x)1 S; kllxlFr. x E E and the fact that Ix + eYIE S; max{lxIE, Ix + ylE} for 
all x, y E E, we obtain 
I¢'(u(r-) + e~(r, 7l'(r))) 1 S; k1Iu(r-) + e~(r, 7l'(s) WE-l .c(E) 
S; kl max {Iu(r- )lk-1, lu(r-) + ~(r, 7l'(r))I~-1}. 
Observe that for all 0 S; r S; s S; t, 
Moreover, since u(r-) + ~(r, ¢(r)) = u(r), we get 
lu(r-) + ~(r, 7l'(r))IFl S; sup lu(r)lk-1 S; sup lu(s)IFl. 
O$r$B O$B$t 
Therefore, we infer that for each r E [0, sj, 
I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, 7l'Cr))) - ¢(u(r-))I $; kll~(r, 7l'(r))IE sup !u(S)lk-l . E O$B$t 
It follows that 
I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, 1l'(r))) - ¢(u(r-)) - ¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, 7l'(rml
E 
S; I¢(u(r) + ~(r, 7l'(r))) - ¢(u(r))IE + I¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, 1l'(r)))IE 
S; 2kll~(r,1l'(r))IE sup lu(s)lk- l . 
O$B$t 
On the other side, we can also find some 0 < 8 < 1 such that 
I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, 7l'(r))) - ¢(u(r-)) - ¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, 1l'(r))) IE = ~Ie(r, 7l'(r))I~I¢"(u(r-) + ee(r, 7l'(r))) I 
k21 2 2 S; "2 e(r, 7l'(r))IElu(r-) + ee(r, 7l'(r))I'F . 
By a similar argument as above, we obtain 
I¢(u(r-) + e(r, 7l'(r))) - ¢(u(r-)) - ¢'(u(r-))(e(r, 1l'(r))) I S; k22 Ie(r, 1l'(r))I~ sup lu(s)IF2. E O$s$t 
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Summing up, we have 
I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, 1r(r)))-¢(u(r-)) - ¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, 1r(r))) IE 
I ' I (2-p)+(P-l) = ¢(u(r-) + ~(r, 1r(r))) - ¢(u(r-)) - ¢ (u(r- ))(~(r, 1r(r))) E 
:5 (2kd~(r, 1r(r))IE sup IU(s)lr1)2-P (k221~(r, 1r(r))l~ sup IU(S)lr2)P-l 
0$8$t 0$8$t 
:5 KI~(r, 1r(r))I~ sup lu(s)lrp, 
0$89 
where K = (2kl)2-p(kI/2)P-l. 
Hence, 
2: I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, 1r(r)))-¢(u(r-)) - ¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, 1r(r))) IE 
rE(O,sjnV(7r) 
:5 K sup lu(s)lrp 2: I~(r, 1r(r))I~ 
0$89 rE(O,tjnV(7r) 
= K sup lu(s)11? r r I~(r, z)l~ N(dr, dz), 
O$B$t }O }z 
which also shows that the integral J~ Jz [¢(u(s- )+~(s, z))-¢(u(s-)) -¢'(u(s- ))(~(s, z))] N(ds, dz) 
is well defined since e E MP([O, TJ x n x Z, 'P, >. ® lP x v; D(A)). Therefore, we infer 
18 fz I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, z)) - ¢(u(r-)) - ¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, z))IEN(dr, dz) 
:5 K sup lu(s)lrp r r le(r, z)l~ N(dr, dz). 
O$B$t }O }z 
Hence, we get the following estimate for 12(t) 
h(t) :5 KlE sup lu(s)lrp rt r I~(r, z)l~ N(dr, dz), t E [0, TJ, 
0$89 }o }Z 
where the constant K only depends on kl' k2, P and q. Now applying HOlder's and Young's 
inequali ties to It ( t) yields 
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In the same manner for the integral 12(t) we can see that 
12(t) :::; KlE sup l'u(s)IFP t r I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dz) 
09::=;t Jo Jz 
,; K ( E o~~~t lu(s 1 I~-P)#;; ) 'T (r;: (J,' J.I~( s, z 11'!,N(ds, dz 1) ~ / 
< K (E o~~~t lu(Sllk) 'T (E (J,' f.i~(s,zll'!,N(ds,dz1 i): 
~ K(r;::"~~tIU(Sllk')'T (E(J,' J.1~(S,ZlIEN(ds,dz1)' m"'} 
:::; Kq-P€lE sup lu(s)lk+ KE ~lE( rt r 1~(S,Z)IEN(ds,dz))q 
q 0::=;8$t q € q Jo J z 
where we used the HOlder's inequality in the first and fourth inequalities and the Young's inequality 
in the third inequality. 
It then follows that 
lE sup lu(s)lk :::; klC q - 1 € lE sup lu(s)lk + klC q~1 lE ( rt r I{(s, Z)I~N(ds,dZ)) ~ 
09$t q 09$t € q Jo Jz 
+K q - P €lE sup lu(s)lk + KE ~ lE ( rt r I~(s, Z)IEN(ds, dZ))q 
q 099 q € q Jo Jz 
= (klC
q 
- 1 + K
q 
- p) €lE sup lu(s)lk 
q q O$B::=;t 
+(kIC q~l + KE ~)lE ( rt r I{(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) ~ . 
€ q q€q JoJz 
N ow we can choose a suitable number € such that 
( klC
q 
-1 + K
q 
- p) e = ~. 
q q 2 
Consequently, there exists C which is independent of A such that 
lE sup lu(s)lk:::; ClE (rt r I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) ~ . 
0$89 Jo Jz (3.7.17) 
Case II. Suppose {E MP(P;E). Set R(n, A) = (nI - A)-I, n EN. Then we put ~n(t,w) = 
nR(n, A)~(t,w) on [0, T] x n. Since A is the infinitesimal generator of the Co-semigroup S(t), 
t ~ ° of contractions, by the Hille-Yosida Theorem, IIR(n,A)11 :::; ~ and {n(t,w) E V(A), for every 
(t,w) E [O,T] x n. Moreover, {n(t,w) ~ {(t,w) pointwise on [O,T] x n. Also, we observe that 
I~n _ ~I = InR(n, A)~ - ~I :::; 21~1· Therefore, it follows by applying the Lebesgue Dominated 
Convergence Theorem that 
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converges to 0 aB n -t 00, 1I»-a.s. Since the poisson random meaBure N is a 1I»-a.s. positive meaBure 
and we have 
By taking a subsequence, still denoted by {en}n, we infer that 
faT h len(t, z) - e(t, z)IP N(dt, dz) -t 0, aB n -t 00 1I»-a.s .. 
One can also eaBily show that en E MP([O, T] x 0 x Z, P,'\ ® 11» x II; V(A)). 
Define, for each n E N, a process un by 
As we have already noted in CaBe I, the function un(t) can also be formulated in a way of strong 
solutions so that un(t) is cadlAg for each n E N. By the discussion in CaBe 1, for each n E N, un(t), 
o $ t $ T satisfies the following 
On the other hand, since by Theorem 3.3.2, we have 
Elun(t) - u(t)l~ = Elun(t) - u(t)l~ 
= E I lot l (S(t - s)en(s, z) - S(t - s)e(s, z) )N(ds, dz)i: 
$ CpE faT h I{n(s, z) - e(s, z)IPlI(dz) ds, 
we infer that un(t) converges to u(t) in £P(O) for every t E [0, T]. Moreover, from CaBe 1, we know 
that 
From the above discussion, we know that the right hand-side of the above inequality converges to 0 
aB n,m -t 00 if (3.7.10) holds. In this CaBe, it is possible to construct a sequence {nk}~=l of {n}~l 
for which the following is satisfied 
Hence, on the baBis of the Chebyshev inequality, we obtain 
11» { sup lun"+1(s) - un/c(s)1 > ..!.} $ k2qE sup lun/c+1(s) - unk(s)lq < ..!.. 
O$B$T k2 O$B$T k2 
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Then the series L:~ll!1' {suP09~T IUnk+l(S) - unk(s)1 > i} will converges. It follows from the 
Borel-Cantelli Lemma that with probability 1 there exists an integer beyond which the inequal-
ity 
1 
sup IUnk+l(S) - unk(s)1 ~ -O~8~T k2 
holds. Consequently, the series of cadlag functions 
00 
2:)unk+l(s) - unk(s)] 
k=l 
converges uniformly on [0, T] with probability 1 to a cadlag function which we shall define by 
u = (U(t))tE[O,Tj' In view of Lemma 3.7.8, it is possible to assume that the function u is separable. 
In such a case, the function sUP09~T lu(t)lq is measurable. Moreover, we have 
IE sup lun(t) - u(tW -t 0, as n -t 00. 
O~t~T 
Therefore, by the Minkowski Inequality we have 
1 1 1 
[IE sup lu(sW] ij ~ [IE sup lu(s) - un(s)lq] ij + [IE sup lun(S)l q] ij O~8~t O~8~t 0~8$t 
1 1 
" [E o~~~t lii(s) - un(s)I'j' + [C1E (I,' /.Ien(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) T 
Note that the constant C on the right side of above inequality does not depend on operator A. So 
the constant C remains the same for every n. It follows by letting n -t 00 in above inequality that 
IE sup lu(sW ~ CIE (rt r I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) ~ 0$8~t Jo Jz 
Also, we have for every t E [0, T], by Minkowski inequality that 
1 1 1 (1EIu(t) - u(t)I~) p ~ (1EIu(t) - un(t)I~);; + (1EIu(t) - Un(t)I~) p 
~ (1EIu(t) - Un(t)lk) ~ + (1EIu(t) - un(t)I~); 
1 ~ (IE sup lu(t) - Un(t)lk) ij + (1EIu(t) - un(t)I~); . 
O~t~T 
Letting n -t 00, it follows that u(t) = u(t) in £11(0) for any t E [0, T]. This shows the inequailty 
(3.7.11) for q' = q. The case q' > q follows from the fact that if the martingale type p Banach space 
E satisfies Assumption 3.7.4 for some q, then Condition 1 is also satisfied with q' > q. 
o 
Corollary 3.7.10. Let E be a martingale type p Banach space, 1 < p ~ 2. There exists a separable 
and cad lag modification u of u such that for some constant 0 and every stopping time T > ° and 
t > 0, 
IE sup lu(s)lk::; C IE (tl\7' r I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) ~ , 
0991\7' Jo J z 
(3.7.18) 
provided the right hand-side of (3.7.18) is finite. 
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Proof. Let us first consider the case when ~ E MP([O, T] x n x Z, P, oX ® IP' x Vj D(A)). A similar 
argument as in Theorem 3.7.9 gives the following 
¢(u(t)) = fot ¢'(u(s))(Au(s)) ds + fot h ¢'(u(s- ))(~(s, z))N(ds, dz) 
+ fot h [¢(u(s-) + ~(s, z)) - ¢(u(s-) - ¢'(u(s- ))(~(s, z))] N(ds, dz) 
::; fot h ¢'(u(s-))(~(s, z))N(ds, dz) 
+ fot h [¢(u(s-) + ~(s, z)) - ¢( u(s-) - ¢'(u(s- ))(~(s, z))] N(ds, dz) lP'-a.s. 
It follows that 
IE sup ¢(u(s)) = IE sup lu(s t\ T)lk 
O~B$t1\T O~B~tl\T 
::; IE sup ¢'(u(r-))(~(r, z))N(dr, dz) fo BAr 1 09~tl\T 0 Z 
lo
BAr 
+ IE SUp [¢(u(r-) + ~(r, z)) - ¢(u(r-) - ¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, z))] N(dr, dz) 
09~1\T 0 
= IE SUp r r l(O,r](r)¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, z))N(dr, dz) 09~t1\TJo Jz 
+ IE SUp r r l(o,r](r)I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, z)) 09~tl\T Jo J z 
- ¢(u(r-) - ¢'(u(r-))(~(r, z))IEN(ds, dz) 
=h+h 
Now we consider integral h By the definition of the Lebesgue-Stieltges inegral, we have 
foB h I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, z)) - ¢(u(r-) - ¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, z))IE1(o,r](r)N(dr, dz) 
= E I¢(u(r-) + ~(r,~(r))) - ¢(u(r-) - ¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, ~(r)))IEl(o,rJ(r), 
O<r~B 
Notice that the function ¢(-) = I . Iq is of class C2• Applying Taylor formula to function ¢ we get 
for some ° < (), 6 < 1, 
I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, 1r(r))) - ¢(u(r- ))IE1(o,r](r) 
::; I~(r, 1r(r))IEI¢'(u(r-) + Of-(r, 1r(r)))ll(o,r](r), 
I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, 1r(r))) - ¢(u(r-) - ¢'(u(r- ))(~(r, 1r(r)))IE1(o,rj(r) 
1 ~ 21~(r, 1r(r))I~I¢"(u(r-)) + 6~(r, 1r(r))ll(O,rj(r) 
Moreover we know that I¢'(X)I.C(E) ~ kllxlF1, so we obtain 
I¢'(u(r-) + ()~(r, 1r(r)))IE1(o,rj(r) ~ k1Iu(r-) + ()f.(r, 1r(r))I~ll(o,r](r) 
~ kl max {Iu(r- )IF1l(O,rj(r), lu(r-) + ~(r, 1r(r))I~-ll(O,r](r)}. 
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Observe that 
lu(r-)IF 1l(O,Tj(r) ~ sup lu(r-)IF1l(O,Tj(r) ~ sup lu(s-)IF1 ~ sup lu(s)Il-- 1, 
O~T~8 O~8~tAT O~8~tAT 
and 
where q ~ 2. Therefore, we infer 
I¢(u(r-) + ~(r, 7r(r))) - ¢(u(r- ))1 l(o,T](r) ~ I~(r, 7r(r))IEl(o,Tj(r)I¢'(u(r-) + ()~(r, 7r(r)))1 E ~~ 
~ kll~(r, 7r(r))IEl(o,T](r) sup lu(s)Il-- 1• 
09~tAT 
Similarly, from the assumption I¢"(x) I ~ k21xlF2 we obtain 
I¢"(u(r-)) + 8,(r, 7r(r))IEl(O,T](r) ~ k2 sup lu(s)IF21(o,Tj(r). 
09~tAT 
It then follows that 
L I¢(u(r-) + ~(r,'(r))) - ¢(u(r-) - ¢'(u(r-))('(r,'(r)))IE1(o,T](r) 
O<r9 
I 
' I (2-p)+(p-l) 
= L ¢(u(r-) + ~(r,~(r))) - ¢(u(r-) - ¢ (u(r- ))(,(r, ((r))) E l(o,T](r) 
O<r~8 
~ '" (2k11,(r,7r(r))IE sup lu(s)IF 1 l(O,T] (r)) 2-p (k21{(r, 7r(r))12 sup lu(s)IF21(O T](r))P-l L...J O<s9AT O<s<tAT' 
O<r~8 - - -
= K sup lu(s)lrp L I{(r, 7r(r))l~l(o,Tj(r). 
O~B~tM O<r~8 
Therefore, 
1B fz I¢(u(r-) + ,(r, z)) - ¢(u(r-)) - ¢'(u(r- ))(,(r, z)) IE1(O,T] (r)N(dr, dz) 
~ K sup lu(s)Il--P r (1,(r,z)l~l(O'Tj(r) N(dr,dz). O~8~tAT Jo Jz 
Hence, for integral 12, we can estimate as follows 
12 ~ KIE sup lu(s)IFP r ( I{(r, z)l~l(o,T](r) N(dr, dz). O~s~tAT Jo J z 
For integral It , applying the stopped Davis' inequality, see Corollary C.2 in [16], yields the following 
It ~ CIE (1B fz I¢'(u(r- ))({(r, z))1~1(o,T](r)N(dr, dZ)) ~ 
~ klCIE sup lu(s)Il-- 1 ({tAT (I{(r, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) * . 09~tAT Jo Jz 
The rest argument goes without any difference with the proof of Theorem 3:7.9. 
o 
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Theorem 3.7.11. Let E be an martingale type p Banach space, 1 < p ::; 2, satisfying Assumption 
9.7.4. Suppose 0 < q' < 00, where q is the number from Assumption 9.7.4. If ~ E M~('P; E) such 
that 
i 
IE (lot fz I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) P < 00, 
then there exists a separable and cddldg modification u of u such that for all 0 ::; t ::; T, 
i 
IE sup lu(s)I~::; c IE (t r I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) " , 
0::; s::; t Jo Jz 
(3.7.19) 
(3.7.20) 
Proof The inequality (3.7.20) hag already been shown for q' ~ q in Theorem 3.7.9. Now we are 
in a position to show it for 0 < q' < q. Let us fix q' such that 0 < q' < q. Take A > O. Define a 
stopping time 
Since the process J~ Jz I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dz), 0 < t ::; T is right continuous, the random time T is 
indeed a Ft+-stopping time. Moreover, we find out that J~ Jz le(s, z)I~N(ds, dz) ::; A, for 0 < t < T, 
and J; Jz I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dz) ~ A when T < 00. Also, we observe that for every 0 < t ::; T, 
IE lot fz f(s, z)N(ds, dz) = IE Iot-fz I(s, z)N(ds, dz). (3.7.21) 
This equality can be verified first for step functions, then for every function 1 in ~ E MP(",; E) 
we can approximate it by step functions in M~tep("'; E), so the equality (3.7.21) holds for every 
f E M~("'; E). Therefore, by using Chebyshev's inequaliy and Corollary 3.7.10 to Theorem 3.1.9, 
we obtain 
P ( sup lu(s)1 > A) ::; ,lIE sup lu(s)IQ O~s::;tM ",q O::;s::;tM 
::; ~IE (IotM fz 1~(S,Z)IPN(ds,dZ)) ~ 
= ~F. (l'Ml- i.1{(s.Z)IPN(ds.dZ)/ 
"~F. [(1.' fzi{(s.Z)IPN(ds.dz))~ AA'j. 
On the other hand, since {suPo::;s9Iu(s)1 > A, T ~ t} C {suPO::;S::;tM lu(s)1 > A}, we have 
P( sup lu(s)1 > A) = P( sup lu(s)1 > A, T ~ t) + P( sup lu(s)1 > A, T < t) 
0~8::;t o::;s::;t 099 
::; JP( sup lu(s)1 > A, T ~ t) + P(T < t) 
0::;s9 
::; JP( sup lu(s)1 > A) + P(T < t). 
O::;s::;tM 
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(3.1.22) 
(3.1.23) 
Substituting (3.7.22) into (3.7.23) results in 
li'(O~~~t lu(s)1 > A) "' ;'1E [ (I,' L I~(s, z)IP N(ds, dz) / A A'] 
+II' [ (I,' L I~(s, z)IP N(ds, dZ») ~ > A]. 
Integrating both sides of the last inequality with respect to measure q' )..q'-ld).. and applying the 
equality lElxlq' = Jooo q,)..q'-lp(IXI > )")d)", see [391. we infer that 
lE sup lu(sW' = roo P( sup lu(s)1 > )..)q,)..q'-ld).. 
O$B$t Jo O$B$t 
"' f ;'E [ (I,' fzi~(s, z )IP N(ds, dZ») ~ A A'] q' Aq' -IdA 
+ f P [ (I,' fzi~(S'Z)IPN(dS,dZ»); > A] N-Id>' 
= f ~E [ (1.' L le(s, z )IP N( ds, dZ») ~ A A'] if A" -IdA 
t. 
+ lE (lot fz le(s, z)IP N(ds, dZ)) l' • 
(3.7.24) 
1 
Let us denote (J~ Jz le(s, z)IP N(ds, dz)) jj by X. The first term on the right side of (3.7.24) becomes 
;, f E [ (I,' L I~(s, z) IP N(ds, dz) ) ~ A A'] N -IdA 
= C fooo lE(xq 1\ )..q)q,)..q'-q-1d).. 
= ClE fooo (xq 1\ )..q)q')..q'-q-1d).. 
x 
= ClE fo )..qq,)..q'-q-1d).. + ClE loo IXlqq,)..q'-q-1d).. 
= ClExq' + ClEXq loo q,)..q'-q-1d).. 
, 
= C(l + -q -)lEXq' 
q - q' 
=~lExq' 
q-q' 
, 
= Cq ,lE (t r le(s,Z)IPN(dS,dZ))~. 
q-q Jo Jz 
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Therefore, we conclude that 
i I 
lE sup lu(s)lql::; Cq ,lE (r [ I~(s, z)JP N(ds, dZ)) P + lE ([t [ I~(s, z)JP N(ds, dZ)) ~ 
0$s:9 q - q Jo Jz Jo Jz 
i 
= (1+ q~qq,)lE(lotll~(s,z)JPN(dS,dZ))P, 
which completes the proof. 
o 
Corollary 3.7.12. Let E be an martingale type p Banach space, 1 < p ::; 2 satisfying Assumption 
9.7.4. Suppose 0 < q' ::; p. If ~ E M~('P; E), then there exists a separable and cad lag modification 
it of u such that for some constant C > 0, independent of u, all t E [0, TJ, 
i 
lE sup lit(s)I~::; C lE ( [t [ I~(s, z)l~v(dz) dS) P 
O$s$t Jo Jz 
(3.7.25) 
Proof of Corollary 9.7.12. First, we consider the case q' = p. Since ~ E MP(P; E), so both inte-
grals fo fz I~(s, z)l~v(dz)ds and f~ fz I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dz) are well defined as the Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
integrals. We can obtain from Theorem 3.7.11 with q' = p that there exists a separable and cadlag 
modification it of u (3.7.25) such that 
lE sup lu(s)I~::; C lE ( [t [ I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) 
O$s$t ~ ~ 
= C lE (lot ll~(s, z)I~V(dZ)dS) < 00. 
This shows (3.7.25) for q' = p. Now we are in a position to show Inequality (3.7.25) for 0 < q' < p. 
Let q' be fixed. Take>. > O. Define stopping time 
r = inf{t E [0, TJ : (lot ll~(s, z)JPv(dz) dS) * > >.}. 
The random variable r is a stopping time. Indeed the process J~ Jz I~(s, z)JPv(dz) ds, 0 ::; t ::; T is 
a continuous process and so the claim follows immediately. It follows from Chebyshev's inequaliy 
and Corollary 3.7.10 that 
lP C$~~~IIT lu(s)1 > >.) = lE1{suPo:Sa<tM lu(s)I>'\} 
1 
::; ,lE sup lu(s)lq 
I\q O$s<tl\'r 
C ([tIlT [ )! 
::; >.qlE Jo Jz 1~(s,z)JPv(dz)ds 
::; ~E [ (I.' !.Ie(s. z)I'"( dz) ds ) ~ A ~q]. 
(3.7.26) 
where we used the definition of stopping time r and the increasing property of process J~ fz I~(s, z)JPv(dz) ds, 
o :5 t :5 T. The rest of the proof can be done exactly in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 
3.7.11. 0 
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Corollary 3.7.13. Let E be an martingale type p Banach space, 1 < p :::; 2 satisfying Assumption 
3.7.4. Then for any n E N there exists a constant 0 = O(n) such that for every every e E 
nk=l Mpk ([0, T] x n x Z, p, >. ® IP x v; E) and t E [0, T] we have 
IE sup lit(s)l~ :::; 0 tIE (rt r le(8, z)l~ V(dZ)dS)pn-k 
099 k=l Jo Jz (3.7.27) 
where it is the cddldg modification of u as before. 
The proof of Corollary 3.7.13 is similar to the proof Lemma 5.2 in Bass and Cranston [6] or 
of Lemma 4.1 in Protter and Talay [67J. Essential ingredients of that proof are the following two 
results. The second of them being about integration of real valued processes. 
Lemma 3.7.14. Let E be an martingale type p Banach space, 1 < p :::; 2, satisfying Assumption 
3.7.4. For any ° < q' < 00, there exists a constant 0 such that for all e E MP(P; E) we have 
I 
IE sup I r r e(r, z)N(dr, dZ)Iq' :::; OlE (rt r I~(s, z)I~N(ds, dZ)) ~, t E [0, TJ. 09~t Jo Jz E Jo Jz (3.7.28) 
Proof of Lemma 3.7.14- This result is a special case of Theorem 3.7.11 when S(t) = I, a :::; t :::; 
T. 0 
Lemma 3.7.15. For any n E N there exists a constant Dn > a such for any process 
n 
fEn MP"(P;IR) 
k=l 
and t E [0, TJ, the following inequality 
IE sup I r r f(r,Z)N(dr,dZ)l pn :::;DntlE( rt r If(8,Z)IP"V(dZ)d8)pn -" O~8~t Jo Jz k=l Jo Jz (3.7.29) 
holds. 
Proof of Lemma 3.7.15. We shall show this Lemma by induction. The case n = 1. This follows 
from [16J. Now we assume that the assertion in the Claim is true for n:- 1, where n E N and 
n ~ 2. We will show that it is true for n. Since by assumption f E MP('P; IR), so both integrals 
J~ Jz If(s,z)JPN(ds,dz) and J~ Jz If(s,z)JPv(dz)ds are well defined as Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals. 
Moreover, we have 
lot fz 1/(8, z)IP N(d8, dz) = lot fz I/(s, z)iP N(d8, dz) -lot fz 1/(8, z)iPv(dz)d8. (3.7.30) 
Hence by applying first inequality (3.7.28) and next the equality (3.7.30) we infer that 
IE sup I r r I(r, z)N(dr, dZ)l pn :::; OlE I rt r If(8, z)IP N(ds, dZ)l
pn
-
1 
(3.7.31) o9~t Jo Jz Jo Jz 
5: 2""-' c { E (J,' /.I/( s, z )IP N(ds, dz) r-' +E (J,' /.1/(s, z )IP v(dz) ds r-' }. (3.7.32) 
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Next, by the inductive assumption applied to the real valued process IflP E nk:; Mpk (Pi lR), we 
have 
t pn 
E 11 fz f(s, z)N(ds, dz)1 
::, 2P'-' C (Dn-l ~ IE (].' L If(s, z )IP;+> "( dz) ds y-->-< + E (].' L If(s, z )IP "(dz) ds yn-» 
~ Dn t E( rt r If(s, z)IPk v(dz) ds yn-k, (3.7.33) 
k=l Jo Jz 
This proves the validity of the assertion in the Lemma for n what completes the whole proof. 0 
Proof of Corollary 3.7.13. Let us take n E N. By applying first Theorem 3.7.11 and next the 
equality (3.7.30) when ~ E MP(P; E), we infer that for all t E [0, Tj, 
where we used in the third inequality Lemma 3.7.14 with f replaced by real-valued process I~I~ E 
n~:: Mpk(p;lR). This completes the proof of Corollary 3.7.13. 0 
It is possible to derive inequality (3.7.28) by the method used by Hausenblas and Seidler in 1381, 
see as inequality (4) therein. These authors used the Szekofalvi-Nagy's Theorem on unitary dilations 
in Hilbert spaces. The latter result has recently been extended by Frohlich and Weis [321 to Banach 
spaces of finite cotype. However, this method works only for analytic semigroups of contraction 
type while the results from the current paper are valid for all Co semigroups of contraction type. 
Let us now formulate the following result whose proof is a clear combination of the proofs from 
[38) and [32). For the explanation of the terms used we refer the reader to the latter work. Similar 
observation for processes driven by a Wiener process was made independently by Seidler 1741. 
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Theorem 3.7.16. Let E be an martingale type p Banach space, 1 < p ::; 2. Let -Abe a generator of 
a bounded analytic semigroup in E such that for some e < ! 7r, the operator A has a bounded Hoo (So) 
calculus. Then, for any 0 < q' < 00, there exists a constant a such that for all ~ E M~('Pj E) we 
have 
, 
lE sup (r r S(s - r)~(r, z)N(dr, dZ)) q' ::; OlE ( rt r I~(r, Z)I~V(dZ)dr) ~ t E [0, T]. 
0:99 Jo Jz E Jo Jz 
The following result could be derived immediately from the proof of above theorem. 
Corollary 3.7.17. Let E be a martingale type p Banach space, 1 < p::; 2. Let -A be a generator of 
a bounded analytic semigroup in E such that for some e < !7r the operator A has a bounded HOO(So) 
calculus. Then, the stochastic convolution process u defined by (3.7.8) has cddldg modification. 
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Chapter 4 
Stochastic Nonlinear Beam Equations 
w.r.t. Compensated Poisson Random 
Measures 
Throughout the whole chapter we assume that H is a real separable Hilbert space with inner product 
(.,.) and corresponding norm II . IIH. By B(H) we denote the Borel O'-field on H, i.e. the O'-field 
generated by the family of all open subsets of H. Let B : V(B) -+ H, V(B) c H, be a self-adjoint 
operator. Suppose that A: V(A) -+ H, where V(A) C V(B), is a self-adjoint (unbounded) operator 
and A ~ J1.1 for some J1. > 0. Moreover, we assume that B E C(V(A), H). Here V(A) is the domain 
of A endowed with the graph norm Ilxllp(A) := IIAxll. Let m be a nonnegative function of class Cl. 
Let (0, F, JP) be a probability space with the filtration ~ = (Ftk~o satisfying the usual hypotheses 
and (Z, Z, v) be a measure space, where v is a O'-finite measure. Let 
N((O, t] x B) = N((O, t] x B) - tv(B), t ~ 0, BE Z, 
be a compensated Poisson random measure on [0, T] x 0 x Z with its compensator v(.). 
Let M?oc(BF) be the space of all H-valued progressively measurable processes if> : 1R+ x 0 -+ H 
such that for all T ~ 0, 
Let M?olP) be the space of all H-valued ~-predictable processes cp : 1R+ x 0 x Z -+ H such that 
for all T ~ 0, 
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Our main aim is to consider the following stochastic evolution equation 
Utt = -A2u - f(t, u, Ut) - m(IIB!uII2)Bu + fz g(t, u(t-), Ut(t-), z)N(t, dz), (4.0.1) 
u(O) = Uo, Ut(O) = Ul· 
Here f : lR+ x V(A) x H :3 (t,~, 1]) t-+ f(t,~, 1]) E H, is a B(lR+)®B(V(A))®B(H)/B(H)-measurable 
function and 9 : lR+ x V(A) x H x Z :3 (t,e,1],z) t-+ g(t,~,1],z) E H, is a B(lR+) ® B(V(A)) ® 
B(H) ® Z/B(H)-measurable function. One can transform Equation (4.0.1) into the following first 
order system 
du = Utdt 
dUt = -A2udt - f(u, ut)dt - m(IIB!uI12)Budt + fz g(t, u(t-), Ut(t-), z)N(dt, dz). 
Or equivalently, we can rewrite it in the form 
( ::t ) = (_~2 ~) ( :t ) dt + ( -f(t, u, Ut) _ °m(IIB!ulI)Bu ) dt 
+ ( Jzg(t,u(t-),Ut~t-),Z)N(dt,dZ) ). 
Now we introduce a new space 11. := V(A) x H with the product norm 
1/ ( : ) II: := IIAxll~ + lIyll~· 
It is easy to see that 11. is a Hilbert space with norm II • 111£' We also define functions 
Put 
F : lR+ x V(A) x H :3 (t,~, 1]) t-+ ( _ f(t,~, 1]) _ ~(IIB! ~1I2)Be ) E 11. 
G: lR+ x V(A) x H x Z:3 (t,e, 1], z) t-+ ( (t ~O .)) E 11.. 9 ,.",1], Z 
Set u = (u,Ut)T and UQ = (uo,udT. Then Equation (4.0.1) allows the following form 
du = Audt + F(t, u(t))dt + fz G(t, u(t-), z)N(dt, dz), t ~ 0 
u(O) = UQ. 
(4.0.2) 
(4.0.3) 
( 4.0.4) 
(4.0.5) 
Remark 4.0.18. See also Chapter V in [54J. The operator A generates a Co-unitary group on 11.. 
To prove this one needs to prove that both A and -A generate contraction Co-semigroups on 11.. 
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For this it is sufficient to apply the Lumer-Phillips theorem. Hence we only need to show that A is 
dissipative and 'R(I - A) = 1-£ and the same for -A. 
The operator A is dissipative. To see this, we first observe that for every x = (Xl. X2) T E 1-£, 
So 
(Ax, x) = (AX2' AXI) + (-A2xI,X2) 
= (AX2' AXI) - (AXI' AX2) = 0, 
which shows that A is dissipative. In order to apply Lummer-Phillips Theorem, we also need to 
verify that 'R(I - A) = 1-£. The inclusion "c" is clear. For the opposite part 'R(I - A) ::) 1-£, we 
take Y = (Yi! Y2) T E 1-£. We need to find x = (Xi! X2) T E 1J(A) such that (I - A)x = y. So 
(12 -}) ( ~~ ) = ( ~~ ) 
That is Xl - X2 = YI and A2XI + X2 = Y2. By some simple operation, this system is equivalent to 
(I + A2)XI = YI + Y2 
X2 = XI-Yl' 
This system has a unique solution if and only if (I + A2) is invertible. This is true by the following 
reasons. Since A ~ J.t1, so A2 ~ J.t2 I. Then O'(A2 - J.t21) C 1R+. Here 0'(A2 - J.t2 I) is the spectrum set 
of A2 - J.t21. Set A = _J.t2 -1 < O. So A E p(A2 - J.t21). It follows that AI - (A2 - J.t21) = -I - A2 
is invertible. Thus 1+ A2 is invertible. Therefore, this system has a unique solution X = (Xl, X2) T. 
This means that Y E 'R(I - A). 
Now by applying the Lumer-Phillips Theorem [621, we find out that the operator A is the infinites-
imal generator of a contraction Co-semigroup, denoted by (T+(t)k:~o, in 1-£. 
In the same way, one can show that the operator -A is dissipative and 'R(1 +A) = 1-£. On the basis 
of the Lumer-Phillips Theorem mentioned above, we see that the operator -A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a contraction Co-semigroup, denoted by (T_(t))t>o, in 1-£. 
Then one can see that A is the infinitesimal generator of a cOl~'traction Co-group etA, -00 < t < 00 
given by 
4.1 Existence of Mild Solutions to the Stochastic Nonlinear Beam 
Equations 
Definition 4.1.1. A strong solution to Equation (4.0.5) is a 1J(A)-valued adapted stochastic 
process (X(t)k~o with cAdlag paths such that 
(1) X(O) = uo a.s., 
(2) the processes ¢>, tp defined by 
¢>(t,w) = F(t,X(t,w)) (t,w) E 1R+ x n; 
tp(t,w,z) = G(t,X(t-,w),z) (t,w,z) E 1R+ x n x Z 
belong to the spaces M1oc(BF) and M?o/P) respectively. 
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(3) for any t ~ 0, the equality 
X(t) = U() + fat AX(s)ds + fat F(s, X(s»ds + fat fz G(s, X(s-), z)N(ds, dz) (4.1.1) 
holds IP-a.s. 
Definition 4.1.2. A mild solution to Equation (4.0.5) is an 1l-valued predictable stochastic 
process (X(t)k::o with cadlag paths defined on (n,F,~,IP) such that the conditions (1) and (2) in 
the definition of 4.1.1 are satisfied and for any t ~ 0, the equality 
X(t) = etAU() + fat e(t-a)A F(s, X(s»ds + fat fz e(t-a)AG(s, X(s-), z)N(ds, dz) 
holds a.s. 
( 4.1.2) 
We say that a solution (X(t»t~O to the Equation (4.0.5) is pathwise unique (or up to dis-
tinguishable) if and only if for any other solution (Y(t)h~o, we have 
JP(X(t) = Y(t), for all t ~ 0) = 1. 
Remark 4.1.3. (1) Note that the strong solution has to take values in V(A) while the mild solution 
takes values in the whole space 1l. Besides, not every mild solution is a strong solution. But 
if a strong solution exists for Equation (4.0.5), then it should be of the form (4.1.2). 
(2) Notice that since processes appearing on both sides of equality (2.1.7) are cadag, so from the 
fact that if two processes are modifications of each other and they have a.s. right continuous 
paths, then they are indistinguishable, we infer that the order of the quantifiers "for all t ~ 0 
" and "IP-a.s." can be interchanged. 
Definition 4.1.4. We say that X is a mild solution on a closed stochastic interval [0,0'] if the 
integral on the right of (4.1.2) is defined on [0,0'] and it equals to X on [0,0'], IP-a.s., namely 
X(t) = etAU() + fat e(t-a)A F(s, X(s»ds + fat fz e(t-s)AG(s, X(s-), z)N(ds, dz) on [0,0'], IP-a.s. 
(4.1.3) 
Remark 4.1.5. Alternatively, we may rewrite (4.1.3) in the following equivalent form 
(tIlT 
X(t 1\ T) = etAU() + Jo e(tllT-s)A F(s, X(s»ds + IT(G(X»(t 1\ T) t 2:: 0, IP-a.s., ( 4.1.4) 
where IT(G(X» is a process defined by 
IT(G(X»(t) = lot fz 1 [O,Tj (s)e(t-s)AG(s, X(s-), z)N(ds, dz), t ~ O. 
Remark 4.1.6. According to Corollary 13.7 in the monograph [58J every predictable and right-
continuous martingale is continuous, so if we impose both properties on a process, it turns out that 
we are assuming nothing but the continuity of the process. In our definition, the reason why we need 
the predictability of the process X is to get the predictability of the integrand e(t-s)AG(t, X(s), z). 
But since we assume that the process is cadlag, we can get around this difficulty by taking the 
left-limit process. 
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In this section we are going to consider the simple case where the function F is given by 
F: IR+ x n x H x H -t 11., (t,w,e,'T]) f-t ( -f(t,~,e,'T]) ). (4.1.5) 
To order to show the existence and the uniqueness of our mild solution, we impose certain growth 
conditions and the global Lipschitz conditions on f and g. 
Assumption 4.1. 7. There exist constants K, and Kg such that for all t ~ 0 and all x = (Xb X2) T E 
11., 
IIf(t,xl,x2)11t- ~ K,(1 + IIxlI~) fz IIg(t, Xb X2, z)lIt-v(dz) ~ Kg(1 + IIxlI~)· 
( 4.1.6) 
(4.1.7) 
Assumption 4.1.8. There exist constant L, such that for all t ~ 0 and all x = (Xl, X2) T E 11., 
Y = (Yb Y2)T E 11., 
(4.1.8) 
Assumption 4.1. 9. There exist constant Lg such that for all t ~ 0 and all X = (x I, X2) T E 11., 
Y = (YI,Y2)T E 11., 
( 4.1.9) 
Now let's start our main theorem of this section. The proof of existence of mild solution is based 
on Banach fixed point theorem. 
Theorem 4.1.10. Suppose that functions f,g satisfy Assumptions 4.1.7, 4·1.8 and 4.1.9. Then 
there exists a unique (up to distinguishable) mild solution of Equation (4.0.5). In particular, if 
Uo E D(A), F(·, u(·)) E M?oc(BF; D(A)) and G(·, u(·)) E M~oc('P; D(A)), 
then the mild solution coincides with probability 1 with a strong solution at all the points over IR+. 
More precisely, the mild solution satisfying (4.1.2) is IP-equivalent to 
u(t) = Uo + fot Au(s)ds + fot F(s, u(s))ds + fot fz G(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) IP-a.s. t ~ O. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1.10, we willl first establish several auxiliary results. 
Proposition 4.1.11. Suppose that Z : IR+ -t 11. is a progressively measurable process. Let X(t) = 
etAZ(t), t ~ 0 and yet) = e-tAZ(t) Then X(t) and Yet), t ~ 0 are progressively measurable 
processes. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1.11. Define a function a: IR+ x 11.3 (t,x) f-t etAx E 11.. Since etA, t ~ 0 is 
a contraction Co-semigroup, so lIetAII.c(l£) ~ 1 and for every X E 11., a(·,x) is continuous. Also, for 
every t ~ 0, a(t,·) is continuous. Indeed, let us fix Xo E 11.. Then for every x E A 
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Thus a( t, .) is continuous. This shows that the function a is separably continuous. Since by the 
assumption the process Z is progressively measurable, one can see that the mapping 
IR+ x n 3 (s,w) t--t (s, Z(s,w)) E IR+ x 1£ 
is progressively measurable as well. So the composition mapping 
IR+ x n 3 (s,w) t--t (s, Z(s,w)) t--t a(s, Z(s,w)) E 1£ 
is progressively measurable, and hence, the process X(t), t ~ ° is progressively measurable. The 
progressively measurability of process Yet), t ~ ° follows from the above proof with A replaced by 
-A. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.10. Given T ~ O. First we denote by M} the set of all1£-valued progressively 
measurable processes X : lR+ x n --t 1£ such that 
IIXIIT:= sup (1EIIX(t)lIt)! < 00. 
09$T 
Then the space M} endowed with the norm IIXIIA := sUPO$t$T e-At (IEIIX(t)lIt)!, >. > 0, is a 
Banach space. Note that the norms II·IIA, >. ~ 0, are equivalent. Let us define a map CPT: M} --t M} 
by 
(CPTX)(t) = etAuo + lot e(t-s)A F(s, X(s))ds + lot fz e(t-.9)AC(s, Xes), z)N(ds, dz). 
We shall show that the operator CPT is a contraction operator on M} for sufficiently large values of 
>.. We first verify that if X EM}, then CPTX EM}. 
Claim 1. The process J6 e(t-s)AF(s, Xes)) ds, t E [0, T], is progressively measurable. 
Proof of Claim 1: Since F is B(lR+) ® B(1£)/B(1£)-measurable and the process X(t), t E [0, T] is 
progressively measurable, so the mapping 
[O,T] x n 3 (t,w) t--t (t,X(t,w)) t--t F(t,X(t,w)) E 1£ 
is progressively measurable as well. 
By Lemma 4.1.11 we find out that e(-s)AF(s,X(s)) is also progressively measurable. It then 
follows from the Fubini Theorem that the integral J6 e(-s)A F(s, Xes)) ds is Ft-measurable. 
Since the process [O,T] 3 t t--t J6e(-s)AF(s,X(s))ds E 1£ is continuous in t, this together 
with the adaptedness assert the progressively measurability of the process J6 e(-s)A F(s, Xes)) ds, 
t E [0, T]. Again, by Proposition 4.1.11, we infer that the process 
lot e(t-s)AF(s,X(s))ds = etA lot e-SAF(s,X(s)) ds, t E [O,T], 
is also progressively measurable. _ 
Claim 2. The process J6 Jz e(t-s)AC(s, Xes), z)N(ds, dz), t E [0, T] has a progressively measurable 
version. 
Proof of Claim 2: First of all, we show that the process J6 Jz e(t-s)AC(s, Xes), z)N(ds, dz), ° ~ t ~ 
T is ~-adapted. Let us fix t E [0, T]. Since by assumption the process X is progressively measurable, 
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a similar argument as in the proof of claim 1 shows that the integrand function e(t-s)AC(s, Xes), z) 
is progressively measurable. Hence by assumption 4.1.7, the integral process 
for fz 1(o,tje(t-s)AC(s,X(s),z)N(ds,dz), r E [O,T] 
is well defined. Moreover, we know from Theorem 3.3.2 that this process is none but a martingale. In 
particular, for each r E [0, Tj, the integral J; Jz 1(o,tje(t-s)AC(s, Xes), z)N(ds, dz) is oFr-measurable. 
By taking r = t, we infer that J~ Jz 1(o,tje(t-s)AC(s, Xes), z)N(ds, dz) is oFt-measurable. 
Also, In view of Theorem 3.7.9, the stochastic convolution process J~ Jz e(t-s)AC(s, Xes), z)N(ds, dz), 
t E [0, Tj has a cAdlag modification. Therefore, we infer that the process 
fot fz e(t-s)AC(s, Xes), z)N(ds, dz), t E [0, Tj 
has a progressively measurable version. 
In conclusion, the process (~TX)(t), t ?: ° is progressively measurable. So it remains to show 
that II~TXII~ < 00. 
First, we find out that 
II~TXIIA ~ lIe·AUoIiA + lifo' e('-S)AF(S,X(s))dSIl
A 
+ lifo' fz e(·-s)AC(s, Xes), z)N(ds, dz)IIA 
= II +12+h 
For the first term lIt by the definition of the norm II . IIA' we have 
where we used the fact that etA is a contraction Co-semigroup. Also, by using the Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality and the growth conditions (4.1.6) and (4.1.7), for the second term h we obtain 
1 
1, = O~~T ,-At ( E 11f.' ,(t-.) ... F(., X (.) )dslIJ 
~ sup e-AtT! (lE ft IIF(s, X(8))lItdS)! 
O$t$T Jo 
~ sup e-AtT!Kj (lE ft(1+ IIX(8)lIt)dS)! 
O$t$T Jo 
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In the same way, we have 
J, ~ O~~~T e-At (IE 11f.' fz e(HIAG(s, X (8), z )N(ds, dz) II:) 1 
= sup e->.t (E t r lIe(t-s)AG(s, X(s), z)II~/.I(dZ)dS) ~ O~t~T Jo Jz 
$ KJ sup e->.t (E rt (1 + IIX(s) 1I~)dS)! o~t~T Jo 
$ KJT! + KJ ( rt e-2>.(t-s)ds sup E e-2>,sIlX(s) 112 )! Jo 09~T 11. 
1 1 1 1 
$ KfjT"2 + 2,,\ Kfj IIX(s)II>., 
where the second equality follows from the isometry property of Itt) integral w.r.t. compensated 
Poisson random measures and the second inequality follows from the growth condition (4.1.7) of 
the function g. Combining the above three estimates, we get 
! 11111 ! 
IIwT{X)lIl $ 1~ + 12 + 13 $ IlUoII~ + TKj + KJT"2 + 2..\ (T'iKJ + Kg )IIX(s)lI>. < 00, (4.1.1O) 
which implies that WT(X) EM}. 
Now we shall show that WT is a contraction provided ..\ is chosen to be large enough. For this we 
take XI. X2 EM}. Then we obtain the following inequality 
IIWT(Xt> - WT{X2) II>. = 111' e('-S)A(F{s,Xl(S» - F{s,X2(s»)ds 
+ l' fz e(·-s)A (G(s, Xl(S), z) - G(s, X2(S), z») N(ds, dz)//: 
$111' e(,-s)A (F(s, Xl(S» - F(s, X2(S» )dsll>. 
+ Ill' fz e(,-s)A (G{s, X 1{s), z) - G(s, X2{S), z») N(ds, dz)ll>. 
= 14 + 15, (4.1.11) 
Observe first that, similarly to the estimates on 12 before, we have 
/, ~ O~~~T e-At (IE 1If.' e(·-,IA( F(8, X,(s)) - F(s, X2(s)) )d811:) I 
'" Tl O~~~T e->' (IE f.' Ile('-'IA( F(8, X,(s)) - F(s, X2(S») II: ds ) I 
$ T!Lj sup e->.t (E rt IIXl(S) - X2(s)ll~ dS)! O~t~T Jo 
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where we used the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the globally Lipschitz assumption (4.1.6) on 
f. Also on the basis of the Ito isometry property (see Theorem (3.3.2)) and the global Lipschitz 
assumption (4.1.7) on g, we find out that 
By substituting above estimates into the right-side of inequality (4.1.11), we get that 
(4.1.12) 
Therefore, if T~~i+Lg ~ !, then WT is a strict contraction in Mf. We then apply the Banach 
Fixed Point Theorem to infer that WT has a unique fixed point in Mf· This implies that for 
any ° < T < 00, there exists a unique (up to modification) process (u(t))O$t$T E Mf such that 
u = WT(U) in Mf. 
Notice that we can always find a cadag version satisfying (4.1.2). Indeed, we know that the unique-
ness holds in the sense that if there exists another process U E Mf satisfying U = WTU, then for 
every t E [0, TI, u(t) = u(t), JP-a.s. Let N := {X E Mf : X = WTX}' By the uniqueness, the 
set N contains all stochastically equivalent processes of the process U. Among those stochastically 
equivalent processes in N, we are trying to find a version (u(t» of (u(t)) such that (u(t)) is cadlag 
and (u(t) satisfies (4.1.2). For this, we define 
u(t) = (WTU)(t) 
= etAUo + lot e(t-s)A F(s, u(s»)ds + lot fz e(t-s)AG(s, u(s), z)N(ds, dz), t E [0, TI, 
Note that the process u is cadlag, see Theorem 3.7.9. Hence, we may define 
u(t) = (WTU)(t) 
= etAUo + lot e(t-s)A F(.OJ, u(s)ds + lot fz e(t-s)AG(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz), t E [0, T]. 
We observe by the definition of two processes u and u that for all t E [0, T], IEllu(t)-u(t)llt = 0. This 
implies that u is a cadlag version of ii. From this, we also find out that IE JJ' lIu(t) - u(t)lltdt = 0. It 
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follows form the continuity of functions F{t, x) and G{t, x, z) in the variable x that for all t E [0, T], 
lEllu{t) - u{t)IIt ::;2lE II fat e(t-S)A( F{s, u{s)) - F{s, u{s)) )dS//: 
+ 2lEilla
t fz G{s, u{s), z) - G{s, u{s-), z)N{ds, dz)lI: 
=2lE II fat e(t-S)A( F{s, u{s)) - F{s, u{s)) )dsll: 
+ 2lE fat fz IIG{s, u{s), z) - G{s, u{s), z)II:ZI{dZ)dS = O. 
Hence, we infer that for all t E [0, T], 
u(t) = u(t) = etAua + lot e(t-s)A F(s, u(s))ds + lot fz e(t-s)AG(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz), lP-a.s., 
(4.1.13) 
which shows that u satisfies (4.1.2). Since both sides of above equality are cadag, the stochastically 
equivalence becomes lP-equivalence. More precisely, we obtain a pathwise uniqueness cadlag process 
in M} such that for all t E [0, TJ, the equality (4.1.2) holds. However, if we release the cadlag 
property, the pathwise uniqueness no longer holds and we could only have stochastically uniqueness 
instead. 
Now the uniqueness feature of a solution on any given priori time interval [0, T] allows us to amal-
gamate them into a solution (u(t)k:~o to problem (4.0.5) on the positive real half-line. Moreover, 
this solution (u(t)k:::o to problem (4.0.5) is unique up to distinguishable. 
In other words, for t ~ 0, 
u(t) = etAua + fat e(t-s)AF(s, u(s))ds + fat fz e(t-s)AG(s, u{s-),z)N(ds,dz) lP-a.s.. (4.1.14) 
Note also that since u EM}, for every T > 0, 
lE faT 1!F(s, u(s))lltds::; L}lE faT(l + Ilu(s)lIt)ds::; L}T(l + IIull}) < 00; 
lE loT fz IIG(s, u(s), z)IItv(dz)ds::; L~lE foT(l + IIu(s)IIt)ds::; L~T(l + IIull}) < 00; 
which shows that F(·, u(·)) E M~oc(BF) and G(·, u(·), z) E M?oc(P). In conclusion, Problem (4.0.5) 
has a unique mild solution. 
Now let us suppose that ua E V(A), F(·, u(·)) E M?oc(BFj V(A)) and G(·, u(·)) E M~oc(Pj V(A)), 
where V(A) is endowed with the graph norm. We observe that u(t) E V(A) for every t ~ o. To 
see this, let us us fix t ~ o. Let R(A, A) = (AI - A)-I, A > 0, be the resolvent of A. Since 
AR(A,A) = AR(A,A) - IE, AR(A,A) is bounded. Hence, since G(·,u(·)) E M~(PjV(A)), we 
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obtain 
R(>', A) lot 1 Ae(t-8)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) 
Thus, it follows that 
= lot 1 R(>', A)Ae(t-8)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) 
= >.R(>., A) lot 1 e(t-8)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) 
-lot 1 e(t-8)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz). 
lot fz e(t-s)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) 
= R(>', A) [>. fat 1 e(t-s)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) - fat fz Ae(t-B)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dZ)] . 
Since Rng(R(>', A» = D(A), we infer that J~ Jz e(t-B)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) E D(A). Here Rng 
denotes the range. In a similar manner, we can show that J~ e(t-8)AF(s, u(s»ds E D(A). Hence, 
u(t) E D(A). 
Now we are in a position to show that 
A lot 1 e(t-B)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) = lot 1 Ae(t-s)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz), l?-a.s. t ~ OJ 
A lot e(t-B)AF(s,u(s»ds = lot Ae(t-B)AF(s,u(s»ds, l?-a.s. t ~ O. 
(4.1.15) 
For this, let us take h E (0, t). Since eh~_/ is a bounded operator, we have the following 
lE IIA lot 1 e(t-B)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) -lot 1 Ae(t-B)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dZ)1I 2 
$ 2lE II (e
hA
h- I - A) lot 1 e(t-s)AC(s, u(s-), Z)N(dS,dZ)lr 
+ 2lE II lot 1 (ehAh- I - A) e(t-B)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dZ)lr 
= 2lE II (e
hA
h- I - A) lot 1 e(t-s)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dZ)lr 
+ 2lE fat fz /I (ehA
h
- I - A) e(t-s)AC(s, u(s), Z)/l2 v(dz)ds 
:= I(h) + II(h). 
Since we showed that J~ Jz e(t-B)AC(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) E D(A), we infer that the term I(h) 
converges to 0 a.s. as h .!. O. 
It is easy to see that the integrand 
II (e
hA
h 
- I - A) e(t-B)AC(s, u(s), Z)I( 
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is bounded by a function C1IAG(s, u(s), z)1 2 which satisfies lE J~ Jz IAG(s, u(s), z)1211(dz)ds < 00 for 
every t ~ ° by the assumptions. Since A is the infinitesimal generator of the Co-semigroup (etAh>o, 
the integrand converges to ° pointwise on [0, tj x n x Z. Therefore, the Lebesgue Domina~d 
Convergence Theorem on interchanging a limit and an integral is applicable. So the second term 
Il(h) converges to ° as h ..l- ° as well. Therefore, we have 
lE IIA lot fz e(t-s)AG(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) -lot fz Ae(t-s)AG(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dZ)/r = 0, 
which gives that 
A fat fz e(t-s)AG(s,u(s-),z)N(ds,dz) = fat fz Ae(t-s)AG(s,u(s-),z)N(ds,dz), IP'-a.s. t ~ 0. 
Similarly, one can show that 
A fat e(t-s)AF(s, u(s))ds = lot Ae(t-s)AF(s, u(s))ds, IP'-a.s. t ~ O. 
On the other hand, we have, for every 0 < T < 00, 
lE loT lot IIAe(t-s)AF(s,u(s))II~dsdt ~ lE loT lot IIF(s,u(s))II~(A)dsdt < 00. 
It follows that for every t E [0, Tj, 
faT fat IIAe(t-s)AF(s,u(s))II~dsdt < 00, IP'-a.s. 
Similarly, we also find out that for every ° < t < T < 00, 
lE loT fat fz IIAe(t-s)AG(s, u(s), z)ll~lI(dz)dsdt 
::; lE loT lot fz IIG(s, u(s), Z)II;(A)lI(dz)dsdt < 00. 
Now one can apply the general Fubini's Theorem and the stochastic Fubini's theorem to obtain for 
every 0 < s < t < 00 
lot los Ae(s-r)AF(r,u(r))drds 
= fat it Ae(s-r)AF(r, u(r))dsdr 
= lot (e(t-r)A - I) F(r, u(r))dr 
= lot e(t-r)A F(r, u(r))dr - lot F(r, u(r))dr, IP-a.s., (4.1.16) 
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and 
lot los h Ae(s-r),AG(r, u(r-), z)N(dr, dz)ds 
= lot h (it Ae(s-r),AG(r, u(r-), Z)dS) N(dr, dz) 
= lot h (it Ae(S-r),AdS) G(r, u(r-), z)N(dr, dz) 
= lot h (e(t-r),A - I) G(r,u(r-),z)N(dr,dz) 
= lot h e(t-r),AG(r,u(r-),z)N(dr,dz) -lot h G(r,u(r-),z)N(dr,dz), IP-a.s., 
(4.1.17) 
where we used the fact that since the semigroup et,A, t ~ 0 is strongly continuous, t ~ et,Ax is 
differentiable for every x E V(A). From what we have proved in the preceding part, we know that 
Problem (4.0.5) has a unique mild solution which satisfies 
u(t) = et,AU{) + lot e(t-s),A F(s, u(s))ds + lot h e(t-s),AG(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) IP-a.s. t ~ O. 
Hence first by (4.1.15) we conclude that Au is integrable IP-a.s. and then by using (4.1.16) and 
(4.1.17) we obtain 
lot Au(s)ds = lot Aet,AU{) + lot los Ae(s-r),A F(r, u(r))dr + lot los h e(s-r),AG(r, u(r-), z)N(dr, dz) 
= et,AU{) - U{) + lot e(t-r),AF(r, u(r))dr -lot F(r, u(r))dr 
+ lot h e(t-r),AG(r, u(r), z)N(dr, dz) - lot h G(r, u(r-), z)N(dr, dz) 
= u(t) - U{) -lot F(r, u(r))dr -lot h G(r, u(r-), z)N(dr, dz) 
which shows that the mild solution is also a strong solution. 
Conversely, let u be a strong solution. By making use of the It6 formula (3.5.6) to the function 
'l/J(s,y) = e(t-s),Ay and process uA(s) = R(A,A)u(s), where R(A,A) is the resolvent of A, we infer 
for every t ~ 0 
e(t-s),A R(A, A)u(s) - R(A, A)U{) = -lot e(t-s),A AR(A, A)u(s)ds + lot e(t-s),A R(A, A)Au(s)ds 
+ lot e(t-s),AR(A,A)F(s,u(s))ds 
+ lot h e(t-s),A R(A, A)G(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz), IP-a.s. 
It follows that for every t ~ 0 
R(A, A)e(t-s).Au(s) = R(A, A) (U{) + lot e(t-s),A F(s, u(s))ds 
+ lot h e(t-s),AG(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz)) lP-a.s. 
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Hence we have for every t ~ 0, 
u(t) = etAua + lot et- sA F(s, u(s))ds + lot fz et-sAG(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz), lP-a.s .. 
Thus, we infer that u is of the form (4.1.1). Furthermore, the stochastic equivalence becomes 1P-
equivalence in view of the cadlag property of the strong solution and the mild solution. Therefore, 
mild solution and strong solution are lP-equivalent or in other word, uniqueness of strong solution 
holds. 
Remark 4.1.12. The following equation is a special form of Equation (4.0.5), 
du = Audt + F(t)dt + fz G(t, z)N(dt, dz) 
u(O) = ua, 
and hence in view of Theorem 4.1.10 it has a unique mild solution. Therefore, u satisfies 
u(t} = etAua + lot e(t-s)A F(s)ds + lot fz e(t-s)G(s, z)N(ds, dz) lP-a.s. t 2 o. 
o 
(4.1.18) 
In such a case, if ua E V(A), F(s) E V(A) and G(s, z) E V(A), for every s 2 0 and z E Z, Equation 
(4.1.18) has a unique strong solution which is stochastically equivalent to a mild solution. Hence 
by Definition 4.1.1 u satisfies satisfies 
u(t) = ua + lot Au(s)ds + lot F(s)ds + lot fz G(s, z)N(ds, dz) lP-a.s. t ~ O. 
4.2 Local Mild Solutions 
Now we turn to consider the case where f is locally Lipschitz continuous, g is globally Lipschitz 
continuous and f, g satisfy the Assumption 4.1.1. 
Assumption 4.2.1. Assume that for every R > 0, there exists LR > 0 such that for all t ~ 0 and 
for every x = (Xl, X2) T, Y = (Yl> Y2) T E 11. satisfying Ilxllu, IIYllu :5 R, 
(4.2.1) 
Now we shall examine stochastic equation (4.0.5) of a more general type than the equation 
with F defined by (4.1.5) in the preceding Theorem. Note that the function 11. 3 X = (Xl. X2) t-t 
m(IIB!xlI12)Bxl E H, is locally Lipschitz continuous. Hence if we suppose that f satisfies As-
sumption (4.2.1), then the function F given by (4.0.3) satisfies the locally Lipschitz condition as 
well. 
Remark 4.2.2. Note that since m E C I (IR+), the function X -+ m(IIB!xI1l 2) is locally Lipschitz 
continuous, hence m(IIB! xll12)BxI is also locally Lipschitz continuous. 
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For future reference we specifically state the following important observations. 
Remark 4.2.3. (1) Because of the continuity of the function F(t, x) in x and the integration of F 
is defined with respect to dt, the equation (4.0.5) can be rewritten in the following equivalent 
form 
du = Audt + F(t, u(t-»dt + fz G(t, u(t-), z)N(dt, dz), t ~ O. 
(2) Suppose that X and Y are two c8.dIAg processes and T is a stopping time. If X and Y coincide 
on the open interval [0, T), i.e. 
X(s,w)l[O,T)(s) = Y(s,w)l[o,T)(s), (s,w) E lR+ x n, 
then we have 
G(s, X(s-), z)l[o,T] = G(s, Y(s-), z)l[o,T]' 
This is because, the function G(s, X(s-), z) depends only on the values of X on [0, T). How-
ever, if G(t, w, x, z) itself is a stochastic process rather than a deterministic function, the above 
fact may no longer hold. 
Definition 4.2.4. A stopping time T is called accessible if there exists an increasing sequence 
{Tn}nEN of stopping times such that Tn < T and limn-too Tn = T a.s. We call such sequence {Tn}nEN 
the approximating sequence for T. A local mild solution to (4.0.5) is an tl-valued, predictable, 
c8.dlag local process X = (X(t»O$t<T, where T is an accessible stopping time with an approximating 
sequence {Tn}nEN such that for any n EN and t > 0, the stopped process x[n := X(t 1\ Tn), t ~ 0 
satisfies, 
(tllTn 
X(t 1\ Tn) = etAuo + Jo e(tllTn-s)AF(s, X(s»ds + 1Tn(G(X»(t 1\ Tn) t ~ 0, IP-a.s., (4.2.2) 
where 1Tn(G(X» is a process defined by 
1Tn(G(X»(t) = it fz l[O,Tn](s)e(t-s)AG(s,X(s-),z)N(ds,dz), t ~ O. 
Here we call T a life span of the local mild solution X. A local mild solution X = (X(t»O<t<T to 
equation (4.0.5) is pathwise unique if for any other local mild solution X = {XO$t<f} to equ;'tion 
(4.0.5), 
X(t,w) =X(t,w), (t,w) E [O,Tl\f) x n. 
A local mild solution X = (X(t»O<t<T is called a maximal mild solution if for any other local 
mild solution X = (X(t»O$t<f satisfyi~g f ~ T a.s. and XI[O,T)Xn '" X, then X = X. Furthermore, 
if P( T < (0) > 0, the stopping time T is called an explosion time and if P( T = +(0) = 1, the local 
mild solution X have no explosion and it is called a global mild solution to Equation (4.0.5). 
Remark 4.2.5. (1) There is an alternative way to define a local mild solution. We say that an 
tl-valued c8.dIAg process X defined on an open interval [0, T) is a local mild solution if there 
exists an increasing sequence { Tn} of stopping times such that Tn /' T, or in other words 
[0, T) = Un[O, Tn], and X is a mild solution to problem (4.0.5) on every closed interval [0, Tn], 
n EN (see Remark 4.1.5). 
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(2) If Equation (4.0.5) has the property of uniqueness for local solutions, then the uniqueness of 
local maximal solution holds as well. 
Lemma 4.2.6. If a function h : 11. -t 11. is locally Lipschitz on a closed ball B(O, R) c 11., then the 
function h : 11. -t 11. defined by 
- {h(X)' h(x) := h( Rx ) 
l1Xll'1i ' 
is globally Lipschitz. 
if Ilxll'H :::;; R, 
otherwise. 
Proof. Since h is locally Lipschitz, we assume that there is a constant K such that for allllxll'H' Ilyll'H :::;; 
R, 
Ilh(x) - h(y)ll~ :::;; Kllx - YII~. 
Let's consider the function h in three cases. 
If IIxll'H' Ilyll :::;; R, then by the definition of b and local Lipschitz property of h we find out that 
Ilh(x) - h(y)ll~ = Ilh(x) - h(y)lI~ :::;; Kllx - YII~ 
If Ilxllll ~ R and Ilyllll > R, then 
zE1~~,R) liz - yll'H = 111I~r'H - yl\'H ' 
so we we deduce that 
Ilh(x) - h(y)ll~ = IIh(X) - h(~)11: :::;; K IIx - ,,~rllll: 
:::;; 2Kllx - YII~ + 2K lIy - II~r'H II: 
:::;; 2Kllx - YII~ + 2Kllx - YII~ = 4Kllx - YII~· 
Similarly, for all Ilxll'H > Rand Ilyllll :::;; R, we have 
Ilh(x) - h(y)ll~ :::;; 4Kllx - YII~· 
If IIXII'H' Ilyll'H > R, then 
Ilh(x) - h(y)ll~ = IIh( II~'H) - h( II~rll )11: :::;; K 1I1I~1l - lI~rllll: 
= KR2111x~11l - IIY~lll ( :::;; KR211x - YII~· 
Take K' = max{4K,KR2}. Therefore, 
Ilh(x) - h(Y)II'H :::;; K'llx - YII~ Vx,y E 11., 
as required. 
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Theorem 4.2.7. Suppose that Assumptions 4.1.7, 4.1.9 and 4.2.1 are satisfied. Then there exists 
a unique maximal local mild solution to Equation (4.0.5). 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.7. Set j(x) = - f(t, w, Xl, X2) - m(IIB!xlI12)Bxl' Since j is locally Lipschitz 
continuous, for every n EN we may define the following mapping 
- {j(X) if IIXII1-t ~ n 
fn(x) = j( 1I:li1l) if Ilxll1-t > n, 
where X E 11.. Then jn is globally Lipschitz continuous by Lemma 4.2.6. Set Fn(x) = (O,jn(X)) T 
for every X E 11.. Therefore, by Theorem 4.1.10 for every n E N there exists a unique mild solution 
(Xn(t))t>o to Problem (4.0.5) with F substituted for Fn which is given by 
Xn(t) = etAU{) + fat e(t-s)AFn(.9,Xn(s))ds + fat fz e(t-s)AC(s,Xn(s),z)N(ds,dz), t ~ 0. (4.2.3) 
Define a sequence of stopping times {'Tn}~=l by 
'Tn := inf{t ~ 0: IIXn(t)lI1-t > n}. 
By the cMIAg property of the solution Xn, we know, in view of the Propersition 2.2.3, that 'Tn is 
indeed a stopping time. First let us note that for every n < m, we have Fn(x) = Fm(x) = F(x) for 
all Ilxll1-t ~ n. Since IIXn (t)II1-t ~ n for all t < 'Tn, so by (4.2.3) we obtain 
Xn(t) = etAU{) + fat e(t-s)AFn(s,Xn(s))ds + fat fz e(t-s)AC(s,Xn(s-),z)N(ds,dz) 
Set 
= etAU{) + fat e(t-s)A F(s, Xn(s))ds + fat fz e(t-s)AC(s, Xn(s-), z)N(ds, dz), t E [0, 'Tn). 
(4.2.4) 
4>(Xn) := etAU{) + fat e(t-s)A F(s, Xn(s))ds + fat fz e(t-s)AC(s, Xn(s-), z)N(ds, dz). 
Note that 
which means that the value of 4>(Xn) at 'Tn depends only on the values of Xn on [0, 'Tn). Hence we 
may extend the solution Xn on [0, 'Tn) to Xn on [0, 'Tn] by setting (see Appendix) 
rn Xn( 'Tn) = 4> (Xn)( 'Tn) = eTnAU{) + Jo e(Tn-s)A F(s, Xn(s))ds + I Tn (C(Xn))( 'Tn) (4.2.5) 
where 
I Tn (C(Xn))(t) = fat fz 1 [O,Tn]e(t-s)AC(s, Xn(s-), z)N(ds, dz), t ~ 0. 
In such a case, combining (4.2.4) together with (4.2.5), we deduce that the stopped process XC· t\ Tn) 
satisfies 
(4.2.6) 
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In a similar way, we have 
(tATn 
Xm(t /\ Tm) = e(tMn)Aua + Jo e(tMm-s)AF(s, Xm(s))ds + ITn (C(Xm))(t /\ Tn), t E lR+ 
Set Tn,m = Tn /\ Tm. It follows that II X n{t)II ~ n < m and IIXm(t)II ~ m for t E [0, Tn,m)' So 
Fn(s, Xn(s)) = F{s, Xn(s)) and Fm{s, Xm(s)) = F(s, Xm(s)). Therefore, Xn and Xm both satisfy 
the same Equation 
X(t) = etAua + {t e(t-s)A F(s, X{s))ds + t ( e(t-s)AC(s, X(s-), z)N(ds, dz), on [0, Tn m). Jo Jo Jz ' 
Hence by the uniqueness of mild solution proved in the theorem 4.1.10, we have 
Xn{t) = Xm{t), on [0, Tn,m) a.s. 
Since 
.0.Xn{Tn,m) = L C{Tn,m,Xn(Tn,m-),z)N({Tn},dz), 
and the Remark 4.2.3 tells us that C{s, Xn, z) and C(s, Xm, z) coincide on [0, Tn,mj, we infer 
Xn = Xm on [0, Tn,mj. 
It follows that 
'Tn ~ 'Tm if n < m. 
We will show this assertion by contradiction. Let us fix n < m. Suppose that JP(Tn > Tm) > 0. Set 
A = {Tn> Tm}. By the definition of the stopping time Tn, we have IIXn(t)IIrt ~ n for t E [0, Tn) 
and IIXm{Tm)IIrt ~ m > n. Since Xn coincides with Xm on [0, Tn,m]' we find IIXn{Tm)IIrt = 
IIXm{Tm)IIrt > n on A which would contradict the fact that IIXn(t)IIrt ~ n for t E [0, Tn). Therefore, 
we conclude that Tn ~ Tm a.s. for n < m. This means that {Tn}~l is an increasing sequence. So 
the limit limn-too Tn exists a.s. Let us denote this limit by Too· Let 00 = {w : limn-too Tn = Too}. 
Note that P{Oo) = 1. 
Now define a local process (Xt)O:5t<Too as follows. If w ¢ 00, set X{t,w) = ° for all ° ~ t < Too. 
If w E 00, then there exists a number n E N such that t ~ Tn{W) and we set X{t,w) = Xn(t,w). 
The process is well defined since Xn{t) exists uniquely on {t ~ Tn}. Indeed, for every t E lR+ by 
(4.2.6) we have 
(tATn 
Xn{t /\ Tn) = e(tMn)Aua + Jo e(tMn-s)A F(s, Xn{s))ds + ITn (C(Xn)){t /\ Tn) 
Since X{t) = Xn(t) for t ~ Tn, we infer that 
(tATn 
X{t /\ Tn) = e(tMn)AUO + Jo e(tMn-s)A F(s, X{s))ds + ITn (C(X))(t /\ Tn) 
where we used the fact that for all t ~ 0, 
IT (C{Xn))(t) = {t ( 1 [O,Tn] (s)e(t-s)AC{s, Xn(s-), z)N(ds, dz) 
n Jo Jz 
= it fz I[O,Tn]{s)e(t-S)AC(S/\ Tn,Xn(S/\ Tn-),z)N(ds,dz) 
= it L I[O,Tn](s)e(t-S)AC(S!\ Tn, X(S/\ Tn-), z)N(ds, dz) 
= I Tn (G{X))(t). 
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Furthermore, by the definition of the sequence {'Tn}~=l we obtain 
lim IIX(t,w)ll1t = lim IIX('Tn(w),w)lI1t ~ limn = 00 a.s .. 
V~M n n 
(4.2.7) 
To show that the process X(t), ° ::; t < 'Too is a maximal local mild solution to Problem (4.0.5). 
Let us suppose that X = (X(t»o<t<t is another local mild solution to Problem (4.0.5) such that 
T ~ 'Too a.s. and XI[O,TOO)Xn "" X~ It follows from (4.2.7) and the IF-equivalence of X and X on 
[0, 'Too) that 
lim IIX(t,w)lI1t = lim IIX(t,w)lI1t = 00. 
t/'Too(W) t/'Too(W) 
(4.2.8) 
In order to get the maximality of X, we need to show that IF(T > 'Too) = 0. To prove this, assume 
the contrary, namely IF(T > 'Too) > 0. Since X is a local mild solution, there exists a sequence {Tn} 
of increasing stopping times such that X is a mild solution on the interval [0, Tn], i.e. the equation 
(4.2.2) is satisfied. Define a new family of stopping times by 
(In,k := Tn A inf{t : IIX(t)1I > k}; (Jk := sup (In,k' 
Since (In,k ::; Tn, (Jk ::; Tn. Also, observe that limk (Jk = T. This is because 
lim(Jk = lim sup (In,k = sup lim (In,k = sup Tn = T. 
k k n n k n 
Therefore, since (Jk /' T and IF(T > 'Too) > 0, there exists a number k such that IF((Jk > 'Too) > 0. 
Hence, we have IIX(t,w)II1t::; k for t E ['Too(W),(Jk(W» contradicting the earlier observation (4.2.8). 
Now we continue to show the uniqueness of the solution. Actually, the uniqueness of the solution 
has already shown in above construction of solution X. Alternatively, we may prove it in another 
way. Let X and Y be two mild solution to Problem (4.0.5) on the stochastic intervals [0, 'T] and 
[0, (J]. respectively. We shall show that X = Y, IF-a.s. on [0, 'T A (J]. 
For each n EN, define 
(In = inf{t ~ ° : IlYn(t)lI1t > n or IIX(t)ll1t > n} A'T A (J An. 
Then IIY(t)lI1t ::; nand IIX(t)lI1t ::; non [0, (In). Further, we find out that limn-too IF((Jn < (JA'T) = 0. 
Hence we only need to verify that X = Y on [0, (In], IF-a.s. Since X(t), t E [0, 'T] and Yet), t E [0, (J] 
are both mild solutions to Problem (4.0.5), we infer for that 
X(t) = etAUo + lot e(t-B)A F(s, X(s»ds + lot fz e(t-8)AG(s, X(s-), z)N(ds, dz) IF-a.s., on [0, (In) 
yet) = etAUo + lot e(t-B)AF(s, Y(s»ds + lot fz e(t-B)AG(s, Y(s-), z)N(ds, dz) IF-a.s. on [0, (In). 
Therefore, by using the Cauchy-Schwarz and Burkholder-Davis inequalities (see Corollary 3.7.12) 
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that 
IE C~~CTn IIX(S) - y(s)II:) 
:::; 2IE ( sup II r e(S-r)A( F(X(r)) - F(Y(r)) ) dr I12) 
O$S<CTn io 'H 
+ 21E (o:~.f •. IIJ.' 1. e,,-,)A ( G( r, X(r-), z) - G(r, Y (r- ), Z») N(dr, dZ{) 
:::; 2nL~IE l CTn IIX(s) - Y(s)lI~ds 
+ 2CLgIE l CTn IIX(s) - Y(s)lI~ds 
(tACTn 
:::; C(n)IE io O;::lCTn IIX(U) - Y(u)ll~ds, 
where C(n) = 2(nLn + CLg). By applying the Gronwall Lemma, we obtain for every t ~ 0, 
IE ( sup \\X(s) - y(s)\\2 ) = O. 
O$S<CTn 'H 
This implies that for every Xi[o,CTn) and YI[O,O'n are indistinguishable. By Remark 4.2.3, we infer 
that X = Y on [O,O'n] lP'-a.s. 0 
4.3 Existence of Global Solutions 
Suppose that Assumptions 4.1.7 and 4.2.1 are satisfied. By Theorem 4.2.7, there exists a unique 
maximal local mild solution to Equation (4.0.5) given by 
a.s., (4.3.1) 
where Tn = inf{t ~ 0 : Ilu(t)II'H > n}, limn -+oo Tn = Too and 
i"'n (G(X))(t) = It+ fz e(t-s)AG(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz). 
We call Too the explosion time of (4.3.1). Now we shall apply Khas'minski's test to show that 
Too = +00 a.s. That is u is a unique global mild solution. 
Lemma 4.3.1. (Khas'minskii's test for nonexplosions) Let u(t), 0 ~ t < Too be a maximal local 
mild solution to Equation (4.0.5) with an approximating sequence {Tn}nEN. Suppose that there exists 
a function V : 'H -+ lR such that 
1. V ~ 0 on 'H, 
2. qR = infllxll'H~R V(x) -+ +00 
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9. EV(u(t A Tn)) ~ EV(Uo) + C J; (1 + E(V(u(s A Tn))) )ds for each n E N, 
4. EV(Uo) < 00. 
Then Too = +00 lP-a.s. We call V a Lyapunov function for (4.0.5). 
Proof. Since by the assumptions 
EV(u(t A Tn)) ~ EV(Uo) + C lot (1 + JE(V(u(s A Tn))) )ds, t ::::: 0, 
we infer that 
Hence, by applying the Gronwall Lemma, we obtain 
1 + EV(u(t A Tn)) ~ (1 + EV(Uo))eCt . 
Thus we have for each n E N that 
EV(u(t A Tn)) ~ (1 + EV(Uo) )eCt - 1, t::::: O. 
It follows that for each n E N, 
1P({Tn < t}) = El{Tn<t} = f I{Tn<t}dlP = f qn 1{Tn<t}dlP ~ ~ f V(u(t A Tn))I{Tn<t}dlP In In qn qn In 
~ ~ f V(u(t A Tn))dlP = ~EV(u(t A Tn)) ~ ~ [(1 + EV(Uo) )eCt - 1] . 
qn In qn qn 
Since lEV(Uo) < 00 and qn -+ 00 as n -+ 00, so limn-+oolP({Tn < t}) = 0. Since the sequence Tn is 
increasing, the sets {{Tn < t}}n are decreasing. Thus we infer that for every t ::::: 0, 
1P({Too < t}) = 1P({ lim Tn < t}) = IP (n {Tn < t}) = lim 1P({Tn < t}) = o. 
n-+oo n-+oo 
nEN 
Hence Too = +00, lP-a.s. o 
Theorem 4.3.2. Suppose that Assumptions 4.1.7 and 4.2.1 are satisfied and Uo is Fo-measurable. 
Let u be the unique maximal local mild solution to Equation (4.0.5) with life span Too. Then Too = 
+00 lP-a.s. 
Proof of Theorem 4.9.2. Let u(t), 0 ~ t < Too be a maximal local mild solution to problem (4.0.5). 
Define a sequence of stopping times by 
Tn = inf{t ::::: 0 : lIu(t)ll1t ::::: n}, n E N. 
Then in the proof of Theorem 4.2.7, we showed that {Tn}nEN is an approximating sequence of the 
accessible stopping time Too. In order to apply Khas'minskii's test, we need to find a Lyapunov 
function. Define a function V : 'H. -+ 1R+ by 
1 2 1 1 2 
V(x) = 2"lIxll1t + 2"M(II B 2 x IIIH)' 
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where x = (Xl,X2)T E 1-£ and M(s) = J;m(r)dr, s ~ O. It is clear that for every x E 1-£, 
V(x) ~ O. 
Observe that 
qR = inf V(x) = -21 inf IIxll~ + -21 inf M(IIB!XII1 2) IIxlI'H~R IIxlI'H~R IIxlI'H~R 
= ~R2 + ~ inf M(IIB!XII12 ) 
2 2I1xlI'H~R 
1 1 l 11B'Xl1l 2 
= _R2 + - inf m(r)dr. 
2 2 IIxlI'H~R 0 
Taking the limit in this equality as R ~ 00, we obtain that qR ~ +00. Meanwhile, we have 
1 2 1 1 
IE(V(Uo)) = 21E11UoII1i + 2IEM(IIB2UoIIH) < 00. 
Thus conditions 1,2,4 in the definition of Lyapunov function are satisfied. It remains to verify 
condition 3 from Lemma 4.3.1, namely, 
IEV(u(t 1\ Tn)) $IEV(Uo) + C lot (1 + IE(V(u(s 1\ Tn))) )ds, t ~ O. (4.3.2) 
The idea is to prove (4.3.2) first for global strong solution and then extend to the case when u is a 
local mild solution. 
Step 1: Inequality (4.3.2) holds for global strong solutions. Suppose that u is a global 
strong solution to Problem (4.0.5) satisfying 
u(t) = Uo + lot [Au(s) + F(s,U(S),Ut(s))]ds+ lot fz G(s,u(s-),z)N(ds,dz), JP-a.s. t ~ O. 
Applying the ItO formula, see Theorem 3.5.3, to the process U(·I\Tn ) and function V(x) = !llxll~ + 
~M(IIB!XIllk), we obtain 
(tArn 
V(U(t 1\ Tn)) - V(Uo) = Jo (DV(u(s), Au(s) + F(s, U(s))))1idS 
{tllTn ( [ 
+ Jo Jz V(U(S) + G(S, U(S), Z)) - V(U(S)) (4.3.3) 
- (DV(u(s)), G(S, U(S), z))] v(dz)ds 
t llTn ( [ + Jo Jz V(u(s-)+G(s,u(s-),z))-V(u(s-))]N(ds,dz), t~O. 
(4.3.4) 
Note that for any x = (Xl,X2)T and h = (hl,h2)T, 
DV(x)h = (x, h)1i + m(IIB!Xl I12)(Bix1 , Bi hI) 
1 2 
= (x, h)1i + m(IIB2xIIIH )(BXb hI) 
= (x, h)1i + m(IIB!xdl~ )(AA-2 BXb Ahl) 
1 ( A -2 Bx ) (h ) =(3(,h)1i+m(IIB2xIII~)( 0 1 , h~ )1i. 
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It follows that for all x E V(A), 
Moreover, 
1 (A-2BX ) (DV(x),F(x)ht=(x,F(x))1t+m(IIB~xlllt.)( 0 1 ,F(x))1t 
= (( :~ ), ( -m(IIB!Xlllh)~Xl - !(Xt. X2) }1t 
.! 2 (A -2 BXl) ( 0 ) 
+ m(IIB2xtlIH)( 0 '-m(IIB!xlllt.)Bxl - !(Xt, X2) )1t 
= (x2,-m(IIB!xlllt.)Bxl-!(Xt, X2))H+O 
= -m(IIBtx111t. )(X2' BXl)H - (X2' !(Xl, X2))H, X E 1-l. 
Combining the above equalities, we infer that 
On the other hand, we find 
and 
1 21 12121 12 V(X + G(X, Z)) - V(X) = 2'lIx + G(X, z)ll1t + 2'M(IIB'2x1Il H) - 2'IIXII1t - 2'M(IIB'2x11I H ) 
1  
= 2'lIxlit + (x, G(x, z))1t + 2'IIG(x, z)llt - 2'llxllt 
= (X2' g(Xl' X2, Z))H + ~1I9(Xl' X2, z)llh· 
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From these relations we obtain 
(tl\Tn 
V(U(t /\ Tn)) - V(uo) = Jo (DV(u(s), Au(s) + F(s, U(s))))rtds 
{tMn ( [ 
+ Jo Jz V(U(s) + G(s, U(s), z)) - V(U(s)) 
- (DV(u(s)), G(s, U(s), z))] v(dz)ds 
{tMn ( [ 
+ Jo Jz V(u(s-) + G(s,u(s-),z)) - V(u(s-))] N(ds, dz) 
(tl\Tn 
= - Jo (Ut(s), f(s, u(s), ut(s)))Hds 
{tMn { [ 1 + Jo Jz (Ut(S),g(S,U(S),Ut(S),Z))1i + 2I1g(s,u(S),Ut(s),z)lI~ 
- (Ut(S), g(U(S), UteS), Z))H] v(dz)ds 
{tMn { [ 1 
+ Jo Jz (Ut(S-),g(S,U(S-),Z))1i + 2 I1g(s,u(s-),z)lIt]N(ds,dz) 
tMn 1 {tMn ( 
= - Jo (Ut(s), f(s, u(s), Ut(s)))Hds + 2 J
o 
Jz IIg(s, u(s), z)lItv(dz)ds 
tMn { [ 1 + Jo Jz (Ut(s-),g(s,u(s-),z))1i + 21Ig(s,u(s-),z)II~]N(ds,dz). 
Taking the expectation to both sides of the above equalities we infer that 
{tMn 1 tMn ( 
lEV(u(t /\ Tn)) = lEV(UO) -lE Jo (Ut(s), f(s, u(s), Ut(s)))Hds + 2lE Jo Jz Ilg(s, u(s), z)lItv(dz)ds 
= lEV( uo) -lE lot (Ut( s), f(s, u(s), Ut(s))) H l(O,tMn} (s)ds 
+ ~lE t ( Ilg(s, u(s), z)lIt1(o,tMn} (s)v(dz)ds 
2 Jo Jz 
1 (t 1 rMn 
::; lEV(UO) + 2(1 + Kf)lE Jo (1 + Ilu(s /\ Tn)II~)ds + 2KglE Jo (1 + lIu(s /\ Tn )lIt)ds 
1 (t 
= lEV(uo) + 2(1 + Kf + Kg) Jo (1 + lEllu(s /\ Tn )lIt)ds, t ~ O. 
Above we used the growth conditions (4.1.6)-(4.1.7) of functions f and g. Therefore, inequality 
(4.3.2) holds if we set C = ~(1 + Kf + Kg). 
Step 2: Inequality (4.3.2) holds for a local mild solution. 
In this case, one of the main obstacles is that the solution u to the Problem (4.0.5) under Assumptions 
4.1.7 and 4.2.1 is a local mild solution, so the lifespan of solution Too may be finite. For this, we fix 
n E N and introduce the following functions 
jet) = l[O,Tn)(t)f(t, u(t 1\ Tn)), t ~ 0, 
get, z) = 1 [O,Tn] (t)g(t, U(t 1\ Tn-), Z), t ~ 0 and z E Z. 
Here u(t), 0 ::; t < Too, with Too = limn -4oo Tn, is the unique local mild solution of the Problem 
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(4.0.5) under the Assumptions 4.1.7 and 4.2.1. Denote 
- ( 0 ) F t = - 1 ( ) - f(t) - m(IIB 2 u(t 1\ Tn)IIt-)Bu(t 1\ Tn)lrO,Tn)(t) and G(t,z) = ( g(~z) ). 
One can see that the process F and G are bounded. So Consider the following linear non-
homogeneous stoch88tic equation 
dv(t) = Av(t)dt + F(t)dt + h C(t, z)N(dt, dz), t 2: 0, 
v(O) = u(O). 
(4.3.5) 
(4.3.6) 
By Theorem 4.1.10, there exists a unique global mild solution of this equation which is given by 
v(t) = etAu(O) + lot e(t-8)AF(s)ds + lot h e(t-s)AC(s, z)N(ds,dz), t 2: o. (4.3.7) 
Hence the stopped process v(· 1\ Tn) satisfies 
{tllTn 
v(t 1\ Tn) = e(tllTn)Au(O) + Jo e(tllTn-s)A F(s)ds + ITn (G)(t 1\ Tn), t 2: 0, 
where 88 usual 
One can observe that 
ITn (C)(t) = lot h 1ro,Tn] (s)e(t-8)AC(s, z)N(ds, dz) 
= lot h 1ro,T
n
] (s)e(t-8)AG(s, u(s 1\ Tn-), z)N(ds, dz) 
= lot h 1ro,Tn] (s)e(t-8)AG(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz) 
= ITn(G(u»(t), t 2: o. 
Therefore, on the b88is of Lemma 4.7.1, we find out that for each n EN 
(tllTn 
v(t 1\ Tn) = e(tllTn)Au(O) + Jo e(tllTn-8)A F(s)ds + ITn (G)(t 1\ Tn) 
{tllTn 
= e(tllTn)AU(O) + Jo 1(O,Tn]e(tllTn-8)AF(s)ds + ITn(G(U»(t 1\ Tn) 
(tllTn 
= e(tllTn)AU(O) + Jo e(tllTn-8)A1ro,Tn] (s)F(s, U{S 1\ Tn»ds + ITn (G(U»(t 1\ Tn) 
= U(t 1\ Tn) JP-a.s. t ~ O. 
The second difficulty here is that the It6 formula is only applicable to the strong solution. So our 
next step is to find a sequence of global strong solutions which converges to the global mild solution 
v uniformly. To do this, let us set, with R{m; A) = (mI - A)-I, 
Um(O) = mR(m; A)u(O); 
Fm(t,w) = mR(m;A)F(t,w) for (t,w) E lR+ x n; 
Gm(t,w,z) = mR(m;A)C(t,w,z) for (t,w,z) E lR+ x n x z. 
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Since A is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction Co-semigroup (etA )t>o, by the Hille-Yosida 
Theorem, IIR(m;A)I/ ~ ~, Fm(t,w) E V~A), for eve:y (t,w) E lR+ x n and Gm(t,w,z) E V(A) for 
e_very (t,w, z) E lR+ x n x Z. Moreover, Fm(t,w) -t F(t,w) pointwise on_lR+ x n and Gm(t,w, z)-t 
G( t, w, z) pointwise on lR+ x n x Z. Next, we note that I !Pm I/1-l and l!Pm - FI/1-l is bounded from 
above by a function 21!P111-l belonging to M?oc(B.r; lR), so the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence 
Theorem tells us that for every T > 0, 
lim IE r
T 
IIFm(t) - F(t)ll~dt = 0 
m-+oo Jo (4.3.8) 
Analogously, we know that IIGml/1-l and IIGm -AGI/1-l are bounded by functions I/GII1-l and 21IGII1-l, re-
spectively, which are both belonging to M?ocCP; lR). So again we can apply the Lebesgue Dominated 
Convergence Theorem to find out that for all T > 0, 
lim IE r
T rIGm(t,z)-G(t,z)l~v(dz)dt=O. (4.3.9) 
m-+oo Jo Jz 
Clearly, by the definition, Fm(t,w) E V(A), for all (t,w) E lR+ x n and Gm(t,w,z) E V(A), for all 
(t,w,z) E lR+ x n x Z. Hence by the boundedness discussed before, we infer Fm E M?oc(B.r;V(A)) 
and Gm E M?ocCP; V(A)), mEN. 
From Theorem 4.1.10, it follows that the following Equation 
dvm(t) = AVm(t)dt + Fm(t)dt + fz Gm(t, z)N(dt, dz), t ~ 0 
vm(O) = Um(O) 
has a unique global strong solution which satisfies that lP'-a.s. for all t ~ 0, 
vm(t) = etAmUm(O) + lot e(t-s)Am Fm(s)ds + lot fz e(t-s)AGm(s, z)N(ds, dz), 
Note that we can rewrite this global strong solution in the following form 
Vm(t) = Um(O) + lot [Avm(s) + Fm(s)]ds + lot fz Gm(s, z)N(ds, dz), t ~ O. 
(4.3.10) 
(4.3.11) 
Let u be a stopping time. Now we can apply It6 formula, see Theorem 3.5.3, to the process Vm of 
the form (4.3.11) and the function V to get 
V(vm(u)) - V(Um(O)) = iou (DV(vm(s), AVm(s) + Fm(s)))1-lds 
+ lou fz [V(vm(s) + Gm(s, z)) - V(vm(s)) - (DV(vm(s)), Gm(s, z))] v(dz)ds 
+ lou fz [V(vm(s-) + Gm(s,z)) - V(vm(s-))]N(ds,dz). (4.3.12) 
We next observe that for every T > 0, 
lim IE sup IIvm(t) - v(t)ll~ = O. 
m-+oo O=:;t=:;T 
(4.3.13) 
Indeed, from (4.3.7) and (4.3.10) we find out that 
vm(t) - v(t) = lot e(t-s)A (F(S) - Fm(s)) ds + lot fz e(t-s)A (G(s, z) - Gm(s, z)) N(ds, dz), t ~ O. 
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Using the Cauchy-Swartz inequality, we obtain 
E O~~~T II fat e(t-s)A (F(s) - Fm(s)) dS[ ::; TE O~~~T fat lIe(t-S)A (F(s) - Fm(s)) II: ds 
::; TE faT IIF(s) - Fm(s)ll: ds. 
The right side of above inequality converges to 0, as m -t 00, as we have already shown before in 
(4.3.8). Therefore, we obtain 
lim E sup II rt e(t-s)A (F(S) - Fm(S)) dsl12 = 0. 
m-+oo 09:5T Jo 1-£ 
Meanwhile, we can use the Davis inequality for stochastic convolution processes, see Section 3.7.2, 
to deduce that 
E sup II rt r e(t-s)A (a(s, z) - am(s, z)) N(ds, dZ)11
2 
09:5T Jo J Z 1-£ 
::; CE loT h Ila(t, z) - am(t, z)"~v(dz)dt. (4.3.14) 
Note that the right side of (4.3.14) converges to ° as m -t 00 by (4.3.9). Hence we have 
lim E sup II rt r e(t-s)A (a(s, z) - am(s, z)) N(ds, dz)11
2 
= 0, 
m-+oo O:5t:5T Jo J Z 1-£ 
which proves equality (4.3.13). 
Therefore, we conclude that vm(t) converges to v(t) uniformly on any closed interval [0, T], ° < T < 
00, lP-a.s. Hence, by taking a subsequence if necessary we may assume that vm(t) -t v(t), uniformly 
and Fm(s) -t F(s) and am(s, z) -t a(s, z) on [0, u(w)J, as m -t 00, for almost all w in n. 
We introduce the following canonical linear projection mappings 
71'1 : "H. :3 ( : ) r-t x E V(A) 
71'2 : "H. :3 ( : ) r-t y E "H.. 
Calculations similar to those performed in Step 1 yield 
(DV(vm(s),Avm(s) + Fm(s)))1-£ 
= (vm(s),Avm(s) + Fm(s)))1-£ 
+ m("B!7I'1Vm(S)"~)( ( A-2 B~lVm(S) ) , AVm(s) + Fm(s)))1-£ 
= (vm(s),Avm)1-£ + (vm(s), Fm(s))1-£ + m("B!7I'1Vm(S)"~)(B7I'1Vm(S), 71'lAvm(s) + 71'lFm(s))H 
::; (vm(s), Fm(s))1-£ + m("B!7I'1Vm(S)"~ )(B7I'1Vm(S) , 71'2Vm(S) + 71'l Fm(S))H, S ~ 0, 
where we used the fact that 71'lAv~(t) = 71'2Vm(t) on [0, T] and (v(s), AV)1-£ ::; 0, since the operator 
A is dissipative. Moreover, since 71'lam(S, z) = m(m2 1+ A2)-lg(s, z) and 71'2 am (8, z) = m2(m2 1+ 
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A2 )-lg(S, z), we infer 
(DV(vm(s», Gm(s, z»)rt (4.3.15) 
- (II 1 (2 )(( A-2B7rlVm(s») -
= (vm(s), Gm(s, z»)rt + m B 2 7rlVm s)IIH 0 ' Gm(s, z»)rt 
= (Vm(S),Gm(s,z»)rt +m(IIB!7rlvm(s)II~)(( A-2B~lVm(s) ), ( :~g:~::;j ))rt 
= (Vm(S), Gm(s, z»)rt + m(IIB! 7rlvm(s)lI~ )(A-2 B7rlVm(S), 7rlGm(S, z» H, S ~ O. 
Furthermore, we have 
V(Vm(S) + Gm(S, z» - V(vm(s» 
1 - 2 1 .1 (- 2 
= 2 1IVm(s) + Gm(s,z)lIrt + 2M(IIB27rl(Vm S) + Gm(S,Z»IIH) 
- -21I1vm(s)lI~ - -21 M(IIB~7rlVm(s)II~) ( ) 4.3.16 
= (vm(s), Gm(s, z»)rt + ~IIGm(S' z)lI~ + ~M(IIB!7rl(Vm(S) + Gm(s, z»II~) 
- ~M(IIB!7rlVm(s)II~). 
2 
Hence Equality (4.3.12) becomes 
V(vm(q» - V(Um(O» 
::; faa [(vm(s), Fm(s»)rt + m(IIB!7rlVm(s)II~)(B7rlVm(S), 7r2Vm(S) + 7rlFm(s»)H ]ds 
+ faa fz [V(Vm(S) + Gm(s, z» - V(vm(s» - (DV(vm(s», Gm(s, z»)] lI(dz)ds 
+ faa fz [V(vm(S-) + Gm(s,z») -V(vm(s-»]N(ds,dz). 
(4.3.17) 
Note that 7rlF(s,w) = 0 on 1R+ x nand 7rlG(S,W,z) = 0 on 1R+ x n x Z. Since the functions 
m(.) and M(·) are continuous and the operator BE C('tJ(A), H), we have P-a.s. 
7rlVm(S) ~ 7rlV(S), 
m(IIB!7rlVm(s)II~) ~ m(IIB!7rlv(s)II~), 
7r2Vm(S) ~ 7r2V(S), 
B7rlVm(S) ~ B7rlVm(S), 
uniformly on [0, q( w)], as m ~ 00 and 
7r1Gm (s,z) ~ 0, 
M(IIB!7rl(Vm(s) + Gm(s, z»II~) ~ M(IIB! 7rlv(s)lIh) 
on [0, q(w)] for all most all w E fl, as m ~ 00. We also notice that for every mEN, the set 
{vm(t,w) : 0::; t ~ T} is relatively compact for almost all w. We will formulate this in the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.3.3. Let f : [0, T] ~ H be a cddldg function. Then the set {f(t) : t E [0, Tn is a 
relatively compact subset of H. 
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Proof. We argue by contradiction. We assume that the closure of the set in question is not compact. 
Then there exists a sequence {tm}mEN C [0, T] such that the sequence {J( t m ) }mEN has no convergent 
subsequence in H. Since the interval [0, T] is compact, the sequence {tm}mEN C [0, T] has a 
convergent subsequence in [0, TJ. For simplicity, we again use {tm}mEN to denote this convergent 
subsequence. So we can assume that {tm}nEN converges to some point t* E [0, T]. Since v is cadlag 
and I(T-) exists, we infer that a < t'" < T. We have two possibilities. The sequence tm has 
a subsequence {tml,khEN convergent to t'" from the right side or it has a subsequence {tm2,khEN 
convergent to t'" from the left side. 
If tm1,lc '\t t'" as k ~ 00, then by the right continuity of I, l(tm1,k) ~ I(t*) as k ~ 00. If 
tm2,lc /' t'" as k ~ 00, then by the existence of left limits, l(tm2,k) ~ I(t"'-) as k ~ 00. In both 
cases, the subsequence of {J(tm)}mEN is convergent. This leads to a contradiction with the assertion 
that {f(tm)}mEN has no convergent subsequence. Therefore, the set {J(t) : a ~ t ~ T} is compact. 
o 
Note that since for every mEN, the set {vm(s),s E [O,T]} is relatively compact lP-a.s. and the 
sequence {Vm}mEN converges uniformly to v, lP-a.s., the set {vm(s),s E [O,T],m EN} is bounded 
in 11., lP-a.s. It follows that 
Therefore, on the basis of the Lebesgue Dominated convergence theorem, we conclude that 
111 (vm(s), Fm(s))1ids ~ 111 (vm(s), Fm(s))1ids lP-a.s. 
Analogously, by the continuity of the function m and the fact that B E .c(:D(A), H), we infer for 
some constants C1, C2, 
Moreover, we know that for almost all wEn 
converges on [O,a(w)] as m ~ 00 to 
Again, it follows from the Lebesgue Dominated convergence theorem that lP-a.s. 
converges as m ~ 00 to 
In conclusion, lP-a.s. the first term on the right side of inequality (4.3.17) converges as m ~ 00 to 
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Also, we know from (4.3.15) and (4.3.16) that as m -t 00 for all t E [0, TJ, Z E Z, lIP-a.s. 
V(vm(s) + Om(S, z)) - V(vm(s)) - (DV(vm(s)), Om(s, z))1i -t ~IIO(s, z)IIh 
v(vm(s) + Om(s, z)) - V(vm(s)) -t (V(S), O(s, Z))1i + ~IIO(s, z)II~. 
Set X(w) = {vm(t,w) : 0 ~ t ~ T, mEN}, for wEn. As we have noticed before, X(w) is a bounded 
subset of 1-£ for almost all wEn. Since the functions DV and D2V are uniformly continuous on 
bounded subsets of 1-£, so SUPxEX IDV(x)1 < 00 and SUPxEX ID2V(x)1 < 00, lIP-a.s. Hence by the 
Taylor formula, one have 
V(vm(s) + Om(s, z)) - V(vm(s)) - (DV(vm(s)), Om(s, Z))1i 
~ ~IID2V(Vm(s))IIIIOm(s,z)II~ 
~ -21 sup IID2V(x)IIIIO(s,z)II~. 
xEX 
- 2 ~ 
We also observe that since G E M1oc(P; 1-£), for every 0 < T < 00, we have 
loT fz IIO(s, z)II2v(dz)ds < 00, lIP-a.s. 
By using the above result, along with the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, we obtain 
that 
iou fz V(vm(s) + Om(S, z)) - V(vm(s)) - (DV(vm(s)), Om(S, z))1iv(dz)ds 
converges to 
lou fz ~O(S, z)v(dz)ds, lIP-a.s. as m -t 00. 
On the other hand, by the identity (3.3.3), we have 
IEIl lou fz [V(Vm(S-) + Om(S,Z)) - V(Vm(s-))] N(ds, dz) 
- lou fz [(v(s-),O(S,Z))1i + ~IIO(s,z)II~]N(ds,dz)ll: 
r r I - - 1 12 = IE Jo Jz V(vm(s) + Gm(s, z)) - V(vm(s)) - (v(s), G(s, Z))1i + 2'"O(s, z)II~ v(dz)ds. 
Moreover, we note that the integrand 
IV(vm(s) + Om(s, z)) - V(vm(s)) - (v(s), O(s, z))1i + ~IIO(s, z)II~12 
2- 2 - 2· ~ is bounded by 2 SUPxEX IIDV(x)II IIG(s, z)II1i ~ CIIG(s, z)II1i · Smce G E M2(p; 11.), for every 
o < T < 00, IE JoT Jz 1I0(s, z)lI~v(dz)ds < 00. So again, we can apply the Lebesgue Dominated 
Converges Theorem to get 
~~oo IE II iou fz [V(Vm(S-) + Gm(s, z)) - V(Vm(s-))] N(ds, dz) 
-Iou fz [(v(s-),G(s,z))1i + ~IIG(s,z)II~]N(ds,dz)lI: = o. 
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Hence by taking a subsequence, we infer that 
converges lP-a.s. to 
ioU fz [(v(s-),G(S'Z))1i + ~IIG(s,z)II~]N(ds,dz). 
Also, it is not hard to see that 
lim V(vm(a)) = -21 lim Ilvm(a)llk + -21 lim M(IIB!1I"IVm(a)llk) 
n-+oo n-+oo n-+oo 
1 2 1 1 2 
= 2"llv(a)IIH + 2"M(II B 211"1v(a)IIH) 
= V(v(a)). (4.3.18) 
From the above observation, by letting m -t 00 in (4.3.17), one easily deduces that 
V(v(a)) - V(uo) = iou [(v{s), AV)1i + (v{s), F{s))1i + m(IIB!1I"IV(s)llk )(B1I"IV{S) , 1I"IAv(s))H ]ds 
+ iou fz ~G(s, z)v(dz)ds 
+ iou fz [(v(s-),G(s,z))1i + ~IIG{s,z)II~]N(ds,dZ) 
~ iou [(v(s), F{s)ht + m(IIB! 11"1 v{s)llk )(B1I"IV(S), 1I"IAv{s)) H) ds (4.3.19) 
+ lou fz ~G(s, z)v(dz)ds 
+ lou fz [(v{s-), G{s, z))1i + ~IIG(s,z)II~]N(ds,dz), lP-a.s. 
Therefore, lP-a.s. 
V(v(a)) - V{uo) ~ iou [(1I"2V{S),i(s))1i + m(IIB!1I"1v(s)llk)(B1I"IV(S),1I"IAv(S))]ds 
+ ~ lou h 11§(s, z)lIkv(dz)ds 
+ iou fz [(1I"2V{S-),§{S,Z))H + ~11§{s,z)lIk]N(ds,dz). 
Taking the expectation to both sides, we have 
JEV(v(a)) ~ JEV(UO) + JE iou [(1I"2V(S), !(s))1i + m(IIB! 1I"IV(S) Ilk )(B1I"1 v{s), 1I"1Av(s))] ds 
. 1 r r 
+ 2"JE Jo Jz 11§(s, z)lIkv(dz)ds. 
Now let us recall that v(tATn) = U(tATn), F(t) = l(O,Tn](t)F(t, U(tATn)) and G(t) = l(O,Tn](t)G(t, u(tA 
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Tn-),Z) for t 2:: O. Thus by setting (1 = tATn and using the results achieved in step 1, we infer that 
IEV(u(t A Tn» ~ IEV(Uo) + IE ltMn [(1T2U(S) , 1T2F(s»)1i + m(IIB!1TIU(s)llk)(B1TIU(S), 1TIAu(s») ]ds 
+ ~IE r r 119(S, z)lIkll(dz)ds 
2 Jo Jz 
= IEV(uo) + IE ltMn [ - m(IIB~u(s A Tn) Ilk )(Ut(S), Bu(s A Tn») I(O,Tn] (s) 
- (Ut(s), f(u(s A Tn»)1i1(O,Tn](s) + m(IIB!u(s)lIk )(Bu(s), ut(s»)] ds 
+ ~IE !atMn h"g(s, U(s A Tn-), z)lIk1(O,Tn](t)lI(dz)ds 
= IEV(Uo) -IE !atMn (Ut(s), f(u(s A Tn»)1ids + ~IE fa tMn h"g(s, U(s-), z)lIkll(dz)ds 
= IEV(Uo) -IE fat (Ut(s), f(U(S»)Hl(o,tMn] (s)ds 
+ ~IE fat fz IIg(s, U(S-), z)II~I(O,tMn](s)lI(dz)ds 
1 rt 1 rtMn ~ lEV(UO) + 2(1 + Kf)lE Jo (1 + lIu(s /\ Tn)II~)ds + 2KglE Jo (1 + lIu(s /\ Tn)lIt)ds 
= IEV(UO) + ~(1 + Kf + Kg) fat (1 + IEllu(s A Tn)II~)ds. 
This finally proves inequality (4.3.2). In conclusion, we proved that V is indeed a Lyapunov function 
and hence we can apply Lemma 4.3.1 to deduce that Too = 00. 0 
4.4 The Stability of the Solution 
In this section we shall consider the stability of the solution to Equation (4.0.5). To simplify our 
problem, we will impose the following additional assumptions. 
Assumption 4.4.1. 1). Suppose that function f is given by f(x) = (3xl for some (3 2:: 0, where 
x = (Xl,X2)T E 1-£; 
2). Assumptions (4.1.7) and (4.2.1) hold; 
3). There exist nonnegative constants Rg and K such that 
fz IIg(x, z)lIhll(dz) ~ R;lIxll~ + K. 
4). There exists a > 0 such that for all nonnegative real number y 
ym(y) 2:: aM(y). 
Lemma 4.4.2. Define an operator P : 1-£ -t 1-£ by 
( 
(32A-2 + 2I 
P:= (31 (3A-2 ) 2I . 
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Then P is self-adjoint isomorphism of 11. and satisfies the following 
(1) IIPII.cl'l-l) (Px, x)'I-l ~ Ilxll~ ~ (Px, x)'I-l, x E 11.; 
(2) (( -Jx2 ) ,Px)'I-l = -f32(Xl,X2) = -2f3llx211 2 x = (Xl,X2)T E 11.; 
(3) (Ax, PX)'I-l = -f3IIAxlllk + f32(Xl, X2) + f3llx2112. 
Proof. First note that P E £(11.). Indeed, we find out that for every x E 11. 
IIPxll~ = IIf3A-2 AXl + 2Axl + f3A-2 AX211k + II,Bxl + 2x + 211k 
= 311,BA-211~(H)IIAxlllk + 611Axlilk + 3,B21IA-lll~(H)llx21Ik + 2,B21Ixlll~ + 411x211k 
~ (311f3A-211~(H) + 6)IIAxlllk + 2f321IA-lll~(H)IIAxlllk + (3,B21IA-III.c(H) + 4)llx211~ 
~ c (1lAxtllk + Ilx21lk) 
=Cllxll~, 
where C = max{511,BA-211~(H) + 6, 311,BA-211~(H) + 4}. Further observe that 
(p ) = (( f32A-2xI + 2XI + f3A-2x2) (Yl)) x, Y 'I-l f3x _ 1 + 2X2 ' Y2 'I-l 
= (f32 A-1xI + 2XI + f3A-1x2, AYI)H + (f3xI + X2, Y2(H 
= f32(Xl,Y2)H + 2(AxI,AYI)H + f3(X2,Yl)H + f3(XI,Y2)H + 2(X2,Y2)H 
and 
(X P) = (( Xl) (,B2 A -2X1 + 2Xl + ,BA -2X2 ))'I-l 
, Y 'I-l X2' f3x - 1 + 2X2 
= (,B2A-Ixl + 2Axi + ,BA-lx2,AYl)H + (f3x I + 2X2,Yl)H 
= ,B2(Xl, YI)H + 2(Axb AYl) H + ,B(X2, Yl) H + ,B(Xl, Y2) H + 2(X2, Y2). 
Thus (Px, y) = (x, Py) for any x, Y E 11., which shows that P is self-adjoint. Replacing Y by x in 
above derived formula, we get for x E 11., 
(Px, x)'I-l = ,B2(Xl, Xl)H + 2(Axl, AXl)H + ,B(X2, Xl)H + ,B(Xl. X2)H + 2(X2, X2)H 
= (f3x l + x2,,Bxl + X2) + 211Axlilk + IIx211k 
= 211Axlilk + IIX211k + IIf3xl + x211k 
~ IIAxlilk + IIX211k 
= Ilxll~, 
which shows the second inequality of part (1). To see the other inequality of part (2), we use 
Cauchy-swartz inequality to obtain 
Therefore, we infer 
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The second assertion can be achieved as follows 
(( ° ),px)'H=(( ° ),(,BA-2XI+2XI+,BA-2X2))'H 
-,BX2 -,BX2 ,BXl + 2X2 
= (-,BX2,,BXl + 2X2)H 
= _,B2(X2, XI)H - 2,Bllx211~ 
= _,B2(Xl,X2)H - 2,Bllx211~, 
w here x = (x l, X2) T E 1-£. Further, for the third assertion we have 
(Ax, Px) = (( x':2 ) , ( ,BA -2XI + 2Xl + (3A -2X2 ))'H 
-A Xl (3XI + 2X2 
= (AX2, (32 A-IXI + 2Axl + (3A-1X2)H + (-A2XI, (3XI + 2X2)H 
= (32 (X2, Xl)H + 2(Ax2, AXI)H + (3(X2, Xl)H - (3)AXI, AXl)H - 2(Axl, AX2)H 
= (311X211~ + (32(X2,XI)H - (311AxlII~, 
which completes the lemma. o 
Theorem 4.4.3. Suppose that Assumption (4.4.1) is satisfied and S(uo) < 00. Let u be the unique 
mild global solution to Equation (4.0.5). Let K be the constant given in Part (3) of Assumption 
(4.4.1). If K = 0, then the solution is exponentially mean-square stable, that is for there exist 
constant ° < C < 00 and A> ° such that for all t ~ 0, 
If K > 0, then 
suplEllu(t)II~ < 00. 
t;?::O 
Proof of Theorem 4.4.3. Define a new Lyapunov function in terms of operator P by 
1 1 2 
<.I>(x) = 2(Px,x)'H + M(IIB2XIIIH), x E 1-£. 
Since m E Cl and P E .c(1-£), <.I> E C2 (1-£}. Under the Assumptions (4.1.7) and (4.2.1), Theorems 
4.2.7 and 4.3.2 imply that the Equation (4.0.5) has a unique global mild solution u(t), t ~ 0 given 
by 
(4.4.1) 
where 
1Tn (G(u))(t) = fat l1(o.TnJe(t-S)AG(s, u(s-), z)N(ds, dz), t ~ 0 
and {Tn}nEN is an accessible sequence and limn-+oo Tn = Too = 00. We have already seen in the proof 
of Theorem 4.3.2 that the idea of getting an estimate of our Lyapunov function with mild solution 
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is to approximate the mild solution by a sequence of strong solutions, to which we can apply Ito 
formula. We shall examine the new Lyapunov function <P in the same way as for V. Let n be fixed. 
We first define functions F and G by, 
F(t) = l(O,TnJ (t)F( u(t A Tn)) = ( _ j( t) _ m(IIBl 1'(t A Tn~ Ill, )B1'( t A T
n
)l(o,T
n
J (t) ) , t E [0, T], 
G(t) = l(O,Tn](t)G(t, u(t!\ Tn-), z) = ( g(~ z) ) , t E [0, T]. 
Here j(t) = -l(O,Tn] (t),Bu(t !\ Tn), t ~ 0 and g(t, z) = l(O,Tn](t)g(t, u(t!\ Tn-), z), t ~ O. Then the 
following Equation 
dv(t) = Av(t)dt + F(t)dt + fz G(t, z)N(dt, dz) 
v(O) = u(O) 
has a unique global mild solution which satisfies 
( 4.4.2) 
v(t) = etAu(O) + lot e(t-s)A F(s)ds + lot fz e(t-s)AG(s, z)N(ds, dz), lP-a.s., t ~ o. (4.4.3) 
Since u is the local mild solution, so u satisfies (4.2.2), a similar argument used in the proof of 
Theorem 4.3.2 yields that for each n E N 
Set 
v(t!\ Tn) = U(t!\ Tn) lP-a.s. t ~ O. 
Um(O) = mR(mj A)u(O) 
Fm(t,w) = mR(mjA)F(t,w) for (t,w) E lR+ x OJ 
Gm(t,w,z) = mR(mj A)G(t,w, z) for (t,w,z) E lR+ x 0 x Z. 
In exactly the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.2 we infer that lP-a.s. 
lim rT IIFm(t) - F(t)lI~dt = 0 m~ooJo 
lim rT r IGm(t, z) - G(t, z)I~II(dz)dt = o. m~ooJo Jz 
( 4.4.4) 
(4.4.5) 
Also, we find out that Gm E M2([0, T] x 0 x Z, P, A ® lP x IIj V(A)). By using the Theorem 4.1.10, 
one can see that the equation 
dvm(t) = Avm(t)dt + Fm(t)dt + fz Gm(t, z)N(dt, dz) 
vm(O) = u(O) 
has a unique strong solution given by 
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Equivalently, we can also write the solution in the mild form 
vm(t) = etAu(O) + fat e(t-s)AFm(s)ds + lot l e(t-s)AGm(s, z)N(ds, dz), lP-a.s., t C: O. (4.4.7) 
Now applying the Ito Formula, see Theorem 3.5.3, to function IP(x)eAt and the strong solution Vm 
yields 
IP(vm(t))eAt = IP(vm(s))eAS + 1t eA1' [AIP(vm(r)) + (DIP(vm(r)), Avm(r) + Fm{r)hi] dr 
+ 1t leAr [IP{vm{r) + Gm{r, z)) - IP{vm{r)) - (DIP{vm{s), Gm{r, z))h£] v{dz)dr 
+ 1t h eAt [IP(vm(r-) + Gm(r,z)) - IP(vm(r-)))N(dr,dz). (4.4.8) 
We first find the following facts 
where x = (x!, X2) T, h = (hI, h2) T and k = (kI, k2) T are all in tl. One can also rewrite the 
derivative DIP as follows 
1 2 (A-2BX1 ) DIP{x) = Px + 2m{I!B2x11IH) 0 x E 1i. 
We adopt the projections 11'1 and 11'2 which are defined in the proof of Theorem 4.3.2. Therefore, by 
using above derivative formula we get 
(DIP{vm(r)), Avm(r) + Fm(r))'H, (4.4.9) 
= (DIP{vm{r)), Avm{r))'H, + (DIP{vm{r)), Fm{r))'H, 
1 2 (A-2B1I'1V (r) ) 
= (Pvm{r) + 2m(IIB211'1Vm{r)IIH) 0 m , Avm{r))'H, 
1 2 (A -2 B1I'1 V (r)) -+ (Pvm(r) + 2m{IIB211'1Vm{r)IIH) 0 m , Fm{r))'H, 
= (Pvm{r), Avm(r))'H, + 2m{IIB!1I'1vm{r)l!h ) (B1I'1vm{r), 1I'2Vm(r))H 
- 1 2 -+ (Pvm(r), Fm{r){r))'H, + 2m(IIB211'1vm(r)IIH ) (B1I'1Vm{r), 1I'1Fm{r))H, r E [0, TJ. 
From Lemma 4.4.2 and the fact that A C: Itl for some It > 0, we have 
(Pvm(r),Avm(r))'H, = -/3IIA1I'Ivm(r)llh + /32 (1I'Ivm(r), 11'2Vm(r)) + /31111'2Vm(r)lIh 
~ -/3IIA11'1Vm{r)llh + /321111'lvm(r)IIHII11'2vm(r)IIH + /31111'2vm(r)lIh 
~ -/3IIA1I'1vm(r)llh + ~2 (111I'Ivm(r)lIh + 1I11'2vm(r)llh) + /31111'2Vm(r)llh 
~ -/3IIA1I'1vm(r)llh + :;21IA11'1Vm(r)llh + ~21111'2vm(r)llh + /31111'2Vm(r)lIh 
( /3
2
) (/3
2 
) = 2lt2 - /3 IIA11'Ivm{r)llh + '2 + f3 1I11'2vm(r)llh, r C: O. 
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Recall that in the proof of Theorem 4.3.2 we have shown that for every 0 < T < 00, 
lim IE sup IIvm(t) - v(t)ll~ = 0, 
m-+oo O~t~T 
(4.4.10) 
So there exists a subsequence, denoted also by {Vm(t)}mEN for simplicity, such that vm(t) ~ v(t) 
uniformly on [s, tJ as k ~ 00 a.s. 
Therefore, 
lim sup (Pvm (r), Avm{r)}1i ~ limsup (2,822 -,8) IIAlI'lVm{r)II~ + (,822 +,8) 111I'2Vm(r)II~ 
m-+oo m-+oo I" 
= (:;2 -,8) IIAlI'lv(r)ll~ + (~2 +,8) 111I'2v(r)II~, r E [s, tJ. 
Now by applying the Fatou Lemma we infer 
lim sup it eAr (PVm(r), Avm(r»)1idr ~ it eAr limsup(Avm(r), Pvm(r»)1i 
m-+oo B 8 m-+oo 
i t ,82 ,82 ~ B [(21"2 - ,8)IIAlI'lv(r)ll~ + (2" + ,8)111I'2v(r)II~]dr. 
Further, by the above derivative formula of DlP and definition of Lyapunov function of lP we get 
(DlP(vm(r», Om(r, z»)1i 
and 
= (Pvm(r), Om(r, z»)1i + 2m(IIB!1I'1Vm(r)ll~ )(BlI'lvm(r),lI'lOm(r, z»)1i, r ~ O. (4.4.11) 
lP(vm(r)+Om(r, z» - lP(vm(r» 
= ~(P(Vm(r) + Om(r, z»), vm(r) + Om(r, z»)1i + M(IIB~lI'l (vm(r) + Om(r, z») II) 
- ~(PVm(r), vm(r)}1i - M{IIB!lI'lvm(r)II~) 
1 - 1-
= '2 (Pvm{r), Gm{r, z»)1i + '2 (PGm{r, z), vm{r»)1i 
+ ~(POm{r, z), Om(r, z)}1i + M(IIB!lI'l(vm{r) + Om(r, z»II~) 
- M(IIB!lI'lVm(r)II~) 
- 1 - -
= (Pvm{r), Gm{r, z»1i + '2 (PGm(r, z), Gm(r, z»)1i 
+ M(IIB!lI'l(vm(r) + Om(r, z»II~) - M(IIB!lI'lvm(r)II~), r ~ O. (4.4.12) 
Combining the above two equalities, we find that 
lP(vm(r) + Om(r, z» - lP(vm(r» - (DlP(vm(r», Om(r, z»)1i 
= ~(POm(r,z),Om(r,z»)1i + M(IIB!lI'l(vm(r) + Om(r,z»llk) 
- M(IIB!lI'lvm(r)llk) - 2m(IIB!1I'1vm(r)lIk )(BlI'lvm(r) , 1I'10m(r, z»1i, 
which converges '-a.s. to 
- - 1 - -lP(v(r) + G(r, z» - lP(v(r» - (DlP(v(r», G(r, z»)1i = '2 (PG(r, z), G(r, z»)1i' ~ m ~ 00, r ~ O. 
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Also, we find 
cI>(vm(r) + Gm(r, z)) - cI>(vm(r)) 
- 1 - -
= (Pvm(r), Gm(r, Z)hi + 2 (PGm(r, z), Gm(r, z))1-l 
+ M(//B~7rl(Vm(r) + Gm(r, z))II~) - M(//B~7rlVm(r)//~), r ~ O. 
This converges JP-a.s. to 
- - 1 - -cI>(v(r) + G(r, z)) - cI>(v(r)) = (Pv(r), G(r, Z))1-l + 2(PG(r, z), G(r, z))1-l as m -t 00, r ~ O. 
On the other hand, since the function cI> is in C2(1£), by the Taylor formula we infer that 
cI>(vm(r) + Gm(r, z)) - cI>(vm(r)) ~ sup IIDcI>(x)III1Gm(r, z)II1-l, r E [s, t] 
xEX 
and 
cI>(vm(r) + Gm(r, z)) - cI>(vm(r)) - (DcI>(vm(r)), Gm(r, z))1-l 
~ ~IID2ip(Vm(r))IIIIGm(r,z)ll~ 
~ -21 sup IID2cI>(x)IIIIGm(r,z)II~, 
xEX 
where we used the uniformly boundedness of {Vrn}mEJ'Ii on [s, tJ. Hence it follows from the Lebesgue 
Dominated Convergence Theorem that for 0 ~ s ~ t ~ 00, 
converges JP-a.s. to 
On the basis of the Ito isometry for stochastic integral w.r.t. the compensated Poisson random 
measure (see Theorem 3.3.2), we obtain 
lElllt fz eAt [cI>(vm(r-) + Grn(r, z)) - cI>(vm(r-))] N(dr, dz) 
-it l eAt [(pv(r-),G(r,z))1-l + ~(PG(r,z),G(r'Z))1-l]N(dr,dz)112 
~ lE it fz e2A IIcI>(vm (r) + Gm(r, z)) - cI>(vm(r)) - (Pv(r), G(r, z))1-l 
1 - _ 112 
- 2 (PG(r, z), G(r, z))1-l 1-lv(dz)dr. 
Note that the integrand on the right side of above equality is dominated by 
2 sup IIDcI>(x)//2I1G(s, z)1I 2 , 
xEX 
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where X is a compact set on 1i. Again, by passing to the limit as m -t 00, the Lebesgue Dominated 
Convergence Theorem tells us that the right-side of above equality converges to O. Hence, by taking 
a subsequence we infer that 
it h e>.t [iJ!(vm(r-) + Gm(r-, z)) - iJ!(vm(r-))] N(dr, dz) 
converges lP-a.s. to 
it fz e>.t[(pv(r-),G(r-,z))1i + ~(PG(r-,z),G(r-'Z))1i]N(dr,dz) as m -t 00. 
Combining all the observations together and letting m -t 00 yields that for 0 :::; s :::; t < 00 
iJ!(v(t))e>.t :::; iJ!(v(s))e>'s + it e>.r [AiJ!(v(r)) + (:;2 - (3) IIAlI'lv(r)ll~ + (~2 + (3) 111I'2v(r)II~ 
+ 2m(IIB! lI'v(r)ll~ ) (BlI'lv(r), 1I'2v(r)) H - ({311'1 v(r) + 211'2v(r), 1I'2F(r)) H] dr 
+ it h e>.rllU(r, z)II~lIdzdr 
+ iH fze>.r[({311'1v(r-)+211'2v(r-),u(r,z))1i+llu(r,z)II~]N(dr,dZ)' lP-a.s. 
Recall that for every n E N, v(t 1\ Tn) = u(t 1\ Tn) lP-a.s., by replacing t by t 1\ Tn in the above 
inequality we have, for every 0 :::; s :::; t < 00, 
iJ!(u(t 1\ Tn))e>'(tATn ) 
:::; iJ!(u(s)) + i tATn e>.r [AiJ!(u(r)) + (:;2 - (3) IIAu(r)ll~ + (~2 + (3) IIut(r)ll~ 
+ 2m(IIB!u(r)II~)(Bu(r),ut(r))H - ((3u(r) + 2ut(r),{3Ut(r))H 
- m(IIB!u(r)II~)({3u(r) + 2ut(r), Bu(r))H Jdr 
+ l tATn h e>.rllg(r, u(r), z)II~lI(dz)dr 
+ itATn+ h e>.r [((3l1'lu(r-) + 211'2u(r-) , g(r, u(r), z))1i + IIg(r, u(r), z)II~] N(dr, dz) 
= iJ!(u(s)) + i tATn e>.r[AiJ!(u(r)) + (:;2 _ (3)IIAu(r)II~ + (~2 - (3)llut(r)II~ 
- (32(u(r) , ut(r)) H - m(IIB!u(r)II~ ) ((3u(r), Bu(r)) 11] dr 
i tATn r + B }z e>.rllg(r, u(r), z)II~lI(dz)dr 
+ i tATn+ fz e>.r[({3l1'lu(r-) + 211"2u(r-),g(r, u(r),z))1i + IIu(r,z)II~]N(dr,dz) 
:::; iJ!(u(s)) + i tATn e>.r[Att>(u(r)) + (2C{32 - (3)lIu(r)lI~ - (3m(IIB!u(r)II~)IIB!u(r)II~]dr 
+ itATn fz e>.rllg(r, u(r), z)lI~vdzdr 
+ i tATn+ fz e>.r [((3l1'lu(r-) + 211'2u(r-), g(r, u(r), z))1i + IIg(r, u(r), z)II~] N(dr, dz), 
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where C = max{~, U. Now applying part (3) of the Assumption (4.4.1) and the definition of the 
function ~ yields that for 0 :::; s :::; t < 00, 
~(u(t 1\ Tn))eA(tATTI ) 
I t/\Tn [ 1 1 :::; ~(u(s)) + 8 eAr A~(u(r)) + (2C/32 - /3)llu(r)ll~ - /3m(IIB 2u(r)llt- )IIB 2u(r)lIt-
+ R~llu(r)ll~ + KJdr 
+ It/\Tn heAr' [(/31rw (r-) + 27r2u(r-), g(r, u(r), Z))ll + IIg(r, u(r), z)llt-J N(dr, dz) 
I t/\TTI [A = ~(u(s)) + 8 eAr "2 (Pu(r), u(r))ll + AM(IIBtu(r)IIt-) + (R; + 2C/32 - /3)lIu(r)ll~ 
- /3m(IIB!u(r)IIt-)IIB!u(r)llt- + K]dr 
l tATn ( + 8 i z eAr [(/37r1u(r-) + 27r2u(r-), g(r, u(r), z))ll + Ilg(r, u(r), z)IIt-] N(dr, dz) 
{t/\Tn [(A ) 
:::; ~(u(s)) + is eAr "2IIPIIC(H) + R~ + 2C/32 - /3 Ilu(r)ll~ 
+ (~ - /3)m(IIB!u(r)llt- )IIB!u(r)lIt- + KJdr 
+ ltATTI fz eAr [(/37r1u(r-) + 27r2u(r-), g(r, u(r), z))ll + IIg(r, u(r), z)IIt-] N(dr, dz), 
where we used the inequality (Px, X)H ~ IIPxll.c(H)llxllt- in the last inequality. 
Now let n -+ 00. Since in Theorem 4.3.2, Too = 00, we have for 0 :::; s ~ t < 00, 
~(u(t))eAt:::; ~(u(s)) + it eAr[(~IIPII.c(H) + R~ + 2C/32 - /3)llu(r)ll~ 
+ (~ - /3)m(IIB!u(r)lIt- )IIB!u(r)lIt- + K] dr 
+ it+ fz eAr [(/37r1v(r-) + 27r2v(r-),g(r,z))1l + IIg(r,z)IIt-]N(dr,dz). 
Choose A such that 0 < A < 21I P IIC(H) (/3 - 2C/32 - R~) 1\ 0/3. It follows that 
A II 2 2 A 2"IIP C(H) + Rg + 2C/3 - /3 < 0 and 2" - /3 < O. 
Therefore, we infer that for 0 ~ s :::; t < 00, 
~(u(t))e>.t:::; ~(u(s)) + it eArKdr (4.4.13) 
+ it fz eAr [(/37r1v(r-) + 27r2v(r-) , g(r, Z))1t + Ilg(r, z) lit-] N(dr, dz). 
First consider the case when K = O. Then equality (4.4.13) becomes, 0 ~ s ~ t < 00, 
~(u(t) )eAt ~ ~(u(s)) + it fz eAr [(/37r1v(r-) + 27r2v(r-) , g(r, Z))1t + Ilg(r, z)llt-J N(dr, dz). 
(4.4.14) 
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Taking the conditional expectation with respect to Fa to both sides yields 
E(~(u(t))e'~tIFa) ~ E(~(u(8))IF8) 
+ E( it fz eAr [(,8l1"l v(r-) + 211"2v(r-), g(r, Z)hl + Ilg(r, z)IIt-] N(dr, dz)IFs ) 
= ~(U(8)), 0 ~ 8 ~ t < 00, 
where the equality follows from the measurability of ~(U(8)) with respect to F8 and independence 
of the integrals with respect to Fa. This means that the process ~(u(t))eAt is a supermartingale. 
Take A* E (0, A). We observe that for every k = 0,1,2···, 
sup eAOt~(u(t)) = sup e(AO-A)teAt~(u(t)) ~ e(AO-A)k sup eAt~(u(t)). 
tE[k,k+1j tE[k,k+1j tE[k,k+1j 
Therefore, 
lP{ sup eAOt~(u(t)) ~ E~(u(O))} ~ lP{ sup eAt~(u(t)) ~ e(A-AO)kE~(u(O))} 
te[k,k+1j tE[k,k+lj 
< E(eAk~(u(k))) 
- e(A-A')kE~(u(O)) 
< E~(u(O)) = e-(A-AO)k 
- e(A-AO)kE~( u(O)) 
By the ratio test, we know that the series Ek:1 e-(A-AO)k is convergent. Thus 
00 00 
L:lP{ sup eAOt~(u(t)) ~ E~(u(O))} ~ L: e-(A-AO)k < 00. 
k=l tE[k,k+1j k=l 
Now by applying Borel-Cantelli Theorem, we have 
00 
lP( n u { sup eAOt~(u(t)) ~ E~(u(O)) }) = O. 
j=l k?j tE[k,k+1j 
It follows that 
00 
lP( U n { sup eAOt~(u(t)) ~ E~(U(O))}) = 1. 
j=l k?j te[k,k+1j 
Therefore, there exists j E N such that for every k ~ j, 
sup eAo ~(u(t)) ~ E~(u(O)) lP-a.s. 
tE[k,k+1j 
Then we can infer that for every t ~ j 
It then follows that 
eAOt~(u(t)) ~ E~(u(O)) lP-a.s .. 
Ellu(t)lIt- ~ E(Pu(t), u(t))1[ 
~ 2E[~(Pu(t), u(t))1[ + M(IIB!u(t)IIt-)] 
= E~(u(r)) 
~ 2e-AOtE~(u(0)), 
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where the first inequality follows from part (1) of Lemma 4.4.2, the last inequality follows from 
above result. Also, note that 
lE<p(u(O)) = lE [~(Pu(O), U(O)hl + M(IIB!u(O)II)] 
= lE[~IIPllc('H)llu(O)II~ + M(IIB !u(O)II)] 
Therefore, we conclude that 
~ (~IIPllc('H) + 1)lE [lIu(O)II~ + M(IIB!u(O)II)] 
= (~IIPIIC('H) + 1 )C(U(O)). 
lEllu(t)ll~ ~ 2GIIPIIC('H) + 1 )e-A'tC(U(O)), t ~ O. 
Set C = 1IPIIc('H) + 2. In conclusion, we find out that 
lEllu(t)ll~ ~ Ce-A'tC(u(O)), t ~ j, 
which shows the exponentially mean-square stable of our mild solution. 
(4.4.15) 
For the case K :f 0, first taking expectation to both side of (4.4.13) and setting s = 0 gives 
lE (<p(u(t))e At ) ~ lE<p(u(s)) + ~ (eAt - 1), 0 ~ s ~ t < 00. 
Thus 
By the definition of function <P, we obtain 
Thus applying the inequality Ilxll~ ~ (x, PX)H from Lemma 4.4.2 gives that 
lEllu(t)ll~ ~ lE(u(t), Pu(t))'H ~ 2e-At lE<P(u(0)) + 2~ (1 - e-At ) 
~ 2e-AtlE<p(u(0)) + 2~, t ~ O. 
It then follows from (4.4.15) that 
Therefore, 
( 1 ) 2K lEllu(t)II~ ~ 2e-At 21IPllc('H) + 1 C(u(O)) + T' t ~ O. 
2K supEllu(t)ll~ ~ (1IPllc('H) + 2) C(u(O)) + '\ < 00, 
t~O 1\ 
which completes our proof. 
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o 
4.5 Stochastic nonlinear beam equations 
In this section we will examine that all the results achieved in the preceding section can be applied 
to the following problem 
with the hinged boundary condition 
u = 6.u = ° on 8D. (4.5.2) 
Here T, II: [0, T] x D x JR x JRn x JR ~ JR are Borel functions, m E CI(JR+) is a nonnegative function, 
'Y> ° and D c JRn is a bounded domain with a coo_ boundary 8D. 
We shall also make the following standing assumptions on the functions T and II under consid-
erations. 
1. For every n EN, there exist constants LN and L such that for all t E [0, TJ, XED, CI, C2 E JR 
and for all at. a2 E JR, bl , b2 E JRn satisfying lall, la21 ~ Nand Ibll, Ib21 ~ N, 
(4.5.3) 
2. There exist constant Ll' such that for all t E [0, Tj, xED, a E JR, bE JRn and C E JR, 
( 4.5.4) 
3. There exist constant L' such that for all t E [0, Tj, xED, Ct. C2 E JR at. a2 E JR and bl , b2 E JRn, 
fz III(t, x, at. bl> Ct. z) - II(t, x, a2, b2, C2, z)1 2v(dz) 
~ L'lal - a21 2 + L'lbl - b212 + L'/cl - c212. (4.5.5) 
4. There exist constant Ln such that for all t E [0, T], xED, a E JR, bE JRn and C E JR, 
fz III(t, x, a, b, c, z)1 2v(dz) ~ Ln(l + IcI2). (4.5.6) 
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Let H = L2(D). Let A and B be both the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions. That 
is 
A'lj; = -b.'lj;, 'lj; E V(A), 
V(A) = H2(D) n HJ(D). 
Then A ~ J.LI, for some J.L > O. To see this, since Z>(A) c HJ(O), on the basis of Poincare inequality, 
we have 
Note that our results are thus valid also for unbounded domains satisfying Poincare inequality. Let 
us set 
f: [0, T] x V(A) x L2(D) 3 (t, 'lj;, ¢) ~ T(t,·, 'lj;(.), V''lj;(.), ¢(.)) E L2(D) (4.5.7) 
and 
g: [O,T] x Z>(A) x L2(D) 3 (t,'lj;,¢) ~ II(t,·,'lj;(·), V''lj;(.),¢(.)) E L2(D). (4.5.8) 
In such case, one can easily see that equation (4.5.1) is a particular case of equation (4.0.1). In 
order to make use of the results presented in the preceding section, one also need to verify that all 
the assumptions 4.1.6, 4.1.7, 4.1.9 and 4.2.1 given in the preceding section on the functions f and 
9 are fulfilled. To prove the local lipschitz continuity of the function f, we first notice first that 
Z>(A) c H2(D). Hence by the Sobolev embedding theorem, when n = 1, we have H2(D) Y C1(D), 
so there exists a constant M such that 1'lj;lvx'(D) + 1V''lj;ILOO(D) :5 MI'lj;IH2(D)' Take ¢i E H and 
'lj;i E V(A) c H2(D), i = 1,2 such that l'lj;iIH2(D) :5 N. It follows that l'lj;ILOO(D) :5 M N and 
1V''lj;ILOO(D):5 MN which gives that I'lj;(x) I :5 MN and IV'lj;(x)I :5 MN for almost all xED. We 
obtain on the basis of the first assumption 4.5.3 and the boundedness assumption of the domain D 
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that 
I/(t, '1/11. ¢>d-I(t, '1/12, ¢>2)IL2(D) 
= fv IY(t, '1/11 (X), V''I/11 (X), ¢>1 (X)) - Y( t, '1/12 (X ), V''I/12(X), ¢>2(X)) 12dx 
:5 fv LMNI'I/11(X) - '1/12 (X) 12 + LMN 1V''I/11 (X) - V''I/12(X) 12 + LI¢>1(X) - ¢>2(x)12dx 
(4.5.9) 
:5 LMNIDII'I/11 - 'I/12ILoo(D) + LMNIDIIV''I/11 - V''I/12ILoo(D) + LI¢>1 - ¢>2IL2(D) 
:5 M21DILMNI'I/11 - 'I/121~2(D) + LI¢>1 - ¢>2Ih(D)' 
In particular, ifthe function Y doesn't depend on the third variable, that is I(t, '1/1, ¢» = Y(t, " '1/1(.), ¢>(. )). 
The Sobolev embedding theorem tells us that H2(D) <--t C(D), for n :5 3, which implies that there 
exists K such that 1'I/1ILOO(D) :5 KI'I/1IH2(D)' Take ¢>i E H and 'I/1i E 'D(A) c H2(D), i = 1,2 such that 
l'I/IiIH2(D) $; N. Again, in view of the assumption 4.5.3, we infer that 
I/(t, '1/11, ¢>1)-I(t, '1/12, ¢>2)IL2(D) 
= fv IY(t, '1/11 (x), ¢>1 (x)) - Y( t, '1/12 (x ), ¢>2(X)) 12dx 
:5 fv LKNI'I/11(X) - 'I/12(x)12 + LI¢>1(X) - ¢>2(x)1 2dx 
:5 K21DILKNI'I/11 - 'I/121~2(D) + LI¢>1 - ¢>2IL2(D)' 
(4.5.10) 
From (4.5.9) and (4.5.10), we see that the function I defined by 4.5.7 is locally Lipschitz con-
tinuous which verifies Assumption 4.2.1. 
For the growth condition 4.1.6 of I, by making use of Assumption 4.5.4, it can be ea..,ily achieved 
as follows 
I/(t, '1/1, ¢»112(D) = fv IY(t, x, '1/1 (x) , V''I/1(x), ¢>(x))12dx 
:5 fv L1'(1 + 1¢>(x)12)dx 
$; L1'IDI(1 + 1¢>112(D») 
$; L1'IDI(1 + 1'I/11~2(D) + 1¢>lh(D»)' 
Let us now show that the global Lipschitz condition (4.1.8) are satisfied for the function 9 defined 
by (4.5.8). Take ¢>i E L2(D) and'l/1i E V(A). By using Assumption 4.5.5, an analogous calculation 
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as verifying the Lipschitz continuity of f before, shows that if n = 1, then 
fz Ig(t, 'l/JI. ¢d - get, 'l/J2, ¢2)li2(D)/./(dz) 
= fz IvIIT(t, x, 'l/Jl(X), V'l/Jl(X), ¢l(X)) - IT(t,x, 'l/J2(X) , V''l/J2(X) , ¢(x))12dx/./(dz) 
= Iv fz IIT(t, X, 'l/Jl (x), V'l/Jl (x), ¢l (x)) - IT(t, x, 'l/J2(X), V'l/J2(X), ¢(x))12/./(dz)dx 
~ Iv L'I'l/Jl(X) - 'l/J2(X) 12 + L'IV'l/Jl(X) - V'l/J2(x)12 + L'I¢l(X) - ¢2(x)12dx 
= L'I'l/Jl - 'l/J2Ii2(D) + L'IV'l/Jl - V'l/J2Ii2(D) + L'I¢l - ¢2li2(D) 
~ L'IDII'l/Jl - 'l/J2Iioo(D) + L'IDIIV'l/Jl - V'l/J2Iioo(D) + L'I¢l - ¢2Ih(D) 
~ L'IDIM21'I/Jl - 'l/J21~2(D) + L'I¢l - ¢2Ii2(D)' 
and if n ~ 3 and IT does depends on the third variable, then 
fz Ig(t, 'l/Jl, ¢d - get, 'l/J2, ¢2)112 (D)/./(dz) 
= fz Iv IIT(t, x, 'l/Jl (x), ¢l (x)) - IT(t, x, 'l/J2(X) , ¢(x))12dx/./(dz) 
~ Iv L'I'l/Jl(X) - 'l/J2(x)1 2 + L'I¢l(X) - ¢2(x)12dx 
= L'I'l/Jl - 'l/J2Ii2(D) + L'IV'l/Jl - V'l/J2Ii2(D) + L'I¢l - ¢2li2(D) 
~ L'IDIK21'I/Jl - 'l/J21~2(D) + L'I¢l - ¢2Ii2(D)' 
which verifies the global Lipschitz condition (4.1.8) of the function g. In exactly the same manner, 
we have 
fz Ig(t, 'I/J, ¢)li2(D)/./(dz) = fz Iv IIT(t, x, 'I/J(X) , V'I/J(X) , ¢(x))12dx/./(dz) 
= Iv fz IIT(t, x, 'I/J(X) , V'I/J(X) , ¢(x))12/./(dz)dx 
~ Ln Iv (1 + 1¢(x)12)dx 
~ LnlD I(l + l'l/JI~2(D) + 1¢li2(D»)' 
To deal with the Equation (4.5.1) with the clamped boundary condition 
au 
u= - =OonaD, 
an 
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we define an operator C by 
V(C) = {<p E H4 (D): <p = ~~ = 0 on aD} 
C<p = 1::.2<p, for <p E V(C). 
It is easy to observe that the operator C is positive. To see this, take <p E V( C). Then the Green 
formula tells us that 
(C<p,<P)H = Iv 1::. 2<p' <p dx = 1v(1::.<P,I::.<P)dX = 1I1::.<pllk ~ O. 
Further, by Lemma 9.17 in [331 , since V(C) c H2(D) n H~(D), we have 
where the constant K is independent of <p. This part also shows that the operator C is uniformly 
positive with C ~ -k. In this case, we set 
A=Ct. 
Then by the uniqueness of positive square root operator, we find out that A = -I::. and V(A) = 
{<p E H2(D): <p = ~ ::= 0 on aD}. Since V(A) c HJ(D), by the Poincare inequality, we infer that 
A ~ /-LI, for some /-L > O. Analogously, we define 
B'I/J ::= -~'I/J, 'I/J E V(A), 
V(B) ::= H2(D) n HJ(D). 
By adapting the definitions (4.5.7), (4.5.8) of the functions f and 9 and assumptions (4.5.3)-(4.5.6) 
of the functions T and IT, all the requirements on the functions f and 9 are fulfilled in the same 
way as above. 
4.6 The Markov Property 
Suppose Assumption 4.2.1 and 4.1.7 hold. From Theorems 4.2.7 and 4.3.2, we know that Problem 
(4.0.5) has a unique global mild solution satisfying 
u(t, x) = etAx + lot e(t-r)AF(r, u(r, x))dr + lot e(t-r)AC(r, u(r-, x), z)JV(dr, dz). (4.6.1) 
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Here we assume that the functions F and G both don't depend on the first variable. Suppose that 
u(t, s, x) denotes the value of the solution to Equation (4.0.5) at time t which starts at time s from 
value x and Pt instead of Ps,t. Define 
where Bb(rl) is the set of all real-valued bounded Borel function on rl. For simplicity, we denote 
u(t, x) instead of u(t, 0, x). 
Proposition 4.6.1. The transition semigroup Pt is Feller. That is for every cp E Cb(rl), Ptcp E 
Cb(rl), t ~ O. 
Proof. Let us first take XI,X2 E rl. Define T~i:= inf{O::; t::; T: Ilu(t,Xi)lIl£ > n}, i = 1,2. Let 
Tn = T~l 1\ T~2. Then lIu(t, xI)lI, lIu(t, x2)11 ::; n on [0, Tn). Let e > 0 be fixed. Then we obtain 
IIPtCP(XI) - Ptcp(X2) II = IllE(cp(u(t, Xl))) -lE(cp(u(t, x2)))11 
= IllE( cp(u(t, xI)) - cp(u(t, X2) )1{t<7'n}) + lE( cp(u(t, xd) - cp(u(t, X2) )1{7'n~t}) II 
::;lllE(cp(u(t, Xl)) - cp(u(t, x2))1{t<7'n}) II + IllE(cp(u(t, Xl)) - cp(u(t, x2))1{7';1~t}U{7';2~t}) II 
::;lllE(cp(u(t,XI)) - cp(u(t,x2))1{t<7'n}) II + 2I1cpll(P({T~1 ::; t}) + P({T~2 ::; t})), 
where IIcpli = SUPXEl£ IIcp(x)1I < 00 by the boundedness of cp. By Lemma 4.3.1 and Theorem 4.2.7 
we have 
lim P({T~l ::; t}) = 0 and lim P({T~2 ::; t}) = O. 
n~ClO n~ClO 
Then there exists N E N such that for all n > N we have 
e 
P({Tn::; t}) < 811cpli 
e 
P( {Tn::; t}) < 811cpll' 
Thus above estimate becomes 
IIPtcp(Xt} - Ptcp(X2)1I ::;lIlE(cp(u(t, Xl)) - cp(U(t, x2))1{t<7'n}) II + 2I1cplI(811~1I + 811~1I) 
= IllE(cp(u(t 1\ Tn, xd) - cp(U(t 1\ Tn,X2))1{t<7'n}) 11+ i 
Now we observe that 
Ilu(t 1\ Tn -, Xl)) - U(t 1\ Tn -, x2))112 ::; 311etMn (Xl - x2)1t<7'n 112 
+ 3111t<7'n l tMn e(tMn-S)A[F(u(S,XI)) - F(U(S,X2))] dS lr 
+ 3111t<7'n 17'n (G)(t 1\ Tm) 112, 
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where 
ITn(G)(t) = fat l[O,Tn](s)e(t-S),A[G(U(S-,XI),Z) - G(u(s-,x2),z)]N(ds,dz). 
Observe that if s ~ t and t < Tn, then s < Tn. Hence by Lemma 4.7.1, we find that 
lEI1 1t<Tn ITn(G)(t /\ Tn) 112 
= lE 1/1t<Tn fat l[O,Tn] (s)e(t-B),A [G(u(s /\ Tn -, Xl), z) - G(u(s/\ Tn-, X2), z)] N(ds, dz) 1/
2 
~ lE I/fat 1 [O,Tn) (s)e(t-s),A [G(u(s/\ Tn -, Xl)' z) - G(u(s/\ Tn-, X2), z)] N(ds, dZ)11 2 
= lE lot II l[O,Tn)(s)e(t-8),A [G(u(s /\ Tn-, xd, z) - G(U(s /\ Tn-, X2), z)] 112 v(dz)ds 
2 "2 rt 2 ~ CTCTLglE Jo lIu(s/\ Tn-, xd - U(S /\ Tn-, x2)11 ds. 
Here CT = sUPO~B:5T lIe8,A1I and CT = sUPO~B~T lIe-s,AlI. It follows from Cauchy-Swartz inequality 
that 
lE lIu(t /\ Tn-, Xl)) - u(t /\ Tn -, x2))11 2 
~ 3CfllxI - x2112 + 3tlE fat II l[O,Tn)(s)e(t-s),A [F(u(s/\ Tn-, Xl)) - F(u(s /\ Tn-, X2))] 112 ds 
2 "2 rt 2 
+3CTCTLglE Jo Ilu(S/\Tn-,xd-u(S/\Tn-,X2)1I ds 
~ 3CfllxI - x2112 + 3TCfC; L~lE fat lIu(s /\ Tn-,Xt} - u(s /\ Tn-, x2)11 2 ds' 
2 "2 rt 2 
+3QCt LglE Jo IIU(S/\Tn-,xd-u(S/\Tn-,X2)1I ds 
= 3CflixI - x2112 + c(T)lE fat lIu(s /\ Tn-, Xt} - U(S/\ Tn-, x2)11 2 ds, 
where c(T) = 3tCfCfL~ + 3CfCfLg. Applying Gronwall's Lemma yields 
lE lIu(t /\ Tn-,xd - u(t /\ Tn-,X2)1I 2 ~ 3CfllxI - x211 2ec(T)t ~ Kllxl - x2112, (4.6.2) 
where K = 3Cfec(T)T. 
Now, let us take an element X E 1/.. Let {Xm}mEN be any sequence in 1/. convergent to x. We 
need to show that (Ptcp)(xm) ~ (Ptcp)(x), as m ~ 00. Given e > 0, by the continuity of the function 
cp, there exists 1'/ > 0 such that if Ilu(t /\ Tn-, xm) - u(t /\ Tn-, x)11 < 1'/, then we have 
e 
Icp(u(t /\ Tn-, xm)) - cp(u(t /\ Tn-, x))1 < 4' 
Meanwhile, by Chebyshev inequality and inequality (4.6.2) we obtain 
IP{ lIu(t /\ Tn-, xm) - u(t /\ Tn-, x)1I ~ 1'/} ~ IE lIu(t /\ Tn-, xm~2- u(t /\ Tn-, x)1I 2 
< Kllxm -x1l2 
- 1'/2 
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2 
Take 82 = 811~IIKc. Then there exists N E N depending on c such that for all m > N, we have 
Ilxm - xii < 8. Hence we infer that 
lP{ lIu(t 1\ Tn -, Xl) - u(t 1\ Tn -, x2)11 ~ 17} < 811~11' 
Combining all the above estimates, we find that for all m > N, 
IIPt~(xm) - Pt~(x)11 :5/1IE(~(u(t 1\ Tn -, xm)) - ~(u(t 1\ Tn -, x))) /I + ~ 
:5111E( ~(u(t 1\ Tn -, xm)) - ~(U(t 1\ Tn -, x))) 1{IIu(tMn -,Xm)-U(tMn -,x)II2:7)} /I 
+ 111E(~(u(t 1\ Tn-, X)) - ~(U(t 1\ Tn-, x)))1{IIu(tMn -,xm)-U(tMn-,x)II<7)}II + ~ 
e e 
:5 211~lllP{llu(t 1\ Tn-,Xm) - U(t 1\ Tn-,x)11 ~ 17} + 4 + 2 
c c c 
< 211~11811~1I + 4 + 2 
= c. 
This completes the proof. o 
Theorem 4.6.2. For every 0 ::; S ::; t ::; T, we have 
lE[~(u(t+ s,x))IFs] = Ks,s+t,cp(u(s, x)), (4.6.3) 
where Ks,s+t,cp(Y) = IE [~(u(t + s, s, Y))], Y E 1-£. In particular, Pt+s = PtPs. 
Proof. Since Problem (4.0.5) has a unique mild solution satisfying 
u(t, x) = etAx + fot e(t-r)A F(u(r, x))dr + fot e(t-r)AG(u(r-, x), z)N(dr, dz), 
byy shifting time t by t + s, we have 
rt+8 rt+s 
u(t + s, x) = e(t+s)Ax + io e(t+s-r)A F(u(r, x))dr + io e(t+s-r)AG(u(r_, x), z)N(dr, dz) 
= etAesAx + fo8 e(t+s-r)A F(u(r,x))dr + fo8+ e(t+s-r)AG(u(r-, x), z)N(ds, dz) 
rt+s rt+s + is e(t+s-r)A F(u(r, x))dr + is e(t+s-r)AG(u(r_, x), z)N(dr, dz) 
= etA [eSAx + foS e(s-r)A F(u(r, x))dr + foS e(s-r)AG(u(r-, x), z)N(dr, dZ)] 
r+s r t+s + is e(t+s-r)A F(u(r, x))dr + is e(t+s-r)AG(u(r_, x), z)N(ds, dz) 
r+s rt+s 
= etAu(s, x) + is e(t+s-r)A F(u(r, x))dr + is e(t+s-r)AG(u(r-, x), z)N(dr, dz). 
Changing variable and denoting NS(r, z) = N(s + r, z) - N(s, z) for 0 ::; r ::; T and z E Z yields 
u(t + s, x) = etAu(s, x) + fot e(t-r)A F(u(r + s, x))dr + fot e(t-r)AG(u((r + s)-, x), z)NS(dr, dz). 
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Meanwhile by shifting the start time by s we get 
It+8 u(t + s, s, u(s, x)) =etAu(s, x) + B e(t+B-r)A F(u(r, s, x))dr 
It+8 + B e(t+s-r)AG(u(r-, s, x), z)N(dr, dz) 
=etAu(s, x) + lot e(t-r)A F(u(r + s, s, x))dr 
+ lot+ e(t-r)AG(u((r + s)-, s, x), z)NB(dr, dz). 
Note that u(s, x) is an F 8 -measurable process and the new Poisson random measure NB is indepen-
dent with respect to FB and by the definition and stationarity of N we find out that it has the same 
distribution with N. Let FB be the completion of the cr-field generated by u(s, x) and N8 • Let Ft 
be the u-filed generated by u(s, x) and {N8 (r,z),0 ~ r ~ T} which satisfies the usual hypotheses. 
Then u(t + s, x) and u(t + s, s, u(s, x)) are both solutions to the following stochastic differential 
equation on the probability space (n, lP, Ft, F8 ) 
duS(t) = (Au8 (t) + F(u8 (t)))dt + fz G(uB(t-), z)N8 (dt, dz) 
uB(O) = u(s,x). 
By the uniqueness of the solution, we infer that u(t + s, x) = u(t + s, s, u(s, x)) lP-a.s. In the proof of 
Theorem (4.2.7), we construct functions Fn , n E N which are globally Lipschitz continuous such that 
for each n EN Equation (4.0.5) with drift F replaced by Fm has a unique mild solution satisfying 
Um(t, x) = etAx + lot e(t-r)AFm(um(r,x))dr + lot e(t-r)AG(Um(r-,x),z)N(dr,dz). 
Moreover, we have for all 0 ~ t ~ T, limm-+ um(t, x) = u(t, x) lP-a.s. Define a map 
WB(X) = etAu(s,x) + lot Fm(X(r))dr + lot fz G(X(r-), z)N8 (dr, dz) 
Now define Uo,m(t + s, s, u(s, x)) = u(s, x) and define recursively for n ~ 1 
Un,m(t + s, s, u(s, x)) = WB(Un+l,m(t + s, s, u(s, x))) 
= etAu(s, x) + lot Fm(Un+1,m(r + s, s, u(s, x)))dr 
+ lot fz G(Un+l,m((r + s)-, s, u(s, x)), z)NB(dr, dz). 
Note that the law of Uo,m(t + s, s, u(s, x)) is uniquely determined by the law of u(s, x) and 
Ul,m(t + s, s, u(s, x)) = etAu(s, x) + lot Fm(Uo,m(r + s, s, u(s, x)))dr 
+ fat fz G(Uo,m({r + s)-, s, u(s, x)), z)NB(dr, dz). 
So the law of Ul,m(! + s, s, u(s, x)) is uniquely determined by the law of u(s, x) and the law of NB, 
where u(s,x) and NB are independent. By induction, we infer that the law of Un,m(t + s, s, u(s,x)) 
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is uniquely determined by the law of u(s,x) and the law of N 8, for each n E N. Note that N8 is 
independent of F 8 • Since the map <1>s is a contradiction, it follows from Banach fixed point theorem, 
we infer that 
lim Un m(t + s, s, u(s, x)) = Um(t + s, s, u(s, x)) lP - a.s. 
n--+oo ' 
We first consider the case where u(s, x) is a simple function of the form 
k 
u(s, x) = I:xj1Aj' 
j=l 
where Aj is Fs-measurable. It then follows that 
IE [V'(u(t + s, x))IFs] = IE [V'(u(t + s, s, u(s, x)))IFs] 
= lim lim IE [V'(Un m(t + s, s, u(s, x)))IFs] 
m--+oon--+oo ' 
m 
= lim lim 1E[""'V'(Unm(t+S,S,Xj))lAJ"IFs] m--+oo n--+oo L..J ' j=l 
m 
= lim lim ""'1E[V'(Unm(t+S,S,xj))IFs]lAj 
m--+oo n-too L..J ' j=l 
k 
= lim "'" lim 1E[V'(Unm(t+S,S,xj))]lAj 
m--+oo L..J n--+oo ' j=l 
k 
= "'" lim IE [V'(Um(t + s, s, Xj))] 1Aj L..J m--+oo j=l 
= IE [u(t + s, s, .)] (u(s, x)) 
where we used the Fs-measurability of 1Aj and independence of Un,m(t + s, s, Xj) with respect to 
Fs. Now for arbitrary u(s, x) E L2(0, F 8 ), we can find a sequence of simple functions {un(s, X)}nEN 
in L2(0, Fs) such that 
lim IEllun(s,x) - u(s,x)11 2 = 0 and lim un(s,x) = u(s,x) lP-a.s. 
n--+oo n--+oo 
In the proof of Proposition 4.6.1 we show that the map x I-t u(t, x) is continous. Then we conclude 
that u(t + s, s, un(s, x)) converges to u(t + s, s, u(s, x)) lP-a.s. Thus for V' E Cb(1-l), we infer 
limV'(u(t + s, s, un(s, x))) = V'(u(t + s, s, u(s, x))) 
n--+ 
It then follows from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that 
lim IE [V'(u(t + s, s, un(s, x)))IFs] = IE [V'(u(t + s,s, u(s, x)))IFs] 
n--+ 
Also by Feller property of Pt in Proposition 4.6.1, we have 
lim IE [u(t + s, s, .) ](un(s, x)) = IE [u(t + s, s, .)] (u(s, x)). 
n--+oo 
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Moreover, for each n, the simple function Un(B, x) satisfies 
lE[cp(u(t + B, B, Un(B, x)))I.rs] = lE[u(t + B, B, .)] (Un(B, x)) 
Letting n -+ 00 in both sides of above equality, we conclude that 
lE[cp(u(t + B, B, U(B, x)))I.rs] = lE[u(t + B, B, .)] (U(B, x)), 
which shows equality (4.6.3). 
Since NB and N have the same law, by above discussion the law of u(t + B, B, U(B, x)) is uniquely 
determined by the law of U(B,X) and the law of N. Consider the following equation 
duet) = (Au(t) + F(u(t)))dt + fz G(u(t-), z)N(dt, dz) 
u(O) = U(B, x). 
Then this equation has a unique mild solution which satisfies 
uCt, U(B,X)) = etAU(B, x) + lot e(t-r)AF(u(r, U(B,x)))dr + lot fz G(u(r-, U(B, x)), z)N(dr, dz). 
By a similar argument as above, we see that the law of u(t, U(B,X)) is uniquely determined by the 
law of U{B, x) and the law of N. Thus we infer that 
lE [u(t + s, B, U(B, x))] = lE [u(t, u(s, x))]. 
Finally, we obtain for every cp E Cb(ll), 
Pt+sCP(x) = lE[cp(u(t + B, x))] = IE [IE (cp(u(t + B,x))I.rs)] 
which completes our proof. 
= IE (lE(cp(u(t + s, B, u(s, x)))] 
= IE [lE(cp(u(t, U(B, x))))] 
= IE [CPt 0 cp)(U(B, x))] 
= Ps(Pt 0 cp(x)), 
o 
Remark 4.6.3. The Feller property proved in this section makes it possible to define an invariant 
probability measure for the process (4.6.1). At this stage, let us recall the definition of an invariant 
measure. We say that a probability measure J.I. is an invariant measure for (4.6.1) if and only if for 
any function cp E Bb(ll), we have 
Here (Ptcp, J.I.) = 11-£ Ptcp{x)J.I.(dx) and (cp, J.I.) = 11-£ cp(x)J.I.(dx). The existence of invariant measure for 
(4.6.1), in contrary to the finite dimensional case e.g. in [2], is still an open problem. 
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4.7 Appendix 
Let X = (X(t))t>o be an 1{-valued process. Let (etA)tEJR be a contraction Co-group. Let cp be an 
1{-valued process belonging to M?ocCP; 1{). Set 
I(t) = fat fz e(t-s)Acp(s, z)N(ds, dz), t ~ 0, 
Ir(t) = fat fz 1[o,rj(s)e(t-s)Acp(s,z)N(ds,dz), t ~ 0. 
By the choice of process cp, Proposition 4.1.11 and the assumption about (etA)tEJR, the stochastic 
convolution process I(t), t ~ 0, is well defined. Also for any stopping time 1', the process 1[O,rj(t,w) 
is predictable. In fact, the predictable a-field is generated by the family of closed stochastic intervals 
{[O, T] : T is a stopping time}, see Corollary 2.2.13. This together with the predictability of cp and 
Proposition 4.1.11 implies that integrand of Ir(t) is predictable. Thus the stochastic convolution 
Ir(t) is well defined as well. Moreover, Theorem 3.7.9 allows us to assume that the stochastic 
convolution process I(t), t ~ ° is cadlag. The following lemma, which was first explicitly stated by 
Carroll in his Ph.D thesis [20], verifies the definition (4.2.2) of a local mild solution. The proof is 
mainly based on [15] and [14]. 
Lemma 4.7.1. For any stopping time 1', 
(4.7.1) 
holds for all t ~ 0, IP'-a.s. 
Proof. We first verify it for deterministic time. Let l' = a. If t < a, then 
e(t-t/\a)AI(t 1\ a) = e(t-t)AI(t) = I(t) = faT fz 1[o,tje(t-s)Acp(s, z)N(ds,dz) 
= faT fz 1[o,tj1[o,aje(t-s)Acp(s,z)N(ds,dz) 
= lot fz 1[o,aje(t-s)Acp(s 1\ a, z)N(ds, dz) = Ia(t), 
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where we used in the equality the fact that 1 [O.aJ (s)r.p(s, z) = 1 [O.aJ (s)r.p(s 1\ a, z). If t ~ a, then 
e(t-tAa)A I(t 1\ a) = e(t-a)A I(a) = e(t-a)A loa h e(a-s)Ar.p(s, z)N(ds, dz) 
= e(t-a)A loT h 1 [O,aJ (s)e(a-s)Ar.p(s, z)N(ds, dz) 
+ e(t-a)A loT h l(a,tJ (s)l[O,aJ (s)e(a-s)Ar.p(s, z)N(ds,dz) 
= e(t-a)A loa h 1 [O,aJ (s)e(a-s)Ar.p(s, z)N(ds, dz) 
+ e(t-a)A it fz 1 [O,aJ (s)e(a-s)Ar.p(s, z)N(ds,dz) 
= e(t-a)A lot fz 1 [O,aJ (s)e(a-s)Ar.p(s 1\ a, z)N(ds, dz) 
= lot fz l[o,aJ(s)e(t-s)Ar.p(s,z)N(ds,dz) = Ia(t). 
Thus equality (4.7.1) holds for any deterministic time. Now let T be an arbitrary stopping time. 
Define Tn := 2-n([2nTj + 1), for each n EN. That is Tn = W if 2~ ::; T < W· Then Tn converges 
down to T as n ~ 00 pointwisely. Note that the equality (4.7.1) proved above holds for each 
deterministic time k2-n . It follows that 
00 
e(t-tMn)AI(t 1\ Tn) = L 1{k2_n~1'«k+1)2_n}e(t-tt\(k+l)2-n)AI(t 1\ (k + 1)2-n) 
k=O 
00 
= L 1{k2-n~1'«k+l)2-n}I(k+l)2-n(t) = I1'n(t). 
k=O 
(4.7.2) 
Since Tn converges down to T, so by the IP-a.s. right-continuity of I(t), I(tI\Tn) converges pointwise 
on n to I(t 1\ T) as n ~ 00 for every t ~ 0 IP-a.s. Also, observe that 
Ile(t-tMn)A I(t 1\ Tn) - e(t-tM)A I(t 1\ T) II 
::; lIe(t-tMn)A(I(t 1\ Tn) - I(t 1\ T)) II + II (e(t-tMtI)A - e(t-tM)A) I(t 1\ T)II 
::; III(t 1\ Tn) - I(t 1\ T)II + II (e(t-tMn)A - e(t-tM)A) I(t 1\ T)II· 
converges to 0 as n ~ 00. Thus we conclude that e(t-tMn)AI(t 1\ Tn) converges to e(t-tM)AI(t 1\ T), 
for each t ~ 0, IP-a.s. For the term I1'n (t), by the isometry we find out that 
lElII1'n (t) - I1'(t) 112 = lE 1/ lot fz (1 [O,1'nJ (s) - 1 [O,1'J (s)) e(t-s)Acp(s, z )N(ds, dz) 1/ 2 
= lE lot fz II (1[O,1'nJ(s) - 1 [O,1'J (s))e(t-s)Ar.p(s, z)11 2 lI(dz)ds. 
Recall that that Tn ,J.. T as n ~ 00. So l[O,1'nJ converges to l[o,1'J as n ~ 00. Obviously, the integrand 
is bounded by 1Ir.p(s, z)1I 2 for all n. It then follows from dominated convergence theorem that 
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Hence we can always find a subsequence which is convergent a.s. Finally, Letting n -+ 00 in both 
sides of (4.7.2) yields 
which completes our proof. 
o 
Remark 4.7.2. Note in particular that if we replace t by t 1\ r in (4.7.1), we obtain 
J(t 1\ r) = Jr(t 1\ r). 
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